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A B S T R A C T

This thesis aims at addressing a major issue in Semantic Web and organisational Knowl-
edge Management: consuming large scale semantic data in a generic, scalable and pleas-
ing manner. It proposes two solutions by de-constructing the issue into two sub prob-
lems: how can large semantic result sets be presented to users; and how can large
semantic datasets be explored and queried. The first proposed solution is a dashboard-
based multi-visualisation approach to present simultaneous views over different facets
of the data. Challenges imposed by existing technology infrastructure resulted in the
development of a set of design guidelines. These guidelines and lessons learnt from the
development of the approach is the first contribution of this thesis.

The next stage of research initiated with the formulation of design principles from aes-
thetic design, Visual Analytics and Semantic Web principles derived from the literature.
These principles provide guidelines to developers for building generic visualisation so-
lutions for large scale semantic data and constitute the next contribution of the thesis.
The second proposed solution is an interactive node-link visualisation approach that
presents semantic concepts and their relations enriched with statistics of the underlying
data. This solution was developed with an explicit attention to the proposed design
principles.

The two solutions exploit basic rules and templates to translate low level user interac-
tions into high level intents, and subsequently into formal queries in a generic manner.
These translation rules and templates that enable generic exploration of large scale se-
mantic data constitute the third contribution of the thesis. An iterative User-Centered
Design methodology, with the active participation of nearly a hundred users including
knowledge workers, managers, engineers, researchers and students over the duration
of the research was employed to develop both solutions. The fourth contribution of this
thesis is an argument for the continued active participation and involvement of all user
communities to ensure the development of a highly effective, intuitive and appreciated
solution.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

A substantial amount (upto 55%) of an aerospace design engineer’s time is occupied
while seeking, processing, communicating and disseminating information [Rob10]. 40%
of corporate users can not find essential information on their intranet [Fel04]. Feldman
estimates that an organisation with 1000 knowledge workers loses at least $6 million
annually in time spent searching for knowledge, while the cost of reworking informa-
tion owing to not being retrieved can be upto $12 million. Only 21% of knowledge
workers can find the information they look for in more than 85% of the cases [Fel04].
The foundations of traditional knowledge practices within organisations where isolated
groups of individuals focussing on their own problems and datasets is now challenged
with a move toward a highly collaborative environment exploiting expertise from var-
ious data sources, levels and domains. Traditional management styles and operational
frameworks often lack the flexibility and agility to fully exploit the opportunities aris-
ing out of this information deluge [Rud09]. Modern organisations need to “evolve into a
knowledge-generating, knowledge-integrating and knowledge-protecting organisation” [Tee00]
in order to effectively generate, manage and curate organisational knowledge.

Highly structured, self-descriptive pieces of information, interlinked in large net-
works to formalise constantly growing organisational knowledge have the potential of
identifying highly valuable knowledge, a significant portion of which would remain
hidden and buried otherwise. Therefore, I believe that the opportunities arising out
of employing semantic techniques in knowledge practices within large organisations
are considerable. Core enabling technologies, Application Programming Interface (API)
and tools encompassing ontologies, ontology languages, annotation services and repos-
itories developed by the Semantic Web community provide an excellent infrastructure
for distributed information and Knowledge Management (KM) based on metadata, se-
mantics and reasoning [CSG07, DLS07]. This generates excellent potential for building
highly knowledgeable systems with various specialised reasoning services [FVHD+

02]
and a shared community knowledge infrastructure that can form an indispensable part
of an organisation.

While great opportunities arise out of imbibing semantic techniques in knowledge
practices in large organisations, significant challenges need to be addressed. Large or-
ganisations generate vast amounts of data, as a part of their daily activities. Rigorous
documentation, performance reports, presentations, informal communication, digitisa-
tion of legacy data etc. are examples of the huge mass of data generated. The work
presented in this thesis is an attempt to alleviate one of the significant challenges that
arise as a result: effectively and efficiently consuming large semantic datasets. While
other challenges such as annotation of large volumes of data, validation and organisa-
tion of semantic data, building and managing ontologies etc. are significant challenges
that arise out of generation of semantic data, this thesis solely focusses on consumption.

Facilitating the consumption of semantic data is highly challenging, as analysts, knowl-
edge workers and user communities need quick access to data. Most user interfaces

1
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developed within the Semantic Web (SW) community are still research prototypes, and
though promising, struggle to address issues such as scalability and genericity. With
continuously growing semantic data, manual searches and basic displays make the task
of quickly assessing large datasets difficult. This raises the need for a visualisation-
based approach, as visualisations can help summarise and interpret the contents of
large volumes of data. The need for visualisations as a solution for semantic organi-
sational knowledge introduces further challenges. How can visualisations be used to
communicate and interact with massive data sets, how can such solutions be intuitive,
interactive and appealing, how can users interact with such solutions to express their in-
formation need and so on are some of the questions that are raised when such solutions
are sought.

Though the attention is on providing a visualisation solution that is functional and
attempts to address user information needs, however, a major issue in Knowledge Man-
agement and Information Retrieval systems is the lack of attention to aesthetic appeal.
Despite aesthetics being considered an intangible characteristic of an interface, the re-
sults of employing aesthetic design can be highly significant in influencing ‘playfulness’
[PSP+

13, MK01, LT04] and usability [Hua, LWT05, CSP10, PSP+
13] among users. Aes-

thetic design has been adopted in a few areas such as product design, civil engineering
[CM07, DASH06] and web design [Tra04, KG10, TKI00]. The Information Visualisation
community, in addition to artists, illustrators and web designers has also been produc-
ing beautiful visualisations and infographics1 carefully designed to evoke an aesthetic
response among readers2. Much of this effort however, has been in illustrating facts and
figures within articles or web sites3 instead of an interactive visualisation framework
aimed at exploring large datasets. The translation of such principles into the fields of
SW, KM and Information Retrieval (IR) has therefore been highly limited. Few works
note the attention to and the need for aesthetics [HHU+

11, GGP+
10, DDSC07, RC04],

but there is an urgent need for a more methodological approach toward interface de-
sign with a specific attention to aesthetics, from the initial conceptualisation and design
stages

Motivated from a Knowledge Management (KM) perspective within large organisa-
tions, this thesis proposes design principles and recommendations that can help solu-
tion developers take a methodological approach toward addressing issues that can arise
out of consuming semantic data in the enterprise. The design principles propose how
interface designers can develop aesthetically pleasing solutions for consuming large
volumes of semantic data. This thesis also presents two approaches for Visual Analytic
solutions for exploring and querying large distributed knowledge sources within organ-
isations. Evaluations conducted during various stages of development and their results
are further presented. Findings from the evaluations show that while large semantic
datasets can be visualised and effectively explored, constraints imposed by existing
frameworks can limit a fully interactive experience. The findings also show that aesthet-

1 Information Graphics are visual representations intended to present complex information quickly and
clearly, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infographic

2 http://infosthetics.com archives some excellent examples of aesthetically designed visualisations, which
can inspire new ideas for visualising complex data

3 Several news agencies employ on infographics to illustrate facts to support their news stories or to
support interactive story telling – e.g. http://www.theguardian.com/data, http://www.nytimes.com/

newsgraphics/2013/12/30/year-in-interactive-storytelling/#dataviz

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infographic
http://infosthetics.com
http://www.theguardian.com/data
http://www.nytimes.com/newsgraphics/2013/12/30/year-in-interactive-storytelling/##dataviz
http://www.nytimes.com/newsgraphics/2013/12/30/year-in-interactive-storytelling/##dataviz
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ically pleasing solutions can be developed for querying large repositories of information
by employing Visual Analytic and aesthetic design principles.

A major contribution of this thesis is in establishing the need for user engagement at
all stages of the development of solutions. Starting from initial requirement gathering
and understanding domain knowledge to evaluating final solutions, the role of users
and stakeholders is paramount. Involving users in all stages ensure the requirements
and design solutions are well communicated, and the users and their information needs
are well understood by developers.

The next section presents the motivation for the research in more details, and sets the
stage for the thesis.

1.1 motivations

With data continuously generated as a result of daily activities within large organisa-
tions and new data sources (sensors, datasets etc.) introduced as sources of semantic
data, a significant growth of semantic knowledge within organisations is observed. Sev-
eral organisations have already started integrating Linked Data (LD) within their enter-
prise and many success stories have emerged that are seen as great examples of the
Semantic Web effort in the enterprise. An excellent example is the BBC’s adoption of
the Linked Data initiative in releasing information as Linked Open Data. The BBC has
been one of the earliest adopters of Linked Data among the large organisations, and
several endpoints such as the programmes4, music5 and wildlife finder6 provide excel-
lent examples of how proprietary data can be released for fostering development of
applications [HB11]. Universal Music makes their data available as Linked Data to be
easily queried on a custom interface7. The life sciences domain has also been an early
adopter of Linked data for Knowledge Management tasks via several research projects
such as Bio2RDF8, Linked Life Data9, CardioSHARE10, GenoQuery11 etc [AKM09]. The
same is observed with Governments releasing their data as a part of their commitment
to transparency: a growing amount of information is continuously being made avail-
able to public as linked open data12. If, on the one hand, this amass of data is exciting to
have and exploitable by knowledge workers, on the other hand there is a need to quickly
understand content spanning across various data repositories. The Semantic Web and
Knowledge Management communities are facing new challenges in terms of consum-
ing Semantic Data made available, e.g. dynamic discovery of sources, provenance and
quality assessment, effective integration to name a few. However this is only one side
of the coin as data are intended to be, in the end, for human consumption, not just for
machine crunching.

4 http://bbc.co.uk/programmes

5 http://bbc.co.uk/music

6 http://bbc.co.uk/wildlifefinder

7 http://umusic.co.uk/artists

8 http://bio2rdf.org/

9 http://linkedlifedata.com/

10 http://biordf.net/cardioSHARE/

11 https://www.lri.fr/~lemoine/GenoQuery/

12 As of October 2013, http://ckan.net registered 21,549 datasets of different types such as Census Records,
Railway Maps, Greenhouse Gas data, Airport data, Gene information and so on.

http://bbc.co.uk/programmes
http://bbc.co.uk/music
http://bbc.co.uk/wildlifefinder
http://umusic.co.uk/artists
http://bio2rdf.org/
http://linkedlifedata.com/
http://biordf.net/cardioSHARE/
https://www.lri.fr/~lemoine/GenoQuery/
http://ckan.net
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A multitude of visualisation methods have been proposed, ranging from standalone
visualisation systems to web based mashups and browsers. However, most of such meth-
ods suffer from two major drawbacks: genericity and scalability.

Genericity refers to how generic an approach is with respect to domains and datasets.
Significant effort is spent on visualising large collections of domain-specific data, result-
ing in exciting visualisation paradigms and techniques that cater to only one domain
or dataset. This, however would generate a tremendous impact on other datasets, do-
mains and communities if developed with genericity in consideration. For example, the
Talis Research Funding Explorer13 provides an excellent example of how Visual Ana-
lytic principles can be incorporated with Semantic Web data to support analytical tasks.
However, it would be a significant benefit to other use cases (such as an organisation
exploring financial data, open governmental dataset on public administration, or global
crime statistics) if there was an easy way of “plugging-in” another dataset from a differ-
ent domain. Admittedly, much of the research output from a domain (e.g. genetic data
analysis) is highly domain dependent and cannot be easily transferred into another do-
main (e.g. music publishing). This is where the need for generic technology frameworks
arise, and I believe more research needs to be invested in such technologies, keeping
in mind that some domain-specific aspects may also be needed to be implemented as
fit-for-purpose solutions. Since the very essence of semantics itself is self-description,
research involving semantic technologies need to be domain-independent. This has not
been observed with visualisation systems existing in the Semantic Web and there is a
need for similar generic approaches.

Another way genericity applies is in terms of a user’s experience, expertise and role.
Historically, the act of gathering insight from visualisations have mostly been seen as
an expert task, requiring the trained eyes of a professional, capable in making sense of
images. The same appears to be observed in the Semantic Web community — visualisa-
tion systems are mostly designed for domain experts and rarely involve the consultation
and participation of typical or lay users (the definition of lay and expert users in this
context is the same as described by [DR11]). However, I believe that the use and up-
take of visualisations can have a far-reaching effect on a wider audience. This has been
shown to a great extent by the many visualisation paradigms that exist on the web as
freely available tools. A long standing testament to the empowerment of lay users us-
ing visualisations is the popularity of mapping solutions such as Google Maps14, Bing
Maps15 and Google Earth16. These are initiatives that are drawn from highly expert
domains of cartography and geovisual analysis. However, such technologies have been
welcomed and adopted by casual users with such ease that they have stood the test of
time and expertise into constantly evolving solutions that are now an everyday necessity
for millions of users.

Basic charting features provided by Microsoft Office17, Open Office18 and Google
Charts19 have also gained massive popularity with lay users. Most users are comfort-

13 http://bis.clients.talis.com/

14 http://www.google.co.uk/maps/preview

15 http://www.bing.com/maps/

16 http://earth.google.co.uk

17 http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/

18 http://www.openoffice.org/

19 https://developers.google.com/chart/interactive/docs/spreadsheets

http://bis.clients.talis.com/
http://www.google.co.uk/maps/preview
http://www.bing.com/maps/
http://earth.google.co.uk
http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/
http://www.openoffice.org/
https://developers.google.com/chart/interactive/docs/spreadsheets
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able with building charts and graphs for their daily tasks and reporting activities, even
though they possess very little or no database knowledge. As a step toward collaborative
Visual Analytics, web-based solutions such as IBM’s Many Eyes20 encourage participa-
tion from the community to create new visualisations with their own datasets as well
as reuse of existing ones. Unfortunately, the same environment does not exist in the Se-
mantic Web community, where the focus for most visual solutions have been expert or
trained users for domain-specific purposes: hence, a generic approach is highly needed,
while keeping domain needs in consideration.

The second drawback, scalability applies in two ways — a scalable approach to deal-
ing with large data; and a scalable approach to dealing with large schemas. While both
essentially involve scalable solutions to visualising content, they need two different so-
lutions. Unsurprisingly, the ability to efficiently query large and complex datasets does
not solve the problem of scalability (as achievable with clever indexes and powerful
processors), as scalability also deals with the ability to visualise large complex datasets.
Moreover, the ability to visualise large datasets does not warrant that the user will be
able to process, comprehend and understand the underlying data. Most of the tech-
niques investigated so far in consuming Semantic data belong to one or more of the fol-
lowing categories: graph visualisations, mashups and browser-based solutions. Graph
visualisations suffer from two fundamental problems — most of the solutions visualise
the entire schema in a graph, thereby increasing the cognitive burden on users, and iso-
lating them from the data (which is left invisible to the user unless he/she queries for
it). Other solutions visualise individual data instances — If an instance contains a large
graph, then the solution is unscalable as well as difficult to use. On the other hand, visu-
alising instances does not provide sufficient insight to help understand an entire dataset.
Mashups are an excellent way of interacting with semantic data, but also suffer from
problems: most of them are built on temporal or topological navigational paradigms
— this means that the data needs to contain the relevant information (e.g. time and
geo-coded information) for the mashups to be useful. Browser based solutions can be
of two types — template based and faceted. Such solutions involve less visualisations,
and instead employ variants of interactive tables and lists. Faceted browsing works on
a topical navigation paradigm, where the topics have already been pre-determined by
the developer or data provider. Furthermore, such interfaces can allow users to follow
only one path of exploration, thereby making it difficult for users to compare and con-
trast data. Template based browsing enables users to visualise only an instance of the
data at a time. For example, Sig.ma21 provides all the information about a particular re-
source in one page. However, such methods only help when the user has a very specific
information need related to a data instance within the dataset.

While all existing solutions are highly useful and provide creative solutions to their
own research problems in their own right, I believe a more generic and scalable ap-
proach is needed to ensure more uptake and acceptance in the user community. Se-
mantic data promises immense potential in user interface, visualisation and interaction
design and exploiting semantics and building novel, high impact and highly innovative
solutions is the motivation of this thesis.

20 http://www-958.ibm.com/software/analytics/manyeyes/

21 http://sig.ma

http://www-958.ibm.com/software/analytics/manyeyes/
http://sig.ma
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1.2 research questions

This thesis explores innovative solutions to visualisation and interaction with large se-
mantic data. Two key players in this context need to be considered — data and users.
While semantic data indicate the technical complexities and the intricacies of semantic
formalisms, the technologies are in fact, built for users who need help understanding
and comprehending data. Clearly, these two motivations need a multi-disciplinary ap-
proach where technical solutions to effectively query and visualise data are merged with
the needs of users, their cognitive perspectives, perception and aesthetic responses.

This thesis attempts to answer the main research question:

How can large scale, multi-dimensional, heterogeneous semantic data be effectively explored in
a generic, usable and pleasing manner?

The above question is broken down into three constituent elements: effective and
usable exploration, generic mechanism, and pleasurable experience.

r1 How can visualisation interfaces provide effective means of exploring large scale semantic
data ?

R1.1 What are the implications of using large scale semantic data on visualisation systems
?

R1.2 What are the implications on users ?

R1.3 What are the considerations that are needed in order to design such interfaces?

r2 How can visualisation interfaces help explore semantic data in a generic manner ?

R2.1 How can the process of visualisation of semantic data be formalised ?

R2.2 How can visualisations query semantic data in a generic manner ?

R2.3 How can user interactions drive data exploration in a generic manner ?

r3 How can visualisation interfaces be designed to be visually pleasing?

R3.1 Can we develop aesthetic principles for designing semantic web solutions?

R3.2 How can such principles be translated into practice?

1.3 claims

The problem of consuming semantic data was analysed and broken into two sub parts:
interaction and visualisation of semantic data and querying semantic data. The two
solutions were designed using an iterative UCD approach, and as an outcome of evalua-
tions, extensive literature survey and interview sessions, several design principles and
recommendations were identified. The tangible results of the thesis are translated into
design principles that designers and solution developers can refer to as a guide while
developing aesthetically pleasing solutions for visualising large scale semantic data.

In addition to the development of design principles, there are three claims that the
thesis makes while answering the research questions. The first claim arises out of the
lessons learned from evaluations and user studies while developing the solution for
visualising result sets:
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C1: A multi-visualisation approach that provides simultaneous views of different facets of large
datasets can provide effective means to explore large scale data. However, existing frameworks

pose technical challenges that may restrict a fully interactive experience for users

The rationale behind multiple views is to provide simultaneous visualisations of dif-
ferent facets of the data so that users can formulate a very quick understanding and
overview of the data from multiple perspectives. While different visualisations require
multiple queries to explore data in different facets, system evaluations (Section 5.6.3)
with the solution in a realistic scenario discovered that several key (and desirable) fea-
tures had to be disabled owing to the unpredictability of supporting technology. Exist-
ing framework can pose technical challenges that are beyond the control of interface
developers, hence, potentially affecting usability and user experience. Several recom-
mendations have therefore been provided as a result, that can help solution develop-
ers and designers cope with the unreliability of back end technologies (Section 7.1.1).
The evaluation with domain and technology experts validate the hypothesis of a multi-
visualisation approach toward effectively exploring semantic datasets as presented in
Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2. Establishing the validity of the approach in large organisa-
tions has been limited to an internal evaluation at Rolls Royce plc, reported in Section
5.6.5. The expenses with respect to expertise time and security restrictions as well as
incorporating the approach within standard enterprise search frameworks have been
a limitation that hindered a large scale extensive evaluation to validate the approach
within large organisations. However, the positive results of the two small scale evalu-
ations (with two use cases in an industrial setting), the acceptance of the solution as
a TRL 6 solution and plans of incorporating the multi-visual approach in enterprise
search systems at Rolls Royce plc indicate the potential value of the solution (this is
discussed in more details in Section 8.2, discussing the impact of the solutions).

The second claim (C2) addresses how a generic approach toward exploring semantic
data can be employed.

C2: Generic means for exploring semantic data can be developed by aligning user interactions
with various combinations of generic and specific queries. This requires formalising the process

of translating low level user interactions to semantic queries by interpreting user actions to
high level intent.

A generic mechanism for exploring large unknown datasets can be achieved by sep-
arating user intent and querying processes (Sections 5.3 and 6.7). Users observe visu-
alisations and interact with them in order to satisfy their information needs. A logical
separation of all the processes from each other ensures a generic manner of translating
high level user intents (e.g. a user wants to compare two visualisations) to low level user
actions (e.g. dragging a graph next to another to compare trends). By making use of ba-
sic, standard and generic rules, the processes are connected to each other — this ensures
that while genericity is maintained, domain or user specific rules can be easily incorpo-
rated. Interpretation rules that translate user interactions to high level user intents as
well as translation rules to convert the user intents into highly formalised queries are
presented as tables in the Sections 5.7 and 6.10. These rules form the backbone of a
generic interaction framework that supports the two developed solutions.
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The third claim arises out of an initial literature survey, and follow up development
of the second solution to explore and query large semantic data:

C3: It is possible to develop guidelines of aesthetic design for exploration of large scale semantic
data by combining aesthetic design, Visual Analytics and Semantic Web principles. These
guidelines can then be used to develop user interfaces to help explore large scale data in a

generic, usable and pleasing manner.

The claim C3 is initially presented as a list of guidelines for developing aesthetic inter-
faces for visualising and exploring semantic data. These guidelines were devised after
an extensive survey of the literature in aesthetic design, visual analytics and semantic
web. Section 6.2 presents the guidelines in two forms: generic aesthetic principles for
Semantic Web interface development, and node-link aesthetic principles for interfaces
employing node-link visualisation to present data. Initial evaluation of the existing user
interfaces in the Semantic Web motivates the need for an explicit focus on aesthetic de-
sign (Section 6.3). The guidelines were then consulted, while developing a solution for
exploring and querying semantic data aimed at providing users with a generic, effec-
tive, usable and pleasing interface. The claim is justified by four evaluations: the first as
a small formative evaluation with domain experts who provide initial first feedback to
aid the next step of design (Section 6.9.1); the second in a comparative setting against
other approaches (Section 6.9.2); the third in an extended evaluation that examines how
users behave with longer exposure to system (Section 6.9.3). Following addition of a
natural language component to the solution, the final evaluation compared how experts
and casual users use the system for large datasets (Section 6.9.4). Positive responses
from users, as well as the high usability scores show the value of the aesthetic approach,
and serves to validate the genericity, usability and aesthetic value of the solution. The
first evaluation (Section 6.9.1) was conducted with aerospace domain experts in Rolls
Royce plc, while conducted in a knowledge management setting was in a small scale,
and aimed at capturing qualitative feedback from the users from a knowledge worker/-
manager’s point of view. Hence, the evaluation served to indicate the potential of the
solution within large organisational knowledge management frameworks, but a larger
evaluation within such settings is needed to conclusively validate the applicability of
such approaches, specifically within large organisations.

1.4 contributions and thesis structure

This thesis presents a body of work that investigates how large semantic datasets can be
explored in a generic, visual and pleasing manner. The first contribution is presented as
sets of guidelines — the first set (Section 7.1.1) aims at mitigating the issues surrounding
the technological limitations in the Semantic Web (as identified in Section 5.6.3); the sec-
ond set provides a list of guidelines (Section 6.2) that can be used to design aesthetically
pleasing solutions for the Semantic Web. The first set of principles have been developed
as a result of reflecting upon the experience gained from developing the first solution,
while the second set of principles were developed by conducting an extensive literature
survey.

The development of technology is the next set of contributions, as they provide the
technical mechanisms to help visualise semantic data and help alleviate the issues with
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existing technology. These technologies are, in effect tangible outcomes of research, and
following their implementation, the developer has a greater insight into potential issues,
lessons learned and guidelines to help mitigate potential shortcomings. Two approaches
are proposed in the thesis, by deconstructing the problem of consuming semantic data
into visualisation and querying. The first approach, .views. (points of views) is a multi-
visualisation approach that presents different facets of semantic data to facilitate explo-
ration of data from different perspectives (Chapter 5). The second approach, Affective
Graphs employs aesthetic design and Visual Analytics principles to explore semantic
data in a graph-based visual manner, providing easy solutions to querying semantic
data (Chapter 6). The novel contributions and lessons learned that had emerged from
the design, development and evaluations of these solutions are presented in the Chapter
7.

Using various Visual Analytic techniques, several design decisions have been taken,
which can be adopted in other systems and seed new design ideas. Another contribu-
tion, is highlighting the need for an active user participation, which is highly needed
within the Semantic Web and Knowledge Management communities. A close coopera-
tion with user communities in various aspects of the development of the systems using
an iterative user-centered design methodology has been extremely helpful in bridging
the gap between design, implementation and user needs. This methodology has not
been exploited to its fullest potential in the community so far, and there is a greater
need to do so. The ways in which active user participation has been a part of the devel-
opment of the solutions is discussed further in the Chapter 4

Broadly, the thesis consists of five distinct parts: Introduction (Chapter 1), State of
the art (Chapters 2, 3), Methodology (Chapters 4), Development of technology (Chap-
ters 5, 6) and Conclusions and Future work (Chapters 7,8). The following paragraphs
summarise individual chapters and the work included in the thesis:

Chapter 2 discusses the state of the art in Information seeking behaviour and Infor-
mation Visualisation. This chapter presents an introduction to Visual Analytics and also
sets the stage for the research, discussing the foundations of the Semantic Web, linked
data, knowledge management and business intelligence.

Chapter 3 introduces discusses how semantic data has been consumed and what are
the types of interfaces that have been developed so far. This chapter then relates seman-
tics with principles of aesthetics by highlighting various principles that are particularly
relevant for Semantic Web solutions.

Chapter 4 presents the goals of the thesis and lists the various requirements expected
from the solution. These requirements are generic, and the proposed solutions are fur-
ther elaborated in this chapter. The chapter then concludes by aligning the requirements
to the various features of the solution.

Chapter 5 discusses the development of the first solution, .views.. The chapter dis-
cusses the design rationale behind the framework and then details the architecture and
implementation. The chapter then discusses the two types of evaluations and addresses
Research Question R1, providing evidence to Claim C1.

Chapter 6 addresses Research Question R2, and starts by proposing design guidelines
for building aesthetic interfaces for the Semantic Web identified from the literature. The
chapter then introduces the second system, Affective Graphs and discusses its develop-
ment and the various design decisions taken. The architecture and the technical imple-
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mentation details are also discussed in the chapter. The chapter further discusses four
evaluations that were conducted and addresses R2, and discussions provide evidence
to C2.

Chapter 7 discusses the findings from the development of the two solutions, and
draws from the evaluations as well as a higher level of reflection. The chapter also sum-
marises the novel contributions from the two solutions as well as presents the lessons
learned while developing, designing and implementing the solutions.

Chapter 8 is the last part of the thesis and discusses the impact of the work reported
in the thesis, highlighting some of the success stories. This chapter also discusses how
the research questions have been answered and supports the claims with evidences. The
chapter then discusses how I propose to continue the research and where I would like
to focus on, in the near future.



Part I

S TAT E O F T H E A RT

I tell you and you forget. I show you and you remember. I involve you and you
understand

— Confucius (500 BC)





2
B A C K G R O U N D

Looking for information is an integral part of life, more so in the digital age of highly
connected devices, high performance hardware and massive stores of data. Collecting
information to answer one’s questions can be a highly complex process involving vari-
ous sub tasks like active searching, subconscious decisions, passive learning and so on.
Breaking down search processes into smaller elements based on theoretical foundations
from multiple disciplines of study like psychology, biology, information science and so
on can help analyse the processes involved in Information Seeking behaviour. These
studies can be invaluable in understanding how efficient and effective search and Infor-
mation Retrieval systems can be designed to help users find answers to their questions
quickly and easily. Information is consumed by users as a result of several processes
— active processes such as browsing and querying as well as inactive processes like re-
sponding to environmental stimuli, learning out of life experience and so on. A survey
on Information Seeking behaviour needs to start from understanding the term informa-
tion itself.

Several definitions have evolved over the years attempting to formulate, describe and
explain ‘Information’ from an information sciences perspective. Although expressed with
subtle differences, these definitions essentially describe information as a stimulus that
can change one’s knowledge about a particular topic. [Cas02] proposes that information
can be defined as any difference one perceives in their environment or within them-
selves. [Kri83] defines information from the perspective of uncertainty, as “any stimulus
that reduces uncertainty”. [Mar97], on the other hand provides a more generic defini-
tion of information as “anything that can change a person’s knowledge”. Wilson, looking at
the role of ‘data’ in describing information explains the difficulty in associating a sin-
gle definition also stems from the ambiguity that exists among ‘data’,‘information’ and
‘knowledge’ [Wil81]. Ackoff defined information by contrasting with data, knowledge
and wisdom where data constitute raw observations and measurements; information
represents purposeful messages, built out relationships and interconnections within
data; knowledge is built by applying information and data; wisdom is evaluated un-
derstanding, created by reflecting upon knowledge [Ack89].

Several researchers have distinguished these terms over the years- although they have
often been used interchangeably with each other, they are subtly different from each
other [SA00]. Essentially, data represents real-world discrete facts [CDT00, dav97], in
terms of simple observations [DP97], text and symbols that do not answer particular
problems without being interpreted [QD99, vdS96, SA00]. Information brings meaning,
relevance and purpose to data [vdS96, CDT00, DP97, SA00], intended to change the
perception of the recipient [dav97]. It can be a flow of meaningful messages and facts
[Non08] that are organised to depict a condition or situation [Wii94].

Knowledge, on the other hand constitutes truths, justified beliefs, commitments, judge-
ments, expectations, methodologies and so on [Wii94, Non08, CDT00]. Knowledge com-
prises of valuable information from the human mind [DP97] that helps answer questions

13
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Figure 1: Choo’s representation of data, information and knowledge. Image from [CDT00]

like why and how [QD99]. [BP97] define knowledge as “the invisible force that propels the
most successful companies to stock market values which far exceed the visible assets of their
financial balance sheet”, asserting a relation between knowledge to the financial success
of a company. [SA00] describes knowledge as “the whole body of data and information that
people bring to practical use in action, in order to carry out tasks and create new information”.
The authors provide a nice example to distinguish the three — a morse code, consist-
ing of a sequence of ‘on’ and ‘off’ signals is seen as raw data; the meaning attached to
the signal e.g. an SOS message is seen as the information; information attached with
purpose and competence, potentially causing an action is seen as knowledge e.g. rescue
operation, upon receiving an SOS message. [AL99] provides a description of knowledge
as “Knowledge is a justified personal belief that increases an individual’s capacity to take effec-
tive action.”. [Tee00] notes “Knowledge is not primarily about facts and what we refer to as
‘content’. Rather, it is more about ‘context’. Knowledgeable people and organisations can frame
problems and select, integrate and augment information to create understandings and answers”.

[TV01] further distinguishes knowledge into two types: individual and organisational.
They describe knowledge as “the individual capability to draw distinctions, within a domain
of action, based on an appreciation of context or theory, or both”. Proposing the role of indi-
viduals in contributing to the organisational knowledge, the authors describe it as “the
capability members of an organisation have developed to draw distinctions in the process of car-
rying out their work, in particular concrete contexts, by enacting sets of generalisations whose
application depends on historically evolved collective understandings”.

Several researchers have introduced ‘wisdom’ as another concept in the hierarchical
representation of data, information and knowledge, also known as the DIKW hierarchy
[Row07]. As with the others, there have been multiple definitions of wisdom over the
years — [JV07] note wisdom to be an accumulated knowledge that allows one to un-
derstand how to apply concepts from one domain to a new situation ; [AG03] proposes
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(a) The knowledge hierarchy, showing Data, information and Knowledge
[CW04]

(b) The wisdom hierarchy, also referred to as DIKW hierarchy [AG03]

Figure 2: Representations of Knowledge hierarchy. Images from [Row07]

wisdom as “the highest level of abstraction, with vision foresight and the ability to see beyond
the horizon”. [Jas11] describes wisdom as “the ability to act critically or practically in any
given situation. It is based on ethical judgement related to an individualâs belief system”. Figure
29b describes how the DIKW hierarchy has been described.

2.1 information behaviour

Information Behaviour involves the study of the entire process of requiring, acquiring
and using information. [Cas02] defines it as the “totality of human behavior in relation
to sources and channels of information, including both active and passive Information Seeking,
and information use”. This encompasses any information that has been gathered inadver-
tently such as glimpsing or encountering new information as well as information that
is avoided or that does not evoke a response from the subject [Wil00, Cas02]. While re-
search into human Information Behaviour has historically incorporated studies related
to Information Seeking, foraging, retrieving, organising and use [SC06], the focus of this
discussion will be toward understanding the motivations and the processes involved
with Information Seeking activities. Information seeking tasks typically arise out of an
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Information Need, which motivates an individual to investigate if there is a necessity to
look up different sources to find some information.

The progress in establishing a theoretical definition of the term ‘Information Need’ has
been generally slow — mostly due to a combination of several factors like understand-
ing context, difficulty in segregating ‘wants’ from ‘expressed demand’ and ‘satisfied demand’
and so on [Wil00]. The slow progress in asserting a single definition to the many possi-
ble perspectives that Information Need has been explored [Kri83]. Broadly, Information
Needs have been investigated from two perspectives — the nature of the need and
the level of perception. While the nature of need could be a ‘demand’, ‘want’ or ‘need’,
level of perception can be categorised as immediate (thereby requiring urgent action) or
deferred (requiring an action sometime in the future).

[Cas02] defines Information Need as a “recognition that your knowledge is inadequate
to satisfy a goal that you have”. Making sense of user needs is a complex task, one that
involves understanding the knowledge of the user, system capabilities, context, human
cognition and so on. It is important to note that a user’s Information Need should not
be estimated based on the system being used, rather the main goal of the users. [SBC97]
define Information Need as “the perceived need for information that leads to someone using
an Information Retrieval system in the first place”. [Mar97] describes Information Need
as the process in which humans purposefully engage in order to change their state
of knowledge. [Atk73] defined Information need as “a function of extrinsic uncertainty
produced by a perceived discrepancy between the individual’s current level of certainty about
important environmental objects and a criterion state he seeks to achieve”.

2.2 information seeking

Action motivated to address Information Needs, Information Seeking has been the sub-
ject of considerable research over the past decades — aimed at understanding search
patterns, strategies and techniques. Information seeking, or the “purposive seeking for
information as a consequence of a need to satisfy some goal” [Wil00] can involve interaction
with different sources of information such as the internet, magazines, articles, newspa-
per and so on. [SC06] define Information Seeking as “a subset of Information Behaviour
that includes the purposive seeking of information in relation to a goal”. Information Seek-
ing and IR, though refer to finding information, are terms that are essentially different.
More “human oriented and open ended”, Information Seeking relates to the process of ac-
quiring information, whereas Information Retrieval implies finding information from a
database management perspective, where individuals know a piece of information and
thereafter organised it for future look-up by themselves or others [Mar97]. Although
Information Seeking broadly relates to any attempt (both offline and online) at gaining
information to satisfy one’s Information Need, most of the following discussions would
be directed to Information Seeking in electronic environments.

[SC06] describes how information searching, seeking and behaviour relate to each
other as shown in Figure 3(a). Information behaviour is a wider field of study that
includes environmental factors such as communication patterns as well as human be-
haviour. The authors further describe Information Seeking in two settings — work (oc-
cupation or school) related and non work related. Information searching is a narrower
concept that is associated with humans using an Information Retrieval system. Informa-
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(a) Spink and Cole’s model describing the relation between
Information Behaviour and Information Seeking. Image
from [SC06]

(b) Wilson’s nested model that
describes how Information
Behaviour, Information Seeking
behaviour and information
search behaviour are related.
Image from [Wil99]

Figure 3: Wilson’s and Spink and Cole’s model describes the interplay among Information Seek-
ing and Information Behaviour

tion use is considered within the more specific context of information searching, as well
as the broader context of Information Behaviour.

[Wil99] presents another model to describe how Information Behaviour and Informa-
tion Seeking behaviour are related as shown in Figure 3(b). Wilson presents a nested
model showing the different fields. Information behaviour can be seen as a general
field of investigation, while Information Seeking behaviour can be seen as a sub-set of
the field that encapsulates the different methodologies used by individuals to identify,
discover and access information resources. Infromation search behaviour, on the other
hand deals with the “interactions between information user (with or without an intermediary)
and a computer-based information systems”.

There has been significant research on understanding how humans look for informa-
tion and identify the processes that we consciously or subconsciously undertake while
attempting to answer our Information Needs. Over the past few decades, researchers
have attempted to explain (and predict) the sequence of actions that people undertake
while seeking information. This has given rise to many models (as flowcharts, diagrams,
sequence of events etc.) which have evolved to well established theories for Information
Seeking behaviour. While there are a few models proposed from a wider perspective
that investigates the entire process of Information Behaviour, there are models that at-
tempt to describe and explore the Information Seeking process.

[Cho99] notes that people make use of information and build knowledge, by utilis-
ing the representations, meanings and context within information and data. From an
information management perspective, information gathered is typically stored, indexed
and managed to improve future retrieval of the collected information that is encoun-
tered [Mar97]. However, from an end user’s perspective, how a piece of information
is delivered to him/her is equally important. [Bat03] identified the four Information
Seeking modes — searching, browsing, monitoring and being aware. While Monitoring
and being aware are two modes where information is received by a user while being
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in a passive state, searching and browsing are the focus of discussion in this chapter,
as it involves a user actively seeking for information. Users actively attempt to “answer
questions or develop understanding around a particular question or topic area” in directed
searching. Browsing, on the other hand involves users having “no special Information
Need or interest”, but expose themselves to new interesting pieces of information. A shift
from the “analytic approaches of query-document matching toward direct guidance at all stages
of the Information Seeking process”, exploratory search is a different paradigm from the
browsing and searching behaviour that Bates suggested [WDM+

07].

(a) Exploratory search, as illustrated by [Mar06]

(b) The interplay of lookup, learning and investigating. Image from [WR09]

Figure 4: The role of lookup, learning and investigating in explaining exploratory search
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[Mar06] describes search activities are typically classified into three types: lookup (care-
fully selected queries providing precise results), learn (development of new knowledge)
and investigate (critical assessment of information like analysis, synthesis and evaluation)
as shown in Figure 4 (a). Exploratory search, as suggested by [Mar06] is comprised of
the learning and exploratory tasks. [WR09], on the other hand proposes that there is an
interplay between the three tasks, that contribute toward an exploratory search activity
— “lookup searches are embedded in learning or investigation, learning is an important
part of investigation”. Thus, a better representation of exploratory search tasks would
be as shown in Figure 4 (b). Lookup searches involve well directed queries to retrieving
single facts and popular search engines like Google1 and Bing2 follow this approach. Ex-
ploratory searches, on the other hand, requires a greater user involvement, more system
functionality and a greater interaction between users and systems.

Exploratory search activities can typically require multiple queries to formulate an un-
derstanding of an area of interest. It is also possible that exploratory search sessions can
extend to days or weeks or even longer durations, depending on the task at hand. Most
often, the motivation for such activities is an open-ended, persistent and multi-faceted
Information Need. Such types of search activities may also require the engagement and
collaboration of other individuals who are either information seekers or interested in
the outcome of the tasks.

An Information Seeking behaviour, browsing is an informal and opportunistic activ-
ity that depends heavily on the information environment [Mar97]. Information seeking
tasks that are not well defined or spread across multiple disciplines can be more ef-
fectively resolved by browsing. Gathering an overview of a certain topic or keeping
informed about developments in a particular field can also resolved by browsing. There
are several other reasons why information seekers resort to browsing as a method for
finding information like clarifying an information problem, monitoring a process, dis-
covering or learning, developing a formal strategy and so on. Another interesting rea-
son is that browsing requires a smaller cognitive load as compared to analytical search
strategies, which requires a lot of cognitive processing to recollect significant terms that
are conceptually relevant to the topic of interest. Our perceptual abilities to recognise
information dictates how useful our browsing experience would be.

There have been several ways of presenting information to users while they look
for information — while performing a variety of activities like active searching us-
ing queries in an Information Retrieval system, casually looking for information using
browsers, performing searches using visualisation tools and so on.

2.3 visual analytics

Visual Analytics (Visual Analytics (VA)), or the science of analytical reasoning supported
by highly interactive visualisation interfaces [TC05] offers help in providing means to
users to understand their data. Interactive visual interfaces that visualise large volumes
of highly complex domain-specific information can be immensely valuable for decision-
makers as they reduce the time for analysing raw data. With information visualisation
tools being widely available for users to gain an overview of the data, there has been sig-

1 http://www.google.com

2 http://www.bing.com/

http://www.google.com
http://www.bing.com/
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nificant research into VA. Such technologies can be used to synthesise information and
derive insight from massive dynamic, ambiguous and often conflicting datasets. Visual-
ising datasets can not only help in detecting the expected trends and patterns, but also
discover the unexpected. Over the past decades, there has been a paradigm shift from
confirmatory data analysis to exploratory data analysis [Tuk77]. Confirmatory data anal-
ysis methods involve the user to formulate a hypothesis about the data which is then
proved/disproved by gathering evidence from the data. Exploratory data analysis meth-
ods require the users to explore and analyse the datasets, without any pre-conceived
hypotheses. The aim in such methods is to discover implicit information from the data.
Though confirmatory data analysis by statistical methods can often provide means to
answer known questions the known unknowns, visualisation tools can provide means to
answer the questions unknown to us the unknown unknowns by exploratory data anal-
ysis. Where information visualisation aims only at visualising the underlying data, VA

provides means for the user to interact with the visualisations, thereby encouraging
discovery of new seemingly ‘hidden’ information. The power of VA lies in revealing
‘hidden’ trends or patterns in underlying data.

A multidisciplinary field, VA has several focus areas. Two main models have been pro-
posed — The model proposed by Thomas and Cook is divided in four parts — Analytical
Reasoning techniques to provide deep insights to users for supporting assessment, plan-
ning and decision making (Figure 5); Visual Representations and Interaction Techniques to
exploit the cognitive processes involved in seeing, exploring and understanding large
amounts of information; Data Representations and Transformations to convert data into
visualisations to support analysis; techniques to support Production, Presentation and
Dissemination of analysis efforts [TC05, TC06]. In an analysis activity, the last area (i.e
production, presentation and dissemination) is often the most over-looked and time-
consuming of all the areas [TC06]. However, this area is an integral part of VA activities,
as it is the only process that is visible to larger audiences. Hence, it is extremely im-
portant to produce suitable material that ‘traps’ analysis activities, presents them in a
meaningful way and disseminates to the right audiences in the appropriate manner.

An alternative model (Figure 6) provides a more detailed view of the scope of VA,
by combining the ‘advantages of machines with strengths of humans’ [KMSZ06]. This
model explains how VA effectively integrates several research areas like Information visu-
alisation, Human Factors and Data Analysis. Methodologies from Information Analytics,
Geospatial Analytics and Scientific Analytics are integrated to provide Information Visu-
alisation systems. Human factors (Interaction, Cognition, Perception, Collaboration, Pre-
sentation and Dissemination) are essential to provide a coherent link between humans
and computers. Methodologies developed in Knowledge Discovery, Data Management,
Knowledge Representation and Statistical Analysis also contribute to an effective VA

system, to support data analysis.
In spite of the potential benefits of VA in understanding and discovering information,

most visualisation methods fall short in visualising high volumes of data. [KMSZ06]
discuss their views on the problems associated with visualising large-scale datasets.
Loading large datasets and computing individual visual items to provide interactive
visualisations requires high computational capability, often unavailable in many organ-
isations. The visualisation interfaces are often restricted by the medium itself — i.e. the
computer screens: the number of pixels available for applications is limited, hence, pro-
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Figure 5: Focus areas of Visual Analytics, as illustrated in [TC05]

Figure 6: A more detailed view of the various research areas contributing to Visual Analytics,
illustrated in [KMSZ06]

viding inappropriate visualisations which require extremely high resolutions for the
visual interfaces available. While certain data reduction techniques like filtering, aggre-
gation, compression, principle component analysis provide help in scaling down large
data into a smaller section to increase visibility and comprehensibility, they result in
loss of details. Even if visualisations are obtained for complex large-scale data, it might
not necessarily be effective for human comprehension, reasoning and cognition. Poorly
designed visualisations can be misunderstood, misrepresented and misleading and care
should be taken to ensure that the visualisations are intuitive, aesthetic and presentable
to users.
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2.3.1 Interaction with Visualisations — Dynamic Query

Direct manipulation of databases by using interactive graphical widgets provides ways
for users to formulate complex queries to explore their data sets [AWS92]. Interacting
with databases mostly involve the users to type queries in high level query languages
like Structured Query Language (SQL). This requires expert knowledge on the query
languages, specially if the users require to formulate complex queries. In addition, it
also requires knowledge of the underlying databases. However, for novice users to sig-
nificantly benefit from such techniques require them to devote a lot of time and effort
for learning. Dynamic queries provide the users with interactive and simple ways to
formulate complex queries. [GR94] suggests three goals of direct manipulation- select
relevant sub sets of data; select the appropriate attributes of the data; and aggregating
data elements. Dynamic query allows the users to manipulate interactive elements in
interfaces to control different attributes of the data being visualised. The effect of such
an approach is immediately conveyed to the users as they can see the changes on the
visualisations. Such an approach can benefit the users immensely in the following ways:

• Easy to learn and remember (esp. for novice users)

• Flexible, easily reversible actions

• User is always in control

• Provides instant visual feedback for actions

• Limits the types of errors

• Reduces need for error messages

[WS92] presents an interface, Dynamic HomeFinder which applies dynamic query
mechanisms in a real-estate scenario. The interface presents the users with several query
widgets and a map of an area (Figure 7). Users can manipulate these query widgets to
identify houses that fulfill their requirements. All the queries are then ANDed and
passed to the database to select the relevant results. The interface on the right presents
all the ways the users can interact with the database in order to select the all houses that
match the user’s criteria. The benefit of such mechanisms can be clearly seen from their
results (Figure 8). The results show that there is a significant reduction in time taken
for users to find the required houses. Dynamic query mechanism was tested with paper
based and natural language query based ways of finding data.

2.4 the semantic web

In 2001, Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of HyperText Markup Language (HTML), the basis
of World Wide Web proposed the Semantic Web (SW), an extension of the existing web
[BLHL01]. The main drawback of existing web technologies is that the web is currently
built for humans to read. Machines are unable to perform intelligent processing on these
pages, apart from inferring meanings from the layouts of pages or connections between
them and they fall short of understanding the meaning to a web page. This limits the
capability of existing tools to perform intelligent functions like agents automatically
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Figure 7: Dynamic HomeFinder — an example of dynamic query being used in a real-estate
scenario. Image from [WS92]

querying services. The Semantic Web empowers machines to “understand” information
presented in the web, by making use of the structured information associated with each
web page. SW aims at providing machines with the ability to consume vast amounts of
information automatically.

In order to consume data, machines should be able to reason upon structured infor-
mation using inference rules. However, for this process to be generalised, the machines
must use standardised technologies. [BLHL01] proposed the use of Extensible Markup
Language (XML) (eXtensible Markup Language) and Resource Description Framework
(RDF) (Resource Description Framework) for this purpose. XML provides the ability for
users to define their own terms for annotating information they publish on their web
pages. This can be hidden from view of humans so that only machines can extract in-
formation based on these user-defined tags. Scripts can then scrape the web pages to
identify user-defined tags to obtain a highly structured set of information. However,
machines can make use of the structured information only if they are aware what the
tags actually mean. Different users might use various tags in their own ways to describe
similar objects (example, a ‘car’ could also be referred to as a ‘vehicle’ or ‘automobile’)
or use the same tag to describe different objects (example, ‘school’ could refer to an
educational institution or a collection of fish; ‘bank’ could refer to a financial institution
or the edge of a river).

This ambiguity can cause a hindrance to software programs reasoning on such data.
Context is often useful in such situations, but not always the ideal solution. Universal
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Figure 8: Results obtained by comparing the time taken by users interacting with dynamic query
mechanisms, natural language query interfaces and paper based searching. Image
from [WS92]

Resource Identifiers (Universal Resource Identifier (URI)) are unique identifiers that can
be assigned to every unique concept. Users can define their own URI for a concept that
they want to introduce. URIs can be re-used and shared to avoid duplication of effort.
RDF attempts to encode meanings between these URI concepts by associating them into
triples. Following from natural languages, RDF triples contains Subjects, Predicates (also
known as property or relation) and Objects. Subjects may be a blank node or a URI

reference; objects may be a blank node, literal or URI reference, while predicates are
URI references. RDF triples are conventionally written in the order of subject, predicate,
object. Sets of RDF triples constitute to form an RDF graph, where the nodes are the
subjects and objects of triples and the links between the nodes are the properties or
predicates [Con04].

<rdf:Description rdf:nodeID="node14ptj21ncx6627">

<gml:pos>-3.5666667,54.65</gml:pos>

</rdf:Description>

The above RDF statements describe a node with GPS coordinates, where the node
14ptj21ncx6627 (subject) has the literal -3.5666667,54.65 (object) as position (property).
These descriptions can be used later on to describe other things, such as:

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://twitter.com/chrissmith26/6330626216">

<sioc:hasCreator rdf:resource="http://twitter.com/chrissmith26"/>

<created xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">2009-12-04 07:24:26.0</created>

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#Post"/>

<sioc:hasContent>RT @wigtononline: Cumbria school kids song for

#Cumbriafloods http://tinyurl.com/ye39qtg Charity helps victims

Please retweet

</sioc:hasContent>
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<subject xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">Cumbriafloods</subject>

<itr:has_Localization rdf:nodeID="node14ptj21ncx6627"/>

</rdf:Description>

The above statements provide an example where a social post (tweet) on Twitter
has been described by the node (ID = node14ptj21ncx6627), identifying the geographic
location where the tweet was posted from.

Triples can be serialised as RDF files or dumps, which can then be loaded on to triple
stores like Sesame3, Virtuoso4 or Jena SDB 5 for storing and querying. Triple stores or
RDF stores are graph based frameworks that support storing and querying semantic
data, much like a Database Management System (DBMS) in the traditional database
world [OSGms08, YWZ+

08].
In order to provide a more compact, natural and readable alternative to XML syntax

for defining RDF, [BLC08] specifies the Notation 3 language. The language aims to im-
prove the ways RDF is expressed and allow smoother integration of rules using variables,
formulae and quantifications (such as @forSome, @forAll) into RDF. The readability of
RDF triples is improved by using features like URI abbreviation; repetition of objects
for the same subject with commas; repetition of predicates for the same subjects with
semicolons; blank node syntax; using formulae within “{” and “}”; grammar rules.

[AB08] proposes a way of integrating web sites and RDF data by including RDF state-
ments within a page’s content. Making use of the extensible nature of XHTML, publish-
ers can embed Resource Description Framework in attributes (RDFa) statements in web
pages, which can be parsed by programs that extract and index RDF statements. Ivan
Herman’s site, (http://www.w3.org/People/Ivan/) provides some examples of embed-
ding RDFa statements within a web page —

<span rel="foaf:holdsAccount">

<span about="http://www.facebook.com/ivan.herman" typeof="foaf:OnlineAccount">

<a rel="foaf:accountServiceHomepage" href="http://www.facebook.com"> facebook</a>

(acc. name <span property="foaf:accountName">ivan.herman</span>),

</span>

</span>

The HTML code shows an example where the author provides information about his
Social Networking sites using RDFa statements. The ‘about’ statement on the second line
is used to indicate that the facebook link is a type of online account, which is defined
in the Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) ontology. Similarly, the FOAF ontology is referred to in
the fourth line while mentioning the account name. Programs (such as Sindice) scraping
the website will look for these statements and build the RDF triples accordingly, and can
load them into a triple store to be available for querying.

While the Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a graph-based data model for
representing semantic information, SPARQL6 is the proposed query language for RDF.
The RDF Data Access Working Group released a first public working draft of SPARQL in
2004, which presently is now a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Candidate Recom-
mendation [PAG09, QL08]. SPARQL is a graph-matching query language, where patterns

3 OpenRDF Sesame, http://www.openrdf.org/, Last accessed 25/06/12

4 OpenLink software Virtuoso, http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/, Last accessed 25/06/12

5 Jena SPARQL Database, http://openjena.org/SDB/, Last accessed 25/06/12

6 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

http://www.w3.org/People/Ivan/
http://www.openrdf.org/
http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
http://openjena.org/SDB/
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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in the data are matched with ones specified by users, based on specific restrictions. Out-
puts of SPARQL queries are of different types, based on specifications of the queries, such
as yes/no, value of variables matching patterns, construction of new triples from val-
ues and descriptions about resources [PAG09]. SPARQL queries are constituted of triples,
where each subject, predicate and object can be either a variable (indicated by a preceed-
ing ‘?’) or value. The following set of examples illustrate some SPARQL queries, based
on the Semantic Web Dog Food7 data.

SELECT DISTINCT ?object WHERE {

?subject a ?object

}LIMIT 100

The example is a very basic query to list 100 distinct concepts that exist within the
dataset. The value of the predicate, ‘a’ (which is treated as a keyword, as an alternative
for the http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type)8 restricts the returned
triples to only those triples that describe the type of subjects.

SELECT DISTINCT ?subject WHERE {

?subject a <http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#InProceedings>

}LIMIT 100

The above example shows a basic query that lists 100 resources that are the type of
InProceedings. Here, the only variable, subject is restricted by the value of the object
(http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#InProceedings) and predicate (a).

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

PREFIX purl: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>

PREFIX swrc: <http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#>

SELECT DISTINCT ?label,?creator,?year WHERE {

?subject a <http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#InProceedings>.

?subject rdfs:label ?label.

?subject purl:creator ?creator.

?subject ?prop ?year.

}

The above example provides a slightly more complicated query, looking for the label,
authors (creator) and publication year of all ‘in proceedings’ articles. Further pattern-
matching based on values of variables are provided by filter mechanisms.

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

PREFIX purl: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>

PREFIX swrc: <http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#>

SELECT DISTINCT ?label,?creator WHERE {

?subject a <http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#InProceedings>.

?subject rdfs:label ?label.

?subject purl:creator ?creator.

?subject ?prop ?year.

FILTER (?year=2009 AND regex(?label,"visual","i")).

}

The example shows a more complex query, listing the label and authors of all the
publications in the year 2009

9 and the label contains the term ‘visual’ (case insensitive).

7 http://data.semanticweb.org/

8 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/#abbrevRdfType

9 Note that this query would not work in the RDF dump provided by Semantic Web Dog Food, since the year
is represented as a string variable. In such a case, the filter triple should be set as FILTER (?year="2009"
AND regex(?label,"visual","i"))

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type
http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology#InProceedings
http://data.semanticweb.org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/##abbrevRdfType
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2.4.1 Ontologies

Since users do not have control on other user’s concepts and URIs, the same concepts
may be defined by different URIs. This could cause confusion among software agents
when analysing information shared among different users. Large sets of RDF data using
the URIs could vary among different publishers. RDF schemas10 could help in providing
a level of abstraction from the data to indicate the purpose of classes and properties
by providing further descriptions. However, they are incapable of providing means to
reason over the data. Ontologies, which are formal specifications that conceptualise a
domain can provide advanced ways of reasoning over RDF data. Such specifications pro-
vide a structured way of identifying the concepts in a domain and their relations with
each other. Inference rules set up by their authors can also be used by software agents
for reasoning. Different ontologies can also be ‘mapped’ together using equivalence rela-
tions. Data sources, based on different ontologies can be connected together using these
equivalence relations. The Web Ontology Language (Web Ontology Language (OWL),
[MH04]) is used to define ontologies. OWL provides three sub-languages, depending on
the requirements of the implementers — OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full, arranged
according to levels of expressivity. The OWL vocabulary allows users to describe various
relations among classes and properties like disjoints, cardinality, unions, intersections
and so on. The following example shows a portion of an ontology:

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Call">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/wordnet/1.6/Announcement"/>

<rdfs:label>Call</rdfs:label>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="AcademicEvent">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#OrganisedEvent"/>

<rdfs:label>Academic Event</rdfs:label>

</owl:Class>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="forEvent">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Call"/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#AcademicEvent"/>

<rdfs:label>for event</rdfs:label>

</owl:ObjectProperty>

The above statements are extracts from an ontology11 discussing a conference (Euro-
pean Semantic Web Conference, ESWC 2006

12). The statements show two classes, ‘Call’
and ‘AcademicEvent’. An object property linking these two classes is shown, where
the statements would be interpreted as Calls (which are a type of Announcement, de-
scribed by the resource ‘‘http://xmlns.com/wordnet/1.6/Announcement") are being
announced for Academic Events (which are a type of Organised Events)

2.4.2 Linked Data

LD, or the “set of best practices for publishing and connecting structured data on the
web” [BHBL09] has been exponentially rising over the past few years. Since traditionally

10 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/

11 ESWC Conference Ontology, http://www.eswc2006.org/technologies/ontology-content/2006-09-21.

rdf, Last Accessed 25/06/12

12 European Semantic Web Conference, http://www.eswc2006.org/, Last Accessed 25/06/12

``http://xmlns.com/wordnet/1.6/ Announcement"
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
http://www.eswc2006.org/technologies/ontology-content/2006-09-21.rdf
http://www.eswc2006.org/technologies/ontology-content/2006-09-21.rdf
http://www.eswc2006.org/
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data providers have been publishing data on the web as CSV (Comma Separated Values
is a file format that can store tabular text data, where each column value in a row is sepa-
rated from the next by a comma) or XML13 (Extensible Markup Language is a set of rules
for saving data where data values are marked up within conceptual tags) files, or HTML

tables, a lot of the structure and semantics of the data cannot be maintained. Linked
Data, or the Web of data refers to data on the Web, where it is machine-processable
and is linked to other data sets, which may be further linked to several other data sets.
Unlike traditional Web of hypertext documents, which uses HTML for describing links
between hypertext documents, the Web of Data connects arbitrary things described in
RDF by describing their relationships. [BL06] provides the following set of principles or
guidelines for data providers to publish and connect their data, while adhering to the
architecture and standards of the Web

• Identify things by URIs to enable people/objets to look them up

• Provide relevant and useful information using the standard presentations (RD-
F/XML) when anyone looks them up

• Include links to other URIs to maintain data interconnections and help discovery
of more things.

These principles make the Web of Data a “tightly interwoven” layer with the tradi-
tional Web. The Linking Open Data project14 is a community effort to publish various
data sets under open licenses as RDF on the Web, connected with RDF links by follow-
ing the underlying principles of publishing LD. The project, started in 2007 provides
a great example for demonstrating the value of SW and LD. Users and programs can
browse, visualise, query or reason over this cloud of large, interlinked data. The data
size and coverage has been rapidly growing over the past few years, starting in 2007

with roughly 500 million RDF triples and 120,000 RDF links between data sources. As of
September 2011, the size of the cloud was over 31 billion RDF triples and 504 million
RDF links15. Developers can gain access to such data by querying publicly accessible LD

endpoints. However, the data is unknown to developers or end users, as the data is not
visible unless the endpoints are queried upon.

The following section investigates knowledge practices employed within organisa-
tions, knowledge workers and user communities that are existent within organisations.
Understanding the various knowledge practices in companies and their existing Knowl-
edge Management problems can be helpful in identifying solutions that can span across
the hierarchical structure of organisations. The section also presents a few Business In-
telligence solutions that are available as off-the-shelf products.

2.5 knowledge management

Businesses are presently facing ever increasing challenges in an era of highly dynamic
and uncertain economic conditions. One of the most important assets of organisations,

13 XML, http://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_whatis.asp, Last Accessed 25/06/12

14 Linking Open Data Project, http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/

LinkingOpenData, Last accessed 25/06/12

15 http://thedatahub.org/ contains thousands of datasets that can be downloaded by users and developers

http://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_whatis.asp
http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/ CommunityProjects/
http://thedatahub.org/
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knowledge is a key factor in determining the financial success of a company. While the
combination and application of tangible resources are responsible for deploying services
and manufacturing products, an organisation’s know-how is ultimately what drives
such activities [AL01]. The success of an organisation depends highly on how well the
company exploits their knowledge and memory [DFH03]. The discussion in this chap-
ter and the thesis is mostly on the KM efforts in knowledge-intensive firms as opposed
to labour or capital intensive firms. Such firms are typically characterised by significant
problem solving and non-standardised production; creativity on the part of the organisa-
tional environment and the practitioner; high reliance on individuals and less on capital;
most employees require higher education level and professionalisation; materials and
assets are not the central factor, most important factors are in the minds of employees,
networks, customer relationships, manuals and so on; high dependence on the loyalty
of key personnel and vulnerability when they leave the organisation [NAEW06].

With shifting markets, technological advancements, increase in global competition
and rapidly increasing innovative products, organisations need to continually re-define
themselves to stay ahead in the competition. Companies employing advanced knowl-
edge practices to create, use and disseminate information within themselves to build
new technologies and products can gain a significant competitive advantage in a highly
uncertain era [Non08]. Organisations should also leverage existing knowledge and cre-
ate new knowledge by developing an “absorptive capacity” which can help use existing
knowledge to recognise new information, evaluate, assimilate and use it to develop new
knowledge and capabilities [CL90, GMS01].

[SA00] lists a few benefits of knowledge engineering in general, as a field of study:
identify opportunities and bottlenecks in the development, distribution and application
of knowledge within organisations; gather a greater understanding of the structures and
processes applied by knowledge workers; build better, easier and maintainable knowl-
edge systems. Knowledge systems, employing methodologies developed in knowledge
engineering research aim to acquire, capture, categorise, classify, archive, manage and
present organisational knowledge in a way that is easily accessible to users. Such sys-
tems can help organisations in many ways — faster decision-making, increased produc-
tivity and increased quality of decision-making, enhanced problem solving to name a
few. [BGG96] discusses their findings on the expected benefits of knowledge systems
and if such benefits were realised, as a result of an empirical study on survey data
collected from questionnaires to individuals in the industry and organisations.

2.5.1 Business Intelligence

Business Intelligence (BI) is a concept of management philosophy that involves the col-
lection of processes and software to support understanding of large datasets, retrieval
and analysis of information and making decisions within organisations [EB11]. Several
descriptions of Business Intelligence exist: [PLK05, GK86, GG86] describes BI as a con-
cept and a tool that helps organisations manage and refine information and make effec-
tive decisions. [PLK05] points that BI includes two aspects: the information and knowl-
edge that describes the organisations, processes, customers, competitors, economic and
financial status; and the processes that produces the intelligence. [Rud09] describes BI

as the capabilities that are required to turn data into intelligence. [Sho13] surveys the
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literature and discusses that BI has been defined from two main standpoints — a technol-
ogy view and a process view. From the technical view, BI involves a set of technologies
that facilitates the following processes in a sequential manner: gathering and storage
of data; transformation of data to information; transformation of information to knowl-
edge; and utilisation of the knowledge to take decisions. The process view defines BI as
a continuous supporting process of decision making where internal and external data
is gathered, analysed and aggregated to provide insights.

In their survey paper, [CCC+
09] notes that the various definitions of BI can be grouped

into three categories: managerial/process; technological; product. The managerial/process-
based definition describes BI as the process of gathering data from internal or external
sources and its subsequent analysis to aid decision-making processes. The technological
definition describes BI as the tools and technologies that allow recording, recovery and
analysis of information. The product-based definition describes BI as the result/product
of extensive analysis of detailed business data and analysis practices using BI tools.

Since the 1970s, early systems at assisting decision-making processes within organ-
isations were introduced as Decision Support System (DSS), which took several forms
— executive information, online analytical processing (OLAP) and predictive analytics
[WW07]. Gartner analyst Howard Dresner in the 1990s coined the term BI as “a set of
concepts and methods to improve business decision making by using fact-based support systems”
[Pow03, WW07]. Power provides a comprehensive history of how Decision Support Sys-
tems developed and evolved. In fact, Dresner noted that the very definition of BI has
been distorted over the years with different vendors marketing their BI solutions in their
own ways [Kot06]. [Sho13] notes that a disagreement in formalising a definition of BI

among researchers with the term BI has also been due to the confusion between BI and
Competitive Intelligence (CI) — where CI encapsulates the entire competitive environ-
ment including the internal and external information. While considerable difference ex-
ist in a formal definition, the essence of BI remains utilising data to aid decision-making
processes within the organisation, by translating data to information and knowledge.

Gartner, in their survey of 1400 chief information officers noted that BI projects were
the number one priority, and are recognised as instrumental in driving business effec-
tiveness and innovation [WW07]. [CKKS02], in 2002 noted that the two major technol-
ogy investments by organisations that have shown good return on investment are KM

and BI, and predicted the two technologies would blend, where techniques from one is
translated into the other. While BI is a set of tools and technologies to gather, access and
analyse large amounts of data, KM represents a set of practices of the creation, develop-
ment and application of subjective human knowledge. [WW08] proposes the application
of data mining to bridge the gap between the two fields.

2.5.2 Business Intelligence Systems

Several players exist in the Business Intelligence field, and organisations presently in-
vest heavily in developing solutions for the enterprise. Software giants such as Microsoft,
IBM, SAP and Oracle have all stepped into the BI field, establishing themselves as major
vendors. One of the most popular solutions was developed by Cognos, which was later
acquired by IBM in 2008. IBM Cognos (Figure 9, top left) offers several functionalities to
help decision-making processes: query and reporting, performance dashboards, perfor-
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mance metric monitoring, analysis of trends and patterns, collaborative features, mobile,
real-time performance monitoring and advanced visualisations16. The Cognos suite is
also integrated with other IBM products such as ManyEyes, SPSS Predictive Analytics,
Lotus Connect and so on. By integrating IBM Cognos with IBM’s popular ManyEyes
program, users have a large range of visualisations to choose from. The type of data
can be matched to the visualisation, which can in turn be composed into reports, or
dashboards to monitor processes. The framework is flexible to encode different types
of data with visual properties such as position, shape, size, color etc. [Ili13] provides a
tutorial for how visualisations can be built based on the data and the best practices of
doing so using the IBM Many Eyes system17. The software is used by thousands of com-
panies around the world18, and is ranked in the leaders of Gartner’s Magic Quadrant
for Business Intelligence1920. Gartner’s Magic Quadrant report [RSSH09] notes infras-
tructure, metadata management, workflow and collaboration, reporting, querying MS
Office integration, advanced visualisation and scorecarding as the strengths of the soft-
ware, while highlighting poor performance as a drawback. Another major vendor, SAP
entered into business intelligence field with the acquisition of Business Objects. The SAP
Business Intelligence Solutions (Figure 9, top right) provide a large range of solutions
with similar features as IBM Cognos, such as reporting, dashboard, mobile and integra-
tion with different data sources21. SAP Lumira provides data visualisation facilities and
can be used to visualise and aggregate from different datasets. Reporting and ad hoc
query capabilities were noted to be as the top strength for the software, while low levels
of customer support was noted to be a drawback [RSSH09].

Another major player, Microsoft entered the BI market fairly late with a competitive
price and a well-packaged BI product22(Figure 9, middle left). The software, packaged
with other Microsoft products such as Excel, SQL Server, SharePoint Server along with
the large user base of Microsoft application developers makes Microsoft’s BI a highly
prospective solution [RSSH09]. Microsoft’s BI product covers three categories: Personal,
Team and Corporate BI23. Four main technologies drive the solutions: Excel (personal),
Excel Services and Office SharePoint Server (team) and PerformancePoint Server (corpo-
rate). Personal BI enables users to create quick spreadsheet based reports, perform quick
analysis on data from different sources with a minimal Information Technology (IT) re-
quirement. Team BI enables users to share their analysis in dashboards, securely accessi-
ble to collaborators. It also allows integration with Microsoft Office products to facilitate
collaborative activities. Organisation BI, on the other hand provides a wide range of or-
ganisational facilitates such as planning, budgeting, forecasting tasks. Users can build
single dashboards and consolidated reports containing KPIs, analytic reports and views
on the data sources. Long development cycles, poorer metadata management, differ-

16 from http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/solutions.html

17 https://www-304.ibm.com/connections/blogs/predictiveanalytics/entry/extensible_

visualization_brings_new_visualization_options_and_advantage_to_cognos_active_report?lang=

en_us

18 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/uk/data/cognos/

19 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognos

20 http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/Cognos

21 http://www.sap.com/pc/analytics/business-intelligence/software/overview/index.html

22 http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bi/Products.aspx

23 http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd365010(v=office.12).aspx

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/solutions.html
https://www-304.ibm.com/connections/blogs/predictiveanalytics/entry/extensible_visualization_brings_new_visualization_options_and_advantage_to_cognos_active_report?lang=en_us
https://www-304.ibm.com/connections/blogs/predictiveanalytics/entry/extensible_visualization_brings_new_visualization_options_and_advantage_to_cognos_active_report?lang=en_us
https://www-304.ibm.com/connections/blogs/predictiveanalytics/entry/extensible_visualization_brings_new_visualization_options_and_advantage_to_cognos_active_report?lang=en_us
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/uk/data/cognos/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognos
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/Cognos
http://www.sap.com/pc/analytics/business-intelligence/software/overview/index.html
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bi/Products.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd365010(v=office.12).aspx
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Figure 9: Examples of Business Intelligence visualisation dashboards. Top left: IBM Cognos
(Image from http://jragsdale.wordpress.com/tag/ibm-cognos), Top right: SAP
BI (Image from http://www.biondemand.com/sites/default/files/global/images/

screenshots/biod_dashboard.jpg), Middle left: Microsoft BI (Image from http://www.

dashboardinsight.com/dashboards/screenshots/bi-analytics-dashboard.aspx),
Middle right: Oracle BI (Image from [ora]), Bottom left: Jaspersoft (Image from
https://www.jaspersoft.com/tour) and Bottom right: Pentaho (Image from
http://www.pentaho.com)

ent metadata model across products and lack of direct sales channel are a few of the
challenges they face [RSSH09].

With a large base of customers using Oracle applications, database and middleware,
Oracle is another well-established solution provider. Acquiring Siebel Systems24 and
Hyperion Solutions25 , Oracle moved into the BI market with an offering of a complete,
open and architecturally unified BI system (Figure 9, middle right). The software pro-

24 http://www.oracle.com/uk/products/applications/siebel/overview/index.html

25 http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/acquisitions/hyperion/index.html

http://jragsdale.wordpress.com/tag/ibm-cognos
http://www.biondemand.com/sites/default/files/global/images/screenshots/biod_dashboard.jpg
http://www.biondemand.com/sites/default/files/global/images/screenshots/biod_dashboard.jpg
http://www.dashboardinsight.com/dashboards/screenshots/bi-analytics-dashboard.aspx
http://www.dashboardinsight.com/dashboards/screenshots/bi-analytics-dashboard.aspx
https://www.jaspersoft.com/tour
http://www.pentaho.com
http://www.oracle.com/uk/products/applications/siebel/overview/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/acquisitions/hyperion/index.html
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vides similar functionalities as expected — ad hoc query and analysis, OLAP, web-based
interactive dashboards, collaborative workspaces and scorecards. Oracle exploits feder-
ated query capabilities to source data from multiple sources and common enterprise
information model maintains consistency over different applications. Gartner, in their
survey noted that Oracle faces several challenges: reporting tools lacked capabilities,
customer support and a general slower introduction of innovative technologies such as
in-memory processing, visualisation and search.

While several major vendors such as the ones discussed have a large share of the BI

market, several open-source solutions have also gained momentum and are being con-
sidered by many organisations. Jaspersoft (Figure 9, bottom left) exploits its extended
unified metadata capability for abstracting business-level information from lower level
data models and provides a wide range of charts and ad hoc query and analysis capa-
bilities. It provides easy interaction for non technical users to develop reports without IT

knowledge. Jaspersoft provides several features such as report designer, cluster-aware
caching, data visualisation and exploration, data virtualisation and in-memory engine26.
Gartner notes that in spite of its favourable feedback from users, it lacks in supporting
a large number of users. Pentaho27(Figure 9, bottom right), providing a suite of exten-
sive BI capabilities including query reporting, data mining and a BI platform, is another
significant player in the open-source BI market. The components of Pentaho can be used
either as an out-of-the-box solution or integrated with other solutions. The software
is user-friendly and the presentation and dashboard capabilities are flexible [TvdB10].
Pentaho provides several features such as automatic table designer, cost-benefit analysis
of aggregation at different levels, automatic generation and population of aggregated
tables. Both Pentaho and Jaspersoft follow a subscription based model on their GNU
Public License, and have been rated higher than other vendors in the customer support
category [RSSH09].

As can be observed, most of the BI solutions provide several means for users to ag-
gregate information from different data sources (organisational databases, excel spread-
sheets, individual datastores), perform analyses, what-if scenarios, ad hoc query pro-
cessing etc. and subsequently build dashboards and reports containing scorecards and
different types of visualisations. Most of the solutions also provide facilities for collab-
oration and sharing within teams as well as throughout the organisation. The prime
function of BI solutions, therefore is in performance reporting and monitoring by as-
similating information from a variety of sources, and performing some analysis on the
information collected.

2.6 user-centered design

Originating from the seminal work of Norman and Draper [ND86], UCD requires users
to be involved in the development of a product. It is a multi-disciplinary approach
grounded on user studies and active involvement of users for a precise understanding
of users and task requirements. [RSP02] discusses three primary reasons for involv-
ing real users as opposed to the traditional approach of interviewing proxy-users and
managers: developers gain a better understanding of user’s needs and goals thereby

26 http://www.jaspersoft.com/meet-the-new-jaspersoft-5

27 http://www.pentaho.com

http://www.jaspersoft.com/meet-the-new-jaspersoft-5
http://www.pentaho.com
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resulting in a more usable to product; to ensure users have a realistic expectation from
the product; and users feel a sense of ownership towards the product, resulting in being
more receptive.

2.6.1 Engaging Users in Design

Gould and Lewis [GL85] discuss three principles of system design that should be
followed for a useful and easy way to use a computer system: early focus on users
and tasks (designers must understand user and tasks by studying their cognitive, be-
havioural, anthropomorphic and attitudinal characteristics); Empirical Measurement(users
should use simulations and prototypes, to be recorded and evaluated for analysis) and
Iterative Design (there should be several cycles of design, test and measure and re-
design). The authors stress the need to involve direct users of the systems and under-
stand them as opposed to identifying, describing or stereotyping them as well as human
discussions with intermediaries. Designers can also be trained by users to use existing
systems and relate them with the tasks so they can have a greater understanding of
systems users are comfortable with and their tasks. [RSP02] suggests five principles to
illustrate the early focus on users and tasks:

• User’s tasks and goals are the driving force behind the development — the princi-
ple recommends that instead of trying to fit a technology in an area, it is important
to understand how to align available technologies to better support user tasks and
goals.

• Users’ behaviour and context of use are studied and the system is designed to sup-
port them — this suggests understanding user behaviour, priorities, preferences
and implicit intentions while performing their tasks.

• Users’ characteristics are captured and designed for — it is important to under-
stand and account for the physical as well as cognitive characteristics of users that
can also affect how some users interact with the systems. e.g. some users may be
colour-blind, or have personal preferences while performing tasks etc.

• Users are consulted throughout development from earliest phases to the latest
and their input is seriously taken into account — users can be involved in various
ways and they need to be respected by the developers

• All design decisions are taken within the context of the users, their work, and
their environment — designers need to be aware of users while making their
design decisions even though users may not directly design the product.

The illustration provided by [Rub94] in Figure 10 sets the stage for the role of users
in designing products: users can be seen as the “center of focus” as the development
proceeds. The user is depicted at the centre of a double circle, where the inner ring
consists of context, objectives, environment and goals. The outer ring consists of task
detail, task content, task organisation and task flow.

The Table 1, prepared by [AMkP04] summarises the ways users can be typically in-
volved during the system development.
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Figure 10: Rubin’s [Rub94] depiction of users as the centre of the development. Image from
http://www.neelsworld.info/documents/ucd.pdf

Since the time Norman initially coined the term “User-centered design”, there has
been several definitions within the community indicating varying degree of participa-
tion of users as well as understanding of tasks [GGB+

05]. Norman discusses UCD as
a philosophy based on the needs and interests of the user, with an emphasis on mak-
ing products usable and understandable [Nor04]. He proposes three conceptual models:
the user model, the designer model and the system image. The key to a good design
is consistency between the three models: the designer model is the conceptualisation of
the system that the designer has in mind, the user model is used by the user to explain
the operation of the system and the system image reflects the design of the system. The
designer needs to ensure that the designer model is consistently translated to build an
appropriate system image, which the user interprets to understand the system. With
the progress in developing ISO 9241 Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual
display terminals, a need for a separate high-level document developed which would ex-
plain human factor activities performed during the design of interactive systems. This
need drove the efforts into a working committee to develop guidance for project man-
agers. The results were published as ISO 13407:1999 Human-centred design processes for
interactive systems (Human-Centered Design (HCD)). While UCD and HCD may suggest
different implications, they have often been used in the literature (as well as in this
thesis) as synonyms referring to the same principle of having the involvement of users
in the development of systems. The following principles were listed in the report for
human-centred design:

• the active involvement of users and a clear understanding of user and task require-
ments

• an appropriate allocation of function between users and technology

• the iteration of design solutions

http://www.neelsworld.info/documents/ucd.pdf
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Technique Purpose Stage of Design Cycle

Background Interviews
and questionnaires

Collecting data related to the users
and expectations of users; evaluation
of design alternatives, prototypes and
final artifact

At the beginning of the
design project

Sequence of work in-
terviews and question-
naires

Collecting data related to the se-
quence of work to be performed with
the artifact

Early in the design cy-
cle

Focus groups Include a wide range of stakeholders
to discuss issues and requirements

Early in the design cy-
cle

On-site observations Collecting information concerning the
environment in which the artifact will
be used

Early in the design cy-
cle

Role-playing, walk-
throughs, simulations

Evaluation of alternative designs and
gaining additional information about
user needs and expectations; proto-
type evaluation

Early and mid-point in
the design cycle

Usability testing Collecting quantities data related to
measurable usability criteria

Final stage of the de-
sign cycle

Interviews and ques-
tionnaires

Collecting qualitative data related to
user satisfaction with the artifact

Final stage of the de-
sign cycle

Table 1: Table prepared by [AMkP04] to indicate ways to engage the user communities in the
software design cycle

• the iteration of design solutions

The recommendations of the working committee included activities such as planning
of the Human-Centered process, specification of user and organisational requirements,
production and evaluation of solutions on the basis of the requirements. ISO 13407 de-
fines HCD as Human-centred design is an approach to interactive system development that
focuses specifically on making systems usable. It is a multi-disciplinary activity”. In their sur-
vey of UCD practices among UCD practitioners, [VMSC02] defined UCD as “UCD is herein
considered, in a broad sense, the practice of the following principles, the active involvement of
users for a clear understanding of user and task requirements, iterative design and evaluation,
and a multi-disciplinary approach. UCD methods are modular or identifiable processes involved
in UCD practice. You should NOT think of UCD as merely usability testing or software engi-
neering”. [AMkP04] describes UCD as a “design processes in which end-users influence
how a design takes shape”. [Hen07] describes UCD as “User-Centered Design (UCD) is a
user interface design process that focuses on usability goals, user characteristics, environment,
tasks, and workflow in the design of an interface. UCD follows a series of well-defined methods
and techniques for analysis, design, and evaluation of mainstream hardware, software, and web
interfaces. The UCD process is an iterative process, where design and evaluation steps are built in
from the first stage of projects, through implementation”. Though slightly varying definitions
of UCD exist, the role of the user in developing the final product is the primary theme
of the design — the techniques and principles how they are involved are several, and
which ones are most appropriate are often left to the developer and design community
to decide.
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[VMSC02] surveyed over 100 UCD practitioners in order to understand how much
UCD is being employed in designing systems as well as which methods are being em-
ployed by researchers. Figure 11 illustrates how UCD methods are presently used by
practitioners:

Figure 11: The survey by [VMSC02] shows which methods were being used more frequently
in practice as well as the ranking of five methods which in their opinion have the
greatest impact by over 100 UCD practitioners.

As can be noted from the figure, and discussed by Vredenburg, the most used method
was Iterative design, with Usability Evaluation and Task Analysis following up. The
third most used method was Informal Expert review. The results from the survey show
that the widely used methods are mostly the less expensive ones. The authors conclude
that though the role of UCD methods in improving the usefulness and usability of a
product is highly recognised, in practice, the adoption of methods in the organisations
has been uneven. There is also a disconnect in the understanding of UCD’s benefits in
the longer term as opposed to the costs involved in the short term. Though the benefits
of UCD are clear to all parties, there has also been some resistance to UCD, owing to the
short-term expenses [Nie93] and such techniques have not been exploited to the fullest
by organisations [CKI88]. In addition to resource constraints, another recent survey
[RRH00] indicated the lack of formal usability training and UCD expertise is also an
obstacle for the relatively less uptake of UCD in organisations.

2.6.2 Stages of User-Centered Design

Conventionally, a software design cycle uses four stages, involving the same kinds of
activities — Study, Design, Build, Evaluate. During the research or design process, this
cycle generally iterates several times, and the cycle can be entered into at any point
[HRRS07]. Research projects can often start with evaluating existing technologies to un-
derstand how they can be improved. In such cases, the design model might be entered
from the evaluate stage. (Figure 12, Left) shows the conventional UCD approach and
their phases.

In addition to the stages in the conventional, [HRRS07] proposes the introduction
of another stage in the cycle, Understand (Figure 12, Right). The authors propose the
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Figure 12: (Left) Conventional UCD, four-stage design model (Right): Extended user centred, five
stage design model, introducing a new concept, understand. Image from [HRRS07]

understand phase as an initial phase that focusses on human values and aims to iden-
tify the values that are to be researched upon and designed for. This stage is a multi-
disciplinary one, driven by understanding from other fields such as philosophy, psy-
chology, art, literacy theory, cultural studies, anthropology and so on. The stage needs
discussion with all parties: end-users, developer community, stakeholders and technol-
ogy designers in order to understand the values users expect from the system. This
stage also requires an understanding of the domain and the kind of users that are ex-
pected to be using the system. At the end of this stage, decisions such as the target
user types, focus of the system are taken as well as fundamental research questions are
generated, which are then fed into the next (study) stage.

The Study stage deals with looking at an individual’s interactions and tasks or work
practices that they undertake to perform their daily job. This stage needs a complex
multi-disciplinary analysis, focussed on the forces that drive individuals to engage with
technologies and how such technologies are embedded in the world. This takes into ac-
count the user’s interactions with computers, software programs etc by studying their
work habits, practices and environments. The study stage is not just limited to un-
derstanding the user’s computer use, but also the interactions users have in everyday
world with objects and their environment. Ethnographic studies or observations are
commonly conducted at this stage, and controlled user studies and focussed studies
can also follow up after basic studies are conducted. The outcome of this stage is a
thorough understanding and an insight of user’s social and environmental factors and
how they interact with their environment. With this understanding, various possible
technical solutions can be sketched, which serve as inputs to the next (design) stage.

The Design stage is a more creative stage where the developers and designers identify
the design goals. This is a stage that involves art and design more than programming
and implementing. This stage explores the various artistic possibilities like sketches and
considers the user’s culture and operation environment (e.g. schools, stations, churches
etc). This stage also requires an understanding of the existing technologies to be used
in addition to the new system. This stage can also consider potential new technology
such as hardware, software or infrastructure to generate better designs and needs an
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in-depth thought of the costs of offering new designs to enable a better way of working
and different experiences.

The Build stage involves building different possible versions of the perceived system,
following the results from the design stage. The build stage can involve low-fidelity
prototypes, paper sketches or even stable high-fidelity systems, ready to be used for
long term user studies. Partially implemented systems can also be developed at this
stage, where some functions of the systems will be performed by a human who is
hidden to the user (this technique is known as the “Wizard of Oz” technique).

Evaluate stage evaluates the outcome of the build stage. The type of evaluation, how-
ever, should be decided in the previous stages. The goal of this stage is to identify how
well the system performs as opposed to how well the system was perceived to per-
form in the previous stage. Though visualisations are intended to help users perform
their daily activities, it is rarely the focus of attention. How well users can perform
their current activities, with the aid of a particular software is an important question
needed to be answered to understand the benefits of the system. Visualisation systems
are designed to improve efficiency, understanding or performance of users in their daily
analytical tasks. It is necessary to quantify these factors in order to understand the effect
of the system on the end-users. However, some factors like aesthetics, usability or ease
of learning are difficult to quantify. Hence, a qualitative evaluation is also encouraged
to understand how well the system performs from a subjective point of view. Various
questions should be addressed while evaluating a software system — e.g. Accessibility,
Acceptability, Efficiency, Effectiveness, User experience, Usability and so on. However,
care needs to be taken to understand the resources and constraints involved during the
process — for example, cost, time, system representations, participants, test environ-
ment and equipments, data capture tools, analysis tools, security and so on. Situated
evaluation focuses on how a system supports people’s work in context. Evaluation can
be conducted in several ways — with (a basic system) or without (mockups of the in-
tended system) a working system; with or without (expert review) real users; with (in
laboratory) or without (as a field study) the context of use. There are various approaches
to evaluation — Heuristic evaluation [NM90], cognitive walk-through [WRLP94], think
aloud study [ES93], contextual inquiry [BH99], CASSM (Concept-based Analysis of Sur-
face and Structural Misfits) [BGFM08] etc.

Heuristic evaluation is a method for usability analysis where users look at an interface
and come up with positive and negative points about it. In-spite of exhaustive lists
of usability guidelines, evaluators often find them intimidating. [NM90] presents their
nine simplified usability heuristics as follows:

• Simple and natural dialogue,

• Speak the user’s language,

• Minimise user memory load,

• Be consistent,

• Provide feedback,

• Provide clearly marked exits,

• Provide shortcuts,
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• Good error messages and

• Prevent errors

Cognitive Walkthrough [WRLP94] is a review process, aimed at evaluating usability
of systems. Here, the proposed design is presented to a group, which evaluates the
interface, using a pre-defined sequence of actions to complete a task. [ES93] proposed
a model for generating verbal reports during evaluations, to better understand the in-
terpretive processes of the experimenter. Thinking aloud, as they suggest, is the ideal
way to gain information about the subject’s information processes. Contextual inquiry
[BH99] is aimed at understanding the users and their day-to-day work. The designers,
in this process interview the users in their workplace to understand their work. They
observe the users as they work and then ask questions in every step to understand their
strategies and motivations. [BGFM08] addresses the misfit between users and system re-
quirements, which are often not highlighted using heuristic evaluation or walkthroughs.
CASSM focuses on the user’s conceptual model and how it fits in the system developed.
The users are presented with the system, and they judge it with respect to the presence,
absence or difficulty of each concept. They can also consider relationships between con-
cepts and actions that can be performed on concepts. Finally, the user judgments on
the concepts are then assessed in accordance to several pre-defined structural misfit
criterion.

Designers and developers need to iterate over these steps and develop the final prod-
uct with the involvement of the users. The higher the number of iterations, the closer
the system will be toward the best design.

The following section introduces Semantic Web as an information infrastructure that
provides a highly structured and self-descriptive framework to facilitate a generic mech-
anism of managing information. The next section also surveys the interfaces that have
been developed so far within the Semantic Web. Semantic Web, in the context of the
thesis is viewed as the key enabler for providing Knowledge Management solutions in
the enterprise.

2.7 summary

Several research areas like Information Seeking behaviour, searching techniques, visu-
alisation, human computer interaction and so on have been actively pursued by re-
searchers for decades. Research into areas such as modelling aesthetics and human
emotions, cognitive psychology and so on can be traced back to over a century. A firm
theoretical understanding is required from a large number of research areas to develop
interactive, intuitive, usable and aesthetically pleasing interfaces. It is also important to
realise that a significant amount of effort and thought should be dedicated to designing
interfaces before implementing them. An aesthetically pleasing interface can evoke a
positive response from a user, thereby making users more open to new creative solu-
tions. Principles of aesthetics can guide designers into building products that can be
more friendly to users and eventually improving their acceptability.

This chapter discussed the literature from different perspectives— starting from the
act of Information Seeking and behaviour, then to the information infrastructure of the
Semantic Web, and finally to the application domain of knowledge management and
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business intelligence. The chapter also discusses how developers and solution design-
ers can engage with user communities in different stages of UCD process. This chapter
served to form the foundation for the basic concepts discussed in the thesis. The follow-
ing chapter introduces visual analytics in the Semantic Web and surveys the interfaces
that have been developed so far. The chapter also discusses aesthetics in the context of
the Semantic Web, and investigates different aesthetic measures for assessing the aes-
thetic quality of some existing Semantic Web tools. Semantic Web, in the context of the
thesis is viewed as the key enabler for providing Knowledge Management solutions in
the enterprise, and hence, the reviews, discussions and research surrounds Semantic
Web and Linked Data.





3
V I S U A L A N A LY T I C S I N T H E S E M A N T I C W E B

SW and LD provide a machine-readable and understandable way of formalising infor-
mation across different platforms. However, since data is eventually meant for human
consumption, there is a need to present such information in an intuitive and meaning-
ful manner. This task is further complicated with the ever-increasing volume of data
continually generated. Extracting actionable information from large volumes of data
is a highly complex task for analysts and decision makers. ‘Visual Analytics’ aims to
reduce this complexity by visually representing information to enable users directly in-
teract with the information, gain insight and draw conclusions, thereby aiding decision-
making processes [KMS+

08]. The opportunities that arise from combining Linked Data
and Visual Analytics help promote a mutually beneficial research direction: Linked
Data can benefit greatly by Visual Analytics — enabling discovery of hidden trends and
patterns; Visual Analytics can benefit by the development and evaluation of scalable
web-based Visual Analysis techniques for large distributed networks [GSK+

10].
Several researchers have attempted to support complex querying and/or visualis-

ing query results. [HLTE11] classifies such attempts in two categories — simple and
complex approaches. Complex approaches (such as SPARQLViz1 and iSPARQL2) in-
clude advanced user interfaces and query constructs, designed for experienced users
and experts. Simple approaches such as mSpace [sWRS06],/facet [HvOH06] or Parallax
[HK09], on the other hand are designed for casual users, but are limited in answering
more complex queries. Such interfaces employ basic visualisations such as lists, tables,
maps, matrices or scatter plots to represent information, thereby limiting the analytical
dimensions being represented. Data Visualisation in the Semantic Web need a more care-
ful consideration. This is due to more content being added to human readable content
to make it machine-processable such as RDFa3 and microdata4. However, the additional
information being added is highly structured and well connected — this creates more
opportunities to visually represent structured data in a standardised manner.

Green proposed a few guidelines to motivate Visual Analytics research for discovery
and knowledge building, based on their human cognition model [GRF09] —

• Provide multiple views (foster discovery of patterns using different views, as hu-
mans have different ways of processing information

• Direct interaction (interaction to be provided without interfering with the user’s
train of thought);

• Central role of interaction (interaction enables user and machine to share knowl-
edge);

1 SPARQLViz, http://sparqlviz.sourceforge.net/ is a plugin for IsaViz, that enables users to build
queries from a SPARQL query interface

2 OpenLink’s iSPARQL interface graphically renders a user’s SPARQL query, showing how query concepts
and relations are linked

3 http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-rdfa-primer/

4 http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-microdata-20110525/
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• Insulation of reasoning flow (visualisation should not hamper the rhythm of rea-
soning);

• Intimate (seamless) interaction;

Most relevant to SW research is the recent work by Dadzie and Rowe [DR11], which
presents design guidelines for Linked Data by exploring the literature. Starting from
high level design guidelines [Shn96], the authors propose the need for Linked Data
tools to support multi-dimensional, hierarchical and network data. Additionally, the
tools should also provide support for identifying/highlighting relationships within the
data and the ability to export data to users/applications for re-use. The authors explored
design guidelines for Linked Data interfaces from the point of view of lay-users (regular
web users without knowledge of ontologies or RDF) and tech savvy users. This work
is discussed further and the developed technologies are aligned with the principles
identified by Dadzie and Rowe in Chapter 8.

Many VA tools outside the SW community such as [WHP+
04, AAW07, WJF+

06, KBH06,
KNS+

06, MMME11] have been built over the years. However, such tools continue to
provide inspiration for Visual Analytics research in the Semantic Web community. Tra-
ditional plotting techniques such as Scatter Plots [CM88], Pie Charts and Parallel Co-
ordinate Plots [Ins09] as well as newer techniques such as Spiral Graphs [CK98] and
Fisheye lenses [SB92] can be incorporated with different forms of visualisations. A few
Visual Analytics systems have also been built specifically for the Semantic Web, such
as Stefaner’s Elastic Tag Maps5, Elastic Lists [SM07] and the work done by [HLTE11,
WvHdV+

10, YAPM08, MO] which have been developed for different application areas
such as social network analysis, movement data analysis, bibliographic reference analy-
sis, event detection and so on.

3.1 consuming semantic data

The hypertext Web for sharing documents has been very popular and spread quickly
among users. A reason attributed to this is that authors of HTML documents could pub-
lish their documents and immediately see the results. Documents could be linked to sev-
eral others by hyperlinks and such links could be easily navigated. However, the SW and
LD, in spite of providing ways of uniquely identifying resources with URIs that can link
to other objects with explicit relations has not been supported well with techniques for
human-consumption, apart from just looking up URIs and relations [BLCC+

06]. There
have been several recent efforts to help exploring, browsing and visualising Semantic
Web data and LD. A vast multitude of semantic search engines such as Swoogle6, hakia7,
SWSE (Semantic Web Search Engine) 8, SemSearch [LUM06] have been developed that
accept user inputs as natural language and provide textual results. Users can interact
with semantic tools in a variety of ways that range from formal to highly visual and in-
teractive. As a result, semantic tools present results in several ways: textual lists, tables
and visually enhanced result sets.

5 http://well-formed-data.net/experiments/tag_maps_v5/

6 http://swoogle.umbc.edu/, Last accessed 25/06/2012

7 http://hakia.com/, Last accessed 25/06/2012

8 http://swse.deri.org/, Last accessed 25/06/2012

http://well-formed-data.net/experiments/tag_maps_v5/
http://swoogle.umbc.edu/
http://hakia.com/
http://swse.deri.org/
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Triplestores such as OpenLink’s virtuoso and openRDF’s Sesame provide users with
a web interface for querying semantic data. Such interfaces accept formalised SPARQL

queries as user input and return result sets in a tabular format. Question answering
systems such as Power aqua9 [LMU06], NLP Reduce [KBF07] and Search systems such
as Swoogle, SWSE, SemSearch [LUM06], Sindice10, sig.ma11 mostly require natural lan-
guage text input and provide results as a textual list of retrieved triples/documents.
Apart from tabular and textual representation of information, semantic systems can
also visually enhance result sets by making use of various forms of visual encoding (e.g.
presenting a geographical map of places, graph of data points etc.). Several types of
interfaces and visualisations have been developed since the early stages of the Semantic
Web — from LD browsers, mashups and dashboards to domain-specific visualisations.
Related work is discussed in two directions — Interactions involved in querying Seman-
tic Data and Techniques used for presenting Semantic Data.

While most tools have a distinct visual separation between querying and results pre-
sentation, some follow a combinatory approach that integrates querying techniques
within the same interface as viewing results. A good example of such an interface is
the Research Funding Explorer12, that employs a multiple coordinated visualisations of
different facets of data — a geographical map plotting the relevant geographical areas
of interest, a timeline that indicates a temporal distribution of the data and a bar chart
that shows a different feature of the data. Here, interacting with one visual element
triggers queries that further refine the dataset, thereby resulting in a new subset of the
data being visualised. Most mashup tools follow a similar multiple-coordinated view
approach — where interactions with widgets or visual elements trigger several queries.

3.1.1 Querying Semantic Data

Highly structured and formalised data are stored in triplestores and are made avail-
able to programs via queryable endpoints. This section discusses various methods of
querying such endpoints, by making use of interaction mechanisms to build complex
formalised queries. The systems discussed in this section are distinguished into differ-
ent types strictly based on the interactions required from the user to formulate queries.
Although all systems would need a translation from any type of interaction mechanism
to strict formal queries, the interest is in how end users interact with systems and how
much formalised inputs users have to provide.

3.1.1.1 Formal Querying

The most structured approach toward querying in the Semantic Web is formal queries
such as SPARQL or RDF Query Language (RQL) [KB10] where the intended users are
generally highly proficient in query languages. The process is similar to traditional
database systems, where expert users enter formal queries in a text input element. Ow-
ing to their highly structured, defined and formalised syntax, a significant amount of
training as well as understanding of Semantic Web principles is needed by users in or-

9 http://technologies.kmi.open.ac.uk/poweraqua/

10 Sindice, http://sindice.com/, Last accessed 25/06/12

11 http://Sig.ma, http://sig.ma/, Last accessed 25/06/12

12 Research Funding Explorer: http://data.gov.uk/apps/research-funding-explorer

http://technologies.kmi.open.ac.uk/poweraqua/
http://sindice.com/
http://Sig.ma
http://data.gov.uk/apps/research-funding-explorer
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der to find information. Such queries are often time-consuming as it requires users to
consult specification documents to effectively build queries. In spite of several features
being included in SPARQL that can help reduce the amount of effort involved in formal
query authoring (e.g. prefixes, keywords(a)), the process is a complex one, often requir-
ing users to seek external help (manuals, specifications, tutorials etc.). Such systems
generally do not preprocess the data and do not provide any kind of Natural Language
interface [WRE+

10].

3.1.1.2 Text-Based Approach

Whilst only a minority of users prefer constructing formal queries to explore their data,
most users lack the necessary technical expertise. Such users need a quick and efficient
solution for lookups, answering highly specific queries or just getting a feel of the data at
hand. This has caused a need for informal query languages and user interfaces that can
provide assistance to users while expressing their Information Need. Several approaches
for exploring and querying Linked Data have been developed over the past few years.
Most of the applications developed to date have adopted a text-based approach, where
a user’s interaction with the system is largely text driven requiring the user to enter
textual queries (as free Natural Language (Natural Language (NL)) question answering
approach, as in NLP Reduce [KBF07], PowerAqua [LMU06], Freya [DAC11], Querix
and Ginseng [KBF07]; form-based approach as in K-Search [BCC+

08]; or keyword-
based approach as in Sem Search [LUM06], Sindice [TDO08], SWSE [HHU+

11] and
Falcons [CGQ08]).

Free NL such as NLP Reduce and PowerAqua provide high expressiveness by allow-
ing users to formulate questions or keywords using terms of their choice [EWC+

12a].
However, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are well-known for several
issues such as generic technology (reliance on domain-specific ontologies), ambigu-
ous (grammar, syntax, context contribute toward disambiguating terms and entities)
[SBB+

02, SAN07], multiword expression [Jac97, SBB+
02], multilinguality [BCCGP04]

etc. Controlled NL such as Ginseng provide support during query formulation by us-
ing suggestions of valid query terms found in the underlying schema. However, this
introduces interaction challenges that increase frustration among users owing to the
restrictive nature of the querying approach [EWC+

12a].

3.1.1.3 Faceted Approach

Faceted approaches, on the other hand such as mSpace [sWRS06], museumFinland
[HMS+

05] and /facet [HvOH06] require users to progressively build queries to reach
their final result sets — users first select a higher level category (Figure 13). Following
this selection, a list of lower hierarchical categories pertaining to the previous selection
are displayed. This process continues till the user reaches the data instances of interest.
Depending on the implementation, categories of the facets can either be pre-determined,
or configured by the user. The progressive queries are typically ‘hidden’ and separated
in the logical layer of the system, so to ensure users are unaware of the technical com-
plexities of faceted queries.
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Figure 13: mSpace interface exploring Classical Music dataset. Image From http://research.

mspace.fm/mspace/what

3.1.1.4 View-Based Approach

Enabling a more visual approach toward building semantic queries, Semantic Crystal
[KBF07] is a view-based tool that visualises an entire ontology, with interactive ele-
ments that can accept user inputs. Several other view-based search systems such as
GRQL [ACK04] and SEWASIE [CDM+

04] have also been developed to aid querying
semantic data, shown in Figure 14. In contrast to Semantic Crystal (where the entire
ontology is visualised during initialisation), GRQL enables users to navigate ontologies
by clicking on classes to show related properties. Clicking on properties expand the
view to select the range of the clicked property. SEWASIE presents users with a set
of pre-defined domain specific patterns (or templates) to choose from. These patterns
provide users with a starting point which can be extended and customised to build for-
mal queries. OpenLink’s iSPARQL13 is another graph-based tool that requires the user
to actively build SPARQL queries. Unlike the other view-based tools, iSPARQL does not
provide users with a view of the underlying ontology, expecting the user to have a good
understanding of SPARQL querying and the domain knowledge.

View-Based approaches provide the most support to users by visualising the search
space in order to support understanding the underlying data and possible queries
[EWC+

12a]. However, view-based systems, specially graph-based do not scale up to
larger datasets and schemas. While users often take a long time to formulate queries
using view-based systems, they can provide means to build precise queries [KBF07].

Figure 15 shows an extended version the formality continuum proposed by [KB10]
where the different systems are placed on a scale that describes the relative degree

13 http://oat.openlinksw.com/isparql/index.html

http://research.mspace.fm/mspace/what
http://research.mspace.fm/mspace/what
http://oat.openlinksw.com/isparql/index.html
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Figure 14: View-Based approaches: GRQL (Top-Left) allows users to navigate ontologies as hi-
erarchical lists and select concepts and properties of interest. Image from [ACK04];
Semantic Crystal (Top-Right) shows an entire ontology using interactive graphs, en-
abling users to select concepts and properties to set for their query. Image from
[KBF07]; iSPARQL (Bottom-Left) allows users to build visual queries by adding
new concepts and creating links between the query concepts. Image from http:

//dbpedia.org/isparql/; SEWASIE (Bottom-Right) enables users to select from pre-
defined domain-specific templates as a starting point to drive querying. Image from
[CDM+

04].

http://dbpedia.org/isparql/
http://dbpedia.org/isparql/
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Figure 15: An extension of the formality Continuum, illustrated by [KB10]. Faceted Browsers
and form-based systems have been introduced in the model, before a completely
formalised approach. Image adapted from [KBF07]

of freedom, naturalness, structuredness and formality of the query mechanisms being
employed. The model has been extended with two more mechanisms of querying —
formed based and faceted. These approaches are frequently used in Semantic Web sys-
tems, and it is important to understand the freedom or formalisations such systems
offer.

The model attempts to formalise how full Natural Language based systems and for-
mal logic based systems are related, on a scale of naturalness and formality. Systems
such as NLP-Reduce and Querix accept full or slightly controlled Natural Language
questions. Systems such as Ginseng accept queries built with further controlled vocab-
ulary and syntax, but the resultant query is also expected to be in Natural Language.
The next three types of systems deviate from the path of Natural Language queries, and
take a more formal and restrictive approach. Slightly more formal in approach and less
in Natural Language expressiveness, form-based systems provide users with multiple
fields in forms. The users enter their Information Need in the form and the resultant
query is translated from form data to SPARQL query. Faceted browsing interfaces have
been considered to be slightly more formal than form-based as the users are restricted
in the way the queries are formulated — the order of the interactions progressively lead
the user to a final query. The final approach is a visual one, where the query and data
is represented as graphs (or other visual metaphor) and interaction with visual objects
on-screen results in a formalised query. Whilst specific implementation details can dic-
tate how these types of systems can be positioned on the continuum, this discussion
takes only the aforementioned systems into consideration as generic examples of the
approaches.
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3.1.2 Presenting Semantic Data

The availability of open source browser-based charting tools and graphics libraries such
as Processing.js14, d3.js15, Highcharts, Raphaël16, Sgvizler17 etc. and browser scripting
toolkits such as jQuery18, $dom19 and so on have fostered an environment where devel-
opers, consumers and web enthusiasts can easily access Linked Open Data endpoints20

such as dbpedia21, data.gov.uk22 or bbc23 to build usable browser-based applications.
[SRN11] presents an extensive comparative discussion to help developers choose the
toolkits and libraries based on their requirements and motivations. The following dis-
cussion presents some of the well known tools and systems that have been developed
to present semantic data to users. The tools range from text-based tabular displays
and mashups to more complex visualisation systems. The systems designed so far are
plotted on a graph showing the amount of interactivity and the level of visual encoding
applied on the data, as shown in Figure 16. The positions of the systems are not absolute
and not meant to be scaled, but act merely as indication of their relative interactivity and
visual encoding. The systems are classified on the basis of the interactivity they support
and the extent of visual encoding on data instances into the following categories:

• Text-Only Systems

• Enriched Text

• Enriched Text + Rendered Images

• Enriched Text + Rendered Images + Basic Visual Encoding

• Advanced Visualisations

The X-axis indicates the amount of visual encoding that an underlying data element
has undergone — minimal in data tables and maximum in interactive graphical visual-
isations. The Y-axis indicates the amount of interactivity that the tool supports — basic
keyboard inputs to mouse gestures like click-and-drag, zoom as the maximum. While
there are several systems developed

3.1.2.1 Text-Only Systems

A semantic system that mostly presents information in textual format, either as list of
instances or table of triples has been categorised in the group of Minimal Visual Encod-
ing systems. Types of such systems are triplestore query forms, Semantic Web search en-
gines and LD browsers. A few systems have been discussed below — the list, though not

14 http://processingjs.org/

15 http://d3js.org/

16 http://raphaeljs.com/

17 http://code.google.com/p/sgvizler/

18 http://jquery.com/

19 https://github.com/julienw/dollardom/

20 http://www.w3.org/wiki/DataSetRDFDumps provides a catalogue of all the datasets that are available to
download

21 http://dbpedia.org/sparql

22 UK Government’s open data available for query at http://data.gov.uk/sparql
23 BBC programmes and music dataset query-able at http://bbc.openlinksw.com/sparql

http://processingjs.org/
http://d3js.org/
http://raphaeljs.com/
http://code.google.com/p/sgvizler/
http://jquery.com/
https://github.com/julienw/dollardom/
http://www.w3.org/wiki/DataSetRDFDumps
http://dbpedia.org/sparql
http://data.gov.uk/sparql
http://bbc.openlinksw.com/sparql
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Figure 16: Existing Semantic Systems positioned on Interactivity and Visual encoding scales —
note how the system screenshots show progressively increasing visual elements used
on the interfaces.

exhaustive, is however representative of the data presentation mechanisms employed by
most such systems. Text-based interfaces form one of the most common types of sys-
tems that have been developed by the Semantic Web community. From an information
visualisation perspective, these types of interfaces are the simplest, requiring minimal
visual encoding. Most of such tools are search systems and browsers that present result
sets in tables and lists, while the query mechanism could be one query language (i.e.
free-formed Natural Language, formalised questions, keyword-based, form-based) or a
combination of multiple query languages (i.e. hybrid search systems). Though some LD

browsers may apply some visual abstractions on the data such as group result sets in
facets or colour-coding or highlighting results (based on data type or content) and so
on, the visual representation of data instances are mostly textual. Tools such as NLP
Reduce and result tables from triplestores are examples of such systems. Interactions in
such systems are typically limited, allowing mostly keyboard inputs to type queries in
either highly formal or Natural Language queries. The results from a query are mostly
presented in plain text as lists or tables.

3.1.2.2 Enriched Text

Basic search engines, question answering systems and Natural Language interfaces such
as PowerAqua [LMU06], Disco24, Marbles25, and Dipper26 provide lists and tables that
present result sets. The text is mostly presented as URIs, providing means to access
follow-on information. The result sets are often visually separated into different cat-
egories of information in an interface. Such systems can also encode text into fonts,
colour categories and present icons providing further information. Interactions in such

24 Disco Hyperdata Browser: http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/ng4j/disco
25 http://www5.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/marbles

26 Dipperâ Talis Platform Browser: http://api.talis.com/stores/iand-dev1/items/dipper.html

http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/ng4j/disco
http://www5.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/marbles
http://api.talis.com/stores/iand-dev1/items/dipper.html
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Figure 17: Enriched Text systems such as PowerAqua present text and clickable URIs in struc-
tured tables and organised layouts based on content. Image from [LMU06]

systems are mostly text-based keyboard inputs and mouse clicks enable users to follow
hypertext links.

3.1.2.3 Enriched Text + Rendered Images

Faceted browsers, enable a greater interactivity by presenting users with a progressively
refined list of categories of data, based on previous selections (mostly by clicking cat-
egories in multiple filters). Examples of such interfaces are /facet [HvOH06], DBPedia
Faceted Search27 Longwell and mSpace [sWRS06]. However, in most cases, such in-
terfaces do not provide much support to visualise the structure of the data as well
and connections between concepts and data instances. mSpace [sWRS06] is a browser
for exploring its RDF database related to classical music. The main principle behind
the browser is that the information is categorised into high dimensional spaces. These
spaces are then presented one subset at a time. The subsets of information are provided
in several hierarchical columns of instances belonging to their corresponding hierarchy.
The columns are arranged from left to right, the leftmost column being the highest in
the hierarchy. mSpace provides the users means to sort the data as they wish using sev-
eral facets, which are populated with values appropriate to the choices of the previous
facets. Figure 13 shows an example scenario where the user explores the information
related to Classical Music.

The user selects ‘Modern’ from the highest category of era, which provides a fur-
ther set of composers during that era. The user then selects Edward Elgar from the

27 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/FacetedSearch

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/FacetedSearch
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list of the composers, which populates the piece column with a list of the composer’s
compositions. Users can add or remove categories or sort them as they wish, thus pro-
viding them with control over the browsing, as they wish. Such systems generally have
a greater classification of result elements, and present result sets in a more readable
manner.

MuseumFinland [HMS+
05] is a web-based portal for museum collections that al-

low users to browse all the inventories using multiple pre-defined facets. The system
uses several different ontologies for different content like artifacts (tangible objects),
materials (substances used to make artifacts), situations (social events, situations, pro-
cesses), actors (persons, organisations), locations (geographic locations), time (periods,
centuries, era), collections (museum collections). The total number of classes and in-
dividuals in the ontologies are about 10,000. The user is initially presented with nine
facets (derived from the previously mentioned ontologies), which are artifacts, materi-
als, creator, location of creation, time of creation, user, location of usage, situation of
usage and collection. Figure 18 shows the results when the user has queried for all arti-
facts which are tools. The column on the right shows the individual items returned as
results, grouped according to one of the nine categories. Users can also further refine
their queries by clicking on the column on the left to select another category. Inspired
from MuseumFinland, [HvOH06] presents a domain-independent faceted browsing in-
terface /facet. Users can select their preferred facets, thereby visualising instances of the
data in a hierarchical list in the context of the user. /facet also provide users with means
to filter over the data set in three ways — within all instances, within an individual facet
or within all active facets. The tool also accepts a configuration file, stored in RDF format
to define which facets should be displayed.

Sig.ma (Figure 19) is a tool to enable exploration of the Web of Data. The system
consists of two subsystems, a user interface and a backend, which performs textual
and hierarchical analysis on the abstracts of the resources and their graph structures.
The backend further aggregates this data using information from external resources
and social tagging systems. Websites embedded with RDFa, RDF and microformats are
scraped and indexed by Sindice, which is then queried by users via the tool. The results
are provided in a web page which can then provide forward links to provide more
information about entities in the page. Owing to the heterogeneity of the data sources,
Sig.ma may return un-related data, which can be deleted by users. These user actions
are recorded by the tool to prioritise results the next time. A previous system, developed
in the X-Media project [PMDC09] is worth mentioning here, where users are provided
with multiple widgets customised for individual visualisations at the same time so that
they can understand the different aspects of the underlying data.

CS-AKtive [GAC+
04] is a browser that provides means to view researchers according

to their research areas as defined by ACM classification system as well as geographical
locations. The CS AKTive Space interface is based on the mSpace model for browsing.
Longwell [BHH+

06] is a generic faceted RDF browser, that can provide faceted browsing
for arbitrary data, but however requires the knowledge of a domain-expert to configure
the different facets. The tool provides users with different levels of customisation de-
pending on the level of coding that is involved.
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Figure 18: MuseumFinland interface, where a user has performed an initial query to look for all
artifacts that are tools. Image from [HMS+05]

Interactions in such systems are generally limited, allowing keyboard-based text in-
puts in either Natural Language or keyword based. Mouse clicks are also enabled, which
results in either a new query being triggered or following links.

3.1.2.4 Enriched Text + Rendered Images + Visual Encoding

Mashup services28 and multiple view based systems such as Sparks29, tabulator [BLCC+
06]

and so on present users with multiple views over different features of the data. How-
ever, most of these views are either pre-configured (e.g. visualisation systems built for

28 A mashup is a small, specialised application that combine data retrieved via APIs from several sources
and processed to be presented in a different way than the original data provider(s) [HB11]

29 Sparks Prism, http://sparksrdf.github.com/

http://sparksrdf.github.com/
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Figure 19: Sig.ma interface showing the mashup returned after querying for Tim Berners-Lee.
Image from http://sig.ma/search?q=Tim%20Berners%20Lee

particular datasets) or designed for specific facets of the data (e.g. spatial data visualised
in maps, temporal data visualised in timelines or calendar views).

Tabulator [BLCC+
06] has a generic approach to visualising data sets. It provides two

modes of looking at data sets — exploratory and analysis. While exploratory mode
enables users to have an overview of the data without any pre-conveived ideas (using a
tree-structured outliner window to browse RDF data) about the data set, analysis mode
enables users to define queries from the exploratory mode to visualise the results. The
outliner view initially begins with several RDF nodes with clickable links that expands
or collapses any further information. Nodes are coloured to provide the retrieval status
of the node. Upon highlighting elements in the outliner view, users can form queries
which can be submitted to the backend. The results are then further visualised in tables,
calendar or maps in different tabs. Figure 20 shows the outliner mode (Top) used for
exploration of RDF data, and the map (Bottom Left) and calendar (Bottom Right) views
produced as a result of queries formed from exploration mode.

Providing means to access LD from mobile phones, DBpedia Mobile [BB08] is a good
example of a mashup service that enriches standard maps with geo-coded LD. The ser-
vice can extract a user’s location and display a map with points of interest located near
him/her. Different types of information are displayed using relevant icons, mapped
according to Yet Another Great Ontology (YAGO) categories. Clicking on icons loads a
summary view which provides more information on the particular resource, retrieved
by querying DBpedia and Flickr. Additionally, the summary view also presents user-
generated content like reviews and nearby DBpedia mobile users. The summary view
can also link the user to a photo view (further information retrieved from DBpedia
and Flickr) and a full view (shows all the available information related to the particu-

http://sig.ma/search?q=Tim%20Berners%20Lee
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Figure 20: Tabulator provides users with two modes of viewing RDF data — an exploratory
Outliner mode(Top) and analysis mode for viewing instances (Bottom Left and
Bottom Right) in geographical maps and calendar views respectively. Images from
[BLCC+

06]

lar resource, retrieved from LD sources like GeoNames30, flickr wrappr31,revyu32 and
DBpedia).

DBpedia Mobile also provides filtering options, which enables users to select the infor-
mation they are interested in — users can set the type of information (YAGO categories
such as Libraries, Museums, Banks, Restaurants etc.), label (text filters containing spe-
cific characters), population (value for the population of a place) and so on. Interactions
with such filters generate SPARQL queries (users can also write their own SPARQL query
if they choose to) which are forwarded to the DBpedia Mobile’s RDF store. In addition
to consuming LD, users can also create their own content by uploading reviews, photos
or their own locations.

Sparks 33 provides a good example of coordinated multiple visualisations in a dashboard-
like interface, aimed at exploring LD. The Sparks interface mainly consists of a geograph-
ical map, displaying geo-located data elements similar to DBpedia Mobile. Interactive
filter elements like sliders and tag clouds allow users to click and select the relevant
subsets of the data.

User input in such systems are mostly textual, via keyboards. Result displays allow
clicking on links resulting in generation of a query or following up links. Such systems
can also abstract data into visual objects and visualised in a panel/canvas. These visual-

30 http://www.geonames.org/

31 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/flickrwrappr/

32 http://revyu.com/

33 Sparks Prism, http://sparksrdf.github.com/

http://www.geonames.org/
http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/flickrwrappr/
http://revyu.com/
http://sparksrdf.github.com/
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Figure 21: DBpedia Mobile provides a map enriched with geocoded data instances from linked
data (top left); clicking on locations provide more information about the resource
(bottom left); users can add filters to find relevant information (top right); users can
create new content by interacting with a simple form to add a new location, photo or
review (bottom right). Images from [BB08]

isations can support additional interactions such as zoom, scroll or click-and-drag (e.g.
geographical maps, timelines etc.)

3.1.2.5 Advanced Visualisation

Cytoscape34, an interesting interface originally developed for the bio-informatics plat-
form is a well-known tool that can be used for visualising semantic data. The tool
is capable of visualising large (more than 100,000 nodes) graphs in Graph Markup
Language (GML) and Extensible Graph Markup Modelling Language (XGMML) formats
and filtering over them. With some improvements, Cytoscape could handle large graphs
in RDF and OWL formats. RelFinder35 is a system that helps reveal relationships between
concepts and presents this information as a graph. The interface requires users to enter
the names of two resources of interest. Once the user selects the respective resources
from automatic suggestions, the system creates two nodes and positions them in a
graphical layout. The system then queries for all the relation connecting the two con-
cepts and creates paths connecting the nodes, based on the discovered relations.

34 Cytoscape, http://www.cytoscape.org/
35 http://www.visualdataweb.org/relfinder.php

http://www.cytoscape.org/
http://www.visualdataweb.org/relfinder.php
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Welkin36, as shown in Figure 22 (Top Left) is a java-based graph visualisation tool
that loads RDF models and provides a graphical representation of the data along with
lists of predicates and resources. The tool provides a user to get a mental model of an
unknown data set, to get a quick idea about the connections and links within a data
set. It can also help RDF authors in loading current versions of the RDF graph to check
for inconsistencies or errors that might go unnoticed using other browsing techniques.
Using the JUNG Graph API37, RDF Gravity38 shown in Figure 22 (Top Right) provides
a filterable interactive graph visualisation of single or multiple RDF files. The tool also
provides support for text-based searches as well as multiple selections, clicks, drags
and zoom. IsaViz39 shown in Figure 22(Middle Right) is a visual editor for browsing
and authoring RDF models. The tool also supports exporting to RDF/XML, Notation 3,
N-triple formats as well as image formats like Portable Network Graphics (PNG) and
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG).

Originally developed as a bioinformatics platform, Cytoscape40 shown in Figure
22(Middle Left) integrates gene expression profiles with molecular interaction networks.
The tool is capable of visualising large (more than 100,000 nodes) graphs in GML and
XGMML formats and filtering over them. However, with some improvements, Cytoscape
could handle large graphs in RDF and OWL formats. Several other visualisation tools
have been developed which are aimed at large scale RDF graph visualisations41. How-
ever, most of these visualisations are either at the cost of interactivity or generality.

Semantic Wonder Cloud [RATS10], (Figure 22, Bottom Left) provides means for users
to explore the DBpedia dataset by providing a Google Wonder Wheel -like visualisation.
Users select a node to start their exploration, by selecting from a list of automatic sug-
gestions of DBpedia resources after a text input. The system then generates a graph,
keeping the selected resource at the center and a set of 10 most similar resources, with
each resource being plotted as a circular node. The size of the node varies according to
the relevance of the resource to the central node. The user’s exploratory activity then
constitutes of clicking on nodes of interest, and rebuilding the related nodes accordingly.
A web browser-like interface maintains the exploration history of the user, thereby en-
abling him/her to move backward or forward to the previously explored resources.

RelFinder (Figure 22, Bottom Right) is a system that helps reveal relationships be-
tween concepts and presents this information as a graph. The interface requires users
to enter the names of two resources of interest. Once the user selects the respective re-
sources from automatic suggestions, the system creates two nodes and positions them
in a graphical layout. The system then queries for all the relation connecting the two
concepts and creates paths connecting the nodes, based on the discovered relations. The
relations are added on the graph, with the shortest paths being rendered first. The nodes
are interactive, allowing users to click, drag and drop them. Filters can also be applied
that can allow the users to select relations based on the number of objects in between
the nodes as well as specific ontological classes that the objects belong to.

36 Welkin, http://simile.mit.edu/welkin/, Last Accessed 25/06/12

37 Java Universal Network/Graph, http://swik.net/jung
38 RDF Gravity, http://semweb.salzburgresearch.at/apps/rdf-gravity/, Last Accessed 25/06/12

39 IsaViz, http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/, Last Accessed 25/06/12

40 Cytoscape, http://www.cytoscape.org/, Last visited 25/06/12

41 Large-scale RDF Graph Visualisation Tools, http://www.mkbergman.com/414/

large-scale-rdf-graph-visualization-tools, Last Accessed 25/06/12

http://simile.mit.edu/welkin/
http://swik.net/jung
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http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/
http://www.cytoscape.org/
http://www.mkbergman.com/414/large-scale-rdf-graph-visualization-tools
http://www.mkbergman.com/414/large-scale-rdf-graph-visualization-tools
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Figure 22: Examples of Graph Visualisation Tools. Top Left — Welkin (Image from http:

//simile.mit.edu/welkin/). Top Right — RDF Gravity (Image from http://semweb.

salzburgresearch.at/apps/rdf-gravity/). Middle Left — Cytoscape (Image of
RDFScape plugin, from [Spl08]). Middle Right — IsaViz (Image from http://www.

w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/), Bottom Left — Semantic Wonder Cloud (Image from
[RATS10]), Bottom Right — Relfinder (Image from http://www.visualdataweb.org/

relfinder.php)

Such systems typically support multiple interactions — text entry using keyboard,
short cut key combinations, mouse and keyboard combination shortcuts and so on.
Mouse gestures such as click-and-drag, scroll, hover, right-clicks (for context-menus)

http://simile.mit.edu/welkin/
http://simile.mit.edu/welkin/
http://semweb.salzburgresearch.at/apps/rdf-gravity/
http://semweb.salzburgresearch.at/apps/rdf-gravity/
http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/
http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/
http://www.visualdataweb.org/relfinder.php
http://www.visualdataweb.org/relfinder.php
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etc. are often used to provide interactive means of building queries or exploring result
sets.

3.2 knowledge management and the semantic web

Identifying sources of knowledge, ranging from external vendors, partners, suppliers
and research institutes to internal employee knowledge, strategic and managerial pro-
cesses etc. is only the first step in establishing a knowledge process within an organ-
isation. Multiple sources of information signify that interoperability between different
organisations, working groups, individuals and even document types require special
attention — terminology used within one domain can be highly varied from another
domain. Over the past few decades, more efficient knowledge practices have been incor-
porated in organisations, thereby improving the way companies organise, manage and
use their knowledge. In spite of these advancements, current Knowledge Management
systems face several challenges. The challenges lie in areas such as Information Seeking,
extraction, maintenance and automatic document generation [DFH03, DFKO02]. The
authors describe the issues as follows:

• Searching for information — keyword based searches retrieve information that
may be irrelevant, and used in different contexts in the retrieved documents.
Applying Semantic Web principles can help providing more streamlined results,
more relevant to the Information Need of the user.

• Information extraction — manual browsing and reading is required to extract
information from sources, due to the lack of automatic agents that can identify
relevant information from textual documents and relate it to information extracted
from other sources

• Maintenance of large unstructured/weakly structured text sources is a challeng-
ing and time-consuming task — requiring mechanised semantic representations
that help detect anomalies.

• Automatic document generation that can be dynamically reconfigured based on
user profiles and other relevant aspects — this requires intelligent agents to anal-
yse the semantics of semi-structured information.

Advancements in Semantic Web has triggered a new impulse in Knowledge Man-
agement research that aims to facilitate mechanisms for machines and humans to have
access, reason upon and exploit a ‘unified information medium’. The expressivity and
functionality achieved with ontologies and Semantic Web technologies exceeds previous
efforts in computer based Knowledge Management systems [SP10]. Developed for Arti-
ficial Intelligence, ontologies are the backbone and empower Semantic Web technologies
to perform intelligent inferences, deductions and build connections. An ontology pro-
vides “a shared and common understanding of a domain that can be communicated between
people and application systems” [DFH03]. Standards and protocols governing Semantic
Web principles ensure that everything within the organisation can be accessed and ex-
ploited in a generic way. At the same time, ontologies provide employees with means
to extend and formalise their own datasets and knowledge processes.
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Similar to the internet, large organisations posses large number of documents that
are weakly structured and contain multimedia information. Such documents mostly
reside in large document repositories and the company intranet. Finding and main-
taining information from such repositories is an extremely challenging process, owing
to weakly structured and formulated representation. Furthermore, significantly increas-
ing amounts of documents pose a Knowledge Management problem, since managing,
maintaining and organising such large document sets is an extremely complex and
time-consuming task if dealt by humans. This calls for automated intelligent agents and
systems that can help categorise, classify, extract and manage information in a seamless
manner. Semantic Web provides means to annotate documents, web pages and multi-
media content with machine readable and processable meta-information, aligned with
domain specific ontologies. This enables an “incredibly large network of human knowledge”
that can be complemented with “machine processability” [DFH03] thereby creating new
opportunities and mechanisms to explore a highly structured, extensible and rich net-
work of interconnected knowledge repositories, connecting various information silos,
domains, business areas, working groups and so on.

3.3 ontologies in knowledge management

[Obe13] lists several benefits that can arise out of incorporating ontologies in Knowl-
edge Management: innovative business solutions (as ontologies facilitate hard to achieve
business scenarios), increased productivity of information workers (ontologies facilitate
visualisation capabilities and interaction possibilities), improved enterprise information
management (ontologies provide formal descriptions of enterprise information) and in-
creased productivity of software engineering (automation of web service discovery and
composition; cost and time reduction by application of ontologies in software engineer-
ing; and quality improvements). [Dau11] discusses several benefits in utilising semantic
technologies in the enterprise: data integration and framework (open data protocols
avoid data silos and make data accessible over the web, using URIs and metadata to
describe data); agile schema development; semantic search capabilities; and collabora-
tive/social computing. Prior to their application in Semantic Web, ontologies have been
used and built in artificial intelligence research. Research in the artificial intelligence
community has been predominantly in two areas: Form-oriented and Content-oriented.
While form oriented research involved logic and knowledge representation of domain
knowledge, content oriented research involved content of knowledge [MI96]. The au-
thors noted the urgent need of technologies to support content-oriented research and
proposed ontology engineering as a field of research, that aims to “provide a basis of
building models of all things in which computer science is interested”. They proposed a list of
eight levels how ontologies should be used (shallowest to deepest):

• Level 1: As a common vocabulary to communicate among distributed agents.

• Level 2: As a conceptual schema of relational databases

• Level 3: As a backbone information for user of a user of particular knowledge base

• Level 4: For answering competence questions
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• Level 5: As a means for standardising terminology, meanings of concepts, compo-
nents of target objects and components of tasks.

• Level 6: As a means for structural as well as semantic transformation of data bases,
considering the differences of the meaning of conceptual schema

• Level 7: Reusing knowledge of a knowledge base

• Level 8: Reorganising a knowledge base

While complex domain ontologies with extensive formal semantics can assist reason-
ing systems draw inferences and conclusions, light-weight ontologies are more often
used for information extraction tasks. Several annotation services have been developed
over the years to assist in semantically marking up documents and web pages.

Manual creation of ontologies is a challenging process and consists of a set of eight
steps [Nm01, Av04]:

• determine scope (understand the purpose and application of the ontology, who
will use and maintain it, which domain will the ontology represent)

• consider reuse (widely available ontologies from third parties can provide a good
starting point to create an ontology)

• enumerate terms (identify the main terms and their properties that are going to
be discussed)

• define taxonomy (using a top-down, bottom-up or a combinational approach,
build a hierarchy of the identified concepts to describe the domain using concepts
such as rdfs:subClassOf and owl:subClassOf )

• define properties (identify object and data properties associated with classes that
have been identified — this step is often performed in conjunction with the previ-
ous)

• define facets (make use of the expressivity provided by OWL — enriching proper-
ties with cardinality, required values and relational characteristics)

• define instances (instantiate ontology classes from legacy data or information ex-
tracted from text)

• check for anomalies (detect inconsistencies)

The tutorial by [Nm01] covers the entire process of ontology creation from scratch in
a greater detail. It is important to note that most of these steps are fields of research in
their own right requiring extensive deliberation among domain experts.

The Semantic Web provides the means to make use of existing knowledge to de-
scribe a domain. For example, multiple domains need to describe the notion of time. A
generic description of time, its units of measurement and various representations can
be created with one ontology, and it could be simply reused in various definitions of
different domains [Nm01]. [BMT05] describes ontology reuse as “the process in which
available (ontological) knowledge is used as input to generate new ontologies”. The content of
the knowledge sources and the domain overlap dictates how ontologies will be reused
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— either by integration or by ontology merging. Reusing ontologies help in reducing
engineering costs as it prevents building new ontologies that are already existing. How-
ever, the authors note that it could be possible that incorporating an existing ontology
could involve certain costs such as finding, getting familiar with, and adapt ontologies
to fit the purpose of a new ontology.

Drawing analogy from methods in software engineering, [Pin99] notes that large do-
main ontologies should be comprised of smaller manageable separate ontologies used
as building blocks. Pinto describes the two perspectives of reusing ontologies: building
an ontology by reusing other ontologies which are parts of the final ontology (ontol-
ogy integration); and building an ontology by “merging different ontologies on the same
subject into a single one that ‘unifies’ all of them”. [Av04] highlights the variety of on-
tologies and possible sources that are available to be used- codified bodies of existing
knowledge (ontologies carefully constructed by experts over the years), integrated vo-
cabularies (merge several independently developed ontologies), upper-level ontologies
(generally applicable ontologies, as opposed to highly domain level ones), topic hier-
archies (sets of terms, loosely arranged in a hierarchical fashion), Linguistic resources
(resources such as WordNet provides a good starting point for building ontologies), on-
tology libraries (repositories such as Swoogle42 index ontologies to be retrieved using
keyword searches).

[Obe13] discusses the challenges of incorporating ontologies in the enterprise: cost-
benefit ratio (incorporating ontologies can involve significant costs such as hiring ontol-
ogy experts, training, technical integration costs, modelling, maintenance, technology
buy-in or redevelopment costs); training (training existing employees to adapt to new
ontology practices and logic-based systems); calculating benefits (measuring how much
of a benefit will occur once ontology practices have been adopted); technical integration
(deciding build or buy the solution, maturity of the available tools, scalability); multi-
ple ontologies with different ontology languages (editors, reasoners, stores need to be
integrated); modelling (domain experts may not posess technical expertise to model
ontologies, cost involved with modelling, use case specific ontology modelling).

[Av04] highlights two major challenges faced by Semantic Web technologies for a
wider scale adoption and implementation: support the re-engineering task of seman-
tic enrichment and providing means for maintaining and adopting semantic metadata.
While research efforts over the past few years have provided with matured ontology
engineering tools, manual ontology acquisition is still a challenging process. By mak-
ing use of machine learning techniques, such issues and challenges could be solved
— machine learning can support tasks like extraction of ontologies from existing web
data, extraction of relational data and metadata from existing web data, merging and
mapping ontologies, maintaining ontologies by analysing instance data, improving ap-
plications by observing users. Machine learning techniques can support the following
three types of techniques — Natural Language ontologies (large ontologies, requiring
few updates, representing background knowledge of the system, help expanding user
queries), domain ontologies (contains knowledge about a restricted domain, requires
the involvement of a knowledge engineer to be developed) and ontology instances (can
be generated automatically and more frequently, ontology remains unchanged).

42 http://swoogle.umbc.edu/

http://swoogle.umbc.edu/
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3.4 semantic knowledge management systems

[DFH03] proposes a generic architecture for Knowledge Management based on the Se-
mantic Web. The architecture combines together several sub-systems to form an inte-
grated system using a different style of engineering [Av04] for the On-To-Knowledge
project43. The on-to-knowledge system is discussed here, as it provides a good example
of a complete system with an integrated semantic Knowledge Management system —
most of the Semantic Web research in Knowledge Management has been focussed on
isolated sub systems.

The process of Knowledge Management starts with the data repositories, consisting
of large sets of semi-structured and unstructured documents. Information from these
documents are then extracted and the documents are annotated based on ontologies
that reside on ontology repository. The resultant RDF graphs are then stored in the an-
notated data repository. Ontology middleware and reasoning provides administrative
support and infrastructure to ease integration with applications. Ontology editors such
as protégé44 and neon toolkit45 can be used by knowledge engineers and domain experts
to refine or update domain definitions. Users and tools can then access the information
and use it by browsing, visualising, sharing with colleagues or perform automatic sum-
marisation and so on.

The architecture is a way of describing how several Semantic Web tools can be in-
corporated into “a single lightweight architecture using Semantic Web standards to achieve
interoperability between independently engineered tools” [Av04]. The following describe how
the authors achieve various functionalities in the sub-systems of the Knowledge Man-
agement system (though other researchers may have followed different techniques e.g.
for information extraction as briefly discussed, the basic approach remains the same —
extract useful information, annotate documents, store annotations and use):

• The knowledge acquisition phase is responsible for extracting information from
semi structured (e.g. HTML tables, spreadsheets) and unstructured (Natural Lan-
guage text) information sources. While the authors use a combination of statisti-
cal methods and shallow Natural Language technology to extract key concepts
from unstructured documents, wrappers, induction and pattern recognition tech-
niques are used to extract the content from semi-structured documents. In the
information extraction phase, Kim [PKM+

03] uses named entity recognisers to
identify unique concepts from documents (i.e. text, HTML, XML, email etc) using
light weight ontologies. SemTag performs automated semantic tagging of large
corpora with terms from a standard ontology — the documents are first retrieved,
tokenised and processed to find instances in the spotting pass. The next step, learn-
ing pass attempts to determine the distribution of terms. The final step, tagging
pass disambiguates all the terms and finally adds an annotation into the database
[DEG+

03]. S-CREAM (Semi-automatic CREAtion of Metadata) requires a user to
manually annotate a corpus using a domain ontology. The system then attempts
to learn the annotations, using which it creates new annotations for new docu-
ments [CHS04]. Semantic information can also be directly entered from the point

43 http://www.ontoknowledge.org/

44 http://protege.stanford.edu/

45 http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Main_

http://www.ontoknowledge.org/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Main_
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Figure 23: Davies’ proposed architecture of Knowledge Management using Semantic Web tech-
nologies. Image recreated from [DFH03]

of knowledge creation, using forms that capture the context and semantics of the
text [BCC+

08].

• Knowledge storage — The resultant set of concepts from the knowledge acquisi-
tion step is then represented as RDF and RDF schema. The descriptions are then
stored and made available to be retrieved at a later stage, using structured query
languages such as SPARQL. The ontologies and its instances can be typically stored
in standard RDF schema repositories such as virtuoso, sesame or 4store.

• Knowledge Maintenance plays an important role in any organisation — since on-
tologies are the backbone of any Semantic Web application, ontologies need to be
maintained and change needs to be controlled. This calls for providing functional-
ity that enables change management, access control, transaction management and
so on. Sophisticated editing environments allow knowledge engineers to retrieve
ontologies from the ontology repository and edit them, finally placing them back
to the repository.
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• The use of knowledge can be done by several ways — sharing relevant informa-
tion, enabling search across documents using ontologies, browsing and visualisa-
tion being a few.

While it is important to get a broader perspective on various semantic-web enabled
Knowledge Management processes in an organisation, how such information is used
in an organisation is of more relevance in the context of this chapter and the thesis in
general. Specifically, the question that is interesting to ask is ‘what are the information
visualisation techniques and interfaces that have been used to represent organisational
knowledge so far?’. Though essentially research prototypes, several systems and appli-
cations have been developed specifically to assist in organisational Knowledge Manage-
ment tasks — the following are just a few, in addition to several others discussed in
Chapter 4. Research efforts have mostly focussed toward search syste

[DW04] discusses that the lack of semantic metadata in World Wide Web (WWW) and
intranet documents creates a need for a keyword based approach and a capability for
searching across metadata in order to ensure that there is a greater coverage. If any doc-
ument does not contain any metadata, it would still be searchable using traditional free
text search. The authors present QuizRDF, a system that allows searching across docu-
ments using keywords as well as RDF annotations. In addition, it allows users to browse
and query the ontology. A second motivation of the authors for such an approach to-
ward querying is to allow a mix of browsing and searching activity, which promises to
provide a more powerful tool for Information Seeking activity. A further motivation for
a combinational approach lies in the fact that RDF descriptions would not be enough to
replace the content of the entire document — providing the ability to search the content
not captured in RDF ensures that the users have the ability to search any section of any
document.

QuizRDF provides users with a drop-down list containing all the resource types
stored in the index and a text box to enter Natural Language text, as shown in Figure 24.
The figure shows the results obtained when a user has selected ‘Employee’ and entered
first and last names as values for the data properties. The object properties are listed
alongside the drop-down menu — ‘HasSkills’ and ‘WorksInProject’. These ontological
properties and classes are clickable, allowing users to browse the ontology.

[BCC+
08] lists similar reasons where documents may have incomplete annotations

or manual annotations may be spurious to motivate their hybrid search system. The
authors provide a further motivation where the ontology used to annotate a particu-
lar document may not be representative of the context of the document — a different
ontology annotating a document meant for a different purpose would signify that the
annotations do not reflect the true nature and content of the document. The authors
present a hybrid search system, K-Search, by combining keyword search and semantic
search. The system provides a form-based entry interface to the users, where keywords
including boolean operations can be entered into a form field (keyword search) and
metadata constraints can be entered by clicking on the ontology tree and entering re-
strictions on the form thereby generated.

The results are presented to the users in a sortable tabular display, showing a textual
snippet of the keyword, as well as the metadata restrictions. Clicking on a document
in the table shows a preview of the document, along with highlighting the annotations
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Figure 24: QuizRDF. Image from [DW04]

Figure 25: Results from K-Search, a hybrid search system showing document annotations and
graphs of result sets as well as text snippets from the documents that match a key-
word and semantic query. Image from [BCC+

08]

within the document. In addition to the document preview, the system also shows a
graph produced from the results, as shown in Figure 25.
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[FW02] presents an interesting application of information visualisation in information
management — to be used by two types of users: information consumers to ‘receive
relevant structured content in their personalised portal’ and information managers to
filter and structure the information and maintaining user profiles. The Spectacle Cluster
Map provides a visualisation of the instances of several classes, using the classes as its
main organisational principle, as shown in Figure 26.

(a) Spectacle cluster map, showing individual
instances/documents within clusters

(b) Clusters aggregating instances to show
instance counts

Figure 26: Spectacle Cluster Map. Images From [FW02]

While smaller spheres indicate instances (here, documents), larger spheres represent
classes. The instances are clustered together on the basis of their class memberships. A
balloon shaped edge connecting a cluster to a class indicates the instances are members
of that class — clusters can have multiple memberships too. Such visualisations are help-
ful to provide a lot of information to users — specifically related to semantic closeness
of instances. The authors discuss a few applications where information managers can
make use of such applications — acquiring insight, monitoring information repositories
and visualising automatic classification quality. In order to deal with scalability, the sys-
tem aggregates instance clusters and provides the total number of documents/instances
belonging to a particular cluster, as shown in Figure 26, right.

3.5 aesthetics and art in information visualisation

Deriving an understanding of the term aesthetics from its antonym (anaesthetic), which
means to “dull or deaden, causing sleepiness and numbness”, [CM06] explains aesthetics as
something which awakens the senses and “enlivens or invigorates both body and mind”.
[Hek06] explains aesthetics as “the pleasure attained from sensory perception”. [SH07] pro-
vides some clarification on several misunderstandings concerning the meaning of aes-
thetics and notes that aesthetics is not strictly applied to the visual domain, but can also
include other sensory perception like sounds, touch, smell and so on. Aesthetics apply
not only to art, but also to natural phenomena such as people, weather conditions or
landscapes.
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Though the focus of information visualisation lies in the functionalities and effective-
ness of visualisations in communicating information, the potential positive influence
of aesthetics on tasks-based activities are often neglected [LM07]. Information Aesthetics,
combining creative design with information visualisation is a growing area of research.
Developing interactive systems which can evoke positive responses from end users (like
being comfortable using the system, having an enjoyable user experience and easy to
use) is an important aspect of interaction design [RSP02]. Understanding the emotions
that are elicited by users while a system is being used is an area of research which
is of great interest, specially in the field of human computer interaction and informa-
tion visualisation. Several researchers, over the past years have attempted to model and
explain the human perception of aesthetics : four such models have been described.

A well thought design for an interface can go a long way in improving the experience
for users. [Nor04] discusses that beautifully designed products make users feel positive
and good, thereby putting them in a state of mind that makes them more receptive
and open. This positive change encourages them to be creative and arrive at solutions
that can assist them in dealing with their problems. They propose a model of emotion
that attempts to explain how humans react to stressful and pleasurable situations, by
distinguishing the human brain into three levels: (1) A visceral level which responds
rapidly to stimuli, decides what is safe or dangerous, pleasurable or unpleasant, good or
bad, and is responsible for triggering emotions like sadness, anger, joy and so on; (2) A
behavioural level which dictates most of the human activities like talking, driving, writing
and typing; (3) A reflective level which brings about conscious thought. The primary
notion is that the positive or negative state that we are in dictates how we think. If
an individual is frustrated, scared or angry, he is concerned about how to overcome
his fear or solve his problems, thus resulting in being tensed. On the other hand, if an
individual is happy and comfortable, his body is relaxed and assumes a less focussed
stance, thereby enabling creativity.

Jordan proposes a different model on the pleasurable experiences of interacting with
objects [Jor02]. The model attempts to explain the different kinds of pleasure that one
has, which designers need to be aware of while designing a product. The kinds of plea-
sure that are presented are: physio-pleasure, socio-pleasure, psycho-pleasure and ideo-pleasure.
Physio-pleasure relate to pleasure from the sensory organs like sight, touch, taste and
smell. Socio-pleasure refers to pleasure from being in the company of other people like
friends, family, loved ones and so on. Psycho-pleasure relates to the emotional and cog-
nitive feelings people experience when interacting with products like easy to use and
satisfying websites. Ideo-pleasure refers to the aesthetics of a product as well as the per-
sonal and cultural attributes of the product. Designers should understand their product
and the kind of pleasure it is required to deliver — it is not necessary to deliver products
that tries to provide all the kinds of pleasures.

[LBOA04] attempts to explain the psychological theories behind aesthetic experiences
that we experience in everyday life by analysing the features of modern art. Their model
consists of five stages: perception, explicit classification, implicit classification, cognitive mas-
tering and evaluation. A work of art is the input to the model, while the result of the five
stages are two outputs: aesthetic judgement and aesthetic emotion. Upon exposure to
the input (work of art), an individual attempts to quickly perceptually analyse it — this
can be on the basis of several features like colour, contrast, symmetry, grouping and so
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on. The next stage, implicit memory integration does not require a conscious involve-
ment form the individual. This stage deals with three features that contributes toward
a final aesthetic judgement — familiarity (the more exposed a person is to a work of
art, the higher is the aesthetic preference), prototypicality (how representative an object
is to a class of objects. e.g. art work of an artist or from an art school) and peak-shift
phenomenon (how strongly some objects amplify the characteristics of familiar objects).
Explicit classification relies on the knowledge and experience of the individual (an ex-
perienced individual would notice the content of the art in more details like the style
of painting). The last three stages, explicit classification, cognitive mastering and eval-
uation are presented as a feedback — loop, where the cognitive mastering stage can
either help revealing a satisfactory understanding or increase or decrease the level of
ambiguity. Experts refer to their knowledge of style and visual features to evaluate their
understanding of the art after the cognitive mastering stage, whereas casual individuals
evaluate the same by referring to the content and external sources. [Fai04] discusses
several other models that have been proposed to explain our perception of aesthetics in
art.

[MW04, WWM08] proposed an alternative model that attempts to describe a holistic
experience by four threads — sensual, emotional, compositional and spatio-temporal. The
sensual thread refers to our sensory and bodily experiences when interacting with a de-
vice (e.g. look and feel of mobile phones, thrill, fear and so on); Emotional thread relates
to the feelings of oneself or others (e.g. sorrow, joy, happiness, anger are all feelings that
are either directed to an object, oneself or another person); Compositional thread refers
to the narrative of an experience (e.g. the who, what, how); Spatio-temporal thread
relates to how space and time effect our experiences (e.g. the feeling of time slowing
down or speeding up. These threads are expected to help designers understand the
relationship between technology and experience. The framework can aid in developing
a greater insight into designing a product as a whole, based on the experiences of its
users, rather than a combination of smaller characteristics.

Toward the goal of understanding aesthetics from an information visualisation per-
spective, Lau and Moere propose a model of information aesthetics as defined by two
factors — data focus and mapping techniques.

The model aims to analyse information aesthetics in an information visualisation
perspective and artistic perspective. While mapping technique describes the process to
represent abstract datasets as visual representations, data focus describes the ability of
a visualisation to communicate information to users Figure 27 (Right). Figure 27 (Left)
shows a few existing tools mapped on their model of information aesthetics.

An example of information aesthetics, Circos (Figure 28 (a), [KSB+
09]) visualises vari-

ations in genomic structures (but portable to other data domains like auto industry,
presidential debates etc.) as circular ideograms. The layout helps in visualising relation-
ships among data objects. The system is an attempt at bringing aesthetically pleasing
and easy to use interfaces to scientific research. Apart from circular ideograms, Circos
also supports other visualisations such as line charts, scatter plots, heatmaps and his-
tograms. An information user can provide his data in text files and select the items to be
plotted using a configuration file, which generates the images. Circos also allows users
to upload a tabular data from a spreadsheet (or use random data) to quickly visualise
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Figure 27: (Left) A few existing applications mapped on the information aesthetics model pro-
posed by [LM07]. (Right) Lau and Moere identifies how information visualisation and
visualisation art map on their model

their data. The availability of large numbers of tutorials and user guides makes it very
easy for users to use the software and apply it on their data.

visualisations that are not rendered on computer screens, or Ambient Information vi-
sualisation also play an important role in providing information to users. The idea of
Ambient information visualisation is to provide information to the user by presenting
visualisations in the boundary of the user’s location. A subset of Ambient Information
visualisation, Informative Art requires the visualisation to be presented to the user in
it’s everyday environment. This enables to communicate aesthetically pleasing visuali-
sations during our daily life. Dutch artist Piet Mondrian provides an effective template
which can be used to produce information art. Figure 28 (b) shows an example where
Information Art can be used to convey information to users [SLH03]. The colours in
Figure 28 (b) indicate the conditions of the weather, yellow indicates sunny or clear
weather, blue indicates downfall (rain or snow) and red indicates cloudy weather. The
position of the blocks roughly indicate their position around the world and the size
of the blocks are mapped to the temperature of the city (larger blocks indicate greater
temperatures). Similar visualisations have been developed that map employee’s email
exchanges in an organisation and bus traffic.

Often visualising large volumes of data as real-world objects, informative art provides
a creative way of visualising data like in the High Altitude 46(Figure 29 (a)) example
that provides an interesting visualisation of the development of the leading stock mar-
ket indices (like Dow Jones, Hang Seng, Nikkei and Dax) over the last 20-30 years as
mountains. Combining the world of natural forces that shape a mountain’s structure
with the artificial economic situations, Najjar creates beautiful images of mountains
with impressive cliff and rock formations

46 High Altitude, http://infosthetics.com/archives/2010/03/high_altitude_the_stock_market_trends_
as_realistic_mountain_ranges.html, Last Accessed 30/01/2011

http://infosthetics.com/archives/2010/03/high_altitude_the_stock_market_trends _as_realistic_mountain_ranges.html
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2010/03/high_altitude_the_stock_market_trends _as_realistic_mountain_ranges.html
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(a) Circos visualises variations in genomic structures as circular ideograms. Image from Cir-
cos website (http://circos.ca/intro/genomic_data/) depicting the location of genes
involved in diseases

(b) Example of Informative Art — Visualising weather in six cities during two different
times of the year. (Left) Temperature distribution among six international cities in win-
ter. (Right) Temperature distribution among six international cities in summer. Image
from [SLH03]

Figure 28: Examples of aesthetic information visualisations

NASA’s perpetual ocean47 beautifully visualises surface ocean currents around the
world using scientific data (Figure 29 (b)) like high resolution model of the global ocean

47 http://infosthetics.com/archives/2012/03/nasa_perpetual_ocean_the_ocean_surface_currents_

around_the_world.html

http://circos.ca/intro/genomic_data/
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2012/03/nasa_perpetual_ocean_the_ocean_surface_currents_around_the_world.html
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2012/03/nasa_perpetual_ocean_the_ocean_surface_currents_around_the_world.html
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(a) High Altitude visualises stock market indices as mountain peaks, modified from
mountain pictures. Image from http://infosthetics.com/archives/2010/03/high_

altitude_the_stock_market_trends_as_realistic_mountain_ranges.html

(b) Ocean currents visualised on a map of the world, developed by NASA’s Scientific
visualisation Studio. Image from http://infosthetics.com/archives/2012/03/nasa_

perpetual_ocean_the_ocean_surface_currents_around_the_world.html

Figure 29: Examples of beautiful information visualisations — providing information using artis-
tic images

and sea-ice movements, sea surface levels, surface wind stress readings, sea surface tem-
perature that help capture currents. The data constituting tens of thousands of ocean
currents was collected over a period of two years between 2005 and 2007, and was ren-
dered as a video. Such visualisations can help users identify major and minor current
distributions all across the globe, and can potentially help in a multitude of applications
like disaster recovery planning, weather prediction, optimisation of navigation and so
on. While there is an increasing amount of effort recently being invested in developing
aesthetically pleasing interfaces, there has been a significant amount of interest in de-
veloping a standardised set of principles that can be applied to interfaces in order to
ensure the interface is aesthetically pleasing to users.

http://infosthetics.com/archives/2010/03/high_altitude_the_stock_market_trends_as_realistic_mountain_ranges.html
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2010/03/high_altitude_the_stock_market_trends_as_realistic_mountain_ranges.html
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2012/03/nasa_perpetual_ocean_the_ocean_surface_currents_around_the_world.html
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2012/03/nasa_perpetual_ocean_the_ocean_surface_currents_around_the_world.html
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3.6 principles of aesthetic design

Usability studies, focus groups, user interviews and studies can be a great way of un-
derstanding the usability and pleasantness of an interactive system. While such studies
can only happen once a system has been implemented, it is left too late in the system’s
development cycle to pay an attention to the aesthetics. This motivates the need to gen-
eralise certain principles that can help ascertain the initial reaction of a user when he
is initiated to the tool (this initial reaction is highly related to the Stage 1 in the model
proposed by [War04] and Norman’s visceral level [Nor04]). This process typically takes
milliseconds and is mostly subconsciously realised by the user. The familiarity of a user
with the system or product decides how much time and effort will be devoted by the
individual on studying the product. Aesthetic principles as “heuristics that consumers
access to make aesthetic judgements” [KG10] are developed within us through thousands
of years of aesthetic experience. These principles are imbibed within us, and if products
are built in accordance to these principles, they have a high chance of being accepted as
aesthetically pleasing [Nor04].

Identifying principles and best practices for developing aesthetic design is a research
field on its own, continuously evolving over the past decades, focussing on several ap-
plication areas such as art, music, dance and more recently, information visualisation
and interactive interfaces. Such design principles are generally not binding on the de-
signer, and often non conformance can help in developing a better product ([ALB11]
provides an example where Harry Beck, in 1933 tweaked the London underground
map by straightening subway lines and spacing the stops evenly to better represent
the sequence of stops). The following aspects are generally accepted as the aesthetic
principles for layouts: balance, emphasis, movement, pattern, proportion, harmony and
variety [Kim06]. However, this list is not always necessary to be applied — there are
variations of the list.

[MG05] presents the following list of principles applied in web design cases: bal-
ance (symmetrical and asymmetrical), rhythm (regular, flowing, progressive), propor-
tion (proportion of dimension), dominance (dominant, sub-dominant, subordinate) and
unity(the relationship between the visual components and elements and the complete
visual scene). Apart from the aforementioned aspects, [MG05] discusses other concepts
that are related which can affect an individual’s aesthetic perception of a system: con-
trast (representing the notion of dynamic conflict between the different visual elements),
positive and negative space (positive space refers to the objects in the environment,
while negative space refers to the environment itself), rule of thirds (divide the frame
of reference into a third and placing the objects on the lines in between), visual center
(natural placement of visual focus), colour and typography (certain colour templates
are more effective at presenting information)

Highlighting over a century of research in cognitive sciences, human perception, art,
psychology, industrial design, [SH07] identified certain principles that can help prod-
uct designers create better products that have a higher likelihood of being successful.
The authors classified the principles in three categories: psychophysical, organisational
and meaningful properties. Psychophysical properties are measurable and quantifiable
characteresitics of objects like colour, size and intensity. These properties have been
extensively studied in product design and various findings such as the preferential or-
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der of colours (blue, green or red, and yellow), the impact of brightness and contrast
in product design and so on have emerged from multiple user studies. Organisational
properties can be properties that dictate the structure of an object such as the percep-
tion of lines, edges, contours, or basic geometric shapes — such features need the active
perception of individuals and can be measured and quantified in principle. The authors
discuss that order, balanced compositions (e.g. eye tracking studies have revealed that
changing the balance of an original artwork leads to confusion among viewers), symme-
try (e.g. the preference of symmetrical faces over asymmetrical ones) and proportions
(e.g. the preference of proportion depends on the object being designed, as well as the
familiarity of a proportion) are inherent in designs that are accepted as good examples.
The authors also note the need for complex structures and variety otherwise too many
regular and balanced patterns would make the perception of our world as boring and
uninteresting. Meaningful properties, on the other hand are subjective and are based
on our previous experience and knowledge. Familiarity with objects and repeated expo-
sure can make perceptual and cognitive processing more fluent, thereby increasing the
perception of pleasantness. Repeatability however has its drawbacks as that can induce
boredom and thereby lose its appeal. As humans, we categorise objects into distinguish-
able groups (prototypical behaviour) and the easier it is for us to classify an object into
a class of objects, the more aesthetically attractive it is perceived. [SH07] also notes that
the perception of an aesthetically pleasing design also depends on several other features
like our individual tastes, culture, knowledge, experience, sensitivity and so on.

3.7 aesthetics and semantic web

Schwarz et al. and Lang [SWM+
04, Lan09] noted the correlation between the time taken

to process an object and human aesthetic response — the perception of beauty can be ex-
plained as a function of the fluency in the processing of the object. Two phases of the hu-
man cognitive system that come into play are the preattentive phase (low level processes
before processing the sensory information) and interpretive phase (representations that
are learned). The perception of aesthetics is therefore based on the “combination of cogni-
tive and sensory modes of experiences” [FDPL05]. The pre-attentive processing stage exists
before conscious processing, and occurs at Norman’s visceral level [Nor04, MPWG12].
This raises the question — how can information be represented to be quickly processed
by our preattentive processes? Very interesting to this context is the work conducted
by Healey in [HBE92, HBE95, HBE96], where the authors investigate visualisation of
multivariate data using preattentive processing in a rapid manner (less than 250ms).

The experiments conducted by Healey drew several interesting conclusions such as:

• Hue can be used as a mechanism to rapidly and accurately determine a target
(example, an anomaly);

• Form(shape) can be used to determine targets if hue is not varied; varying hue
affects the ability to determine a form-defined target;

• Varying form does not affect the ability to determine a hue-defined target; location
is not a deterministic factor in identifying a target.

Several other cognitive aspects have also been proposed elsewhere, such as a minimal-
istic approach [Tuf86], symmetrical layouts, Golden Ratio [FDPL05, Eic03] and so on.
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Tufte’s work, in [Tuf86] is also significant for identifying aesthetic principles for in-
formation visualisation. He lists several guidelines for building attractive displays of
statistical information:

• have a properly chosen format and design

• use words, numbers, and drawing together

• reflect a balance, a proportion, a sense of relevant scale

• display and accessible complexity of detail

• often have a narrative quality, a story to tell about the data

• are drawn in a professional manner, with the technical details of production done
with care

• avoid content-free decoration

Bennet [BRSG07] discussed Gestalt principles applied to graph drawing from two
perspectives — perceptual grouping (the ability to extract low-level primitive visual
features from images and formulate a higher-level structure, e.g. grouping simple and
stable figures that are similar in shape, located nearby etc.) and perceptual segregation
(the ability to separate features from images and grouping them into mutually exclu-
sive areas in order to construct a useful representation of the image, e.g. symmetry,
orientation, contours). Several principles were also noted by [MG05, Kim06] such as
balance (symmetrical and asymmetrical), rhythm (regular, flowing, progressive), propor-
tion (proportion of dimension), dominance (dominant, sub-dominant, subordinate), unity
(the relationship between the visual components and elements and the complete visual
scene), emphasis, movement, pattern, harmony and variety.

Beck [BBD09] investigated aesthetic dimensions for dynamic graphs and proposed
principles for general aesthetics, dynamic aesthetics and scalability applicable to three
types of graph representation techniques — node-link, matrix and list. Among the gen-
eral aesthetic principles, the authors list principles such as reduce visual clutter, reduce
spatial aliases, spatial matching of multiple representatives and maximise compactness. Beck
also notes while dealing with dynamic data, it is important to preserve user’s mental
map48 in order to facilitate graph comparisons and ensure the user requires minimum
cognitive load49 to compare present graphs with previous one to perceive changes. Beck
also points out that temporal aliases50 should be minimised so that a continuity between
consecutive frames is established.

Owing to the graph-based nature of Semantic Web, in addition to being multidimen-
sional and multivariate, principles of graph visualisation are applicable in certain con-
texts. The nature of Semantic Web data, in addition to being multidimensional and mul-
tivariate, is graphical. Several principles of graph visualisation aesthetics are therefore
applicable in this context [BRSG07, Eic03]. Eichelberger list several aesthetic principles

48 Mental Map is the abstract structural information a user gathers by looking at graph layouts
49 Cognitive Load is the amount of information needed by the working memory of a user in order to process

a visualisation
50 Visual elements that are mistaken for one another due to their temporal placement
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to be followed while drawing class diagrams in Unified Modelling Language (UML)51,
which we believe are highly pertinent and can be considered while designing similar LD

applications. The following principles are the most appropriate for data visualisation in
the Semantic Web, specifically for graph based visualisations:

• Separate hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations, hierarchy should be clearly
visible

• Centrally position parents or children- this is particularly useful for hierarchical
representations such as Semantic Web data. Child nodes to be located at median
position of its parents.

• Nodes should be clustered according to semantic reasons — semantically similar
nodes should be positioned close

• Avoid, if possible crossings and overlappings on edges

• Vicinity of comment nodes — comments connected to other models should be
located as close as possible to the connected nodes. In a LD setting, this can be a
way of connecting multiple ontologies/datasets/graphs.

• Adornments should be clearly assigned to their model elements. In a LD setting,
graphs adornments/additional specifications (e.g. labels, icons etc.) should be
standardised based on the same group/ functionality.

• Respect graph drawing constraints — aspect ratio, compact drawing, symmetry,
minimisation of edge bends

3.8 summary

Over a decade of research in Semantic Web applications and user interfaces has pro-
duced several interesting search and visualisation systems, that presents information to
users by employing a variety of techniques from basic textual lists to highly interactive
visual elements, graphs and charts. The growing amount of linked open data has en-
couraged developers and researchers to build rich visualisations and mashups that can
exploit such datasets. This has promoted a change from developing solutions meant
for proprietary datasets and structures to generic technologies that is applicable to any
dataset that conforms to a standardised format.

This literature survey presented related work in two ways: how users interact with
systems while expressing their Information Need; and how systems present semantic
data while displaying query results. Kaufmann [KBF07, KB10], in her thesis explained
that the ideal querying system should need mechanisms for users to enter queries which
are formal as well as natural — i.e. there should be a balance of naturalness and for-
mality in the way users enter their query. Upon reflection, this can be seen as an inter-
esting approach, since very few systems allow users to specify their Information Need
in a controlled vocabulary. While satisfying the constant demand for a well-performing
keyword-based google-like search engine is highly challenging, the opportunities pro-
vided by Semantic Web and highly structured datasets are immense. Structured data can

51 UML specification http://www.omg.org/spec/

http://www.omg.org/spec/
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make highly structured queries possible and thus, a balance in formal and structured
query mechanisms is important. In the evaluation later conducted by Kaufmann (using
NLP Reduce, Querix, Ginseng and Semantic Crystal), it was observed that the most
liked interface and query language was Querix (controlled Natural Language). How-
ever, a more formal approach like Ginseng was highly disliked by users and the system
was reported to be highly restrictive. Interestingly enough, a highly formal approach
like Semantic Crystal was judged to be the second best liked system after Querix.

While there is a need for a balance in formality and naturalness of query mechanisms,
I believe each query mechanism is useful for its own purpose. Given the vast opportu-
nity arising out of structured data, a highly formal approach is essential to build highly
precise queries, which may be extremely difficult for a full Natural Language system to
employ. An ideal solution, in my opinion would be a combination of several approaches,
applied in conjunction with each other based on tasks, situations and requirements.

Related work in presentation of semantic data has been discussed in two dimensions:
visual representation and interactivity. Only a few systems among a plethora of existing
systems have been considered — that attempts to encapsulate each representative sec-
tion. Whilst minimal visual representations are simple, clear and easy to use, they lack
interactivity. Plain text lists and tables do not make use of the opportunities provided
by semantics. Supporting navigation across and within datasets, search engines and
mashups enable users to follow links, view data using multiple paradigms and gather
a greater understanding of result sets. Visualisation systems present semantic data in a
more visual manner and support greater interaction. It is important to note that while
Kaufmann’s formality continuum expresses such systems as a highly formal one, the
visual representation employed by such systems are based on the nature of semantic
data. Hence, while the interaction during query formulation is a highly formal one, the
visual representation of such data is a highly natural one.

This chapter also explored related work on aesthetics and Visual Analytics from a
more specific context of the SW. An explicit focus on aesthetics in the Semantic Web
has been lacking and little research has been done in the area. One might argue that
the same principles of interface design should be applicable in Semantic Web interface
design without any extra effort. However, in order to fully exploit the highly interlinked
and well connected nature of semantic data, new kinds of visualisation and interaction
techniques are needed. Formalising an approach to design aesthetic interfaces can ease
the process of introducing new visualisations to research prototypes and production
systems in a way that is pleasant and appealing to end users. An analysis of the litera-
ture identified several key principles and guidelines that can be applicable in Semantic
Web. These principles are presented in two groups — general aesthetic principles and
principles for node-link representations.

The following chapter presents the methodology that was employed to develop the
solutions discussed in the thesis. Two solutions are presented – the first for visualising
semantic result sets in a multi-visualisation approach, the second for exploring and
querying semantic data using a interactive and visual mechanism. The next chapter
also discusses how users have been engaged while developing these solutions, using an
iterative user centered design process.
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V I S U A L I S I N G L A R G E S C A L E S E M A N T I C D ATA : A N A P P R O A C H

As outlined in the research questions presented in Chapter 1, this thesis investigates
how Visual Analytic approaches can be employed to effectively explore large scale dis-
tributed semantic datasets within the context of Knowledge Management. The thesis
claims that such approaches can be developed by implementing a generic solution that
exploits familiar interaction mechanisms, designed with specific attention to aesthetics
and developed with the close cooperation of user communities as iterative processes.
This chapter discusses how requirements were drawn for addressing the research ques-
tions, and how approaches were developed in order to address the requirements. Adopt-
ing a UCD methodology, the approaches were continuously refined after every iteration
of evaluation following several subsequent re-design stages. An analysis of the require-
ments for Visual Analytic solutions for Knowledge Management is discussed as an
initial introduction to the chapter.

4.1 analysis of requirements for visual analytic solutions in knowl-
edge management

4.1.1 Stakeholder Requirements

The work discussed in this thesis is aimed at three categories of key stakeholders:

1. Businesses and Organisations in a Knowledge Management perspective;

2. Data providers and owners; and

3. User communities (any typical user, domain experts etc.), developers and enthusi-
asts;

With the growth of an organisation, there is a need to introduce highly specialised
workforce. In order to streamline various processes, organisations are further grouped
into departments, horizontal and vertical levels. This segregation can happen on the
basis of one or a combination of several criteria like business area, domain, function,
clientele, etc. For example, a functional segregation of a company would be to divide
the workforce into accounts, engineering, manufacturing, design, sales units and so
on. While the size of these units can vary, they are further subdivided on the basis of
authority- most of these units consist of several tiers of supervisors, each answerable
to his/her superior. At the top, executives and directors oversee the performance of
the several layers of management, who are in turn responsible for the majority of the
employees. This, in essence results in an organisational structure resembling a pyramid,
where the senior decision makers are low in numbers, at the top and the large workforce
of employees, specialised with their own skill sets at the bottom. A typical organisation
consists of a hierarchy of employees, each level being target users for the developed
solutions.
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As they play different roles in the organisation, the employees in these levels have
their own set of Information Needs. In a typical manufacturing organisation, product
manufacturers, maintenance staff, product designers, testers etc. have a very specific
skillset. Hence, their contribution would directly relate to the products that are being
manufactured — e.g. design a better/cheaper product, manufacture products based on
specifications, perform maintenance operations and so on. Such tasks need employees
to record daily activity and decisions in well structured formats, thereby documenting
every stage of their work. One of the most important Information Need, in case of ad-
versity is understanding if any similar conditions have occurred in the past, and what
were the decisions undertaken at that time to rectify the issue. This requires accessing
historical records of all maintenance/design/manufacturing activities to learn from pre-
vious experience. The Information Need in such scenarios can be answered by highly
directed queries to single/multiple data sources to access the related records.

Managers, on the other hand do not work directly with the products, though they may
be involved with the management of relevant processes. A manager’s primary goal is
to understand how to improve and streamline processes and evaluate performances of
different teams and units within the organisation. The goal of senior managers and key
decision makers is to understand how to streamline processes within the organisation,
increase profits, accumulate financial information to take budgetary decisions, under-
standing where company efforts should be focussed and so on. Managers and senior
managers need to explore organisational data to discover information, often without
having a fixed Information Need — exploring the company archives to find interesting
facts and figures and discovering performance patterns being a few examples. The main
Information Need for such employees is aggregating different types of operational and
financial data to draw conclusions from a high level perspective.

Considering the three tiers of an organisation, I believe that the ultimate Information
Needs of the employees consist of two types :

1. Finding highly specific information by drilling-down to individual data points
(querying); and

2. Assessing and exploring information from a high level to gather an overview (ex-
ploring);

4.1.2 A User Centered Approach to Understanding Domains and Users

The types of users that have been involved throughout the process were managers, soft-
ware developers, researchers and knowledge workers from the aerospace engineering
and life sciences domains. Several students were also involved, who had volunteered
to evaluate the prototypes. Users who were involved also possessed a wide range of
expertise with respect to Semantic Web and search systems — from no knowledge of se-
mantic technologies to highly proficient in search systems and Semantic Web experts. In
addition to students, several participants from research projects were recruited. Three
projects provided support during the research phase and provided valuable datasets,
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domain-specific expertise and invaluable feedback sessions — SAMULET1, SILOET2

(aerospace engineering) and Grassportal3 (plant life sciences). Regular project meetings
and discussions with project members also provided valuable inputs which were fed-
back during the next cycle of development. An independent evaluation conducted by
the SEALS project4 comparing one of the systems with other established systems pro-
vided very helpful comments to seed the next stage of development. Following the user
centered design process, it was possible to continuously involve users thereby creating
progressively improving systems. This also provided ways to better understand users,
their expectations and requirements.

The involvement of users from different domains has ensured that the research was
true to the UCD methodology at all times. Since the technology being sought is a generic
one, portable to any domain, the involvement of users has been from different domains.
Different stages of the user centered design have spanned across the three year research
period, constituting parts of the development cycle of the two systems implemented.
This section discusses the understanding and study phase, where initial sets of inter-
views were conducted with users from two different domains, and an analysis of the
available datasets was conducted.

4.1.3 Understanding Domains

The Understanding phase in UCD focusses on human values and draws reflective thoughts
and conceptual analysis from different strands of research. This stage involves interview-
ing stakeholders and users to understand what are the possible outcomes of using the
technology to be designed. There were three sets of distinct “Understand” stages, each
pertaining to a particular solution. The first Understand stage during the development
of a system, ViziSocial [RM10] was during the first few weeks of research. At this stage,
it was important to understand from a higher perspective how Visual Analytic solutions
can aid in providing insight into comprehending data. This stage coincided with the lit-
erature survey, where an inspection of the available literature was also being conducted
in order to understand the motivations and role of visualisations from the perspective
of Knowledge Management as well as situational awareness.

4.1.3.1 Understanding the Aerospace Domain

The second Understand phase was conducted over a significantly longer period, ex-
tending to the end of the the initial five months of research. During this phase, sev-
eral stakeholders at a manufacturing organisation (Rolls Royce) were interviewed and
on site factory-visits of manufacturing facilities were also conducted. Motivated by an
organisational Knowledge Management perspective in the manufacturing unit of the
aerospace industry, stakeholders from several departments and application areas were
interviewed. The interview sessions were structured in two distinct stages: understand-

1 http://www.rolls-royce.com/about/technology/research_programmes/manufacturing_technologies/

2 http://www.rolls-royce.com/about/technology/research_programmes/gas_turbine_programmes/

siloet.jsp

3 http://www.grassportal.org/

4 http://www.seals-project.eu/

http://www.rolls-royce.com/about/technology/research_programmes/manufacturing_technologies/
http://www.rolls-royce.com/about/technology/research_programmes/gas_turbine_programmes/siloet.jsp
http://www.rolls-royce.com/about/technology/research_programmes/gas_turbine_programmes/siloet.jsp
http://www.grassportal.org/
http://www.seals-project.eu/
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ing data, domain and information needs; and understanding the visualisation needs,
existing techniques and open-ended ideas.

information needs This stage aimed at gathering an understanding of processes,
business units, individuals and expertise involved in manufacturing processes. Six stake-
holders were invited for focus groups and interview sessions where a set of 24 prepared
questions were asked in order to stimulate discussions in addition to a few open-ended
themes for discussions. The questions were prepared by experts in manufacturing and
were highly specific to the aerospace domain as well as the SAMULET project and a
few examples are as follows:

• What standard features are in a commodity?

• What is current knowledge base on commodity / standard feature? E.g. how is it linked
to commodity, manufacturing process routing, manufacturing location, current cost, cost
reduction history.

• What impact will changing metal type / feature design have on the overall cost?

The stakeholders were interviewed individually as a part of a group meeting. The
interviews were structured, with a lead interviewer asking the stakeholders a seed ques-
tion from the list of questions. Once an answer was provided, the rest of the attendees
reflected on the response, stimulating further discussions. Each interview session was
conducted for an hour with a minimum of three participants, and a maximum of six ex-
cluding the interviewee. The interviews involved senior representatives from Computer
Aided Manufacturing team, Cost Reduction team, Patent team, Concessions team, and
a Process Development manager. While all stakeholders were involved in manufactur-
ing within the aerospace industry, their area of interest and specialisation focussed on
different business processes. The Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) team was inter-
ested in better knowledge practices that surrounds a standard feature5 of a component.
The team’s interest was also on manufacturing processes, machines and factories — un-
derstanding the performance of the units in a global as well as local scale. The Cost
Reduction team’s interest was in organising and gaining easier access to ideas and ini-
tiatives aimed at reducing manufacturing or operational costs of the unit. The Patent
team’s main interest was managing and understanding patent requests across different
business units, as well as understanding competitor patent applications. This is a chal-
lenging task, as competitors use different and often evolving technical nomenclature to
depict physical objects and characteristics. Concessions users are concerned with assess-
ing whether to use engine parts that present features that have been manufactured with
a slight deviation from the original drawing. These deviations can include anything,
from defective blades to bolts that have been manufactured with the wrong dimensions.
Their main job is to make decisions on whether a concession should be granted for
the use of a part that presents manufacture deviations to build an engine. The inter-
est of a process development manager was to gain an understanding of dynamic data,
particularly relevant to machines and factory layouts.

5 A standard feature is a manufacturing term that denotes a basic feature of a component such as ‘round
hole’, ‘cylinder’ etc.
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The interviews with manufacturing units provided significant insight into manufac-
turing processes and Information Needs of the key players. However, such targeted
questionnaires were helpful only in providing more information about the highly spe-
cific domain of manufacturing in aerospace domain. More helpful, in the context of this
thesis was what are the visualisation needs of such user communities.

visualisation needs Three other visualisation-specific questions ensued after the
set of questions were discussed:

1. What are the visualisations that you presently use ?

2. What are the visualisations that are needed for your daily activity?

3. What are the visualisations that would be nice to have ?

The first of the three questions was aimed at understanding how users presently make
use of their data. This also gave an idea of the level of familiarity they have with visuali-
sations and interactions. Most of the interviewees mentioned the existing visualisations
to be basic — bar graphs and pie charts mostly in order to report performance data.
Indeed, most of the user groups in manufacturing and design communities are heavy
users of Computer Aided Manufacturing and Computer Aided Design systems, where
entire designs are visualised in three-dimensional views. However, since the context of
this thesis is in a generic visualisation approach, the interest was in understanding what
are the standard visualisations the communities were familiar with.

The next question attempted to understand what were the visualisation expectations
from users. The users were shown several example visualisations that had been devel-
oped previously such as in [PMDC09]. Further discussions ensued from the demonstra-
tion of previously designed solutions and users recommended the need for geograph-
ical maps and engine maps. The third question encouraged users to think of blue-sky
solutions to their Knowledge Management needs. This discussion, however was highly
limited as it was noted that users appeared to be constrained by the various possible
visualisations that were already demonstrated to them as well as the practical applica-
bility of new solutions within an organisational setting.

Most of the interviewees appeared to use basic charts and graphs as presentations
while reporting about efficiency and performance of their teams. Complex visualisations
were mostly used in highly specific tasks such as Computer Aided Design or scientific
data presentation. Factory visits at the company manufacturing facilities identified sim-
ilar visualisations such as timetables, team work sequence diagrams6, bar charts, and
pie charts. The same was replicated across the different manufacturing domains and
stakeholders. A common suggestion from every stakeholder was to incorporate easily
navigable factory maps and engine maps within an interface to visualise performance
data.

6 Manufacturing workforce is organised into smaller teams, and their working shifts are indicated in time-
lines and gantt chart-inspired diagrams
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4.1.3.2 Understanding Life Sciences

The association with another project, GrassPortal7 was also very helpful in understand-
ing the domain of life sciences, more specifically global biodiversity of grasses. As a
part of the research project, several scientists from the field were involved in synthe-
sising taxonomic, phylogenetic8, biographic and envionmental data related to the dis-
tribution and characterisation of grass species across the world. Since existing work is
multi-stranded and highly diversified among various institutions and research organi-
sations, the effort of the GrassPortal project was in integrating heterogeneous datasets
into a comprehensive source of information for biologists and ecologists.

The first step in understanding the domain was to interview project members in order
to understand the life sciences domain, and in particular, biological data. Different plant
characteristics and distribution were also examined. Life science practitioners were also
interviewed in order to understand how they presently accessed data in their daily
tasks and how the information is made use of. An example scenario describes how the
community presently manually aggregates information from several sources in order to
fulfil an Information Need.

Figure 30: An example scenario was explored where a biologist needs to understand the dis-
tribution of grasses belonging to a particular tribe (panicae). Step 1 – Step 3 Im-
ages from http://www.kew.org/data/grasses-db.html. Step 4 Image from http:

//www.gbif.org/

In the example (Figure 30), a biologist looks for the distribution of grasses that are
annual and belong to the tribe ‘panicae’. The only way he/she can find the information

7 http://www.grassportal.org/

8 Phylogenetics is a study of evolutionary relationships among groups of organisms (as from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phylogenetics)

http://www.kew.org/data/grasses-db.html
http://www.gbif.org/
http://www.gbif.org/
http://www.grassportal.org/
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is by querying the database at GrassBase9. The individual grass instances can then be
selected and queried at another database, GBIF10 to be visualised on a map. Since there
are no present means to aggregate information, the biologist needs to do so manually
by creating a temporary database and then visualising the results on a map.

The third stage of understanding (Sept – Nov, 2010; Jun – Jul, 2011; jul 2012) and
Phase 2 (Jun – Jul 2011) was as a result of revisiting the domains and datasets following
an evaluation cycle.

4.1.4 Studying the Domains

The two domains are disconnected from the other, and can help in understanding stan-
dard visualisations and interface requirements from a generic perspective. The most
significant study phase occurred during the initial few months of research (Dec 2009 –
Feb 2010): at this phase, in addition to factory visits at manufacturing facilities and user
interviews, several aerospace datasets were made available. Furthermore, with the help
of the Grassportal project, there were several types of data that were made available to
be explored for understanding possible ways of visualising:

4.1.4.1 The Aerospace Domain

A jet engine has a life span of 40-50 years, during which regular maintenance activities
are conducted on the engine. This includes engine overhauls, vibration tests, perfor-
mance tests, maintenance reports and so on. Each of these processes involve careful
and detailed documentation which results in a multitude of different types of docu-
ments being generated, each of which are in large volumes. In addition to maintenance
records, engines generate a gigabyte of data every hour they are in operation, which
are also examined and recorded. All of this information is warehoused by the service
domain in a large aerospace company. Aerospace designers also produce several types
of documents for example, Computer Aided Designing (CAD) files, new design ideas
and so on. Manufacturing departments also require to produce different types of docu-
ments — manufacturing guides, machining ideas, cost reduction documents, machines
performance data across different manufacturing facilities and so on. Harvesting such
information across different domains and document types is immensely important to
an organisation, since it provides a way for all users to access information. For exam-
ple, service domain engineers might face an unexpected situation involving a particular
engine. It is vital for engineers to take immediate steps to understand the situation
and take urgent counter-measures. Having quick and easy access to all the related sit-
uations involving the same or any other engine, manufacturing processes involved in
manufacturing the engine, design decisions taken and so on would be vital. Providing
intuitive and interactive means to visualise such data would be extremely beneficial in
such cases.

Some examples of the datasets that have been examined are as follows:

service investigation report A report generated by service engineers as a result
of an investigation into an event. The report details the involved parts numbers,

9 GrassBase,http://www.kew.org/data/grasses-db.html
10 Global BioDiversity Information Facility

http://www.kew.org/data/grasses-db.html
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reasons for the event and findings after analysis. Such documents are valuable to
design engineers to identify the common parts and reasons for common events.

“red-top” report Sensitive reports which require urgent attention, which act as
flags to the lead engineers and managers for different parts.

technical variance Reports generated by service engineers when small variations
of the dimensions of components are requested. Technical variance requests are
essentially requests to identify if a component is suitable for flight.

cost reduction ideas Documents and presentations generated by manufacturing
engineers which discuss ideas (for e.g. new manufacturing techniques, new ma-
chining processes etc.) which can be used to reduce costs of manufacturing. Each
Cost Reduction initiative is classified into several other categories like status, op-
portunities or hazards, year of completion etc. Users are concerned with quickly
and efficiently accessing historical decisions and estimations of such initiatives as
well as understanding the status of the latest initiatives being considered. Cost re-
duction initiatives can originate from several different supply chain units such as
compressors, combustors, fans, assembly and so on and initiatives can be widely
varied from modifying designs to changing suppliers or materials. Cost reduction
users currently have little means to query and visualise such constantly increasing
data to enable them make quick summaries, apart from manipulating excel filters
and tables. This is a highly time and resource consuming process, requiring a lot
of effort from the end users to find information from an excel sheet. However, of-
ten users have to go through several hours of understanding the data they have
retrieved in order to make use of it.

concessions Concessions users are concerned with making decisions regarding whether
to use engine parts that present features that have been manufactured with a slight
deviation from the original drawing. These deviations can include anything, from
defective blades to bolts that are have been manufactured with the wrong dimen-
sions. Their main job is to make decisions on whether a concession should be
granted for the use of a part that presents manufacture defects to build an engine.

The data in general represented reports, documents, intranet links, shop visit reports
and so on. The key identified concepts that can provide standard visualisations were
identified as time (timelines, calendar views), geographical (geographical maps, area
maps), categories (pie charts, bar charts, tables), performance indicators (line plots),
engine components (topological views).

4.1.4.2 Animal and Plant Life Sciences Domain

An initial study involved studying the domain of animal and plant life sciences, more
specifically Grass species distribution. One of the most important problems associated
with grass descriptions and plant sciences in general is nomenclature. Over the period
of few centuries grasses have been discovered in different areas of the world and have
been named by researchers. However, there is a need to standardise grass names. This
creates a situation where a grass species has been named in various ways by different sci-
entists in different areas of the world. These synonymous grasses need to be identified
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according to their characteristics. Grasses can be characterised by identifying different
physical features — for example, colour of the stigmas or the length of their blades. A
dataset of 5000 grass species have been studied where each grass is identified by 1090

unique characteristics. The distribution of such grasses across the world has also been
studied. The datasets studied are as follows:

grass characteristics A set of 5000 unique grasses described by 1090 unique char-
acteristics, available at GrassBase11

gbif dataset Global Biodiversity Information Facility12 data describing the coordi-
nates of instances of grass species discovered across the globe.

The key concepts that can provide standard visualisations were identified as indi-
vidual characters (data tables), geographical locations (geographical maps, area maps),
categories of characters (pie charts, bar charts, tables), morphological characteristics
(topological view of grass), time of discovery (timeline).

4.2 requirements

Several requirements for a solution to address the research questions were drawn. The
requirements were identified and grouped into two main categories: Functional and
Non Functional.

4.2.1 Functional Requirements (FR)

An interactive visualisation system provides an interface between a user and the data,
by communicating the status of the data to the user using visual means. The user, on
the other hand manipulates and interacts with visual objects and provides input to the
system to communicate their intentions. Functional requirements translate the research
goal to the primary expectations from the solution. Development of the solution needs
to focus on carefully addressing each requirement and the solutions to the individual
requirements constitute the fundamental building blocks of the solution. The following
lists the requirements that the solution must address:

1. Solution must visualise data — The importance of visualisation, in this context is
in quick and effective communication of the contents of large datasets. The central
focus of the thesis is how to employ such techniques to explore large volumes of
semantic data in a simple manner.

2. Solution must enable users to express their Information Need — Users must be
able to communicate with the solution by expressing their Information Needs.
Several approaches can be followed in answering the requirement such as using
keyboard or mouse gestures, voice commands or sensors. It is important to ensure
that the solution can capture user actions and translate them to interpret their
intention.

11 GrassBase, http://www.kew.org/data/grasses-db.html
12 http://www.gbif.org/

http://www.kew.org/data/grasses-db.html
http://www.gbif.org/
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3. Solution must facilitate querying — Since the aim of the research is to aid a user’s
access to the data of interest, the solution must provide ways to query data stores
via visual and interactive mechanisms.

4. Solution must provide means to explore unknown data — While users may be
well acquainted with their own datasets and domains, accessing datasets outside
the usual ones should be a requirement in itself. More so, in large organisations
sharing information across different application areas, verticals, business groups
and so on. Most of the existing solutions rely on users, solution developers or
data owners possessing prior knowledge regarding the dataset they are currently
exploring. Hence, the solution must be easily and quickly portable and effective
with very basic knowledge of a new dataset.

5. Solution must be scalable — With the growth of organisational data and rapidly
increasing structured data, the need to effectively query and explore large scale
data is growing. The solution must be able to cope with large datasets, in the order
of billions of pieces of information. Existing visualisation systems are not highly
scalable, while the scalable systems are mostly only text driven, offering minimal
or no visual insight into the data.

6. Solution must provide visual summaries — Most of the existing visualisation sys-
tems present views of single instances or a small subset of the data. However,
in order to scale up to larger datasets, the solution must categorise and organise
the data into representative sub groups. Different techniques can be employed
to achieve this, such as aggregating instances based on one or more features or
pre-defined classification of data and so on.

7. Solution must facilitate simultaneous exploration of different facets of the data
— The solution must exploit multi-dimensionality of data and provide multiple
simultaneous views over different facets of the data. This will help users and
analysts observe different dimensions of the underlying data at the same time, and
will increase their overall understanding of the data from multiple perspectives.

8. Solution must provide support for advanced querying of data — Though target
user groups can be casual users, the solution must take into consideration of the
requirements of advanced and expert users. Such users are determined to possess
expert knowledge in querying and can formulate highly complex queries in order
to find information. The solution, while being simplistic in nature and approach,
should also provide advanced settings for such users to customise its behaviour.

9. Solution must fit within organisational Knowledge Management frameworks —
Different working groups, user communities and business units within one organ-
isation may have their own knowledge practices as well as hierarchical structures.
Hence, a flexible approach for the solution is a necessity in order to be applicable
within an organisational Knowledge Management framework.
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4.2.2 Non Functional Requirements (NFR)

While functional requirements dictate the fundamental features of the solution, non
functional requirements determine the qualities and characteristics of the solution. The
following lists the non functional requirements of the solution:

1. Solution must be domain and application independent — A generic approach to
interact with Linked Data would be true to the essence of the Semantic Web as
well as be extensible to other datasets, users and domains. Most of the existing
solutions are highly domain or dataset dependent, only catering to one type of
data. Generic solutions do exist, but lack in other areas (e.g. not scalable or a text
template-based approach and so on)

2. Solution must be intuitive — An intuitive interface can help users comprehend,
use and understand an unknown system, thereby increasing productivity and ef-
ficiency. New users must be able to use the system without much training.

3. Solution must be generic — Users with different range of expertise and domain
knowledge must be able to use the system with minimal training. It is essential
that the solution must not overwhelm users with too much information as well
as technical jargon. Strict query formalisms provide means to structure data into
standard formal representations. This, in addition to a self-descriptive nature of
semantic data, can be exploited to provide intuitive and meaningful interfaces,
understandable to casual users.

4. Solution must be aesthetically pleasing — While a lot of effort can be invested in
building user interfaces and visualisations, making them aesthetically pleasing to
users is a challenge in itself. Users are often willing to try searching for informa-
tion multiple times if they find the interface pleasing and friendly.

5. Querying in a simple manner — The complexities of semantic querying must
be hidden from plain view of the user. While the approach of building queries
can be highly complex, the users must not be intimidated by and deterred from
performing their tasks. Users with very basic or no knowledge should be able to
use the solution easily, with little training.

6. Provide familiar representations — The solution must provide representations of
semantic data as visual objects that are familiar to users. Following from the gen-
eral requirement of an intuitive interface, a familiar visual object is intuitive and
easy to use. This will ensure that users are not confused with unfamiliar objects
and infer unintended meanings and associations (e.g. using familiar shapes such
as circles to describe concepts as opposed to an irregular polygon)

7. Provide consistent representations — The solution must represent semantic data
in a consistent manner. Objects defined to describe a particular type of data should
be consistent throughout the interface, in addition to being familiar. This reduces
complications and unnecessary confusion from a user.

8. Familiar and consistent interaction mechanisms — The solution must ensure users
are familiar with the interaction mechanisms, based on their prior experience with
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tools employing similar interaction paradigms. The interaction mechanisms must
also be consistent throughout the solution (e.g. a particular interaction on a con-
cept should invoke the same response as of another concept, unless deemed to be
semantically different)

9. Access to provenance information — Trust and provenance are highly significant
in an organisation, specifically when critical information is being shared across
various user groups. The solution must be able to provide means for users to
access provenance information when desired, in order to validate the authenticity
and legitimacy of a piece of information when questioned.

10. Shortcuts — The solution must provide different shortcuts for repetitive or in-
tensive tasks (e.g. key-combinations or gestures). Though not seen as extremely
important, such features can provide users with more efficient techniques.

4.3 solution — semantic web

Requirements analysis for a generic, large scale and portable solution motivates several
architectural decisions to employ specific information infrastructures. This section dis-
cusses the motivations for following a Semantic Web approach toward addressing the
requirements. Two main requirements, NFR 1 and NFR 3 govern this decision — while
NFR1 calls for a solution that is domain and application independent, NFR3 calls for
a solution that is user and role independent. These requirements motivate the devel-
opment of a flexible solution, disconnected from domain, users or application-specific
design choices or Information Needs. Easy deployment in a large range of applications
and technical settings also call for a self-descriptive and machine-processable informa-
tion infrastructure that can formalise communication between services and software
agents.

The inherent nature of semantic data, being highly interconnected, multi-dimensional
and self-descriptive, provides an excellent framework as a foundation for the solution.
Owing to a self-descriptive nature, semantic data can be easily aggregated from multi-
ple sources in a standardised manner, thereby providing an ideal environment within an
organisational framework (R9). Highly graphical datasets can be easily imported into se-
mantic stores that can be easily queried and reasoned upon. Developing rules, logic and
reasoning also provide the ideal setting that can help the solutions to be deployed in var-
ious conditions with users. Semantic Web formalisms also provide a highly systematic
way of querying graph-based data — this can be exploited by aligning user interactions
and visualisations for generating dynamic queries. Hence the role of Semantic Web as a
unifying platform, providing heterogeneous data from multiple sources, following strict
standards and well defined schema provides an excellent research framework that can
help address the requirements.

The Semantic Web framework provides additional features to identifying resources
and entities with unique identifiers, therefore facilitating disambiguation tasks as well
as uniquely representing distinct objects, entities, features and characteristics within
a domain. The increasing availability of open data in a highly structured and well
connected format also provided an excellent research and development platform for
building solutions. Such datasets are available in several domains and different levels
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of granularity. Using a Semantic Web information infrastructure with a wide range of
datasets provide a realistic scenario of porting solutions from one domain or application
area to others.

The solution to address the requirements and accomplish the broader research goal
is proposed as a template-based faceted approach toward querying semantic datastores,
aided by visual and highly interactive means. There are several alternatives to explor-
ing/interacting with semantic data that have been proposed in the past, most of which
lack one way or many in addressing all of the requirements of the solution. The follow-
ing list summarises how other solutions lack in addressing the functional requirements:

• Natural Language Interfaces are means to answer specific questions and mostly
present information in a text-based approach. Such an approach does not address
requirements such as FR1, FR4, FR6, FR7, FR8 due to the lack of exploratory visual
mechanisms and advanced mechanisms for querying.

• Forms allow users to enter restricted values for specific fields to be finally built
into a complete SPARQL query. Forms are mostly either pre-defined (therefore not
easily portable) or user defined (mostly requiring technical knowledge of the
dataset, domain and user requirements). Such approaches mostly use text and
form-based views to communicate information to users, hence do not address
requirements such as FR1, FR4, FR6, FR7.

• RDF Data Browsers provide template-based views of RDF data. While this provides
a highly readable way to view data for individual instances, such browsers are
mostly text based and typically lack visualisations and offer minimal insight to
users that can help them understand the underlying data. Hence, these approaches
do not address requirements such as FR1, FR2, FR3, FR5, FR6, FR7.

• Mashups present a view of a dataset using pre-defined visual techniques (such as
maps, timelines etc). While intuitive, usable and efficient, mashups are restricted
to pre-defined visualisations and datatypes. This makes mashups highly specific
to datasets and domains and not easily portable to a completely different domain,
hence such approaches do not satisfy requirements FR4, FR7, FR8.

• Faceted Browsers provide users with means to progressively build queries based
on multiple facets of data, to drill down to the instances of data of interest. Such
systems are mostly pre-configured to present a set of facets and are thus difficult
to be ported to different datasets or domains. Additionally, most of such are either
text based or follow a tabular format of data presentation, thereby lacking visual
presentation and advanced interactive mechanisms such as requirements FR1, FR6,
FR7, FR8.

• RDF Graph Visualisation tools follow highly visual and interactive approaches to-
ward visualising semantic data. However, most systems are aimed at visualising
individual data instances or ontologies. While useful for specific purposes, such
an approach lacks in providing insight for underlying datasets. Providing a graph-
ical representation of a data instance is helpful, but can often be overburdening
for a user. Such approaches lack in addressing requirements such as FR5 and FR6.
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The proposed solution uses a combination of several approaches previously used (RDF

graph visualisation, faceted browser, data browsers, forms and mashups), combining
the strengths of different approaches to provide a high level of interactivity and visual
insight. The proposed approach also explicitly studies aesthetic design principles and
Visual Analytic techniques to be incorporated into a methodological approach toward
developing semantic interfaces.

In the proposed solution, several steps of interpretation and translation provides a
bridge between users and the data. User input is captured via interactive elements and
translated into highly formal SPARQL query by making use of different layers of inter-
nal mappings between user actions and query templates. A similar process transforms
structured results into data objects as a multi-step process by using different layers of
internal mappings between data objects to visual representations. A thorough review
of the literature covering different research areas such as VA, Information Visualisation,
Interaction Design and Aesthetic Design identified best practices and principles govern-
ing the development of interactive visual interfaces. A major part of the solution is in
the way it is implemented: the entire process is encapsulated within an iterative UCD

approach, involving different user communities that provide continuous feedback and
suggestions to help arrive to a more refined and improved solution.

4.3.0.1 Studying Semantic Datasets in the Open Domain

With the decision to adopt a Semantic Web infrastructure, an additional domain that
was added at this point was the open domain, particularly with open datasets released
by organisations for public consumption. The availability of massive volumes of se-
mantic data as Linked Open Data (LOD) has provided an excellent research platform
for the development of Semantic Web solutions. The Linked Data setting of providing
information from different domains, datasets, specificity in a highly structured and in-
terconnected way via query-able services serves as an ideal replication of a standard
organisational platform. Additionally, an open platform can serve as an excellent test
bed for users outside organisational hierarchies without security and privacy concerns.
Standard Semantic Web principles ensures that Linked Data across all platforms are
uniform, and porting a solution developed for Linked Open Data into an organisational
framework is easy. Hence, despite being motivated from a Knowledge Management
perspective and the solutions designed within the context of organisational Knowledge
Management, this thesis exploits standard semantic datasets and Linked Open Data to
validate and evaluate solutions. The additional need within organisations, however is a
layer of security and authentication protocols which is out of scope for this thesis.

In addition to organisational and research datasets, an exploration into open semantic
datasets was conducted. While evaluations within the industry and academic projects
was conducted in order to understand how domain experts interacted with the systems,
an explicit focus was made on open datasets. This was required so that truly inde-
pendent feedback could be obtained, where external users could evaluate the systems,
without the constraints and restrictions imposed within organisational frameworks such
as privacy, data protection, authentication and security. Several well recognised datasets
within the Semantic Web community were analysed and used as a part of evaluations
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such as Mooney Natural Language Learning data13, Semantic Web Dog Food data 14

and DBpedia15. The Mooney Natural Language Learning data consists of geographi-
cal data, providing details of cities, states, rivers, lakes etc. in the USA. The dataset
contains 5689 triples, with 402 instances of cities, 51 instances of states, 50 instances
of mountains. In total, descriptions of 742 distinct objects are provided in the dataset.
Semantic Web Dog Food data provides details of publications within the Semantic
Web research area, including authors, papers, institutions, research areas and so on.
There are 230390 triples, describing 30673 distinct objects including 8840 persons, 3717

In-Proceedings papers, 886 talks, 434 events and so on. The largest dataset, DBpedia
provides structured information extracted from Wikipedia, as a queryable service. The
dataset (english) presently describes 4.0 million things (the entire dataset including 119

languages describes 24.9 million things), with 2.46 billion RDF triples, where 470 million
triples belong to the English subset of the data16. In addition to the previous datasets,
several other datasets have been examined and used to develop the solutions, such as
MusicBrainz17, Semantic Bible18, Jamendo19, Movies Dataset20.

Most of the open datasets contain information that most users would be highly con-
versant with, such as geography, movies or music. Hence, they provided an excellent
opportunity to evaluate with most users as they are familiar with the terminologies,
data as well as most of the formalisations. At the same time, some datasets like Semantic
Web Dog Food provided academic publication data, which only a few users such as aca-
demics and researchers have familiarity with. The combination of generic and domain
specific datasets provided an excellent opportunity to replicate organisational domain-
specific and generic datasets, where user communities understand familiar datasets but
unfamiliar with datasets from other domains.

4.4 the solution architecture

As previously discussed, the goal of the research is to provide design principles for
developing Semantic Web visual interfaces that can help users visualise, access, explore
and query semantic data. Hence, the two key players are users and data, and how they
can be brought together in a seamless and pleasant manner is the research focus. The
solution is an extension of the primary notion that visualisations offer insight and can
aid users in quickly gaining a good understanding of their data — hence a highly visual
and interactive approach is employed. The two primary tasks of consuming semantic
data are separated, and the design principles are drawn from the design, evaluation and
implementation of the solution throughout the period of research:

1. Visualising semantic result sets; and

2. Querying semantic data sets.

13 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html

14 http://data.semanticweb.org/

15 http://dbpedia.org/About

16 http://blog.dbpedia.org/category/dataset-releases/

17 http://linkedbrainz.c4dmpresents.org/content/rdf-dump

18 http://www.semanticbible.com/

19 http://dbtune.org/jamendo/

20 https://babbage.inf.unibz.it/trac/obdapublic/wiki/Example_MovieOntology

http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html
http://data.semanticweb.org/
http://dbpedia.org/About
http://blog.dbpedia.org/category/dataset-releases/
http://linkedbrainz.c4dmpresents.org/content/rdf-dump
http://www.semanticbible.com/
http://dbtune.org/jamendo/
https://babbage.inf.unibz.it/trac/obdapublic/wiki/Example_MovieOntology
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The Figure 31 describes how I address the requirements and achieve the goal of the
thesis using several functional blocks throughout the process of a user expressing their
Information Need to querying a datastore, and finally translating the results back into
visual representations.

Figure 31: Solution Architecture

Exploring and querying semantic data is seen as a cyclic process, where a user is
provided with an initial view of the data. The user, upon comprehending the content of
the data interacts with the interface. The interactions are then interpreted (Interaction
Interpreter) to understand what the intention of the user is. The user intent is then used
to understand which kind of query it most relates to, by making use of pre-defined
internal mappings. A mechanism that maps interactions to query templates is used to
select the relevant query template. Interactions such as double click on a concept (in a
force directed graph representation of RDF data) are mapped to queries such as “show
me all the instances of the concept”. The queries built as a result of the Query Building
stage are then validated and completed to well formed formal query syntax. The query
is then passed to the data stores, to be executed. This completes the processes arising
out of interactions with the user (Querying semantic data sets).

The results obtained from the semantic stores undergo the next set of processes (Vi-
sualising semantic result sets), resulting in visual rendition of result sets. The results
are initially parsed to determine their structure and contents. The data objects are then
converted into formal representations, based on information gathered during analysis
of the results — e.g. a Java data class, or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object that
represents a waypoint in a geographical map or a point in a scatter plot. The data objects
are then translated into visual representations. The Rendering can be part of third party
software (i.e. Google Maps, Highcharts) in addition to user-defined customisations on
rendering (i.e. colour coding of Google Map waypoints).

Whilst all processes in the solution are essential, three components are the most im-
portant: User Interface, Interaction Interpretation and Result Interpretation. The other
components such as Renderer, Query Builder, Parser etc. are standard processes for any
typical solution. The novelty in this solution are however, in the three essential compo-
nents. The components are further discussed as follows:
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4.4.1 User Interface

The User Interface forms the user-facing side of the solution, and provides the medium
of communication between users and data. Most important part of the solution is the
User interface, and its role is expected to hide all the complexities of semantic data
querying and in return present information in a seamless, pleasant and interactive man-
ner. The requirements and design choices listed in the previous sections mostly relate to
the user interface. In the context of the thesis, the most important elements of the user
interface are visualisation elements and interactive objects. In the proposed solution,
users mostly interact with the visualisations via interactive visual objects and basic in-
put mechanisms. As mentioned previously, the solution distinguished into two separate
tasks: visualisation and querying. Hence, there are two different approaches proposed
for querying and visualisation.

My solution to visualising semantic datasets is to employ multiple simultaneous
generic visualisations, where each visualisation represents a specific facet of the data
(thereby addressing FR1, FR6, FR7). Visualisations and the organisation of the interface
is highly flexible. Generic and familiar visualisations are employed, with the flexibility
of adding customised domain-specific visualisation modules in the architecture. The
ability to present information using generic visualisations help in exploring unknown
data (FR4) in a generic manner. Interaction with the visualisations trigger queries and
enable users to “drill-down” into data of interest (FR2, FR3).

The solution toward querying semantic data is highly interactive and guided by vi-
sualisations. Users are presented with basic visualisations (FR6) that communicate the
content of the dataset being visualised. Each subsequent interaction generates new visu-
alisations to reflect a further subset of the data, progressively helping the user explore
the data. Making use of subsequent aggregate visualisations, users can get a significant
understanding of large sets of data (FR5). Users can then explicitly query for data by
interacting with the visualisations (FR3, FR8).

4.4.2 Interaction Interpretation

Approaches such as natural language search or form based employs text-based ap-
proaches to obtain user queries. These queries are typically entered into text fields
within the interface, and are then read by the system when a search is triggered. Ob-
taining queries from mouse gestures, on the other hand is a more complex process as it
involves understanding the context surrounding the action. Several scenarios need to be
identified, that map mouse gestures (and key combinations) to user intent. Additionally,
user intent can be at the logical level (to inspect details of a subset of data) or interface
level (zoom). For example, a mouse gesture of scrolling the mouse wheel (user action)
is interpreted as an intent to zoom in the interface (interface level), which identifies that
the user intends to inspect the details of the area being zoomed in (logical level). These
actions — intent maps are typically present in all interfaces, but are much more complex
in highly interactive and visual systems.

Once the interaction of the user has been interpreted into a high level intention, it is
converted into specific queries by the Query Builder. The conversion is based on select-
ing best query template from a set of candidate templates. More advanced techniques
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such as machine learning (learning from interactions with other systems) can also be
employed in order to translate high level intents into structured queries.

4.4.3 Result Interpretation

The solution interprets results and translates them in two phases — the first phase
interprets the results into identifying the data objects. This process analyses the result
headers to determine the result objects and data types, and then map them to real world
entities. For example, latitude longitude readings indicate a geolocation, whereas time
indicates temporal information. With the knowledge of what the data represents, the
result objects are translated into respective data objects, understandable by the visuali-
sation modules. Each of these objects is then rendered into a visual representation at a
later stage.

4.4.3.1 Considerations on Parallel Visualisations across domains

Studying the three domains (open data, aerospace, and animal and plant life sciences)
identified several concepts that can be generalised for any domain. Concepts such as
time, geographic locations, categories, morphological or topological characteristics are
concepts which can be identified among most domains. Visualising generic data can
now be considered as a set of common concepts have been established. These concepts
can now be visualised in a generic way. For example, a generic way to view geographical
data would be using geographical or area maps; a generic way of visualising categories
and aggregates would be using pie charts or bar charts.

Following studies of the domains, user communities, Knowledge Management pro-
cesses and gathering an understanding of the shortcomings of existing approaches, sev-
eral requirements of the solution were identified.

4.5 outline of research

Central to the work done in this thesis is the overarching theme of user engagement –
the User Centered Design method is applied extensively, and is the first time it has been
done so in such a scale within the Semantic Web community. Figure 32 presents an in-
fographic of how the research was carried out, and the several iterations that took place
during the development of the solutions. The key element of the figure is the illustration
of a user centered design process, illustrating the different stages: Understand, Study,
Design, Build and Evaluate. For illustrative purposes, the tasks Understand and Study
(US) have been grouped into one element while Design and Build (BD) are indicated as
one element. The figure presents how the different phases have proceeded, in a cyclic
process with one phase feeding-into the next. The phases closer to the UCD illustration
(US1,2, BD1, E1) are earlier in the order of occurrence of the events. The further away
the phases are positioned, the later they occurred. The right way to follow the illustra-
tion would be in a clock-wise spiral, radiating out gradually. As discussed previously,
this research proposes two solutions: the first for visualising large semantic result sets
and the second for exploring and querying large semantic data. The following section
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Figure 32: Development of solutions, using an iterative user centered design approach. The fig-
ure illustrates how the User Centered Design methodology (image at the center from
[HRRS07]) was central to the development of the final solutions, by using several iter-
ations of the design, development and evaluation stages. Two main solutions (.views.
and Affective Graphs) were developed. While being an extension to Affective Graphs,
Affective Graphs (hybrid) is illustrated differently for better readability. The figure is
not to be scaled, but aims at providing a relative timeline of when different phases of
the user centered design were conducted

discusses how users have been involved in developing the solution for visualising large
semantic result sets.

4.5.1 Visualising semantic data: engaging with users

An initial pilot system was developed earlier to familiarise with the technical infrastruc-
ture of semantic data, as well as provide an initial estimate of how a potential solution
could be developed [RM10]. With this understanding, the first phase of research (US1)
focussed on studying the aerospace engineering domain, user needs and information
sources. This required interviewing potential users, knowledge management experts
and domain experts at Rolls-Royce plc. premises. Focus groups and group meetings
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were organised to gather a greater understanding of the domain. Studying the domain
was also conducted by analysis of several aerospace datasets shared by Rolls-Royce plc,
as a part of the Samulet project. These processes were detailed in the Sections 4.1.3.1
and 4.1.4.1. This section also highlights how solution evolved as a result of engagement
with users.

In addition to gathering an understanding of the domain and datasets, user inter-
views and focus groups also served to stimulate discussions on a potential solution,
most desired and essential components and features of the solution. This was conducted
by brainstorming several ideas, including how interactions could be designed, possible
filtering and querying mechanisms and visualisations. These ideas were sketched into
low fidelity mockups, which were then further discussed with the stakeholders at Rolls
Royce. This provided some insight into how the useful features of the final system
would be integrated into a coherent visualisation framework. Initial consultations with
the stakeholders at Rolls Royce highlighted several issues and proposed modifications.
However, as access to end-users were limited at this stage, the users provided more
information on the type of data or architectural requirements rather than user-interface
requirements. Some users, having prior experience with the visualisation system could
relate to the proposed approach and provided some useful information on the widget-
based visualisation. Some suggestions were also put forward, which discussed visualis-
ing trends of machine capabilities over time, as shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33: A factory floor map showing the machine capabilities and performances. Image pro-
vided by Rolls Royce as a part of the Samulet Project

The overall design of the solution was proposed as shown in the sketches presented
in the Figure 34. Figure on the left shows an existing search system [BCC+

08] with some
modifications and the proposed visualisation system. The approach that was considered
was that users would have two distinct environments: for querying data using forms,
and for visualising data. The two systems would be developed in a way such that they
can communicate with each other in a natural manner, so that the user can seamlessly
navigate between the two.

The user would start from the ontology view in Section A, Figure 34 (left) within
the existing search system. The ontology view would provide a summary of the main
concepts within the ontology. Users, upon selecting concepts, would be able to build
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a form of useful concepts. The form would be filled-in with the concept values, and
then would be submitted to a semantic datastore. The results would then be shown in a
tabular form, in the Section B. Clicking on individual documents of interest would show
the document details in Section C. The button ‘export’ (D) provides a visual summary
of the results received in the visualisation interface (Figure 34 (Right)).

Upon exporting the results, various facets of the result would be visualised in differ-
ent visualisations in Section B. The different visualisations proposed were pie charts,
bar charts, engine maps (for aerospace engineering), table display and geographical
map. The Section A reflects which filters have been added (as imported from the pre-
vious query system). The filters are interactive, thereby simultaneously updating the
views on Section B, employing dynamic querying mechanisms. The Section C would
provide a set of visualisations that can be dropped on the Section B, triggering the
creation of another visualisation widget. At any point, the users could return to the
previous system and make new queries (at which point, any changes to the query in
the visualisation interface would be transferred back to the search interface).

Figure 34: Sketches for perceived system used during UCD phase — notice the widget-based
dashboard (Right) used to illustrate the dashboard

While highly appreciated in the initial design stage, it was quickly realised that such
an approach would be cognitively demanding on the user’s part, as constantly shift-
ing focus between a highly textual and highly visual approach would be difficult for
users. The next iteration which involved walk throughs of several scenarios with users
identified that a better design would be to just focus on a single interface, and combine
the form-based approach of the search system with a visual approach. Hence, the Sec-
tion A of Figure 34 (right) would be modified to a form, where users can add ontology
concepts. The queries would be triggered from Section A, and the results would be vi-
sualised in Section B. The Section C was also determined as unhelpful, since that can
be replaced by a more space-saving feature such as a drop-down list, settings button or
a pre-configuration step.

Following gathering an understanding of the aerospace domain, the research stemmed
into two different direction: the first direction was targeted toward understanding an-
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Figure 35: Visualisation of Semantic Result sets final interface design

other domain (plant life sciences), while the second was in designing a solution to ad-
dress the needs of aerospace domain in a generic manner. Understanding of the plant
life sciences domain (US2) also involved interviewing domain and technology experts,
in addition to analysing datasets shared by the Grassportal project. These processes
were discussed in more details in Sections 4.1.3.2 and 4.1.4.2. The design and develop-
ment of the first iteration of the first solution coincided with the study of the plant life
sciences domain and resulted in a solution for visualising semantic result sets, Points of
Views, abbreviated as .views. (BD1).

The final designs for the two interfaces are shown in Figure 35- as will be observed
later, most of the features in the final implementation have been true to these designs.
Figure 35 shows the final proposed design for the visualisation interface. There are four
primary sections to the design: a list of initial filters that is judged to be the most useful
filters (A), a drop-down list of all available filters that can be selected by users (C),
a ‘search’ button (D) and a visualisation container that provides all the visualisation
widgets in a well-organised manner (B). The visualisation widgets can be rearranged
or removed if the user wishes to. User’s selection in the list of filters result in addition
of new fields on the filter list (A), thereby enabling the user to set constraints on the
filter fields. Upon setting a desired set of filters, the user can click on the ‘search’ button
(here, shown as ‘Go’). The click action triggers queries to the semantic data store and
visualises the result set accordingly.

The first evaluation of .views. (E1), following implementation of the prototype pro-
vided helpful insights that were then combined with a greater understanding of the
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domains. The first user evaluation was organised as several focus group sessions with
students from the relevant domain is discussed in Section 5.6.1. This evaluation was con-
ducted in May 2010. The students were initially presented with a set of guided tasks,
and worked either individually or as a part of a group of 2-3 students. The participants
provided qualitative information as questionnaire feedback, comments as well as a part
of focus group sessions.

Following an analysis of the evaluation data (US3), screen recordings and user com-
ments, the interface was redesigned (BD2). The changes on the interface was mainly
driven by the points mentioned by the users during E1, as well as observing their inter-
actions and activities from screen recordings. Several key features were included, which
were suggested earlier and the new version of the system was developed over the next
six months. The second version of .views. was evaluated as a part of the GrassPortal (E2)
during November 2010. This evaluation is discussed in more details in Section 5.6.2. The
evaluation involved computer scientists and biologists, grouped in pairs. The pair was
asked to use the system in open tasks, that were relevant to their areas of research. The
participants were then provided with questionnaires and invited for a short interview.
Finally, a focus group discussed the system in more details, providing more information
on how the system can be improved and possible new features and visualisations. Fol-
lowing the evaluations and analysis of the results (US4), a need for a greater emphasis
in querying mechanisms drove the remainder of the research. The positive appeal of an
interactive and visual mechanism of exploring datasets also steered the motivation for
a visual approach toward interactively querying semantic datasets.

4.5.2 Exploring and querying semantic data: engaging with users

Development of the query mechanism was in four iterations, where a solution for in-
teractively and visually querying and exploring large semantic datasets is proposed as
Affective Graphs. This is indicated in the figure as three Affective Graphs cycles and
one Affective Graphs (Hybrid) cycle. The initial design and development of Affective
Graphs was a very basic prototype of the visual and interactive approach (BD3)– very
few features were initially conceptualised, as it was important to understand how such
an approach can be adopted. This was then evaluated within a knowledge management
context, with domain experts from Rolls Royce plc (E3). Participants were provided with
the early version of the system and after performing a few guided tasks, were asked to
select any task of their choice to find information and explore the dataset. The evalua-
tion is discussed in details in Section 6.9.1. Following the evaluation, an analysis of the
data revealed several interesting key findings (US5), which validated the approach of a
visual and interactive mechanism of querying data. More importantly, it identified sev-
eral interaction and user interface issues. Discussions in interviews and a focus group
involving all the participants also highlighted the areas of improvements and possible
features that can be introduced. This fed into the next iteration of development (BD4),
where a modified version of the interface was presented to expert and casual users, pro-
vided with a set of guided tasks (E4). The evaluation with the expert and casual users
followed a comparative setting, comparing the approach with several other semantic
systems employing different query mechanisms, and is presented in the Section 6.9.2.
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The third iteration was followed after an analysis of the evaluation results (US6), and
included minor changes on the interface as well as introduce new features (BD5).

The new version of Affective Graphs was then evaluated with expert users over a pe-
riod of three sessions (E5). Five types of tasks, with varying degree of complexity were
presented to the users during each session, completing which, users were provided with
several questionnaires. The evaluation is discussed in more details in Section 6.9.3. Fol-
lowing an analysis of results from the evaluation (US7), a significant feature in Affective
Graphs was added. The inclusion of a Natural Language module in Affective Graphs
seemed a natural fit to the query approach, and a hybrid approach was developed
(BD6). Owing to the significance of the feature, the outermost circle of the user centered
design is marked differently. Users could interact with Affective Graphs as before, or
make use of the natural language approach for a more efficient querying approach. The
hybrid approach was then evaluated with expert and lay users (E6), further discussed in
Section 6.9.4. The research concluded with a final study of the evaluation results (US8),
which drew on the results of previous development and evaluation cycles to identify
lessons learned and provide recommendations for exploring, querying and visualising
large semantic datasets. The next few paragraphs discuss how the interface of Affective
Graphs evolved as a result of inputs from user groups.

Figure 36: Sketches during the design phase for the development of Affective Graphs

Figure 36 shows example sketches of the query interface drawn during the initial
design phase, which were developed in an initial consultation with users, arising out
of the .views. evaluation findings (E2). The sketch on the top left shows how the system
was initially conceptualised — a series of concepts (A) connected by object relations
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and satellite relations depicting data properties (B). The diagram shows how users can
create short queries and how visual objects can be translated into formal SPARQL syntax.
The initial attempts were at understanding how users could visualise semantic data —
in the true essence of a graph visualisation, the idea was to present concepts as circular
nodes, with relations connecting them as curved links. The example shows how users
could identify objects to be queried (Place, Person, Athlete, Soccer Player and Mountain
has been highlighted). Initial discussions identified several issues with the approach —
how would users know how much data is contained within objects or relations, how
would users apply constraints, how would the query be displayed were examples of
initial considerations that prompted a re-look at the design.

The figure on top right shows a storyboard session where following a re-design step, a
user explores an aerospace dataset in a hypothetical scenario, following multiple trains
of thoughts and exploring different hierarchical relations and contrasting the images at
the same time. Several changes can be observed here — a concept is now represented
as a pie-chart of the underlying content, grouped into subclasses. A context window,
C is added which reflects the present status of the system — where the query under
construction is displayed. A text display (“take-off”) shows how constraints can be dis-
played and added into the system. After a basic implementation of this design, several
criticisms were raised- the interface presently lacked organisation, what was the final
formal query being generated and how to engage advanced users were issues that re-
quired a design step.

The figure at the bottom left shows how the next iteration of re-design shaped the sys-
tem — the top element shows the graphical space with concepts (A) being connected
to each other with properties (B), context-menus. The idea of concepts displaying un-
derlying statistics was appreciated by users in the previous design stages. The block on
the right of the diagram (C) shows a contextual display element which is intended to
display all the information contextually relevant to the concept in focus similar to the
previous design. Section D was introduced, which shows formal query and configura-
tions for advanced users to tweak the final query. Section E shows a tabular display
that presents results returned by the data store. Basic text rendering displays the result
set in a more readable manner (a bold text font would indicate a new instance is being
displayed).

The sketch on the bottom- right shows how another type of querying mechanism
can be included in the system — Section E shows a form based approach that can take
user input and transform into view-based approach. This would enable users to enter
broad queries, visualise them to fine-tune and finally construct a highly specific query.
The panel on the left (F) was created as a result of a brainstorming session, where it
was proposed to introduce other types of interactive mechanisms such as check boxes
and sliders to fine-tune queries. This feature was not implemented eventually as it was
decided that combining form based approach with a view based one would require
a greater understanding and considerably more research than another iteration of a
design cycle.

Figure 37 shows the final proposed design for the querying interface. There are five
primary sections to the design: a query panel that provides search functionality (A),
a visualisation panel (B) that presents concepts (C) and their properties (D), a context
window (E), an advanced settings panel to be used by experts (F) and a results view (G).
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Figure 37: Querying Semantic Data final interface design

In addition, the visualisation panel provides other User Interface elements such as drop-
down context menus and dialog boxes that are used to provide further information or
gather user intent as shown in Figure 36.

4.6 summary

Throughout the period of the research, the continued involvement of user communities
and stakeholders have been an extremely positive and encouraging experience. Sug-
gestions in the form of minor interface changes to significant visualisation re-designs
have been considered throughout, resulting in a stronger, and better designed system.
A systematic study of the domain also highlighted present knowledge practices in the
different domains and helped identify the shortfalls of such practices. This seeded the
development of technology that was deemed highly useful and necessary for users.
While the focus of the systems during these phases were highly domain-dependent,
the outcome was independent of domains, user communities and applicability. Follow
on evaluations with several other domains such as scientific publishing and geography
established the validity of the approaches in porting to other datasets and domains.

The next two chapters discuss how these designs and approaches were implemented
and developed into prototype solutions. Two solutions were developed, as a result of
several iterations and the approaches were evaluated using users. The following chap-
ter discusses the development of the first solution, .views. (points of view) and presents
semantic result sets in a dashboard interface, providing multiple simultaneous visualisa-
tions of different facets of the results. The chapter discusses how .views. was developed
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and the rationale behind the design. The chapter also discusses the technical implemen-
tation and the different user evaluation sessions of the system. A quantitative evaluation
with a public endpoint highlighted the technical challenges that are posed to solution
developers in a realistic setting.





Part III

D E V E L O P M E N T O F T E C H N O L O G Y





5
P O I N T S O F V I E W — V I S U A L I S I N G S E M A N T I C D ATA

5.1 introduction

Chapters 1 and 4 introduced the research questions, requirements and the subsequent
formulation of the requirements for the solution. The solution was proposed as a two-
fold approach, where the first would focus on visualising semantic result sets and the
second on querying semantic data. This chapter presents the first approach (Section
4.4.1), which proposes semantic result sets to be visualised by employing simultaneous
generic visualisations, each representing a specific facet of the result. In addition to
generic visualisation modules, domain-specific ones can be plugged-in if the need arises.
Interactive elements within each module can ensure users can ‘drill-down’ to the specific
data instances of interest. Here, multiple simultaneous visualisation is realised in a
dashboard metaphor, which presents information in organised visualisation widgets
arranged in a grid, but can be re-arranged if a user wishes to. Two main factors are of
interest while developing the approach:

1. Understanding how a dashboard approach could support the user in quickly ex-
ploring result sets and appreciating the multi-faceted nature of the underlying
data; and

2. Understanding the technical implications and constraints in providing a generic
visualisation service over Linked Data, either stored locally or remotely accessible
via endpoints, and which technical constraints affect user interaction.

The key factors are therefore — user needs and system requirements. The user needs
signify how users perceive a dashboard approach to exploring unknown data. This in-
cludes their experience interacting with a system that involves multiple coordinated vi-
sualisations using standard generic visualisations of different facets of the same dataset.
The primary importance of the user needs is to validate and understand the hypothesis
that generic visualisations can be effectively combined to build a domain-independent
interface that facilitates exploration of unknown semantic data. System requirements,
on the other hand signify how existing technology (publicly available Linked Data end-
points) can support such approaches. Matching user needs and system requirements
can provide a way to realistically evaluate the technical constraints and possibilities
with respect to what users expect and understand the compromises required from the
perspective of a user interface.

This chapter discusses the implementation, design and evaluation of the dashboard-
based framework, Points of View (.views.) and reports on the two factors. The next
section discusses the UCD approach adopted in developing the solution, and presents
sketches of the proposed solution. The results and details of the study are also dissemi-
nated in the following publications: [MVL+

12, MPCar]
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5.2 design rationale

The rationale behind the design of the approach is discussed in three areas: the overall
design layout, representation of results in a generic manner, and presentation of visu-
alisations as widgets. A combination of the design decisions in the three areas have
resulted in the final developed system. The design decisions were also influenced by
the feedback from various users throughout the UCD process, as discussed in Chapter
4. The final implementation of the system, as shown in Figure 38 is true to the de-
sign presented in Figure 35 — the most significant elements of the implementation are
marked-up to correspond with the respective elements of the design.

5.2.1 Design Layout

A tool that provides the user with a flexible way to look at the data from many perspec-
tives needs to be customizable as the most effective type of visualisation highly depends
on the data type and the task in hand [HBO10]. This design decision on effective cus-
tomisation led to the adoption of a dashboard layout [Few06]. The Section 4.3 discusses
how the other ways of querying semantic data fall short in addressing the requirements
of the solution. While mashups and other multiple coordinated visualisation systems
can provide different visualisations in the same interface, a dashboard-based approach
is more structured and can provide spatial segregation of different types of views in a
logical manner. Dashboards also provide simultaneous visual summaries of large sets of
information in a limited amount of space (here, a single web page). Effective dashboards
should be able to provide all the information in a meaningful, correct and intuitive way
[Few06]. While widely used in BI Systems since the 80s, dashboard-like user interfaces
are increasingly common in other domains only now. Popular websites like igoogle1 and
Yahoo!2 use a design inspired by dashboard layout, by providing contextual widgets,
each tuned to display a specific set of information. Website analytics systems such as
Google Analytics3 also use a similar approach to visualising website traffic data. While
the design and dashboard approach is inspired from business intelligence and personal
information management systems, the development of such approaches on a Semantic
Web setting ensures such designs are applicable across domains, user groups and ap-
plication areas. Furthermore, the use of semantic technologies promise more reasoning
and inferencing capabilities, which can be modelled in a more generic manner.

A similar approach is also employed by Content Management Systems and website
builders such as Wordpress4, Drupal5, Liferay6 and so on. The design rationale embed-
ded in Points of View (.views.), is to create a dashboard for generic Linked Data by
making visualisations available in customizable widgets as shown in Figure 38.

1 igoogle interface, http://www.google.com/ig
2 Yahoo, http://uk.yahoo.com
3 http://www.google.com/analytics/

4 http://wordpress.com/

5 https://drupal.org/

6 http://www.liferay.com/

http://www.google.com/ig
http://uk.yahoo.com
http://www.google.com/analytics/
http://wordpress.com/
https://drupal.org/
http://www.liferay.com/
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Figure 38: The Web-based interface for grass data with generic filters (top) and four different
views on the retrieved data set, namely: tag cloud, result list, pie chart and geo-plot.
(Data is courtesy of the GrassPortal (http://www.grassportal.org/) Project and Kew
Gardens). As can be observed, the major elements of the interface are: filtering inter-
face (A), filter selections (C), search button(D) and visualisation space with widgets
(B)

5.2.2 Visual Representation of Semantic Results

Semantic result sets, returned as a result of querying endpoints are presented as a list
of data instances that match the query, with the properties specified in the query and
their values. As can be expected, visualisation of result sets are mostly applicable to
visualising individual data instances, as opposed to concepts, classes and properties.
Visualising graphical semantic data is therefore not the focus of the approach, unless
an unforeseen (domain) specific need arises. Network visualisations can assist in such
cases, but the expected use of such visualisation would be to present networks of phys-
ical entities within result sets such as people or products.

Though semantic results can be returned in various formats (XML, RDF, JSON, HTML,
plain text etc.), the semantics behind each data instance is restricted to the specified
query terms. Additional queries to the endpoints can provide more semantic informa-
tion, requiring further processing. In this approach, multiple visualisations require the
same result set to be presented in different techniques: such as category-based, facet-
based and list-based. Category-based visualisations group the list of results into distinct
categories and present them in tag clouds, pie or bar charts. Based on the topic of the
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charts, further queries may need to be executed so the categories can be built accord-
ingly. Specific visualisations (i.e. timelines, geographical maps) may require a similar
process, where further queries are required to be executed in order to discover the
distribution of the same result set based on a particular facet (such as temporal or geo-
graphical). List based visualisations are simplistic presentations of the result instances
in a list or sortable table.

While several different possibilities of visualising semantic data exist, present solution
only implements the most popular ones. Each query needs to be fine-tuned to retrieve
further information related to the visual widget in question. A standard technique to
present temporal data such as dates or years (inferred from the property definition
and values) can be as timelines, calendar layouts and line plots. A prior search for the
ranges (i.e. Range of a semantic property) of properties can identify possible properties
that may be used for temporal data. Several ranges are well-used within the community
as standard datatypes for such properties such as xsd:dateTime, xsd:gYear, xsd:gMonth,
xsd:gDay, etc.7. Similarly, spatial data (inferred from property definition and values)
can be presented in geographical maps using Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
techniques. Example ranges for properties with spatial data may be geo:Lat, geo:Long
etc8.

Generic result sets can be further grouped into categories by triggering further queries
to classify the results into different types. Several properties have been used as a stan-
dard within the Semantic Web community in multiple datasets such as rdf:type, dc-
terms:subject etc. which can provide helpful ways of classifying the result sets. The
categories of the data can be presented using category based visualisations such as tag-
clouds or pie charts. Lists of results, on the other hand should be presented by exploiting
rdfs:label (a standard property within the Semantic Web community) or another logical
variant to present data instances as human-readable lists and possibly providing further
information by following URIs when clicked.

5.2.3 Visualisation Widgets

As the sought solution is targeted to be consumed by different user communities within
(and outside) organisations with their own sets of Information Needs, it is not pre-
dictable which visualisation users will find more useful given their task. For example,
government data on schools performance could be better visualised as individual items
on a map for parents trying to decide the best choice for their children, but would be
more meaningful to public officials who want to compare school performance trends
across the country if it was aggregated in tables. In a Knowledge Management scenario,
where previous instances of engine service events are queried, a manager may wish to
understand how the events are distributed geographically. However, a manufacturing
unit may wish to view the result in an aggregated list, grouping the events into engine
types. Therefore multiple views over the same data seem to be indispensable to support
the understanding of the value of Linked Data and facilitate its use and consumption.
Each visualisation is presented as a visual widget, that can be re-arranged within the

7 http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#isoformats

8 http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/##isoformats
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos
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dashboard layout, and can be minimised or closed. New visualisation widgets can be
added with ease, and the facets of visualisations can be modified in a flexible manner.

Although not all visualisations are equal and a specific view can show or hinder in-
teresting phenomena in the data [HBO10, Few06], it is important to explore the issue of
visualising Linked Data as broadly as possible, leaving the introduction of visualisation
constraints (i.e. which data type should be visualised, how and for which purpose) for
a later stage. Identifying the best visualisation mechanism for a particular type of data,
given a specific user community and task is itself a significant research challenge that
falls outside the scope of this thesis.

In summary, the aim is to facilitate the visualisation of a generic Linked Data set in a
way that is familiar and easy to understand and customise.

Figure 39: Social data after the flood in Cumbria, UK in 2007 visualised using .views. (Data
harvested from Flickr and Twitter). The CSS style in this instance has been modified
from Figure 38, though the basic interface remains the same.

The final design of the solution (presented earlier, in Figure 35) was generated after
several design iterations with various user groups (as discussed in Chapter 4) and re-
flects the proposed dashboard. The multiple widgets target different facets of the same
data, and hereby provide a comprehensive view of the underlying data to users.
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5.3 architecture and implementation

The basic architecture of .views. fits with the general solution architecture as shown in
Figure 31, where the two approaches are presented. The two sections, querying seman-
tic data (top) and visualising semantic data (bottom) used in conjunction provide the
bridges between users and data. The logical architecture of .views. (Figure 40) is an ex-
tension of the visualisation section in the figure, expanding on the ‘Result Interpreter’.

Figure 40: Solution Architecture of the Interface

The Query Builder consists of one significant block, but includes several stages of
processing. As a starting point, the users interact with the systems and each physical
interaction gets translated into user intents. These intents are encoded within the system
and several rules guide how actions are interpreted as intents. The query most related
to an individual user intent is then selected from a bank of query structures using very
basic mapping rules. This is a simplistic process, since each widget has only a few
possible interactions and query template. Hence, there are only a few types of query
structures that need to be mapped with user intents. Being a rather simplistic process,
the Query Builder has been presented as a single unit constituting a few very simple
steps. The result from the Query Builder is a formal query, transferred to the Linked
Data endpoint.

The more complex end of the solution, however is in the solution for the visualisation,
more specifically ‘Result Interpreter’. This section of the solution consists of three major
steps: Result Parsing, Interpretation and Translate. The Result returned from the Linked
Data endpoint is parsed in two ways: result header is extracted to identify the result ele-
ments; contents are parsed to align the elements to data. Following the result parser, an
interpretation stage maps result elements to physical entities (e.g. a latitude-longitude
data element indicates spatial information, thereby referring to a physical geographical
location). This is done using several interpretation rules that map result objects and data
types into physical entities (such as time, location, component etc). The result contents
are then translated into data objects, that can be used by the visualisation modules. The
translation is based on rules, e.g. temporal information is translated into JSON objects
that can be interpreted by the timeline visualisation widget and geographical locations
are translated into marker objects that can be interpreted by the Google Maps API. Each
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of the objects are then rendered into visualisations by the respective visualisation widget
(as per API specifications).

From a technical implementation standpoint, .views. is composed of two sub-systems:
the front-end provides visualisations and user interactions, the back-end deals solely
with querying the endpoints (Figure 41, backend on the left, front-end on the right).

5.3.1 Configuration Step

To start with a new data set, .views. has to go through a configuration step: a file con-
tains the mapping between the widgets and the data feature, as well the corresponding
endpoint to query. The following set of properties are defined in the configuration file,
the content of which is represented in a tabular form:

Endpoint: “http://dbpedia.org/sparql”

Instance Type: “http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Place”

visualisation Widget Ontology property

Geographical Map “http://www.georss.org/georss/point”

Pie Chart “http://dbpedia.org/property/city”

Bar Chart “http://dbpedia.org/property/state”

.views. loads the configuration file during initialisation and builds SPARQL queries
accordingly. The visualisation properties9 define how the respective widgets will be
plotted, in a piechart, barchart, and on a map respectively — the plots would be built
out of the distinct values of the properties (predicates) of the resource being queried
for (instance type); ‘Endpoint’ defines which RDF store will be queried; and ‘Instance
Type’ defines the type of instances that will be retrieved. Preparing a configuration file
requires a certain understanding of a new dataset. Although Linked Data providers are
likely to offer descriptions of their data models, a pre-configuration step can identify
properties that are good candidates for certain visual widgets. For example, aggregate-
based widgets like pie charts and bar charts are effective visualisations for faceted prop-
erties that have a short list of possible values occurring multiple times across the dataset
whereas a tag cloud better suit a situation where the list of possible values are much
larger. An example query to retrieve a list of properties that may fit in this criteria could
be:

1. SELECT DISTINCT ?concept, count(distinct ?value)

2. AS ?count WHERE {

3. ?s ?concept ?value.

4. } ORDER BY DESC (?count)

The result would be an ordered list of all properties along with the total number of
unique values. Distribution of the distinct values across the data set can be retrieved by
iterating through each property and querying for the distribution of its unique values.
An example query (where the current property being investigated is ‘city’) would be:

1. SELECT ?val COUNT(DISTINCT ?obj) AS ?count WHERE {

2. ?obj <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/city> ?val.

3. }ORDER BY DESC(?count)

9 These categories, essentially refer to properties (predicates) defined within the dataset. When visualised,
the distinct values of the properties would be aggregated and plotted within the pie, bar and geographical
plots
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The resulting distribution can be analysed and a set of interesting properties iden-
tified. It is to be noted, however, that users can have different criteria for expressing
interesting charts: a pie chart with too many sections, having equal area could be more
interesting to some users than a pie chart with many sections with minimal area and a
few sections with larger areas. Indeed, to determine which type of visualisation better fit
which data for which task is still a matter of research, but results coming from the field
of visual analytics [HBO10, Few06] are promising and allow us to forecast a time when
this step of associating data features to visualisation widgets is done automatically or
semi-automatically.

The pre-configuration step can either be a back-end process (the user enters a new
dataset endpoint Universal Resource Locator (URL) and several PHP scripts automat-
ically executes in the background, thereby selecting several possible properties) or a
user-directed process (where the user can actively query the endpoint with a few pre-
defined scripts on an interactive ‘setup’ environment to identify the respective proper-
ties). A fully automatic pre-configuration step can be time and resource intensive for its
large number of calls to an endpoint and may result in unexpected time outs and per-
formance issues, based on findings discussed in Section 5.6.3. In this implementation, a
user-directed definition of the properties was used in the configuration file supported
by queries similar to those above. However, once the system has loaded, the user has
the flexibility to modify the faceting fields from each widget.

5.3.2 Translating interactions to SPARQL

To explain the .views. interface, lets consider the flow starting from the user interaction
when querying the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint. The user is shown an HTML page with
default widgets: on loading the page, a script sends a SPARQL query to the back end to
retrieve all the properties in the dataset. An example SPARQL query would be as follows:

1. SELECT DISTINCT ?s

2. WHERE {

3. ?s a <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Place>.

4. ?s <http://www.georss.org/georss/point> ?location.

5. ?s ?property ?value.

6. } ORDER BY (?property)

The example query looks for all places in DBpedia that have a referenceable geo-
location, but any other configurable constrain, e.g. a time frame, could be used too (by
modifying the configuration file). Once the query is passed to the backend, a PHP script
passes the query to the SPARQL endpoint using ARC10 classes. The response from the
endpoint is then parsed by the backend and converted to JSON11 format, which is then
passed to the frontend. The frontend, upon receiving this response, parses the JSON

object to populate its list of properties that will support the user in selecting the global
filters.

This is captured by the drop-down select list (next to “Add filter:” in the Figure 44).
The following shows an example query, where the user has selected ‘country’ and ‘type’
as filters and entered the value for country as ‘united_kingdom’. The user then starts
typing ‘uni’ as the value for ‘type’.

10 ARC RDF system, http://arc.semsol.org/
11 JavaScript Object Notation, http://www.json.org/

http://arc.semsol.org/
http://www.json.org/
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Figure 41: Architecture of the visualisation interface

1. SELECT DISTINCT ?type WHERE {

2. ?s <http://dbpedia.org/property/country> ?country.

3. ?s <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/type> ?type.

4. FILTER (regex(?type,"uni","i") &&

5. regex(?country,"united_kingdom","i")).

6.}

The query would return the types of instances that contain the character sequence
‘uni’ as its type and ‘united_kingdom’ as its country. The user can then select one of
the suggestions and that would add the filter term as a global query. In the current im-
plementation, automatic suggestions have been disabled due to back-end performance
issues (as will be discussed in Section 5.6.3). Currently, the SPARQL queries do not con-
tain any FILTER constraints. Instead, the user types the URI (or a matching literal) to
have a valid global filter set up.

Once the user has followed the steps of selecting global filters and entering filter terms
(as shown in Figure 43 and 44), .views. immediately displays the number of matches in
the dataset, number returned after another query is sent to the endpoint. An example
would be:

1. SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT ?s) AS ?count WHERE {

2. ?s <http://dbpedia.org/property/country> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/United_Kingdom>.

3. ?s <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/type> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Public_university>

4. }

This query counts the unique instances of public universities that are located in
United Kingdom12. Clicking on the filtering interface (on ‘68 results available’ in Fig-
ure 43) triggers the simultaneous display of the widgets.

12 All the references to the filter values are as URIs and not plain text to improve system performance, as
discussed in Section 7.1.1
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Unique queries (tuned by the individual widgets) are passed to the backend, which
then responds with the results provided by the endpoint (which are further converted
to JSON). In the previous example with public universities across United Kingdom, if
the pie chart is focussed on visualising the results based on cities, the following query
would be generated from the pie chart widget.

SELECT DISTINCT ?piecategory COUNT (?instance) AS ?count

WHERE {

?instance <http://dbpedia.org/property/country> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/United_Kingdom>.

?instance <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/type> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Public_university>.

?instance <http://dbpedia.org/property/city> ?piecategory.

}ORDER BY DESC(?count)

The focus (or faceting field) of each widget is defined in the configuration file, but,
for some widget, the user can alter it by selecting a new field from a drop-down list,
e.g. Figure 38 shows that the mapping for both the tag cloud and pie chart can be
changed using the drop down list in the bottom of the widget, whereas the map display
is fixed. This flexibility ensures that the user has complete control over which facet of
the data are explored at any time. The change of the faceting field (in this example,
setting ‘county’ instead of previously defined ‘city’) from the drop-down list triggers a
SPARQL query to the backend, essentially the same query, but with a different final triple
pattern:

?instance <http://dbpedia.org/property/county> ?piecategory.

The back-end responds with a JSON object, which contains an ordered list of counties
for the universities in United Kingdom. Each widget receives a similar JSON object,
which is then parsed in its own way to provide the specialised visualisations13.

Once the individual widgets are loaded with their visualisations, the user can further
interact with local filters and drill down to individual instances or group of homoge-
neous instances as in the case of maps and tag cloud. Local filters are generated either
when selecting a different faceting field from a drop-down list (as discussed previously)
or clicking on instances. The following example SPARQL query is generated when a sec-
tion (in our example, the city London) of a pie chart is clicked:

SELECT ?instance ?property ?value

WHERE {

?instance <http://dbpedia.org/property/country> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/United_Kingdom>.

?instance <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/type> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Public_university>.

?instance <http://dbpedia.org/property/city> <http://dbpedia.org/resource/London>.

?instance ?property ?value.

}group by ?instance

The back-end responds with a JSON object containing all the information regarding
the selected instance(s). JavaScript modules then parse the object to create an HTML

string that gets rendered on a popup dialog, as shown in Figure 42.
This allows a separation of the user from the raw data instances. The approach of pro-

viding aggregated views and combinations of data instances as visualisations enables

13 Several open-source JavaScript libraries have been used, to implement the different visualisation widgets,
namely Highcharts charting library, http://www.highcharts.com/ for timeline and bar-chart, Raphaël
http://raphaeljs.com/ for the pie-chart and Engine Map and Google Maps http://code.google.com/

apis/maps/index.html for the geo-visualisation.

http://www.highcharts.com/
http://raphaeljs.com/
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/index.html
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/index.html
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Figure 42: Popup dialog providing details on individual instances — here, the details on the
University of Sheffield.

users to have a high-level overview of the data. However, users can also drill-down to
individual instances of data, which provides them direct access to the underlying data.
The benefit of such a mechanism is that the users would not need to be semantic-web
or database experts — their interactions would identify the subset of the data they are
interested in.

5.3.3 Tools Used

.views. was built using a client-server architecture. A web based interface was devel-
oped using HTML and Javascript. The visualisation tools being used are gRaphaël14,
Highcharts15, Processingjs16, Google Maps17 and Raphaël18. CSS19 and jqueryUI20 pro-
vide styling and a few interface elements, while jquery21 handles interaction with the
server. The backend consists of PHP22 scripts, using ARC23 to interact with Linked Data
endpoints.

14 http://g.raphaeljs.com/

15 http://www.highcharts.com/

16 http://processingjs.org/js

17 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/

18 http://raphaeljs.com/

19 http://www.w3schools.com/css/

20 http://jqueryui.com/

21 http://jquery.com/

22 http://php.net

23 https://github.com/semsol/arc2/wiki

http://g.raphaeljs.com/
http://www.highcharts.com/
http://processingjs.org/js
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/
http://raphaeljs.com/
http://www.w3schools.com/css/
http://jqueryui.com/
http://jquery.com/
http://php.net
https://github.com/semsol/arc2/wiki
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5.4 points of view — a scenario of use

Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the same interface applied on different datasets (though
the CSS styles24 applied in the examples are different). The different visualisations pro-
vide complementary information to the user as shown in Figure 39: the most discussed
topic was the police (from the tag cloud top left), two areas were affected (from the
geographical view, mid right), and when Twitter and Flickr registered higher activities
(timeline, bottom right). The different visual widgets act on the same data set, each
parsing it according to the type of visualisation they provide, e.g. geo-plotting extracted
geo-information, timeline focussing on time values, etc.

It is important to note that some visualisations could be meaningless with certain
data, e.g. if time is not provided a timeline would be empty. Therefore users can enable
or disable widgets or re-arrange them (via drag-and-drop) depending on their needs,
preferences and the data in hand. For example, numeric data would be better visualised
as a table, a pie chart or a bar chart than as a list. The visualisation widgets developed
so far include: a tag-cloud; a result list with links; a geographical plot; a timeline; a
pie chart; a bar chart (all in Figure 39). Additionally, two aerospace domain-specific
visualisations, Engine Map and Factory Map has been developed to cater to aerospace
domain users [MVL+

12]. Although this list is surely not exhaustive, the main interest
was in providing a generic framework that could be expanded with other (generic as
well as domain-specific) visual widgets than an exhaustive, but closed, tool. Indeed,
.views. acts as a visualisation platform for Linked Data where new visualisation widgets
can be plugged-in as and when they are developed, via API calls25.

Essential for an effective use is to provide simple mechanisms to query the data set. As
first experimented in [PMDC09], .views. uses the concept of dynamic query [AWS92]: the
interface provides graphical direct manipulation widgets, e.g. lists or slide-bars; while
interacting, the user automatically queries the underlining database and the data in the
filtered set is displayed. This approach supports Schneiderman’s well-known design
paradigm “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [Shn96]: the full set is
displayed first, the user uses the filters to select the subset of interest, then clicks on a
view to dig into the details, e.g. at individual instances.

.views. provides two different types of filtering mechanisms: global and local. Global
filters act on the whole data set and affect all of the visualisation widgets; local filters
are attached to a single view (or widget), e.g. zooming in a geographical view to see
details; clicking on a section of a pie chart to see the relevant subset of data. Global fil-
ters are automatically generated out of the data set, while local filters could be already
embedded in some views (e.g. on maps) but some need implementation (e.g. pie chart
selection). The local filters are essentially function callbacks from interactive elements
that are aimed at capturing user input. Most standard charting tools provide such fa-
cilities, while the functionality is decided based on the type of visualisation as well as
an intuitive expectation from the interaction (e.g. a user could expect a list of relevant
results when clicking on a pie chart segment). Global filters are composed to retrieve the
result set: items selected from a drop-down menu can be set to a specific value for data

24 Cascading Style Sheets, http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/
25 Though existing framework requires function calls, a cleaner API access is planned in the near future

http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/
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querying (Figure 43). Local filters support digging-into the retrieved set from different
perspectives.

Figure 43: Global filtering for user-defined queries on the DBpedia dataset. On entering the
values for filters, the number of results available is displayed in a button, clicking on
which starts visualising the results.

Once the system has started up, the user queries the data by selecting the appropri-
ate global filters that restrict the entire dataset to the subset of interest. The filters are
selected from a drop-down list that is automatically generated during initialisation by
querying the backend for all the query-able concepts. Upon selecting a filter from the
list and clicking on the (+) button, the filter gets added in the filtering interface as shown
in Figure 43 where the user had previously selected ‘country’ and ‘type’ as global filters.
The interface displays the filter name (as retrieved from the dataset being explored) as a
label, and provides a text box, which enables the user to type the respective filter values.
As for the global filters, .views. automatically provides suggestions on the possible val-
ues: while the user is typing, SPARQL queries are sent to the backend to collect possible
alternatives then displayed as suggestion list. Figure 44 shows an example taken from
the grass data set: to a user typing “pa” the system suggests Paniceae, Parianeae and
Pappophoreae as possible values for the filter named ‘< tribe > < < mandatory > >’,
with the number of occurrences in the data in brackets26. The suggestion list is auto-
matically extracted from the data and therefore provides an insight into the underlying
data fostering understanding for users unfamiliar with the set.

When the setting of global filters and their respective values is complete and the
button ‘ # Results Available’ is clicked, the backend is queried. The results are then
simultaneously displayed in all of the visualisation widgets available on the interface.
The user can then explore a single visualisation by making use of local filters — such
as: clicking on portions of aggregate plots like the bars in a bar-chart, zooming into
geographical maps etc.

In summary, the novelty of this approach is in providing a generic mechanism that
automatically generates the user interface (both filters and visualisations) from a set of
existing data and its structure without relying on any pre-determined domain-specific
document templates. .views. tightly pairs the actual data set with graphical widgets
giving the user the power to directly interact and explore the data. Contrary to other
approaches that start from the domain description, .views. prevents querying empty
data set thus saving users’ time and frustration.

26 This feature is disabled while querying SPARQL endpoints, as discussed in Section 5.6.3
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Figure 44: Automatic suggestions guide users for providing the right query. Typing a few char-
acters (here, “pa”) starts suggesting possible filter values containing these characters,
along with the total number of times they have occurred within the dataset.

5.5 conformance to requirements

The following table (Table 2) shows how the functional and non-functional require-
ments are addressed in the design for .views.. The table shows that apart from the FR8

(advanced querying mechanisms), most of the requirements are addressed. This is be-
cause .views. is developed as a part of a two-step solution, and the main contribution of
its approach is in presenting semantic result sets.

5.6 evaluation

As discussed previously, it is essential for any visualisation of Linked Data to take
into account user needs. Following a user-centred design approach [RSP02], a group of
potential end-users has been involved in the formative evaluation of .views. A formative
evaluation differs from a summative evaluation in several ways27: it is done earlier
in the design-development cycle, it aims at exploring the design space (e.g. alternative
possibilities) and to have an overall sense of the user reaction to the system under design.
As such it uses less formal techniques than a summative evaluation, but provide richer
data to support understanding and, eventually, redesign.

Two sets of formative evaluations were carried out over one year, as described in the
following sections.

5.6.1 Focus Group Sessions with guided tasks

The first version of .views. was presented to users for the first time during this evaluation,
and hence, significant issues were identified in the process. The system was still under
development, and at that stage, several key features were missing. However, in order to
get a better understanding of the perception of users of the system and identify areas of
improvements and key features required, it was necessary to conduct a user evaluation
in a more informal setting so that qualitative feedback can be gathered as a part of
discussions, .

27 A summative evaluation occurs later in the development phase, when decisions have been already taken,
and aims at ascertain the status of the system, e.g. by measuring its usability.
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Requirement Visualisation of Semantic Result Sets

FR1. Ability to visualise Multiple widgets for visualising different facets of the data

FR2. Express Information
Need

Users can select concepts and enter their queries in the
respective fields, as well as use global and local filters to
express Information Needs

FR3. Facilitate querying A form-based approach that provides means to add/re-
move filters, which are translated into formal queries

FR4. Unknown data Highly generic and basic visualisations can be used to vi-
sualise results and a generic mechanism integrated with
Semantic Web principles to support any semantic data

FR5. Scalable Multiple visualisations of aggregates can provide an
overview of different facets of large result sets

FR6. Visual Summaries Presenting aggregate data in visualisations

FR7. Simultaneous views Visualising different facets of the same data in different
visual widgets

FR8. Advanced querying
mechanisms

FR9. Knowledge Manage-
ment

Applying basic visualisations to interpret different facets
of any dataset ensures a flexible approach

NFR1. Domain indepen-
dent

Visualisations and means for querying and translating user
actions are highly generic (but can also support domain-
specific needs)

NFR2. Intuitive Visualisations, interactions and dashboard approach are in-
spired from standard designs and interaction mechanisms

NFR3. Generic Familiar interactions and visualisations make caters to all
types of users

NFR4. Aesthetically Pleas-
ing

Not developed with explicit attention to aesthetics, but
user feedback in different iterations positively impacted
aesthetics

NFR5. Simplistic Query Interaction-driven querying mechanism require users to
use simple gestures on interactive form elements

NFR6. Familiar Represen-
tations

A combination of familiar generic visualisations are em-
ployed to simultaneously present data

NFR7. Consistent Repre-
sentations

Use of familiar visual paradigms to represent standard
data elements (e.g. a geolocation plotted as a waypoint)

NFR8. Interaction Mecha-
nisms

Familiar interaction mechanisms expected from similar
systems (e.g. clicking on charts, panning and zooming etc.)

NFR9. Provenance Each instance can be drilled-down to their URIs, to be re-
solved to a further information page provided by data own-
ers

NFR10. Shortcuts Familiar shortcuts provided within visualisations (i.e. in-
teraction events with visualisations to load data instances)

Table 2: Aligning final interface design with functional and non-functional requirements
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5.6.1.1 Method

The first evaluation was a formative evaluation, focussing on identifying usability issues,
future improvements and addition of key features. Employing a focus group technique
with hands-on sessions, the evaluation aimed at providing evidence of use (via observa-
tions), participants’ comments and suggestions that were to be used later to re-design
the system.

5.6.1.2 Procedure and Setup

A dataset, consisting of grass phylogenetic data and their global distribution was loaded
on .views. and K-Search. The dataset is described in Section 4.1.4.2. The evaluation was
conducted as several focus group sessions over a period of a week during May 2010.
Each focus group session involved 1 to 3 participants, amounting to the engagement of
8 participants. A focus group session lasted between 1.5 hours and 2 hours.

Following an initial briefing about the project and the goal of the evaluation, par-
ticipants were provided a 15 minute demonstration of the data and the system. The
participants were then given control of the system – in the case of multiple users, only
one user was given control of the system, the remaining participants, sharing the screen.
Groups were taken through the process of creating a query and exploring the result-
set with a sample query. The evaluation then proceeded with a set of guided tasks, as
shown in Appendix C. The tasks were then divided between each participant in the
group, and the mouse control was swapped midway.

Once a group completed the guided tasks, each participant was provided with a ques-
tionnaire (Appendix C) with a few open ended questions to list the most positive, neg-
ative aspects of the system. A final group discussion followed once all the participants
completed their questionnaire responses, that aimed to summarise their comments on
the system.

5.6.1.3 Participants

8 students were recruited from the Animal and Plant Sciences department at the Uni-
versity of Sheffield. Students ranged from first year undergraduate students to masters
graduated. All of the students were familiar with the domain, and one participant was
highly conversant with the dataset. All of the participants were familiar with search
techniques and regularly used the internet for looking for information. Most partici-
pants were not familiar with graphical visualisation systems, apart from basic Microsoft
Office experience.

5.6.1.4 Data Collection and Analysis

Back-end search and interaction logs provided objective data. Doubts, comments and
questions posed by participants during the evaluations were noted down with times.
Additionally, audio and screen recordings of the entire evaluation were collected. The
data collected was analysed from a higher level to identify possible interaction issues,
future features as well as unique interaction patterns. User feedback in the form of
questionnaire responses, answers to open ended questions (as shown in Appendix C),
group discussion session and within-experiment discussions formed subjective data.
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An analysis was conduced to understand how the system was judged by the users in
various categories. The observation notes, feedback and comments from participants
were then grouped into two types of comments – issue or request. Requests were the
features users would have liked to see in the system following a redesign, whereas
issues are the potential issues that users had encountered during conducting their tasks.

5.6.1.5 Results

The response was overall positive: the system was judged easy (72%), satisfying (72%),
stimulating (78%), fast (90%) and reliable (72%). The comments from all the users were
then collated and analysed, which led to several interesting ideas emerging: users ap-
preciated the option of adding customised filters to select the data of their choice. Com-
ments like “You can use a large number of filters and so be as specific or vague as you want. All
the information was displayed well and linked together well” were encouraging and show that
the intuition about user-selected querying was right in spite of the high number (1,090)
of filter choices they had to deal with. This list, containing properties like flower colour,
sepal length, height of plant etc. is gathered while initialising the interface by querying
for all the properties of grass. However, the long list had drawbacks: comments like
“Hard to find the required filter in the list” clearly show that the filtering interface needs
some further thoughts.

Apart from an alphabetical order, participants suggested providing frequently used
filters (“Query box could contain a few of the more commonly used filter region, leaf size, syn-
onyms”) and to group them into categories and sub-categories (e.g. general character-
istics (plant duration, sexuality, height etc.), region (Africa, Europe, Asia etc.), part of
plant (anthers, spikelets, caryopsis etc.)).

Some participants suggested new visualisation features not foreseen during the de-
sign phase: “Comparisons could be useful side by side visualisations? i.e. for one species distri-
bution of annuals vs perennials. Could be very useful to show basic climate data on map”. Other
interesting suggestions include to overlay the geographical map with other imageries
(e.g. street map, satellite and 3D imagery) or the use of a C-S-R triangle (Competitor,
Stress tolerator, Ruderal) used by ecologists and botanists to show the performance of a
plant respect to these categories [Gri74]. Data could then be plotted on the triangle that
would become an alternative, topological view over the data.

Screen recordings of users interacting with the system and audio recordings were
then analysed to understand how the system can be improved. Additionally, user inter-
views after the evaluation provided some guidance for possible improvements. A list of
eighteen items were created that were indicative of the improvements required as well
as the issues observed. The following list shows each item and an indication of the type
of issue or request (FQ — Filter and Querying; P — Presentation of results, TE — Tasks
and Experiment, V — Visualisation, FR — Feature Request) :

1. Different types of interactions with filters needed — if a slider is present, make
text boxes available as well (FQ)

2. Provide a clearer indication of what filters have been applied (FQ)

3. Enable local queries to be transferred to build global queries — clicking on pie
sections should create follow-up queries to help select further data (FQ)
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4. Users experienced difficulty in adding filters — searching through long list of
filters, manually browsing filters etc. (FQ)

5. Autocomplete is helpful, but causes confusion when users cause spelling mistakes
(which is possible in a biological dataset) and autocomplete does not show results
any more (FQ)

6. Provide a mechanism for clearing all filters (e.g. a clear button) (FQ)

7. Separate the (long) list of filters into smaller, more manageable list of filters dis-
tributed among different categories (FQ)

8. Users found it difficult to understand when and how a query was being built, and
when to submit the query to be processed (FQ)

9. Some suggestions were provided for the best filters — e.g. Region, shape, density,
duration, sexuality, year, synonyms and links (FQ)

10. When presenting all details about instances, provide the details in a categorised
list or table (P)

11. Provide help and explanation of the data (e.g. abbreviations) (P)

12. Some users felt the guided tasks were not very relevant, but variations of them
could be useful for users working with the particular dataset (TE)

13. Some users were not accustomed to using a similar operating system, and experi-
enced difficulty in interacting with the system (TE)

14. Including more data would be helpful, in order to explain some of the data being
presented. For e.g. presenting climate, soil and environmental data would explain
why certain types of grasses are found in certain places (TE)

15. Some visualisations were not used at all (e.g. as a user mentioned, “We didnt use
the Bar-charts” some charts are more helpful than others, and a personal preference
can act at this stage) (V)

16. Some new types of visualisation such as scatterplots and venn diagrams would
also be an interesting addition (V)

17. Provide means to compare and contrast data (FR)

18. It would be helpful to create drop-down lists to re-plot the charts on the basis of
a different category (FR)

5.6.1.6 Discussions, Key Findings and Limitations

The eighteen items were grouped into five categories, each category represent a part of
the interface or the evaluation. FQ (Filter and Querying) indicates all the observations,
issues and suggestions related to the filtering interface and building user queries. As can
be observed, this category contained the highest number of items (9). Users provided
some suggestions about the presentation of the data (P), such as presenting instance-
related data on tables or searchable lists and display helpful information on items that
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can cause confusion among users. Some observation and suggestions involved the user
tasks, dataset used for the experiment and the system used for the evaluation. Few
comments regarding new visualisations and the usage of some of the visualisations
were also observed. Users also suggested a two additional features that could improve
the system — provide some ways to compare two instances, as well as compare two
visualisations. They also suggested a drop-down list to re-plot charts like pie chart and
bar charts on a different category.

The interest generated among users was significant, and post-experiment discussions
noted that such interfaces are beneficial to end users and using the right dataset would
be very helpful for users to conduct daily tasks. The users also noted without the system,
it would take a significant amount of effort in order to perform the same tasks, as it
involves navigating and searching through several sets of data and systems in order to
assimilate all the information. Indeed, previous data processing and gathering stages
are to be credited for constructing the final dataset and .views. was only responsible
for presenting the information. However, the users appreciated the approach taken to
systematically present data in multiple widgets simultaneously.

Providing a strong foundation that establishes the positive feeling of participants, the
evaluation was a positive start to completing the first iteration of the user centered
design approach. However, this evaluation had a major limitation – the analysis of the
data was from a qualitative perspective, where user opinions and feedback were given a
higher priority. At this stage of development, assessing what users feel about the system
was an appropriate analysis, as this provided with interesting insights and directions
for improving the system.

5.6.2 Focus Group Sessions with open tasks

Following the evaluation with students, .views. was then modified to include new fea-
tures, bug fixes and cosmetic changes. Features that were added were enabling users to
re-plot visualisation widgets on the basis of the variables that they select (a feature iden-
tified by users as essential), mechanisms to improve transferring of queries and result
sets and improved backend to better handle different types of queries as well as larger
results. Cosmetic changes include modifying the look-and-feel of the user interface to
provide improved readability, adding domain-specific labels to help domain experts
understand the interface better, removing certain pre-defined filters (that were pointed
out as unhelpful by students) and improved interaction mechanisms. Six months fol-
lowing the evaluation, another evaluation was conducted with computer scientists and
biologists with open tasks.

5.6.2.1 Method

A usability test was conducted in pairs of participants (a computer scientist and a
biologist) to provoke a natural discussion between the subjects. The experiment was
conducted in a comparative setting, where another system, K-Search [BCC+

08] was
also evaluated similarly28. The pairs of participants, where each user was from a differ-
ent background were encouraged to think-aloud while conducting the evaluation. User

28 The K-Search system was developed further by K-Now, and a modified version was used for the evaluation
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feedback was also collected as questionnaires and a focus group session following the
completion of the evaluations. Participants were provided with open tasks and were
encouraged to try the system out with queries they can formulate from their experience
with the domain and similar datasets.

5.6.2.2 Procedure and Setup

A dataset, consisting of grass phylogenetic data and their global distribution was loaded
on .views. and K-Search. The dataset is described in Section 4.1.4.2. The evaluation was
conducted as a part of a full-day activity in the GrassPortal project on November, 2010.
Following an initial group meeting, a description of the project and the interface was
provided to the attendees. A group introduction was initially provided to the partic-
ipants. A brief video demonstrating the K-Search and .views. interface and their key
elements were projected, and a narration of how a dataset can be explored was pro-
vided alongside.

The study was conducted in three sessions of two experts working in pairs — a com-
puter scientist and a biologist. This pairing was instrumental to understand how each
expert looks at and interprets the visualisations and to foster discussion among the
experts. No prescriptive task was given: participants were invited to try out tasks and
queries that they would perform in their daily activities. User interactions and conver-
sations were logged and recorded and a user satisfaction questionnaire was collected.
Finally, all 6 participants discussed their comments and suggestions as a part of a focus
group.

Recognising expensive expertise time to be a significant constraint, three pairs of par-
ticipants were organised in a conference room, with parallel sessions running at the
same time. Each session involved evaluating one system at a time. The pairs of partic-
ipants were again introduced to each system, following the initial group introduction.
An example was shown to the users that exemplified how the system could be used.
Users were provided with a simple task to familiarise themselves with the system. Fol-
lowing this, one of the subject in each group was given control of the system to perform
tasks they felt were appropriate to their daily activities. The pair shared the screen and
control was swapped mid-way, providing the other participant with the chance to drive
the exploration. Subjects were encouraged to discuss their tasks and their experience
of the system as they navigate through it. Following completion of exploration of the
system by all the participants, they were requested to fill a questionnaire specific to the
system.

Each session lasted 30–40 minutes, and the mouse control was swapped mid-way.
Following evaluation of one system, the other system was evaluated similarly. Upon
completion of the evaluation of the second system, participants were provided with the
questionnaire for the second system. After the responses for the questionnaires were
provided, a final meeting was organised where the participants were asked to share
their experience interacting with the two systems. Participants were also encouraged to
share their comments on the different query and result presentation approaches that
are employed by the two different systems.
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5.6.2.3 Participants

Six participants were invited to participate in the evaluation: three computer scientists
and three biologists. All participants were members of the Grassportal Project, and were
conversant with search systems and were familiar with semantic technologies. Expertise
of the users ranged from being familiar with the domain concepts and datasets (for
computer scientists) to highly experts (for biologists).

5.6.2.4 Data Collection and Analysis

Back-end search and interaction logs provided quantitative data. During the evaluation,
users’ doubts and comments, as well as observations were noted down with the respec-
tive times. Additionally, audio and screen recordings of the entire evaluation session
were also collected. While timing information and logs were available for qualitative
analysis, the data collected was analysed from a higher level to identify possible interac-
tion issues. This was mainly due to the lower number of users, since a full quantitative
analysis would not be statistically significant. Instead, manual inspection of the record-
ings was conducted to understand if users appeared to need any new features (e.g.
attempts to drag a pie chart section on the filtering interface to add the section as a
value to the respective global filter) and identify issues with the user interaction.

User feedback in the form of questionnaire responses (B), focus group session and
discussions during the evaluation session formed subjective data. An analysis was con-
ducted to understand how the system scored in different criteria as judged by the users.
Positive and negative comments regarding different aspects of the system were also
identified to understand how the system performed.

5.6.2.5 Results

The observations show a marked improvement from the previous focus group with stu-
dents. .views. was judged easy to use (83%), reliable (83%), fast (83%), stimulating(87%)
and satisfying(87%). Figure 45 shows the user-satisfaction questionnaire responses of
domain experts and computer scientists(Right) as compared to the responses of stu-
dents.

Figure 45: User-satisfaction questionnaire responses for students (Left) and domain and com-
puter science experts (Right) show the overall improvement of the modified system.

Apart from the general consensus indicating a marked improvement in the user ex-
perience of the software, it is important to assess how individual experts with different
expertise appreciated the system. The users rated the system on several criteria (ten) on
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a 5-point Likert scale, which were then analysed. In the table 3, the odd numbered users
(Users 1,3,5) were computer science experts, whereas the even numbered users (Users
2,4,6) were biologists. It was observed that in general, computer science experts found
difficulty with the filters and interpreting some of the visualisations.

Table 3: User-satisfaction responses for domain experts on a 5-point Likert scale.

Biologists found the system easier to learn compared to computer science experts,
which could explain their higher level of satisfaction with the filters and the system in
general. This is likely to be due to the partial familiarity with the data as some of the
features used are common across the discipline.

In the follow-up group discussions, users commented positively on the intuitiveness
and the general look-and-feel of the system. Users also appreciated the way in which
they can “quickly see how data is distributed” and “got straight to where I needed to be”.
Though users seemed to have difficulty in querying the interface, some appreciated
the ability to “click on the menu to see all the possibilities” instead of a taxonomic view,
while others disliked the drop-down list approach. Comments like “too much time lost
scrolling through all morphological characteristics” and “Character list should be hierarchical
so that it is easier to navigate” indicate that there is some re-thinking required regarding
the filtering interface. Few users mentioned that they would like to see more data, for
example, “Lack of specimen date information (Collection dates)”. “The current version only
lists Accepted Names” and “The taxonomic data was not clear in that will the final system
include both Accepted Names and Synonyms” indicate the users would like to perform
disambiguation tasks like relate several species to each other.

Some users found the large number of available widgets was not always useful (“too
many widgets at first, which get you a bit lost”) and showed explicit preferences (“tag clouds
seem to be less useful than other features” and “geographical map not useful”) that could be
incorporated in user profiles.
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5.6.2.6 Discussions, Key Findings and Limitations

The self-selected tasks showed biologists could relate the tool to their daily work, how-
ever they expressed the need for more datasets to be visualised. They appreciated the
ability to visualise a particular facet of the data in an aggregate visualisation, and then
swap the view to a completely different facet. This was a feature that was added in
the improved version of the system, an outcome of the first focus group session with
students. Participants saw such visualisation approaches as a step forward from tradi-
tional search engines, as they could be empowered to find patterns or distributions in
very little time.

The experts could associate the system to relate with their daily tasks and in gen-
eral, they were excited about having a new way of exploring datasets to address their
information needs. Users appreciated the benefit of having a visual approach toward
exploring data, as opposed to a form and text driven approach adopted by typical
search systems such as K-Search. At the same time, interaction issues identified in the
evaluations posed challenges in filtering large datasets to reach the data of interest. All
the users agreed that .views. was a step forward from traditional search engines and
provides means for users to easily find patterns or distributions within the data.

This evaluation had a few factors that could be seen as limitations – low number of
users, subjective evaluation and open tasks. On the one hand, these factors make the
evaluation differ from evaluations typically observed in the semantic web community
(where the focus is mostly on evaluating recall,precision etc.). On the other hand, these
factors formed the basis of a highly focussed evaluation aimed at understanding the
perception of technical as well as domain experts from different perspectives. At the
time of the evaluation, a highly focussed approach involving lower number of expert
users who could highlight important features and potential issues seemed appropriate
for this stage of development. The introduction of open tasks also helped in understand-
ing how well users could relate to the system with their daily activities and interests –
additionally, it also helped users try different features and identify features that may be
of use.

Overall the two formative evaluations were very positive. Comments like “There is a
huge amount of information available and after a while playing with the system it is rather intu-
itive” and “Clear layout, easy to understand and use” indicate that the dashboard approach
holds much potential. A rather intersting comment from an expert “Clear colour presen-
tation, gives pretty pictures very fast!” indicates the proximity of this approach to the ideal
goal of an interface developer — efficiently provide aesthetically pleasing visualisations
to communicate essential information to the user. Often, users are interested in gather-
ing a high level understanding of large datasets, rather than looking at individual data
instances. A few comments such as “It was on occasion rather ‘hard to use’ (though this
may have just been inexperience)” show that there is probably room for improvement in
the intuitiveness of some parts, like the filter selection. However it should be noted that
some of the difficulties could come from the data itself, for example the long list of fil-
ters (1,090!) the user has to go through to select the interesting item, is an essential part
of the data structure. This evaluation clearly showed how this kind of details have to be
considered beforehand if a generic tool to visualise Linked Data has to be provided.
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5.6.3 Understanding public endpoints and System Requirements

As Linked Data become available from different sources, a visualisation tool should be
able to take different sets and visualise them without too much tuning, ideally without
any tuning. Porting a system onto another setting might not be straightforward and the
technical implications of using a different infrastructure have to be understood in full
as certain aspects of the interaction, e.g. system reaction time, must be kept between
accepted thresholds to assure users acceptability. For example, a system is perceived as
interactive if the response time is under 2 seconds, but for direct manipulation of data
the reaction time must be under 2 milliseconds. The portability of .views. was tested
on different domains and data sources: SQL databases, RDF triple stores and SPARQL

endpoints. To better understand the limitations developers would face while building
user-interfaces for open Linked Data, a realistic and large dataset was used: DBpedia
contains almost three and a half million resources, stored in over a billion RDF triples
(version 3.5.1, released Apr 28, 2010). This provided an excellent use-case for the re-
search. Before starting implementation of the system on SPARQL endpoints, several tests
were performed on large SQL databases. These tests had indicated that in order to pro-
vide a fluent interaction with the data via a user-interface, there are certain compromises
that are required. For example, dragging a slider to continuously query the database
would cause the system to slow down, as it has to continuously send queries and parse
the results. Instead, sending queries only when the user finishes dragging the slider
(indicated by a release of the slider handle) would make a significant improvement on
the system.

The system evaluation was composed of two parts both logged and time-stamped:

1. Querying the endpoints and retrieving results from the filtering interface;

2. Visualising the result sets into 5 widgets textual results, geographical map, pie
chart, bar chart, tag cloud.

The setup consisted of four cases based on the number of results returned 100, 600, 1100

and 2200. Sample queries like “Select all the public Universities in the United Kingdom”,
or “Select all the places in United Kingdom” were passed from the interface to the
backend. While developing the system, it was noted that some visualisations would
often be significantly (and unpredictably) slower than others. This hinted at several
possible causes, such as:

• Network traffic,

• Endpoint delays,

• Backend processing,

• Browser delays

Four background tasks were identified which could be responsible for a delay. The
four individual tasks were measured: time to transfer queries to the backend (local
network), time to execute query (endpoint performance), time to parse results (back-
end performance) and convert to JSON (backend performance), and time to transfer
JSON objects (local network) to the frontend. The frontend was evaluated by timing the
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performance (rendering time) of each visualisation widget. Figure 46 shows the rela-
tive response times for the DBpedia endpoint (increase in the result size maps: 100=1,
600=2, 1100=3, 2200=4). The time taken for the backend to process the query and send
the results to the frontend varied from 123.78ms to 6.9s, with the query execution time
varying from 98ms to 6.85s. For most of the cases (60%), the time taken for executing the
query took more than 70% of the backend processing time. In order to see if there were
computational bottlenecks or patterns that could be optimised, data was normalised to
highlight the proportion among the different phases. Figure 46 plots the distribution of
the 4 tasks and show several interesting points:

• The overall time taken by the backend is highly dependent on two factors — the
query execution time; or the time taken to transfer the results to the frontend.
These two tasks consume the maximum amount of time.

• The overall time taken by the backend is highly variable.

• The time taken for transferring the query to the backend and the time for convert-
ing the results to JSON objects is negligible compared to the other two.

A major concern is the query execution time, the variation of which is alarming and
cannot be controlled. While it this could be attributed to high server load or the way
queries are distributed, this is an important aspect that user interface developers need to
take into consideration. The system tests show that though the query execution phase of-
ten takes a lot of time to complete, there are other phases in the backend processing that
can be significantly improved. More investigation is needed to understand the causes
of the delays in transferring the result objects to the frontend and further optimise this
step.

This high variability in the query processing stage is in contrast to the performance
achieved by traditional databases. In a similar experiment with a MySQL database,
similar query results were retrieved and the backend performance was analysed. The
overall backend processing time varied between 0.00026ms and 6.48ms. Though SQL

data stores can be expected to be faster, the relative time taken by the query processing
stage has been consistent, consuming most of the entire backend processing time. Figure
47 illustrates this variability where the system is significantly quicker, but the backend
behaviour is similar across the examples — the query execution step takes the longest
time.

5.6.4 Limitations

This study has one major limitation: the experiment was conducted on a public Linked
Data endpoint, a system beyond the control of the experimental setting. This, while
being a constraint poses an interesting question to the Semantic Web community – DB-
pedia is one of the most heavily used endpoints, and serves as an excellent example of a
public endpoint with a large amount of information served in structured format. How-
ever, the issues observed in querying such an important resource indicates the potential
issues that can be expected to arise out of a large organisational information infrastruc-
ture. Hence, despite being a limitation, the evaluation serves to help understand the
potential issues that can arise out of interacting with very large scale semantic data. The
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Figure 46: Plots showing the extremely high variation of query execution phase (98ms to 6.85s)
in the backend processing. The size of the results (1 – 2200 results returned, 2 – 1100

results returned, 3 – 600 results returned and 4 – 100 results returned) are shown as
individual bars on the y-axis, and the differently shaded x axis bars show the time
taken to perform individual functions to retrieve the respective results. The plots
show the relative times in different parts of the system

direct comparison with a MySQL database also is another limitation, but it is impor-
tant to note that the different absolute times for processing the query request was not
considered as important as the unpredictability associated with a public Linked Data
endpoint.

5.6.5 Evaluation within an Organisation

An internal evaluation was conducted within Rolls Royce with aerospace engineers and
managers to understand the applicability and usability of the system in a realistic sce-
nario. The evaluation was conducted by an evaluation coordinator within the Samulet
project, within the Knowledge Management team at Rolls Royce. Overall, 8 users tested
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Figure 47: A traditional database being used as the backend — as expected, most of the times the
query processing stage takes the longest times, however this is a consistent behaviour.

the system, which was setup with two different use cases and datasets: the first use case
relates to exploring cost reduction ideas (5 users) in the manufacturing unit, while the
second relates to analysing Concessions data (3 users). The datasets and use cases are
described in more details in Sections 4.1.4.1 and 4.1.3.1. Two similar versions of .views.
were used, with a slightly different alignment of the visualisation widgets being used
for each use case. Figure 48 shows the .views. installation for the Cost Reduction use
case. The installation for Concessions use case was very similar, with the only exception
being the filters were placed on the left hand side of the screen as opposed to the top.
The configuration of the two use cases were decided as a result of initial consultation
with the respective user groups and data owners. It can be noted that, being deployed
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within the context of aerospace engineering, the central focus is the engine map. The
filters were pre-determined while deploying the solution, by identifying the filters of
interest as a part of requirements gathering.

Figure 48: .views. deployed for Cost Reduction use case

Owing to organisational requirements, high cost of expert user’s time and security
restrictions the number of users is highly limited, and hence eight highly expert users
(who understand the domain, tasks and datasets very well) were considered to be a sig-
nificant number. Though the evaluation was an internal one and the outcome not made
available in publicly shared dissemination media, a brief summary of the evaluations
are provided in this section. The evaluation sessions started with an initial introduction
to the interface and how to construct filter queries, rebuild visualisations and view re-
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Figure 49: Evaluation Results

sults. The system was then handed over to the users, who then performed several tasks
which were specific to the dataset and use case.

The results as shown in Figure 49 show that overall, users were very satisfied with
the system (a mean score of 6.67 and 6.8 on a 7 point likert scale for the Concessions
and Cost Reductions Use cases). Judging on a 5 point Likert scale (5 representing the
most positive score, and 1 representing the least), users also found the system easy
to navigate (a mean of 4 and 4.20), visually appealing (4.0 and 4.20) and easy to find
information (4.667 and 4.20). Users also noted that they would recommend the system
to their colleagues for exploring their own datasets.

5.6.5.1 Limitations

Though the number of users evaluating the system may not be considered statistically
significant, the users appreciated the system overall. A further round of internal evalu-
ation at a later date judged the readiness of the system as a TRL 6, which indicates the
system is ready to be taken to a fully demonstrable system (for the two use cases)29.

The evaluation within a Knowledge Management setting has been a low-scale one
and only related to two use cases. A much larger evaluation with users within the
information infrastructure of a typical large organisation, used as a part of several use
cases is needed to validate and verify the effectiveness of .views. from an organisational
knowledge management context. Initial feedback from users and knowledge managers
have been highly positive, and the potential of such a solution has been observed to a
great extent. The system, having scored a TRL 6 rating (which is significantly high for a
research solution) is highly encouraging. A need for adoption of such visual approaches
in future versions of existing enterprise search solution was identified, which stemmed
out from the development of the system.

29 http://www.rolls-royce.com/about/technology/research_programmes/introduction/

http://www.rolls-royce.com/about/technology/research_programmes/introduction/
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The focus groups with users and system evaluations were extremely helpful in under-
standing what standard available technologies provide to developers, aligned against
what users expected. Several features such as autocompletion of queries and dynamic
queries were disabled, even though users expressed their desire to use such features.
The evaluation within the organisation also demonstrated successfully the value of
such an approach to end users. Though several other communities within the organisa-
tion were keen on employing the approach to explore their own (as well as unknown)
datasets, this could not be pursued further owing to time and project restrictions. These
studies are important in identifying future directions of research as well as realistically
evaluating the capabilities of the system. Chapter 8, Section 7.1.1 reflects upon these
findings and proposes solutions that can help alleviate some of the problems that devel-
opers might encounter while working with public Linked Data endpoints.

5.7 generic mechanisms of interaction

The need for .views. to be a generic solution, independent from datasets and domains
needed a unique way of formalising interpretation of user actions. As discussed in
Section 5.3.2, several processes are involved:

1. Capture the interaction

2. Identify the target content of the interaction

3. Identify the context of the interaction

4. Interpret user action

5. Interpret user’s information intent

6. Identify relevant query template

7. Generate SPARQL query

As can be expected, multiple visualisations have multiple ways to capture interactions,
and hence, different ways of explaining the intentions behind a user action. Tables 4 and
5 illustrate how these processes are followed in the present implementation of .views..
The tables show the type of interaction a user performs, and on the basis of the target
of the interaction and the context surrounding the interaction, an inference is made on
what the user wants to do. Based on the inference, a template query is selected. The
template query is then populated with the relevant information that is provided by the
target and context, which then constitutes to formulate a complete SPARQL query. The
following subsections discuss the different user interactions in more details from the
perspective of global filters and local filters.

5.7.1 Global Interactions

The first type of interaction occurs when the user selects a broad subset of the data to
explore – this is performed using the global filters. Interacting with the global filters
make selections of the data that affect all the visualisation widgets on the dashboard.
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Hence, the interactions are referred to as ‘global interactions’. Global filters are set on
the basis of the data type, and therefore, impacts the type of interaction a user can
have with them. For example, a data type property that expects a numeric field as a
valid value can be presented as a slider or range slider. On the other hand, a data type
property that represents a date field can be presented as a date input widget. When the
data type can not be ascertained, a plain text entry field can be presented to the users.

The initialisation process (1. Init) involves the user entering the web address for the
installation or reloading an existing interface. This process initially sends two main
SPARQL queries to the backend - initiate exploration and display counts. The results
of the first query are parsed to populate a list of filters, while the results of the second
indicate how many instances exist in the dataset (this is displayed on a search button,
with the text ‘ Results Available’).

The user starts exploration by identifying a filter of interest (2. Select) from the drop-
down list of filters. This creates a filter with an appropriate interface (based on the data
type of the filter), which the user can interact with by entering their restrictions. As a
part of this process, another query is executed to count the number of instances that
are relevant to the filter term, which is then rendered on the search button. The user
then interacts with the filters to indicate the relevant instances of interest via either
text search fields, sliders, check boxes or date widgets (3. Enter text, 4. Click, click and
drag, enter ). These are then interpreted into SPARQL queries to display the number
of relevant instances on the search button. The user, upon clicking the search button
(5. Click) triggers several SPARQL queries. These queries are dependent on the type of
visualisation widgets being presently used. Example queries, for which are shown in
Table 5.

Type Target Context Intent Query Template SPARQL

1. Init All Widgets Throughout in-
terface

Initiate Explo-
ration

Build filter list
Display counts

SELECT DISTINCT
?property WHERE {
?s ?property ?value.
} ORDER BY (?property).

SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT
?s) WHERE {
?s ?property ?value.
} ORDER BY (?property).

2. Select Drop-down list
item

Filter list Select query
facet for global
query

count all instances
containing relevant
facet values

SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT
?s) WHERE {
?s ?property ?value.
?s <propertyX> ?valueX.
}

3. Enter
text

Text box (value en-
tered ‘text term’)

Global filter
query item
(propertyX)

Work only with
instances which
have value ‘text
term’ for prop-
ertyX

count all instances
containing relevant
facet values

SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT
?s) WHERE {
?s ?property ?value.
?s <propertyX>
?propertyXValue.
FILTER
regex(?propertyXValue,“i”,
“text term”)
}

4. Click,
click
and
drag

checkbox, drop-
down list item,
date selector,
slider (value set
to ‘XValue’)

Global filter
query item
(propertyX)

Work only with
instances which
have value
‘XValue’ for
propertyX (and
match other
global query
restrictions)

count all instances
containing relevant
facet values

SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT
?s) WHERE {
?s ?property ?value.
?s <propertyX>
?propertyXValue.
FILTER (?propertyXValue
= XValue)
}
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5. Click Search button Global filters
updated

Work only with
instances which
match global fil-
ter constraints

Re-plot all visualisa-
tion widgets

All relevant
aggregate/instance
queries to load
visualisation widgets

Table 4: Global User Interactions translated to SPARQL queries

5.7.2 Local Interactions

Interactions within the scope of individual visualisation widgets or visual elements
constitute Local Interactions. Upon the visualisations being rendered, the user has two
main options – re-plot individual visualisations to present a different facet of the data
or indicate individual data points or sections within visualisations to view the data. For
certain visualisations (e.g. spatial maps), the user has the ability to zoom-in or out (4.
Click or Scroll) from the level of view (e.g. zooming into a specific area of the engine).
The Table 5 shows the way these interactions are translated in .views. If the user chooses
to re-plot a widget (3. Select), the new facet is then set as the context for the widget
and a new SPARQL query is created. The query is executed, and the results are parsed
to rebuild the visualisation. Upon selecting individual sections (1. Click, 2. Click, 5.
Click) of aggregate visualisations (e.g. pie charts), a SPARQL query is created to look
for instances that match the condition where the context (facet property) contains the
value clicked (target). As a result of executing the query, the user is provided with a
popup that shows a list of instances. Clicking on any instance (6. Click) loads all the
details of the instance on the popup, following another SPARQL query execution. The
instances are presented as a paginated list, which can be browsed by the user if required
(7. Click).

Type Target Context Intent Query Template SPARQL

1. Click Aggregate Section
(propertyValueX)

1-D Aggre-
gate Charts,
aggregated
by one facet
(propertyX)

More info on a
collection of in-
stances

List all instances
that match the
value of facet

SELECT DISTINCT
?instance WHERE {
global query triple(s).
?instance
<facetCategory>
?facetCategoryValue.
}LIMIT numPerPage

2. Click Aggregate Sec-
tion or data point
(propertyValueX,
propertyValueY)

2D Aggregate
Charts, Aggre-
gated by one
facet (proper-
tyX), grouped
by one category
(propertyY) or
scatterplot

More info on a
collection of in-
stances

List all instances
that match the
value of facet and
the relevant group

SELECT DISTINCT
?instance WHERE {
global query triple(s).
?instance <propertyX>
?propertyValueX.
?instance <propertyY>
?propertyValueY.
}LIMIT numPerPage

3. Select Drop-down list
item

Aggregate
charts, line/s-
catter plots

Visualise data
in another
perspective

Re-plot a group
of instances with
respect to another
facet

SELECT DISTINCT
?newCategoryValue
COUNT (?instance) AS
?count WHERE {
?instance <newCategory>
?newCategoryValue.
}ORDER BY DESC(?count)

4. Click
or
Scroll

Aggregate Section
(Value X)

Spatial Map
(layouts of
physical objects
i.e. engine)

Drill-down or
roll-up to the
next level of
specificity or
genericity

Re-plot all instances
on the basis of a
higher level of de-
tail

SELECT DISTINCT
?spatialMapCategoryValue
COUNT (?instance) AS
?count WHERE {
?instance
<spatialMapCategory>
?spatialMapCategoryValue.
FILTER (?spatialLevel =
X).
}ORDER BY DESC(?count)
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5. Click Specific location
(Value X)

Spatial Map (ge-
ographical)

More info on a
collection of in-
stances

List all instances
based on individual
location (X)

SELECT DISTINCT
?instance WHERE {
?instance <geoCategory>
?geoCategoryValue.
}LIMIT numPerPage

6. Click Item on list of in-
stances

List of instances More info on
an instance (or
collection of in-
stances)

List all information
on an individual in-
stance

SELECT * WHERE {
<item> ?property
?value.
UNION
?isvalueof ?property
<item>.
}

7. Click pagination List of instances Inspect nex-
t/previous set
of instances

List all instances
that match global
filters and are on
the relevant page

SELECT DISTINCT
?instance WHERE {
?instance <Category>
?CategoryValue.
}LIMIT numPerPage
OFFSET
pageNum*numPerPage

Table 5: Local User Interactions translated to SPARQL queries

As can be observed from the Table 4 and 5, several rules govern how a user inter-
action is interpreted, based on the context of the interaction. These interpretations are
translated to formal SPARQL queries, via different query templates. While these rules
are developed specifically for the present implementation of .views., the behaviour they
exhibit are generic, drawn from observation of other systems and user interviews. For
example, the action of clicking on a marker in a geographic map resulting in a popup
detailing the object clicked being presented to the user is an expected outcome, which
is observed in several other systems such as Google Maps, Bing Maps and so on. It is to
be noted, however, that these interpretation and rules are flexible, and can be modified
based on a different set of requirements if needed. This generic approach of isolating
user interactions, interpretations and results from the datasets, domains and user types
helps establishing the flexibility of the solution.

5.8 summary

User interfaces in the Semantic Web have been mostly constrained, either in the context
of domain-specificity, user expertise, user tasks or even datasets. The work involved
with the development and design of .views. was an effort toward standardising a generic
visualising mechanism for Linked Data and Semantic Web. It was also an effort toward
understanding how users react to multiple visualisations when presenting highly do-
main specific data, in a generic manner. The positive feedback was encouraging and re-
inforced the possibility of the development of such frameworks. While domain experts
appreciated a generic interface, they also expressed the desire of integrating domain-
specific visualisations that they are accustomed to. For example, aerospace engineers
expressed the need for engine maps and factory maps (which was later developed and
incorporated in the system, as discussed in [MVL+

12]) and enriched CAD diagrams.
Similar to aerospace engineers, biologists expressed the need for a similar visualisation
to describe the anatomy of plants or organs, and highlighting areas of interest based
on the data. Most users commented on the quantity of the data, and inspite of being
excited about the possibilities of visualising datasets by making use of simple querying
and filtering, users were slightly disappointed with the lack of specific datasets or data
instances. The users, however appreciated the capabilities of the system in dealing with
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unknown datasets and several discussions ensued toward providing students with ac-
cess to the system and various datasets. The second focus group session with biologists
and computer scientist was very interesting, as users could immediately relate .views. to
their daily tasks and could understand how such an interface would benefit them and
the community.

The evaluation with public Linked Data endpoints provided unexpected results, as
analysis revealed that the performance of the endpoints are not predictable and can re-
sult in users waiting for extended periods. One might argue that this study on DBpedia
is not representative of all the Linked Data endpoints, that are available to developers.
However, the study is focussed in understanding how developers can make use of avail-
able systems in order to make interactive visualisations using semantic data. DBpedia
is one of the largest and most popular Linked Data endpoints, and has been consid-
ered to be one of the best examples of the Linked Data endeavour since its inception.
Additionally, the DBpedia paper [BLK+

09] had been awarded the most cited paper on
the Journal of Web Semantics during the period 2006-10

30. While the experiment is fo-
cussed at a highly used Linked Data endpoint and other endpoints may not reflect this
behaviour, it is important to be aware of the constraints that developers may face in
dealing with public endpoints. A similar constraint can also be observed within large
organisations, as massive data repositories can have multiple concurrent users and a
situation may arise where several parallel queries to the organisational endpoint can
severely limit the performance of a system. It can also be argued that developers may
consider using a local endpoint to host large datasets, and all interactions would be only
with privately hosted Linked Data endpoints. While such solutions are one of the few
ways of mitigating the issues concerning public endpoints, it is an expensive one and
several developers and smaller organisations may not have the necessary resources to
take such an approach.

The first research question, (R1 – How can visualisation interfaces provide effective means
of exploring large scale distributed semantic data ?) is tackled in this chapter. The chapter
provides evidence to validate that by combining a multi-visualisation approach, users
can effectively explore semantic data. Revisiting the two main factors highlighted in
Section 5.1 highlights that while users appreciate a multiple visualisation dashboard
approach and can easily understand large datasets from multiple perspectives, existing
technological infrastructure in the Semantic Web raises several issues from a user experi-
ence as well as technological constraints point of view. The user experience is adversely
affected as a result of technological limitations as several highly desired features had to
be disabled such as auto completion and dynamic queries. From a technical implication,
a limitation is in the amount of complex queries that can be generated in parallel. For ex-
ample, the number of simultaneous widgets are limited since the framework would not
seamlessly support a large number of queries. This chapter also addresses the second
research question (R2 – How can visualisation interfaces help explore semantic data in
a generic manner ?) and presents a mechanism that can be used to generically explore
semantic data by translating and interpreting high level user interactions into lower
level intents, and subsequently into formal queries. The enabling rules and templates
for such are presented in the Section 5.3.2.

30 http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/en/institute/pwo/bizer/news/JWSMostCitedArticleAward.html

http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/en/institute/pwo/bizer/news/JWSMostCitedArticleAward.html
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Whilst several researchers have benchmarked triple stores and a healthy competition
between the various triple stores exist, it is also important to investigate the perfor-
mances of such stores from the perspective of end users — the developer and user
communities. Providing accurate and precise results, query evaluation and execution
performances are highly significant and necessary for the database community, but
there is a need for explicit studies to understand how such data stores can realistically
support interactive Linked Data visualisations. In spite of a very well received interface
for visualising query results, the focus group sessions highlighted the various short-
comings of the filtering interface, where users found it very difficult to navigate large
list of filters. However, in comparison to another form-based query approach [BCC+

08],
users preferred a list-like interface similar to .views.. This raised the need for more in-
vestigation in other types of query approaches. The users appeared to be most excited
about the visual approach of presenting query results, which was highly appreciated
by all users. The unanimous appreciation of a highly visual approach together with a
colourful layout and highly interactive mechanisms in exploring semantic result sets
raised the need for an explicit focus on aesthetic design. The work discussed in the next
section explores a different mechanism of exploring and querying semantic data, as a
follow-up step from the need generated out of the user evaluations of the .views. system.





6
A F F E C T I V E G R A P H S — E X P L O R I N G A N D Q U E RY I N G S E M A N T I C
D ATA

6.1 introduction

Starting with the lessons learned from the evaluation of .views. and the observations and
feedback of the users, the second of the two-fold solution approach is discussed in this
chapter. Development of the .views. solution and subsequent evaluations with potential
users and domain experts identified several keypoints that are of interest to the next
part of the thesis —

• Publicly available endpoints may be unpredictable and retrieving results may
cause unexpected delays;

• A highly visual and interactive approach toward exploring datasets is highly ap-
preciated by end users and was observed to stimulate a lot of interest;

• Representing data instances into recognisable and familiar visualisations can help
users gather a good understanding of their data;

• A greater stress on expressing Information Need (query mechanism) is required
to facilitate users express their queries.

The weakest feature of .views. was identified as the query mechanism, while the
most appreciated quality was the visual approach of presenting results. The form-based
query mechanism was not appreciated due to the large number of filters users had to
browse and the difficulty in understanding how the filters are related to the concepts.
Users were also pleased with the highly visual and interactive approach, and the in-
terest generated a need to investigate a similar visual approach for querying semantic
datasets. However, in order to provide a well-designed approach that is pleasing to
users as well as provide essential functionality, an explicit attention to aesthetic design
and Visual Analytic techniques is needed. This was the main motivation for the follow-
ing piece of work: to provide a highly visual approach for querying semantic data that
can stimulate an aesthetic response from users. The solution for querying semantic data
presented in Chapter 4 discuss the proposal for an interactive interface, providing ba-
sic visualisations to guide users to progressively explore the dataset and discover more
information with interactions.

Such a visual and interactive approach toward developing a solution for querying
large datasets requires a multidisciplinary outlook. The nature of semantic data, being
graphical introduces further challenges, as apart from visualising data instances, classes
and concepts, their properties and relations are also essential. Research done by the Vi-
sual Analytics community is essential in understanding how large graphs can be visu-
ally represented, in a generic manner. Interaction design can identify ways to interact
with such visual objects in order to translate user needs and intents to formal queries.
A highly visual approach also calls for the need to investigate how aesthetic design can
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be incorporated with Visual Analytics solutions since an attention to aesthetic design
can provide a stimulating interface, make users more receptive and eventually improve
the performance of the user. Semantic Web benefits from a characteristic of highly net-
worked data instances, each well defined by self-explanatory schema. This type of data
introduces new challenges and opportunities and an explicit study of aesthetics for Se-
mantic Web applications is much needed. Thus, a strong understanding of the Semantic
Web and its principles is needed in order to fully appreciate the possibilities offered by
semantic data, as well as how a generic approach can be formulated.

The interest, in this chapter is only on a query approach, rather than a complete
system that includes querying and visualising results. User evaluations with .views. was
instrumental in proving that the approach of multiple visualisations and dynamic query-
ing works on semantic data, and it is possible to build generic interfaces that facilitate
visualisation of results. This chapter does not encapsulate the visualisation of results,
but instead provides a very basic tabular view of results. The main intention is that the
querying interface will “plug-in” as a widget on the .views. interface, thereby creating
a concrete interface that enable exploration and querying of semantic data in a visual
manner, and the results of queries will be visualised as multiple visual widgets. Hence,
the rest of the chapter only discusses visualisation in the context of exploring data to
build queries, instead of means to display query results.

The final solution, Affective Graphs was evaluated four times with several users with
varying expertise and experience levels. This chapter discusses the development and
evaluation of the system. Section 6.2 identifies a set of best principles for developing
aesthetic interfaces for the Semantic Web. Section 6.4 discusses the approach employed
by Affective Graphs and what are the main principles behind the final solution and the
query approach. Section 6.5 introduces the final system, along with a scenario of use.
The section 6.6 discusses the design rationale and discuss the several design decisions
taken during the process of developing the system. Section 6.7 discuss how the system
is built and the architecture of Affective Graphs, and how queries are translated from
user interactions. Section 6.9 discusses the various evaluations that were conducted in
order to understand how well the system performs as well as how pleasing the users
judged the system. The chapter concludes with a summary.

6.2 principles of aesthetics for semantic data

While aesthetics has not been considered explicitly in the Semantic Web and very few
Visual Analytic systems can be identified that have been developed specifically for the
Semantic Web community, it is possible to learn from such fields and formulate an
approach to help developers and designers build interactive systems. The findings from
aesthetics and Visual Analytics as well as the principles of Semantic Web can be aligned
together to form a set of guidelines and principles for the community to consider while
developing such solutions. This section proposes a set of design principles that are
specific to the Semantic Web and can aid in the design and development processes.
The guidelines are divided into two sections — general aesthetic principles involve the
overall design and layout of the interface in general (Table 1); node-link representation
principles involve the design of node-link graphs for representing Linked Data (Table
2).
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Design Principle Description Proposed By

1. Use words, numbers and
drawing to convey informa-
tion

Graphics alone are not always enough to convey the sig-
nificance of a piece of information — numbers, narratives,
explanations can aid in better communication

[Tuf86]

2. Well balanced, propor-
tioned and symmetrical de-
sign

Interface should be arranged so that optically larger and
smaller objects balance each other in a symmetrical man-
ner; Interface should be well proportioned (i.e. golden ra-
tio, greater horizontal length etc.)

[Tuf86, Kim06, SH07, NTB03, SH07,
BRSG07, FDPL05, Eic03]

3. Rhythm, unity in design

Interface should be designed from multiple visual ele-
ments, coherently constituting a pleasing layout, with reg-
ular patterns of visual changes to make the appearance
exciting

[MG05, NTB03]

4. Different weights of lines
to represent different infor-
mation

Contrasting lines indicate different meanings — weights
can be associated with values or types of data

[Tuf86]

5. Simple, consistent and sta-
ble figures

Complex visual representations require greater interpreta-
tion and add to the cognitive burden of users; Adhering
to semantic web principles and standards require a consis-
tent representation of data elements across domains and
application areas

[BRSG07, BPS05]

6. Using variations of color,
shape, size, intensity to
present trends, interesting
patterns, anomalies or rep-
resent similarity, physical
connection

Color, hue, size, shape etc are visual clues that we can
quickly spot, thereby making it easier to observe patterns,
anomalies etc.

[HBE92, SH07, BRSG07]

7. Minimalist design, reduce
visual clutter

Interface should be minimalistic, and contain as little data-
free visual elements as possible

[NM90, Tuf86, SH07, BBD09, CS96]

8. Balance in harmony and
typicality

Typical solutions require little effort, but at the cost of be-
ing a mundane solution — balance in variety and typicality
is important

[SH07, KG10, Kim06, MG05]

9. Maintain consistency in vi-
sual representations, interac-
tion mechanisms and stan-
dards

Visual representations (color, shape, hue etc) should be con-
sistent across all domains; interaction mechanisms should
be familiar to users and standardised (e.g. right-click
should present context menus etc.)

[NM90, MG05]

10. Follow visual informa-
tion seeking principles with
minimal cognitive burden on
users

Provide mechanisms to overview, navigate, filter and ac-
cess data instances on demand, whilst ensuring minimum
cognitive load and changes to the mental map

[RLN07, Shn96, Tuf86, Tuf90]

Table 6: General Principles for Aesthetic Linked Data Visualisation

The principles listed have been selected based on their applicability to Semantic Web
applications, however, several other well established principles in interface and graphic
design should also be considered while developing an application. It is important to
note that whilst the existence of such principles is necessary, the applicability of the
principles can often be at the discretion of the designer and developer.

6.3 evaluating aesthetics of semantic web applications

Gaining a familiarity with existing Semantic Web tools, and principles of aesthetics, a
question arises — “What role has aesthetics played in the Semantic Web so far?”. This was
the motivation in conducting the first evaluation — the starting point of the research
was to understand how well existing Semantic Web tools align with each other with
respect to aesthetic properties. Semantic Web and Linked Data Interfaces have tradi-
tionally been designed and evaluated performance and reliability, with few evaluations
focussing on usability [KBF07, LDS+

05]. In addition to a greater stress on usability and
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Design Principle Description Proposed By
11. Separate representations of hi-
erarchical and non-hierarchical re-
lations

Differentiating between hierarchical and non-hierarchical rela-
tions helps users navigate along or across graphs

[Eic03]

12. Reduce overlapping nodes [Eic03]

13. Center parents or children
The parent node should be located as close as possible to the
median position of the child nodes

[Eic03]

14. Cluster nodes based on semantics
The position of nodes should be based on their semantics so that
nodes that are adjacent to each other have a significance

[Eic03, BRSG07]

15. Avoid edge crossings or overlaps
Every edge should be as visible and readable as possible and
spaced apart from nodes

[Eic03, BRSG07]

16. Uniform and minimal edge bends Minimal angles on the edges to help users follow links [BRSG07]

17. Even distribution of nodes Well distributed and evenly spaced nodes, but ensuring compact-
ness

[BRSG07]

18. Maintain aspect ratio, symmetry
Maintaining symmetry within the layout as well as in the overall
interface; aspect ratio of the graph should match the container
(interface, screen, page etc.)

[Eic03, BRSG07]

19. Minimise total graph area Compact layout but ensuring readability [BRSG07]

Table 7: Principles for Aesthetic Node-Link Representations

user experience1, a lot of consideration also needs to be paid to aesthetics while design-
ing products [jor98]. Evaluating the aesthetic properties of Semantic Web-based user
interfaces is a step forward in the direction of establishing a research area fundamen-
tally focussed on the development of aesthetically pleasing interfaces for the Semantic
Web. The first, relatively low cost evaluation aimed at objectively evaluating interface
aesthetic properties as it can provide a simple and inexpensive way of assessing various
aesthetic properties of systems. The experiment was based on the model provided by
Ngo [NSA00, NTB03], where different metrics of an interface are computed, on the ba-
sis of the layout of visual objects within the visual space. These metrics have also been
previously used in identifying most aesthetically pleasing layouts of websites from a set
of candidate designs [ZTG11a, ZTG11b]. An extensive survey of the literature did not
identify any existing work in Semantic Web research where such metrics have been used
in evaluating aesthetic properties of interfaces. The metrics have also been reported to
be highly correlated with subjective scores from users [ZTG11a, PHJR11, PCK05, AL11].
Another reason for considering interface layout metrics, as pointed out by [PHJR11] is
the belief that the placement of visual objects in interfaces can be a strong predictor of
aesthetic appeal and perceived usability. It is important to note that this study involved
only the interface layout from a general aesthetic point of view and factors such as
colour, styling, typography or individual visualisations were not a part of this study,
but will be explored as part of a future work.

6.3.1 Experiment design

The evaluation was based on eight of the thirteen metrics provided by Ngo [NTB03,
NSA00]. Five most important properties identified by Zain et al in their similar evalua-

1 A significant lack of attention to usability and user experience has been a concern to the community.
Indeed, David R. Karger’s talk (http://videolectures.net/eswc2013_karger_semantic/) stressing the need
for designing semantic web solutions with explicit attention to users bears testimony to the urgent need
for such solutions
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tion exercise with Ngo’s measures are initially considered [ZTG11a, ZTG11b] - Balance,
Equilibrium, Symmetry, Sequence and Rhythm. Balance is a measure of how the vi-
sual elements with different optical weights (larger objects are perceived as ‘heavier’)
are distributed in the interface; Equilibrium indicates how centered the layout appears
to be; Symmetry indicates how well replicated elements are on either side of the hor-
izontal and vertical axes at the center of the interface; Sequence is a measure of how
well objects are arranged in the interface, with respect to the movement of the eye; and
Rhythm indicates the variation of visual objects in order to make an interface exciting.
Two other metrics were identified from the design principles that would be important
for the evaluation — Cohesion and Unity. Cohesion is a measure of the similarity of as-
pect ratios of the visual elements in an interface; and Unity is a measure of the extent to
which the elements seem to belong together. The final property, Order and Complexity
is defined as the sum of all the properties. The metrics not considered in this study are
simplicity, regularity, homogeneity, economy and density. Certain visualisations such as
graph-based ones can affect how simple or complex a user might interpret the interface.
Other visualisations such as scatterplots or maps can also affect the interpretation of the
general economy, regularity, homogeneity and density of an interface. These metrics will
be investigated in more details in the future when there is a greater understanding of
the implications of complex visualisations and graphs on these factors. All the scores
range between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates highly negative assessment, while 1 indicates
a highly positive assessment. These metrics are defined in [NSA00, NTB03] and the rele-
vant formulae are provided in Appendix A. This evaluation will be revisited in Section
6.9.5, in an analysis that attempts to understand how the proposed solution performs
as compared to the existing interfaces.

The first step in evaluating the metrics was understanding which tools would be good
candidates for the comparative study. The survey of the literature identified ten well-
known Semantic Web tools that have existed over the past few years: mSpace [sWRS06],
PowerAqua [LMU06], K-Search [BCC+

08], Sig.ma [TCC+
10], Tabulator [BLCC+

06], DB-
pediaFacet2, Semantic Crystal, NLP Reduce, Ginseng and Querix [KBF07, KB10]. While
some of the tools ranging from browsers and search systems (e.g. K-Search, PowerAqua,
mSpace, Sig.ma) to standalone interfaces (e.g. Semantic Crystal, NLP Reduce, Querix,
Ginseng) are clearly research prototypes, the intention is to also understand how they
compare with the rest.

6.3.1.1 Computing Interface Aesthetics

A standalone java-based application (Aesthetics Calculator) was developed, which was
fed screen shots of the interface layouts (Figure 50). A user then manually marked up
the areas that contain visual objects by using mouse gestures like click and drag. Each of
the manual annotations were then stored locally and their dimensions calculated. The
application then aggregates the different measures as the visual objects are marked up,
based on the formulae provided by Ngo. The screenshots of the ten systems are either
obtained from local installations, publication material, website images or screenshots in
user manuals. These measures are then collected and compared against each other. As
this process involves human annotations (markups), each interface is annotated three

2 DBpedia Faceted Search, http://wiki.dbpedia.org/FacetedSearch

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/FacetedSearch
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Figure 50: Layouts used to compute interface aesthetic metrics. The layouts were obtained from
the interfaces directly or from the relevant papers, publication materials, websites
or user manuals. The layouts shown are of ten well-known Semantic Web interfaces
(screenshots of the system are shown on the top, while images at the bottom show
the respective markups): 1. NLP Reduce, 2. Ginseng, 3. Semantic Crystal, 4. Querix, 5.
DBpediaFacet, 6. Sig.ma, 7. KSearch, 8. Tabulator, 9. PowerAqua, 10. mSpace and 11.
Affective Graphs (later discussed in Section 6.9.5)

times by one user and the mean is then computed and compared against the others. The
following describes how the different measures were computed.

Figure 51 shows an example screen, where the layout has been equally divided into
four quadrants – UL (Upper Left), UR (Upper Right), LL (Lower Left), LR (Lower Right).
In this example, four elements are shown in different quadrants of the screen, numbered
1-4, with areas a1 - a4 respectively. Upon loading a new screenshot, the user starts
marking up the different areas in the interface. As shown in the Figure 51 (Right), the
user needs to select a visual area and click-and-drag to highlight the boundaries of
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Figure 51: Calculating Interface Metrics. Left: Illustration of how different measures were calcu-
lated. Image recreated, inspired from [NSA00]; Right: The Java application, Aesthet-
ics Calculator shows a user left clicking-and-dragging the mouse to mark up a visual
area. Upon releasing the mouse button, the new aesthetic measures are calculated
and shown at the bottom

the area. Upon releasing the mouse handle, the new metrics are calculated and shown
at the bottom of the interface - with every subsequent markups, Aesthetics Calculator
computes the new layout aesthetics, until all the sections have been marked up. The
user can then finally take note of the metrics and proceed with further analysis. The
rest of the section discusses how the metrics were calculated – this is also discussed in
more details in Ngo’s papers [NSA00, NTB03].

calculating balance The first event that occurs after a section has been marked
up is the dimensions of the new area, as well as the displacements from the imaginary
central axes are calculated. Using these measures, the first metric, Balance is computed.
wL (Weight Left), wR (weight Right), wT (weight Top) and wB (weight Bottom) are

then calculated as follows:

wL = a1x1 + a4x4 (1)

wR = a2x2 + a3x3 (2)

wT = a1x1 + a2x2 (3)

wB = a3x3 + a4x4 (4)
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A more generalised way to calculate the measures is as follows:

wj =

nj∑
i

aijdij j = L,R, T ,B (5)

BMvertical and BMhorizontal can then be computed as follows:

BMvertical =
wL −wR

max(|wL|, |wR|)
(6)

BMhorizontal =
wT −wB

max(|wT |, |wB|)
(7)

The final measure of Balance can then be calculated by the following formula:

BM = 1−
|BMvertical|+ |BMhorizontal|

2
∈ [0, 1] (8)

calculating equilibrium Equilibrium measures stability, by comparing the cen-
tral points of each visual object with the central point of the interface. For the present
implementation, the central point (xi,yi) of each object, i as well as the central point
of the interface (xc,yc) was calculated, and then the following formula was applied to
calculate the Equilibrium along the x (EMx) and y(EMy) axes:

EMx =

2
n∑
i

ai(xi − xc)

nbframe

n∑
i

ai

(9)

EMy =

2
n∑
i

ai(yi − yc)

nhframe

n∑
i

ai

(10)

where ai indicates the area of the object i, bframe and hframe indicate the breadth
and height of the frame and n indicates the number of visual objects in the frame. Fi-
nally, when EMx and EMy are computed, the measure of equilibrium can be calculated
from the following formula:

EM = 1−
|EMx|+ |EMy|

2
∈ [0, 1] (11)

calculating symmetry Measure of Symmetry, or axial duplication is done from
three perspectives: vertical, horizontal and radial. Hence, three measures of symmetry
are calculated initially, SYMvertical, SYMhorizontal, and SYMradial considering all
the quadrants (UL, UR, LL, LR) according to the formula:
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SYMvertical =

|X ′
UL −X ′

UR|+ |X ′
LL −X ′

LR|+ |Y ′
UL − Y ′

UR|+ |Y ′
LL − Y ′

LR|

+|H ′
UL −H ′

UR|+ |H ′
LL −H ′

LR|+ |B ′
UL −B ′

UR|+ |B ′
LL −B ′

LR|

+|Θ ′
UL −Θ ′

UR|+ |Θ ′
LL −Θ ′

LR|+ |R ′
UL − R ′

UR|+ |R ′
LL − R ′

LR|

12
(12)

SYMhorizontal =

|X ′
UL −X ′

LL|+ |X ′
UR −X ′

LR|+ |Y ′
UL − Y ′

LL|+ |Y ′
UR − Y ′

LR|

+|H ′
UL −H ′

LL|+ |H ′
UR −H ′

LR|+ |B ′
UL −B ′

LL|+ |B ′
UR −B ′

LR|

+|Θ ′
UL −Θ ′

LL|+ |Θ ′
UR −Θ ′

LR|+ |R ′
UL − R ′

LL|+ |R ′
UR − R ′

LR|

12
(13)

SYMradial =

|X ′
UL −X ′

LR|+ |X ′
UR −X ′

LL|+ |Y ′
UL − Y ′

LR|+ |Y ′
UR − Y ′

LL|

+|H ′
UL −H ′

LR|+ |H ′
UR −H ′

LL|+ |B ′
UL −B ′

LR|+ |B ′
UR −B ′

LL|

+|Θ ′
UL −Θ ′

LR|+ |Θ ′
UR −Θ ′

LL|+ |R ′
UL − R ′

LR|+ |R ′
UR − R ′

LL|

12
(14)

where X ′
j, Y

′
j ,H ′

j,B
′
j,Θ

′
j,R

′
j are the normalised values of

Xj =

nj∑
i

|xij − xc| (15)

Yj =

nj∑
i

|yij − yc| (16)

Hj =

nj∑
i

hij (17)

Bj =

nj∑
i

bij (18)

Θj =

nj∑
i

|
yij − yc
xij − xc

| (19)

Rj =

nj∑
i

√
(xij − xc)2 + (yij − yc)2 (20)

j=UL,UR,LL,LR (21)

The values are normalised with respect to its maximum absolute value across the
quadrants. Finally, the measure of Symmetry can be computed by the formula:

SYM = 1−
|SYMvertical|+ |SYMhorizontal|+ |SYMradial|

3
∈ [0, 1] (22)

calculating sequence The measure of arrangement of visual objects in the man-
ner that facilitates the movement of the eyes is sequence. In this context, sequence re-
lated to a typical Westernised reading pattern (left to right), as did Ngo’s formula. The
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first step in calculating sequence is to weigh (visually, based on area) every quadrant
based on the visual objects located in the relevant quadrant. This is done by the follow-
ing formula:

wj = qj

nj∑
i

aij, j = UL,UR,LL,LR (23)

w = wUL,wUR,wLL,wLR (24)

Each quadrant is then assigned a score, vj, which is then finally used to calculate
the sequence measure. For the heaviest quadrant, a score of 4 is given, 2nd heaviest
is scored 3, and subsequently down to 1 for the lightest quadrant. The final score is
calculated as:

SQM = 1−

∑
j=UL,UR,LL,LR

|qj − vj|

8
∈ [0, 1] (25)

measuring rhythm Rhythm was measured by combining rhythm scores from
three perspectives - horizontal, vertical and area. Rhythm measures how regular pat-
terns of changes in the visual elements in terms of arrangement, dimension, number
and form of elements. In order to compute the rhythm components, the following needs
to be calculated first:

Xj =

nj∑
i

|xij − xc| (26)

Yj =

nj∑
i

|yij − yc| (27)

Aj =

nj∑
i

aij (28)

where j = UL,UR,LL,LR. Similar to the measures of equilibrium, (xi,yi) is the center
of the visual object, i and xc,yc is the center of the frame. The total number of objects
are nj

These scores are then used to compute the three components of rhythm:
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RHMx =

|X ′
UL −X ′

UR|+ |X ′
UL −X ′

LR|

+|X ′
UL −X ′

LL|+ |X ′
UR −X ′

LR|

+|X ′
UR −X ′

LL|+ |X ′
LR −X ′

LL|

6
(29)

RHMy =

|Y ′
UL − Y ′

UR|+ |Y ′
UL − Y ′

LR|

+|Y ′
UL − Y ′

LL|+ |Y ′
UR − Y ′

LR|

+|Y ′
UR − Y ′

LL|+ |Y ′
LR − Y ′

LL|

6
(30)

RHMarea =

|A ′
UL −A ′

UR|+ |A ′
UL −A ′

LR|

+|A ′
UL −A ′

LL|+ |A ′
UR −A ′

LR|

+|A ′
UR −A ′

LL|+ |A ′
LR −A ′

LL|

6
(31)

Rhythm is then finally measured according to:

RHM = 1−
|RHMx|+ |RHMy|+ |RHMarea|

3
∈ [0, 1] (32)

measuring cohesion Cohesion is a measure of how regular aspect ratios of visual
objects are throughout the frame. This was computed by investigating the aspect ratio of
two factors: layout and frame. While the frame indicates the entire interface, the layout
indicates the bounds which encapsulate all of the visual objects that are present in the
frame. CMfl is initially calculated for the relative measure of the ratios of the layout
and screen:

CMfl = cififcif <= 1, else
1

cn
(33)

cfl =
hlayout/blayout

hframe/bframe
(34)

(35)

CMlo is then computed to find the relative measure of the ratios of the objects and
layout:

CMlo =

n∑
i

fi

n
(36)

fi = tiifti <= 1, else
1

ti
(37)

ti =
hi/bi

hlayout/blayout
(38)

The final score for cohesion is calculated by

CM =
|CMfl|+ |CMlo|

2
∈ [0, 1] (39)
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where hlayout,blayout is the height and width of the layout (within the bounding
box of all the visual elements), while hframe,bframe is the height and width of the
entire frame.

measuring unity Unity signifies coherence, where visual elements appear to be-
long together, as one thing – similar sized objects, using less free space between objects,
larger margin etc. contribute toward a high unity score. Unity is computed by initially
computing the unity of form (Unityform), which indicates the extent the elements relate
with respect to size. This is done by the following formula:

Uform = 1−
nsize − 1

n
(40)

Unity of space (Uspace) is then computed, which indicates the space left by the mar-
gin area of the interface and the space between visual objects. This is calculated by the
following formula:

Uspace = 1−

alayout −
n∑
i

ai

aframe −
n∑
i

ai

(41)

ai,alayout and aframe indicate the area of a given object, i, area of the layout and the
frame. nsizeindicatesthenumberofsizesusedandn, thenumberofobjectsintheframe.

measuring homogeneity Homogeneity measures the evenness of the distribu-
tion of visual objects among the quadrants. It is calculated initially by measuring the
number of ways a group of the visual objects (n) can be arranged in the four quadrants:

W =
n!

nUL!nUR!nLL!nLR!
(42)

nUL,nUR,nLL,nLR are the number of objects on the different quadrants and n is the
total number of objects. The next score is calculated which indicates the maximum score
W can possibly attain, by equally distributing the objects in different quadrants:

Wmax =
n!

(n4 !)4
(43)

With the two scores (W,Wmax) computed, the final homogeneity measure is calcu-
lated by:

HM =
W

Wmax
∈ [0, 1] (44)
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measuring order and complexity Order and Complexity is the measure that
brings all the scores together, as a final score that can then be computed to ascertain
the overall aesthetic value of the interface. This is computed by averaging all the other
measures, hence

OM =

C∑
i

aiMi

C
∈ [0, 1] (45)

where C is the complexity of the layout, interpreted as the number of measures consid-
ered in the aesthetic evaluation (here, 8). ai is the weight associated with each measure.
This is presently set as a constant, 1. Ngo notes that the weights can be fine tuned by
using more sophisticated techniques such as genetic algorithms.

The details of how these factors can be measured can also be found in Ngo’s papers
[NSA00, NTB03]. This illustration was provided to describe how they were computed in
this evaluation, clarifying certain aspects such as terminology, methods, layout measures
etc. that posed some challenges while conducting and setting up the evaluations.

6.3.2 Results

Figure 52: Comparative evaluation of seven aesthetic metrics with ten Semantic Web tools. The
eighth metric, Order and Complexity is computed as a sum of the others

The scores were plotted as shown in the Figure 52. As can be seen, most of the
interfaces performed well on equilibrium. Cohesion scores for DBPedia Facet and Pow-
erAqua were comparitively lower, though all systems scored relatively high. Sig.ma was
observed to be the most balanced system, followed by K-Search and mSpace. In general,
all systems scored relatively low in Rhythm and Symmetry. Querix, DBpedia Facets
and Tabulator scored the least in Rhythm, while Querix, DBpedia Facets, Tabulator and
PowerAqua scored the least in Symmetry.

Overall, the best performing tool was mSpace, with a Order and Complexity score
of 0.65, followed by NLP Reduce and PowerAqua with scores of 0.62 and 0.61. The
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lowest scoring tool was Tabulator, with a score of 0.43. It can be observed that all the
interfaces scored between low to medium, in terms of their overall aesthetic properties.
This provided the starting point for the research, where the first step was to identify the
need to investigate aesthetics and design tools with an explicit attention to aesthetics. It
also demonstrated that out of ten well known Semantic Web tools, most interfaces do
not score highly on aesthetic properties related to screen design and object positioning.
Few other factors such as overall color palette, typography and iconography also have
significant impact on aesthetics [Tuf86]. While these factors may be easily evaluated
from a subjective point of view, objective analysis in a comparative setting is difficult.
This is particularly due to the relative absence of benchmark scores to ascertain the
relative positive or negative scores of interfaces in comparison to other.

6.3.3 Limitations

The most significant limitation of this evaluation is the focus on interface layouts – other
factors such as colour, texture, shape and so on also need to be considered in order to
comprehensively assess aesthetic properties of system. However, as Ngo anticipated,
this task is significantly more difficult as it introduces far more variability in order to be
considered as an objective analysis. Furthermore, this evaluation is only considered as a
preliminary study on the attention to aesthetics in the design of existing Semantic Web
interfaces. Restricting the evaluation to ten interfaces is also another limitation – a larger
study that covered a lot more interfaces would provide a more representative study of
all the interfaces that have been designed. However, at the time of this evaluation, such
a study had not been conducted in the semantic web, and hence, it was considered
most appropriate to conduct a preliminary comparative study with some well known
interfaces. A further evaluation at a later stage with a larger number of interfaces and
greater number of criteria could be an excellent continuation of this evaluation.

6.4 exploring and querying semantic data — approach

As it could be expected, representing Linked Data in an abstract way leads to graph
representation as Semantic Data is essentially multiple data instances connected with
links to constitute a highly connected and directional graph. Hence, the starting point
for the proposed design is a node-link graph, where nodes represent concepts and
links represent relations the concepts share. Node-link graphs, large ones particularly,
are notoriously difficult structures to handle and understand. The challenge here is to
present large sets of data, but preserving their links and hierarchical structure. The
following requirements are in addition to the ones identified in Section 4.2.

The most important requirement was to facilitate the user to explore unknown (and
known) datasets. In addition, users must be able to query for specific information using
a visual approach, which is one of the key requirements following the evaluation of
.views.. An important requirement for the design was to put a lot of emphasis on the
aesthetic quality of the interface. The need for an explicit focus on aesthetics was iden-
tified as a result of users appreciating a highly visual and interactive interface, using a
well defined structure and colourful visualisations. The approach had to be a generic
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one, in order to ensure any Semantic dataset can be consumed. The proposed solution
is divided into the following four major functions to address these requirements:

1. Making the underlying schema of data apparent to users; highlighting further
details such as context, relations and statistics. Experiments and focus groups
with users highlighted the need for a statistical representation of the data that
is available. While ontologies provide a formal specification of the domain, the
data itself is what the users are mostly interested in. Additionally, showing the
statistics of the data would reduce cases where users would be creating complex
queries only to find information that is not present in the dataset. Visualising the
ontology(schema) as well as the data at the same time would be an ideal way to
communicate the presence of information as well as how information is related.

2. Support data driven exploration via statistics by making use of standard sta-
tistical presentation techniques. Visualising entire ontologies and data instances
can be a useful way of presenting the data as well as the domain, however at the
expense of increasing cognitive burden and exhausting screen space — this gen-
erates a need for users to access concepts and their data ‘on interest’, rather than
showing everything that is available.

3. Provide access to individual data instances at all times. While the initial interest
was in presenting statistics with ontological concepts and properties, previous
discussions with users and Semantic Web experts throughout our iterative design
process resulted in the need for ways to provide easy access to data — this also
supports an exploratory browsing paradigm, where users can always reach data
instances when needed.

4. Support highly specific Information Needs by introducing flexible user interac-
tions. The beauty of Semantic Web is in making available high quality, dynamic
and precise information that is highly inter-connected: such information can be
exploited from interfaces that can support building complex queries to precisely
answer highly specific questions.

The identified features were aligned with the design principles listed in the previous
section. Following analysis of the design principles, low-fidelity mock ups were built
in order to understand how users would interact with visualisations in an intuitive
manner.

6.5 affective graphs — a scenario of use

Figure 53 shows a screenshot of the final implemented system, Affective Graphs. The
system was built as a result of several re-designs and prototypes, with constant inputs
from users and evaluation feedback throughout the implementation. Section marked
A shows the interactive node-link representation of the underlying data. The image
shows a user exploring the latest DBpedia3 dataset, presently viewing lakes (the node
on focus is at the bottom right corner). Users can gain a large amount of information

3 http://dbpedia.org, as on 20.05.2013

http://dbpedia.org
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Figure 53: A screenshot of AffectiveGraphs, where the node currently on focus is ‘Lake’: Section
A contains the interactive node-link representation of the data, Section B contains
contextual information relevant to the concept currently being explored (here, Lake),
Section C contains search elements and controls the visual rendering of the node-
link graph, Section D shows the SPARQL query being generated for search, Section E
contains advanced features to modify the query.
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just by observation and interacting with the visualisation. The following list presents
some information that a user can quickly find while interacting with the system:

• The dataset contains information regarding places, persons, work, species, or-
ganisations, transportation, films and so on. This is observed by selecting the
‘owl:Thing’ 4 node and hovering over the pie sections.

• The subclass hierarchy is immediately apparent to the users — lakes are types of
bodies of water, which are natural places and persons are types of agents etc. This
is observed by following the triangle-shaped hierarchical edges. The colour of the
edges indicate the respective pie-sections they originated from. The base of the tri-
angle indicates the parent node, and the apex indicates the child node, essentially
representing an “arrow” pointing toward the lower hierarchical concept.

• There are 41k lakes, 2.5m places, 3.27m persons, 218k natural places in the dataset
etc. This can be found from the labels of the nodes as well as tooltips provided on
pie sections.

• The amount of information on agents is the most, followed by places (hovering
over the pie sections reveal the subclasses as agent, place, work, species etc. in the
order of instance counts). This can be observed from the positioning and size of
the pie chart sections — the subclasses with the greatest number of instances are
the biggest in size as well as positioned at the bottom left of the pie charts. The
sections are organised in a descending order of number of instances, following a
clockwise direction.

• Lakes is a “leaf-node”, indicating that there are no subclasses of the concept found
in the dataset. Leaf nodes are represented as circular objects containing no distri-
bution of subclasses.

• The information regarding the birthplace of 3.07m persons are available in the
dataset. This is found by hovering over the ‘birthplace’ relation connecting persons
and places.

• There are five relations in persons that are linked to the same concept — parent
(87k instances), spouse (100k instances), influencedBy (99k instances), influenced (49k
instances) and child (43k instances). This can be seen as four curved loops origi-
nating from and ending in the person node — hovering on the edges reveal the
relations and the number of instances.

• Three data properties exist in the lakes concept — areaOfCatchment (3.4k instances),
frozen (612 instances) and shoreLength (4.8k instances). This is shown as three edges
originating out from the Lake, hovering over the edges show the relation and the
number of instances. Similarly, the data properties for person and place can also
be investigated.

• Three object properties connect persons with places — death place (799k instances),
birth place (3.07m instances) and resting place (52k instances). This is found by hov-
ering over the three curves joining the person node with place node.

4 The first node that users can see is the owl:Thing node that encompasses all the data classes described
within the dataset.
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• The distribution of all the subclasses of Natural Places (Body of water, Mountain,
Mountain range, Lunar crater, Cave), Places (Populated place, Architectural struc-
ture, Natural place, Protected area etc.), Body of Water (Stream, Lake), Agents
(Person, Organisation) and Persons (Athlete, Artist, Officeholder, Politician etc.)
can also be investigated. This can be done by selecting the respective nodes and
hovering over the different pie sections.

In summary, a very high level understanding of 2.5m places, 218k natural places,
136k bodies of water, 4.1m agents and 3.27m persons as well as the broader content
of the entire dataset can be very quickly gathered by observing the visualisation and
interacting with it. Not only is the hierarchical structure of the dataset made apparent,
the links and properties shared by concepts are also made available to the user.

Section B shows the contextual information of the node presently in focus (here, Lake
— indicated by a larger font and more prominent node). By investigating the content on
the right panel, users can understand that the data properties are shoreLength, areaOf-
Catchment and frozen (data properties are coloured blue, and object properties are
green following the standards set by Protégé). In addition, the number of instances
connected with these relations are presented. The object properties are also presented,
along with the other concepts the relations are connected to. Clicking on the concepts
on the panel trigger new nodes to be formed, and the relations to be visualised.

Section C provides a mechanism for users to search for a specific concept, if the user
prefers to search for any known concepts. Once a required concept has been found, a
node is then added to the visualisation (without the user having to manually select pie
sections). In addition to a concept search box, a property search box is also provided in
this section — users can start typing a property name (or URI) that they are interested
in, and the interface highlights the property of interest in the visualisation. This is an
easy way of quickly spotting any property that the users are interested in. There are
three other controls provided in the section C which control the force-directed layout
and toggle the visibility of the object and data properties.

Section E provides advanced features for customising the SPARQL query formed while
performing a search — such as, selecting the variables to be returned, limiting search
results and so on. Section D displays the final SPARQL query formed, in case the user
wishes to edit the query before searching. This is a requirement that is most often
desired by expert users, who prefer fine-tuning their queries after having created a
basic query.

6.6 design rationale

Directly abstracting Linked Data leads to a node-link representation: this was the start-
ing point of the design. The final interface was developed as a result of a set of several
design decisions. The first phase was to understand how to design a node-link repre-
sentation that can provide additional information about the underlying data as well as
adhere to the aesthetic Principles defined in Section 6.2.
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6.6.1 Consistency in Visual Representations

The first step was to develop a consistent representation for concepts that provided
more information about the data in the concept. In the design, concepts are represented
as circular nodes, while the properties have been represented as edges. In order to
present information about a concept, the circular design of the nodes have been mod-
ified to show a pie-chart of the distribution of the subclasses of the concept. The pie
sections are sensitive — clicking on each section triggers a new concept node to be
created, which contains information about the respective subclass. Pie charts visualise
data in a small area and provide a wealth of information that, if displayed as a graph
would be confusing and difficult to grasp. The new node created is similar where distri-
bution of its subclasses are rendered as another pie chart on the new node (Principle 5,
9 suggest consistent visual representations). If the new concept contains no subclasses,
the node would be represented as a circular blank node (without a pie chart). The new
node is connected with the originating node using a hierarchical edge that signifies a
rdfs:subClassOf relation.

This design decision was on visualising the distribution of the subclasses — a pie
chart was chosen as the most preferred representation due to three main factors: users
are familiar with pie charts and can quickly assess the relative amount of data each
section contains; pie-charts are able to convey statistical information within a small and
regular area better than a table specially when conserving space is important (Principle
19, 7 suggest a minimalist approach); a circular depiction of nodes in a node-link graph
is an organic geometric representation that most users are familiar with.

6.6.2 Representing Semantic Concepts

The pie-chart representation itself provided the next design challenge — the aim was
to provide a pie-chart with regions easily distinguishable from one another. The use of
colours and textures in order to distinguish pie sections is a standard process — how-
ever, the task is further complicated as there are multiple pie charts in the layout. Initial
efforts at using a standard bank of 20 unique manually selected colours were unhelp-
ful and caused confusion in the users as standard colours seemed to indicate certain
commonality among the similar coloured-sections. Furthermore, a repetitive standard
colour palette would reduce the variety in the design (Principle 8 suggests introducing
variety in the design). The system was then changed to generate random colours in a
HSB (or HSV) scale, varying only the hue values to keep the saturation and brightness
consistent as well as provide a greater range of colours. The HSB scale was preferred
to an RGB scale as the former provides greater flexibility in varying colours (here, hue)
by keeping the saturation and brightness constant, which is not as easily achievable in
the latter. Moreover, HSB scale is more natural and user friendly way since it replicates
the way we “observe” colours5. Figure 54 explains this with a simple example — the
figure on the left was produced from a set of randomly generated HSB colours with
brightness and saturation fixed. Though the different regions in the two pie charts are
easily distinguishable, the RGB pie chart contains sections of unequal brightness. RGB

5 http://tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/iwanthue/theory.php

http://tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/iwanthue/theory.php
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colours can also achieve the same results as the HSB pie chart, but with more complex
methods.

Figure 54: Comparison of randomly generated pie-chart colours for RGB (left) and HSB (right).
Though the colours on the right are completely random, constant values of brightness
and saturation generate a more pleasing chart.
Images created in http://sketch.processing.org/

Though randomly generated, there is often a high chance of creating duplicate colours
(that may have different colour codes, but are nearly indistinguishable by the human
eye). Similar colours can also be wrongly interpreted as the same (or similar) concepts.
This was significantly reduced by generating random colours that are different (based
on a threshold) from the set of colours already generated by providing a look-up service
for the set of colours already generated. The pie sections are further distinguished with
the use of borders and interactive events (such as the respective sections are extended
when the user hovers over them)

6.6.3 Representing Semantic Relations

The third design challenge was the representation of relations (properties) — an im-
portant consideration was the different types of relations that may exist within the
data set. Three types of relations were identified — data properties, object properties
and hierarchical properties. Hierarchical properties are a kind of object properties as
they essentially describe the relations between a parent object and its child. However,
in this representation hierarchical properties have been isolated from object properties
(Principle 11 suggests separating hierarchical relations from others). Data properties are
presented as free edges — where an edge is connected to the node at one end, and a
circular object at the other. The positioning of data properties is random, but ensuring
that the edges are not overlapped (Principle 15 suggests minimal overlaps of edges).
The circular object is the sensitive end of an edge, providing interactions with the users
(hovering on the object highlights the edge and provides a tool-tip display, clicking ac-
tivates query mechanisms etc). The different edge representations are illustrated in the
Figure 55

http://sketch.processing.org/
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Figure 55: Different visual representations of edges bear different ontological significance — hi-
erarchical edges are represented as triangles showing the parent and child node, data
properties are represented as satellite objects and object properties are represented as
curves

Object properties are represented as curves — this is due to the preference of users
to curves as opposed to straight lines [BN06, BW98] and also the lack of acute angles
and edge bends (Principle 15 suggests avoiding edge bends). Cubic Bézier curves were
chosen to render the edges as they provide a greater control and flexibility [Yam88].
Additionally, the presence of straight lines as connections between objects can make it
difficult to follow links. Figure 56 (i) shows an example scenario where the same nodes
have been connected using straight edges (left) and curved edges (right) . Interactive
mechanisms on the curved edges also make it easier for users to follow how the nodes
are linked in case of larger graphs. Hovering on the sensitive sections of the edges
highlight and increase their thickness, making them easier to spot as shown in Figure 56

(ii) (Principle 4 suggests the use of lines with different thickness to add variety; Principle
6 suggests the use of variations in colour to help users spot elements). The edges of the
node currently in focus are also shaded in a darker colour to help users find the edges
connected to the current node (Principle 6 suggests using variety in colours).

The representations of hierarchical and non- hierarchical relations are different, as
each can be used as a different interaction mechanism (Principle 11 suggests a differ-
ent representation of the two). While non-hierarchical relations describe the different
properties of objects (such as birthplace, age, date of birth etc.), hierarchical relations
contribute more toward explaining how the data is structured. Hence, the design deci-
sion was to provide edges with greater weights for representing hierarchical relations.
Furthermore, in order to identify the children of a node, the hierarchical edges are rep-
resented as triangles signifying directionality, as shown in Figure 55. Inspired from the
design of Protégé6, the data properties are coloured blue while the object properties
are coloured green (Principle 5 and 9 suggest maintaining consistency and such colour
schemes are well established within the Semantic Web community). This design helps

6 Protégé is one of the most widely used frameworks for modelling ontologies and knowledge systems, with
a wide user community and http://protege.stanford.edu/

http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Figure 56: (i) Comparison of Straight Edges with curved Edges. Image from [FT04], (ii) Visual
response to hovering over an object property

users quickly identify which edges are data and object relations, as well as hierarchical
edges (Principle 4 suggests using differently weighted lines to signify different mean-
ing and principle 6 suggests varying visual properties to enable users to quickly spot
features).

6.6.4 Layout

The next design challenge was layout of the node-link graph. Initial attempts at au-
tomated layouts helped in balancing the representation effectively — nodes were ar-
ranged in a force-directed layout, based on the Processing simulation library, developed
by Bernstein7. However, as the number of nodes increased, the graph grew far more
compact than required. Furthermore, the force-directed layout made users disoriented
and complicated the interaction as objects kept floating around the graphical space to
optimally position them. Two changes were then made for the final design — a change
in the layout algorithm and a change in the spring configurations.

The force-directed layout is active only during the initial 5 seconds of a node being
created — this allows for enough time for the node to be rendered while positioning
itself in an approximate enough position for a good layout. However, the user has the

7 Jeffrey Traer Bernstein’s physics simulation library is a standard library available for use with Processingjs
applications, http://murderandcreate.com/physics/

http://murderandcreate.com/physics/
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ability to click-and-drag the node to wherever they desire, without being restricted by
the force-direction (Principle 9 suggests maintaining consistency in interaction mecha-
nisms — this helps users learn the system more quickly as this is a familiar interaction
present in several graph visualisations; Principle 8 suggests a balance in typicality —
while representation of nodes as pie charts and introduction of several types of edges
with different semantics is a novel addition, familiar interaction mechanisms help users
adjust to a new setting). This provides flexibility and freedom to the users as they can
layout their graphical exploration in any manner they please, but at the same time
provides a rough approximation for a newly created node to ensure readability is main-
tained. The users however, have an option to disable the feature, which would cause the
force-direction to be active at all times.

The second change involves modifying the contribution of different types of edges
toward the force-direction as well as the overall display of the graph. In the final de-
sign, the hierarchical edges (subclass relations) are made the only type of edges that
contribute directly toward the layout. This makes the layout more balanced and well-
spread, instead of a highly compressed layout due to object properties exerting forces
between many more nodes (Principle 12 suggests minimal overlapping nodes — the
nature of the graph being relatively more spread-out ensures that the minimal number
of nodes are overlapped; The balance provided by the hierarchical and non-hierarchical
edges in contributing toward the layout ensures that Principle 19 is adhered to, with-
out compromising on readability). The non-hierarchical edges do not contribute directly
toward the layout, and are just links that visually connect concepts and interact with
users.

6.6.5 Designing Interactions

Another design challenge was to introduce interactions in the visualisation. Initial pro-
totypes were designed to make it quicker for the user to perform functions. For example,
the nodes supported right-clicks to add concepts to queries, using a control key and
right clicking on nodes would hide them and so on. However, this caused confusion
among users, resulting in frustration and requiring assistance constantly. A re-design of
the interface introduced similar interaction mechanisms as seen in other graph visuali-
sation tools and interfaces such as Google maps (Principle 8 and 9 recommends using
some familiar solutions to reduce the effort required for users in learning the tool). The
interface allows drag and drop actions to reposition nodes as users prefer. Right-click
on nodes and edges (Figure 60) provide users with context menu, enabling them to add
concepts or relations to queries, hide nodes and so on.

6.6.6 Designing an Integrated solution

The final design challenge was to incorporate the visualisation into a complete inter-
face, where all the visual elements are in unison. User studies and Visual Analytic
principles such as Table 1 showed the need for an interface that provides features for
advanced users. In addition, the need for representing the underlying formal query was
also raised. In order to balance the layout, the two new visual elements (advanced and
formal query display) were positioned below the graph interface. A contextual display
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that provides more information about the current topic of exploration is also placed on
the right. The positioning of various visual objects have been made to provide a well-
balanced and symmetric layout. Consideration was also made to arrange the objects
based on a sequence — objects should be positioned in a layout that facilitates move-
ments of the eye (most readers start reading from the top left and move to the bottom
right) [NSA00, NTB03].

Every subsequent iteration in the UCD methodology resulted in user evaluations, fo-
cus groups or interview sessions, incrementally providing insights to help build a con-
tinuously improving version of the system. Several users from different communities
such as academia, research, aerospace engineering and Knowledge Management had
been involved in the process, and their comments, feedback and suggestions were ex-
tremely helpful in developing the final design of the interface.

6.7 architecture

The basic architecture of Affective Graphs fits with the general solution architecture
as shown in Figure 31, where the two sub-solutions were presented. The two sections,
querying semantic data (top) and visualising semantic data (bottom) are used in con-
junction to provide the bridge between users and their data. The logical architecture of
Affective Graphs (Figure 57) is an extension of both the visualisation and querying sec-
tions of the figure, expanding both on ‘Query Builder’ and ‘Result Interpreter’ modules.

Figure 57: Architecture

It can be observed here that in comparison to the architecture of .views. (where Query
Builder was represented as a single module), the Query Builder has several stages of
processing involved. Owing to the greater complexity of all the involved processes, the
module is expanded into constituent sub processes. In contrast to .views. (where the
prime focus of the approach is a strong visualisation paradigm), the Result Interpreter
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lacks an additional Interpretation stage, as in Affective Graphs, there is no need to
abstract physical entities from result sets to determine which visualisation should be
presenting a result. Hence, the Result Interpreter module is slightly less complex as
compared to .views.. As with .views., an interaction cycle with the user initiates a set of
queries, which are then transferred to the semantic store. The result sets retrieved from
the semantic store are then parsed, and ultimately are translated into visual representa-
tions, which are observed by the end users. Since each of the sub processes constitute
a rather complex execution, they are identified as logical building blocks of the final
solution.

The Interaction Interpreter interprets user actions and gestures to identify what a
user’s intent was and which visual item was the subject of the action. Based on this
information, the Template Selection stage determines a query template. This is done
by using a pre-built dictionary that maps several interactions on objects to an example
template query. For e.g., a right-click on a concept followed by a “add-to-query” action
is interpreted as a query for instances of the concept — hence, the respective query tem-
plate would be selected. The selected query template is then passed to the Query Build-
ing stage, which converts the template to a formalised query — this involves joining the
query with previous sub-queries (if the need arises, e.g. when a user selects multiple
concepts and properties to join them). This stage also involves creation of local variables
to be used in the formal query. The next stage, Validation has two main functions: ra-
tionalising variable names, and ensuring that the query is well-formed (parenthesis are
matched, query triples and filters are well formed etc.). The outcome of the validation
is a formal query, ready to be executed in triple stores.

Results from the triple store are then passed to the Result Interpreter. The primary
function of Result Interpreter is to build data objects that can be interpreted by the
Renderer, to visualise concepts and their distribution within a graphical framework. The
first stage in the Result Interpreter is a Result Parser, which is responsible for parsing
the result sets and understanding the distribution of data. The next stage is a Translator,
that converts this information into data structures that can be passed to the Renderer.
Based on basic rules, the renderer then converts the data structures into visual items.

From a technical implementation standpoint, the system is composed of two sub sys-
tems: the front end (right block, Figure 58) provides the visualisation, interactions, ad-
vanced controls and filters, the backend (left block, Figure 58) deals solely with querying
endpoints using SPARQL generated during the previous processes. Every user-interaction
with the various frontend modules results in SPARQL queries being generated in the
SPARQL generator, which interprets these actions based on the methods discussed later
in this section. The queries are then transferred to the PHP backend. The Query Engine
in the backend interprets these queries and make any modifications in the query such as
variable names, adding prefixes etc. The Data selector then checks a local cache to see if
the same query had been used previously. Owing to the unpredictability (and at times,
unavailability) of SPARQL endpoints as discovered in the previous chapter, a local cache
(a MySQL database) was built that stores the responses of the queries that have been
used to query the endpoint. This was a step taken to address the issue of unpredictable
behaviour of endpoints, as highlighted during the evaluation of .views.

If the query’s response had been previously recorded, and if the data provided by
the endpoint has not been updated since, the previous response is gathered from the
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Figure 58: Architecture

cache. On the unavailability of any cached result for the query, the public endpoint is
queried and the result is stored in the cache to be fetched at a later stage. The result is
then converted to a JSON object and returned to the front end. The frontend interprets
the object and renders the data into the visualisation as required.

The first step in implementing the solution is to understand how to construct auto-
mated queries based on user interactions. Users interact with visual objects in the web
interface, triggering calls to the server, passing the URIs of the entities they represent; the
server constructs the queries from templates. This process is slightly more complicated,
as SPARQL query requires the usage of variables. This is obtained by continuously main-
taining a catalogue of the entities being queried for and constructing variables built out
of the URIs. For every node being built (as well as during initialisation), the interface
sends three requests to the server:

• A subclass request to list all the subclasses of the concept along with the respective
counts of the number of instances within the domain

• A domain property request to list all the properties (along with number of instances)
that have the concept as its domain.

• A range property request to list all the properties (along with number of instances)
that have the concept as its range.

These requests are translated into formal SPARQL queries using templates such as the
following subclass request query:
1. SELECT distinct ?subClass count (?x) as ?count ?label

2. WHERE {

3. ?x a ?subClass.

4. ?subClass rdfs:subClassOf dbp:Place.

5. ?subClass rdfs:label ?label.

6. FILTER langMatches( lang(?label), "EN" )

7. }order by desc(?count)

As can be seen from the query, the backend queries the endpoint for all the subclasses
of a class that is currently being visualised (the ‘Place’ concept, as seen on line 4). The
filter directs the endpoint to return only labels that are in english. The response from
the query would then be converted into JSON in the backend, and then returned to the
frontend. A sample response is as follows:
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[{"subClass type":"uri",

"subClass":"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/PopulatedPlace",

"count type":"literal",

"count":"360296",

"count datatype":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer",

"label type":"literal",

"label":"populated place",

"label lang":"en"},

...,

{"subClass type":"uri",

"subClass":"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Monument",

"count type":"literal",

"count":"4",

"count datatype":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer",

"label type":"literal",

"label":"monument",

"label lang":"en"}]

The response provides the frontend with the subclass and the number of instances
that are types of the subclass. This is then parsed by javascript and processing mod-
ules to build the pie chart and create the pie sections. Each pie section is built as an
interactive element, listening to mouse gestures and responding accordingly.

Similarly, a sample range property request is as follows:
1. PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

2. SELECT distinct ?prop count(?instance)

as ?count ?domain

3. WHERE {

4. ?prop rdfs:range dbp:Stream.

5. ?prop rdfs:domain ?domain.

6. ?instance ?prop ?obj.

7. }order by desc (?count)

The query retrieves all the properties that have ‘Stream’ as its range (line 4). Along with
the results, the query also requests for the domains of the properties as well as the
number of instances. A similar response is returned for the domain and range property
requests. The returned objects are properties and the number of instances. The proper-
ties are then classified into data type and object type properties.

The graphical space of AffectiveGraphs is a particle system, that simulates gravity, drag
and apply forces between particles. Particles are objects that can move around within
the particle system, based on the forces acting upon them. Spring forces and attrac-
tive forces act on the particles — springs ensure the connected particles are always
maintained at a minimum distance from each other, while attraction can be positive
or negative (repulsion). Unlike non-hierarchical relations, hierarchical ones are used as
springs, thereby contributing toward the final layout. The semantic interpretation of a
spring is a ‘rdfs:subClassOf’ (hierarchical) relation in our current implementation of Af-
fective Graphs. However, this can be changed to any other relation that is deemed most
appropriate for a particular dataset/task. A non hierarchical edge, on the other hand
can have two semantic interpretations: an object edge that connects semantic concepts
(like an object property connects two semantic concepts), represented by a green bezier
curve between two nodes (edge C in Figure 59) or a loop that connects one node to itself
(edge D in Figure 59); a data edge that emerges from a node and is represented by a
blue straight line (edge B in Figure 59).
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Figure 59: Different visual representations of nodes and edges bear different ontological signifi-
cance

6.7.1 Query Mechanism

Figure 60: Visually building queries

The approach was to exploit the inherent feature in a semantic dataset where concepts
are connected to themselves and other concepts with relations. Such a visual approach
toward presenting, exploring and querying data stems from the belief that Semantic
Web data is fundamentally highly visual and graphical and the approach toward con-
sumption of such data could be more interactive by presenting to users the data as it
was conceptualised by data providers at the time of creation. This makes construction
of complex queries significantly easier — just by right clicking on nodes and edges and
selecting ‘Add/Remove Query’ from the context menu to set/remove a query term, as
shown in Figure 60.

The figure shows a screenshot of Affective Graphs configured to visualise the geo-
graphical dataset from the Mooney Natural Language Learning Data8. The left side of
the image shows a user right-clicking on a non-weighted object edge (an object prop-
erty, hasMountain) that connects State and Mountain to load the context-menu. Upon
selecting ‘Add/Remove Query’ from the menu, the concepts State and Mountain are
highlighted in blue as well as the edge hasMountain. The highlighting is a visual feed-
back that communicates that the system has accepted the user’s query and has built a

8 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html

http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html
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Figure 61: adding constraints

corresponding query. Right hand side of the Figure 60 shows Affective Graphs showing
the query that was built.

If a concept was selected as a query item, then the interface highlights only the con-
cept and interprets the action as the user is interested in looking at the instances that are
types of the particular concept. Affective Graphs attempts to understand what concept
or properties are being selected and associate internal query variables to the selections,
partially building/re-building a query after every subsequent action. Each partial query
is a small fraction of the final SPARQL query that represents what the user actions are
interpreted as. The following is an example of a SPARQL query generated as a result of
the user interactions as shown in Figure 60

@prefix mooney:<http://www.mooney.net/geo#>.

1. SELECT * WHERE {

2. ?State a mooney:State.

3. OPTIONAL { ?State rdfs:label ?State_Label}.

4. ?Mountain a mooney:Mountain.

5. OPTIONAL { ?Mountain rdfs:label ?Mountain_Label}.

6. ?State mooney:hasMountain ?Mountain.

7. ?Mountain mooney:height ?height.

8. }

The SPARQL query thus generated consists of two parts: partial query directly built
by the user (lines 6 and 7) and partial query prepared by Affective Graphs (lines 2-5).
While the user-built partial query is a direct representation of the selection made by the
user, the partial queries are built out of the concepts that are selected — the final query
looks for instances and their instances that are types of the selected concepts. These
instances are ‘joined’ by the properties that are selected. Labels are used to render the
results in a user-friendly way, separating the content from its formalised representation.

Often, users may have highly specific Information Need that they would like to query
for such as the birth date or birth place of Elton John or a generic query such as the
height of all mountains and rivers within a state that contains the character sequence
‘miss’ within their names. Queries such as these (FILTER queries) can be constructed
in Affective Graphs using constraints — users can right click a node or concept that is
set as a query and select ‘Add Constraint’ from the context menu, which would load a
dialog that prompts for constraints. Figure 61 shows the user entering a constraint that
sets the number of pages in a book authored by a writer to be greater than 300.
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Users can also select if this constraint would be set as a negation constraint, as well
as an OR query. The data type of property would dictate the type of constraint — if the
data type is a string literal, then the filters being applied would be a regular expression
filter. Instead, if the data type would be numeric, then comparisons would be possible.
After a constraint is set, Affective Graphs would communicate the user of the new action
by setting the respective query concept or property in a darker shade.

The following SPARQL query represents the interaction as shown in the figure:

@prefix dbont:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>.

1. SELECT * WHERE {

2. ?writer a dbont:Writer.

3. ?writer rdfs:label ?writer_Label.

4. ?book a dbont:Book.

5. ?book rdfs:label ?book_Label.

8. ?writer dbont:notableWork ?book.

9. ?writer dbont:birthName ?birthName.

10. ?book dbont:numberOfPages ?numberOfPages.

11. FILTER ( (?numberOfPages > 300))

12. }

Setting concepts and properties as query items would result in the creation of partial
queries on lines 2-10 and setting constraints would result in the creation of partial query
on line 11. Multiple constraints would generate multiple lines of FILTER queries. Once
the user has completed identifying the concepts and properties of interest, the relevant
SPARQL query is displayed at the bottom of the screen (Section D, Figure 53). It can be
often useful for users to configure their queries and only select concepts that they are
interested in — e.g. though a query may contain multiple concepts and properties, it
could be possible that in the end, a user is only interested in one particular concept and
uses the rest as means of constructing logical joins to arrive at the resulting concept.
Pagination and limiting result sets could also be a useful feature when dealing with
large result sets. Users can click on the ‘Search’ button (Section E, Figure 53) to get
results, which would be presented at the bottom of the screen.

The interpretation of the user actions and the subsequent translations to SPARQL
queries are presented in more details in Section 6.10.

6.7.2 User Interactions and Contextual Information Presentation

Being a graphical interface, Affective Graphs supports mouse interactions such as left
and right clicks, drag and hover as well as pre-configured keyboard short-cuts. Users
navigate through the graphs by using conventional techniques such as left click on pie
sections to create new nodes, hover on the sections to see concept labels, right click to
load a context menu, drag nodes to reposition them to a more convenient location.

The right hand side of the Affective Graphs interface shows contextual information
(i.e. Context Section) about the concept currently in focus, as well as the query being
built (marked as section B in Figure 53). This context section is presented as an overlay
on the graphical element, which can be easily hidden if the user wishes to. In addition
to the constraints already applied in the query, this section presents a list of all the
properties (object and data type) that are associated with the current concept in focus,
along with indicating which other concepts are connected to the current concept via the
object properties.
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Figure 62: Illustration to describe how query formulation takes place. Left — the user starts by
adding a property to query; Middle — another property is added to the query; Right
— a constraint is added to the query

6.7.3 Query Formulation

A feature deemed essential by end users during focus group and interview sessions was
the ability to build highly precise queries, rather than just explore datasets by browsing
activities. Mouse gestures such as right clicks and selection of menu items can enable
users to identify concepts and properties of interest. The ability of Affective Graphs
to visually abstract from the schema of the dataset can help users to directly query
for concepts and properties. Users just ‘selects’ items of interest, and each selection
triggers a call to a function that builds the query. The query formulation consists of four
parts: concept identification (create partial SPARQL query that creates the variables for
concepts and sets their types, creates internal maps of variable names and concepts),
property identification (aligns variables and concepts with the selected properties and
builds partial triples for the SPARQL query), rationalisation (match variables and check
for errors) and constraint addition (looks up map for variable names based on concepts,
and adds filter terms).

Figure 62 illustrates how a user builds a query — the Information Need is to find what
are the pieces of work (musical Work) that was written by Bob Dylan, and their record
date. The dataset being used is a DBpedia dataset, available from http://dbpedia.org/

sparql. The user initially explores the Person concept, reached via the Agent concept.
The user then loads the Work concept, and observes a property connecting the two —
‘writer’. The user then right-clicks on the property and adds it to query. Following this
action, the Person and Work nodes are highlighted in blue, so is the property the user
had clicked on. This is illustrated in the figure, left most image.

http://dbpedia.org/sparql
http://dbpedia.org/sparql
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At this stage, the system already builds a SPARQL query at the bottom of the visual
interface, in the SPARQL Query box (Section D, Figure 53). As a result of the first step
of query formulation (Concept Identification), the two concepts (Work and Person) are
identified (by referring to the domain and range definition of the property clicked by
the user). Variable names are constructed out of the concept URIs by extracting the final
fragment of the URI. These names are stored in maps along the URIs. The first part of
the SPARQL query is thus formed, which results in:

@prefix dbont:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>.

1. SELECT * WHERE {

2. ?person a <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Person>.

3. OPTIONAL {?person <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?person_Label.

4. FILTER langMatches( lang(?person_Label), "EN")}.

5. ?work a <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Work>.

6. OPTIONAL {?work <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?work_Label.

7. FILTER langMatches( lang(?work_Label), "EN")}.

}limit 1000 offset 0

As can be observed from the query, the concept variables are defined as types of the
concept, and an optional label (lines 3,6) for the concept value is also requested. The
same is applied to Work. Labels provide readable results, and ensure english terms are
returned (lines 4,7). The second step of the query formulation is property identification,
which is a similar task as the first — the properties selected by users as query properties
are aligned with their domain and ranges. The domain, property and range of each
property is then formed in an internal chain-like structure that ensures that a continuous
linkage is established in the query. The variables (created in the previous stage) are then
used to build the next set of triples:

...

8. ?work <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/writer> ?person.

...

The next step of the query formulation (Rationalisation) looks for possible conflicts
in the query. Since at this stage, the query is fairly simple and there are no conflicts,
this stage causes no significant change in the SPARQL query. The next step, constraint
addition also does not have any significant effect on the result at this moment (since the
user has only selected one property). The user then selects the next property of interest
(middle, Figure 62), recordDate, after exploring the MusicalWork node. This property
indicates the user is interested in the pieces of work that are also musical work and have
a recordDate. The concept identification adds another concept to the internal mappings
— MusicalWork, and creates a variable name for it. Similar triples like line 3,6 and 4,7
are built at this stage, for the concept MusicalWork, in addition to the already existing
ones. The property identification step adds another triple to the query,

...

9. OPTIONAL {?musical_work <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/recordDate> ?recordDate}.

...

Selection of the recordDate property indicated that a datatype property was selected.
The present implementation is configured so that datatype properties are not added
into the query as an AND selection (a preliminary analysis of the dataset highlighted
that data may be sparse, and an OR query for this dataset would be better, since the
result sets would be larger). This can easily be changed if desired otherwise.
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The next step, Rationalisation identifies a potential problem in the SPARQL query —
this is because, there is no complete linkage between the three concepts (Person, Work
and Musical Work). In the rationalise step, Affective Graphs identifies that Musical Work
is a subclass of Work and the user explicitly queried for a subclass’s property. Hence,
all instances of Work are replaced by Musical Work. As can be observed, this stage
builds the query by making certain assumptions (e.g. if a lower hierarchical concept
is selected, it is inferred that any references to any of its parents refers to the lower
concept). However, this step can be further expanded to include any other type of rule
9. The previous query is now modified to

1. SELECT * WHERE {

2. ?person a <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Person>.

3. OPTIONAL {?person <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?person_Label.

4. FILTER langMatches( lang(?person_Label), "EN")}.

5. ?musical_work a <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/MusicalWork>.

6. OPTIONAL {?musical_work <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?musical_work_Label.

7. FILTER langMatches( lang(?musical_work_Label), "EN")}.

8. ?musical_work <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/writer> ?person.

9. OPTIONAL {?musical_work <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/recordDate> ?recordDate}.

}LIMIT 1000 OFFSET 0

The last step is ineffective at this stage, since the user has not yet expressed the need
for a restrictive query.

In the final step (right, Figure 62) requires the user to express a constraint — the
user right clicks on the ‘Person’ node, and selects the add constraint to show the con-
straint popup menu. The user then types “Dylan” in the search box, and accepts the
new changes. The first three steps (Concept Identification, Property Identification and
Rationalisation). The last step, Constraint addition now adds the final part of the SPARQL

query,

...

10. FILTER ( regex(?person, "dylan", "i" ))

6.7.4 Result Presentation

Presentation of results is a challenging process that can have multiple solutions, based
on different motivations such as user preference, expertise, application framework, do-
main and so on. The solutions that are considered are mostly visualisation of result sets
as charts, graphs, maps and so on by incorporating basic visualisations. However, in
the current implementation results are presented in a sortable table, improved from a
standard endpoint presentation as HTML tables. As noted earlier, that the presentation
of the results is not an integral part of Affective Graphs as the system is to provide users
with an interactive and highly visual way of exploring and querying unknown Linked
Data.

9 Though the possibility is certainly provided, this feature needs careful thought before any new rules can
be added
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6.7.5 Tools Used

Affective Graphs was built using a client-server architecture. A web-based interface was
developed using HTML and javascript. The visualisation is built using Processingjs10.
CSS11 and jqueryUI12 are responsible for styling the interface, while jquery13 handles
the interaction with the server. The backend consists of PHP14 scripts, using ARC2

15 to
interact with Linked Data endpoints.

6.8 conformance to requirements

The following table (Table 8) shows how the functional and non-functional require-
ments are addressed in the design for Affective Graphs. As can be observed from the
table, the FR7 has not been addressed by Affective Graphs. This is owing to the primary
function of Affective Graphs as a solution for querying and exploring large semantic
datasets. Though the fact that several visualisations (in a scenario where multiple con-
cepts are loaded) are presented together might contribute toward simultaneous views,
the requirement is left blank as it is fulfilled by the .views. approach.

6.9 evaluation

As a user-centered development process, several sessions of discussions, focus groups,
and evaluations with users shaped the final interface for Affective Graphs. Changes
were functional as well as enhancements (such as adding contextual menu items, tooltips,
search boxes etc.) after each session with users, hence the interface has significantly
evolved since its inception. Four significant user evaluations are discussed henceforth:

• Evaluation 1: Formative Evaluation with Domain Experts

• Evaluation 2: A user evaluation with experts and casual users to understand how
the tool performs compared to other tools.

• Evaluation 3: A user evaluation with Semantic Web experts to understand how
well users perceive the system with increased exposure to the tool.

• Evaluation 4: A user evaluation with experts and casual users to understand how
a natural language approach can aid users build queries for very large datasets.

• Evaluation 5: An objective evaluation of aesthetic properties of the system, com-
pared with existing tools.

10 http://processingjs.org/js

11 http://www.w3schools.com/css/

12 http://jqueryui.com/

13 http://jquery.com/

14 http://php.net/

15 https://github.com/semsol/arc2/wiki

http://processingjs.org/js
http://www.w3schools.com/css/
http://jqueryui.com/
http://jquery.com/
http://php.net/
https://github.com/semsol/arc2/wiki
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Requirement Querying Semantic Data

FR1. Ability to visu-
alise

Visual approach that provides statistical information of un-
derlying data and describes how the data is structured

FR2. Express Informa-
tion Need

Users can make use of interactions to identify the concepts
and relations of interest and build explicit queries

FR3. Facilitate query-
ing

Interface designed to enable users query by using simple
mouse gestures

FR4. Unknown data Generic mechanism to explore and build queries, using Se-
mantic Web principles

FR5. Scalable Multiple visualisations of aggregates can provide an
overview of different facets of large data sets

FR6. Visual Summaries Presenting aggregate data in visualisations

FR7. Simultaneous
views

FR8. Advanced query-
ing mechanisms

Advanced user controls to facilitate experts fine-tune
queries

FR9. Knowledge Man-
agement

Applying basic visualisations and interaction paradigms
catering to all user needs and expertise

NFR1. Domain inde-
pendent

Visualisations and means for querying and translating user
actions are highly generic

NFR2. Intuitive Visualisations and interactions are inspired from standard
designs and interaction mechanisms

NFR3. Generic Familiar interactions and visualisations make caters to all
types of users (additionally, provides flexibility for ad-
vanced users)

NFR4. Aesthetically
Pleasing

Explicitly built using aesthetic design principles

NFR5. Simplistic
Query

Visual and interactive mechanisms require users to use
simple mouse gestures to identify items of elements to
query

NFR6. Familiar Repre-
sentations

Familiar graph visualisations with basic pie charts present
semantic data

NFR7. Consistent Rep-
resentations

Representations of concepts and properties are consistent
with other Semantic Web tools and throughout the design

NFR8. Interaction
Mechanisms

Familiar interaction mechanisms as expected from other
similar systems

NFR9. Provenance Each instance can be drilled-down to their URIs, to be re-
solved to a further information page provided by data own-
ers

NFR10. Shortcuts key-combinations provide shortcuts for repetitive tasks
(e.g. add into a query) or special features (e.g. hide a con-
cept)

Table 8: Aligning final interface design with functional and non-functional requirements
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6.9.1 Formative Evaluation with Domain Experts

The first prototype of the Affective Graphs system was built to understand how to
introduce a visual query paradigm to enable exploration of Linked Data. As a part of a
UCD process, the evaluation was conducted during the early stages of development of
the system. The main goals of this evaluation were to determine:

1. The value of graphical approaches to visualising domain data and support statistics-
driven interactions to support real-world tasks.

2. The overall perception of a highly visual and interactive experience in exploring
domain data.

3. To identify interaction and design issues that may affect user experience early in
the development process.

Though Affective Graphs was still in a nascent stage where several facilities were
not made available, it was important to evaluate the core approach of presenting a
highly visual and interactive interface for exploring data. A preliminary evaluation at
this stage thus seemed appropriate as an user-centered approach methodology involved
user feedback during the design and development stages.

This evaluation was conducted with the help of Vitaveska Lanfranchi as a part of the
SAMULET project.

6.9.1.1 Method

Assessing initial reaction to Affective Graphs was one of the primary goals for conduct-
ing the evaluation. A formative evaluation with domain experts in the field of Aerospace
Engineering was conducted. Users were provided with a brief overview of the data as
well as the interface, following which the evaluation commenced. This evaluation fo-
cussed on understanding the usability of Affective Graphs, as well as identifying what
are the possible interaction issues that can affect the user experience.

6.9.1.2 Procedure and Setup

An aerospace engineering dataset consisting of manufacturing specifications on differ-
ent components was formalised and uploaded to a local Virtuoso16 installation. The
dataset (Technical Variance) discussed the instances where there was a need for engine
components to be manufactured according to a variance in the technical specifications.

The evaluation was done over a day in June, 2011, with each of the six users be-
ing involved for about 40 minutes at a time. Participants were initially introduced to
the project and the purpose of the evaluation followed by a presentation of the Affec-
tive Graphs interface. A 2 minute 30 second introductory video along with a running
commentary was presented that guides the participants through the interface and de-
scribes how to perform tasks. Users were then asked to follow a guided task in order
to familiarise themselves with the system (and the dataset, since none of the users had
previously used the dataset) and then use their understanding of the system and data to

16 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/

http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
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explore the interface by designing their own tasks. An example guided task is provided
in Appendix D.

Notes were taken while conducting the evaluation to record the time when a subject
was confused or asked for help. The kind of help requested as well as specific questions
were noted during evaluation to be analysed at a later stage. Upon completion of the
experiment, subjects were interviewed for 10 minutes and were asked for suggestions
or ideas to help improving the system. Each participant was asked qualitative questions
designed to highlight the usability and acceptability of the solution, using the question-
naire shown in Appendix D. All the participants were finally invited to a focus group
where the results were discussed and possible improvement suggestions were collected.

6.9.1.3 Participants

Six professionals from the aerospace industry (4 men, 2 women) were recruited on the
basis of acquaintance to have a hands-on session with the Affective Graphs interface.
One participant was aged less than 25, two aged between 25-34, and two between 45-
54. All of the participants were proficient in internet applications and experienced with
search tools. In terms of domain and technical abilities, all of the users can be classified
as experts.

6.9.1.4 Data Collection and Analysis

Users were encouraged to ‘talk-aloud’ while evaluating the tool to understand how they
process the visualisation and their thought processes. Audio and on-screen activities
were also recorded to be analysed at a later stage. Additional data collected from the
evaluation were logs of back end queries with timestamps, evaluation questionnaire
answers, screen and audio recording of users interacting with the tool.

The data collected was analysed in two perspectives. Qualitative feedback from the
questionnaires, comments during the think-aloud study and focus group discussions
provided insights for the first analysis, which was aimed at understanding how users
felt using the system and the approach. Comments and questionnaire responses were
grouped into different criteria to formulate a better understanding of how the users
felt about the system. Interaction logs, observations and audio-video recordings, on the
other hand provided key insights into how users were interacting with the system and
the issues they encountered during their interaction. The following section discusses the
results of the evaluation.

6.9.1.5 Results

The analysis of the feedback from the users involved grouping the responses in several
criteria: overall satisfaction, effectiveness, usability and learnability. Overall, the system
was judged to be pleasant and participants had a positive experience working with the
interface. Users noted that it was easy to learn and explore new features with Affective
Graphs. The system was also stimulating to users and the concept of visual interaction
with data was quite new and was well appreciated. Comments from users like “Seems
clear what you are selecting; basic concept is good”, “easy to use interface”, “goes a long way
to assessing data quickly”, “very pleasant”, “good UI, intuitive and interactive” and “very
clear + user friendly” were very encouraging and indicated that the approach of visually
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Figure 63: Results of the Formative Evaluations with domain and Knowledge Management ex-
perts

representing data elements in such a way was appreciated by users. Figure 63 shows
how participants judged different features of the interface such as exploration of con-
cepts, colours, document statistics etc. based on four different criteria — clarity, ease,
usefulness, relevance.

Though the system was positively accepted by the participants, users found some of
the visual representations difficult to use — comments like “More labels on the graphs to
clear it up and links to graphs would be good”, “movement of concept discs”, “force directed lay-
out kept things moving when I wanted it to be still”, “text on the node not extremely clear” indi-
cate that there are two concerns in the presentation of graphs: layout and text. The force
directed layout, though very helpful in arranging visual elements in a well-balanced
way was often a hindrance to the user, thereby causing discomfort and distraction. The
text labels were too small in size to be readable and needed to provide more contextual
information to the users. In spite of being presented with graphs, users would prefer
reading more text (labels) to explain them rather than select individual nodes to find an
explanation of the data contained within it. A further comment on providing more con-
textual information “not easy to see the results user has a very narrow window on the data at
any time” established the need for more contextual information for the concept in focus
as well as the concepts not in focus. Users would want context in addition to their train
of thoughts, but would also like to see the big picture (what are the things one is not
currently focussing on). Although certain interaction issues were identified, all the users
found the interface and interaction mechanisms engaging, exciting and would like to
have a similar interface as a part of their daily tasks. Overall, while the evaluation was
positive, three areas were established that required more attention: results presentation
(there was a need for visually enhancing the result sets), concept selection (selecting
concepts from pie charts was identified to be an exhaustive task and users preferred to
also have the ability of text searches) and layout mechanism (constantly moving nodes
and edges confused and disoriented users).

During the evaluation, it was observed that users required help or suggestions in
order to proceed with the task. The kind of help would mostly be technical, but there
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Comments/Suggestions

1 16 6 4 1 2 6

“freeze” nodes, sort properties alphabetically, highlight
most-interesting graps as suggestions

2 6 2 3 0 0 11

Show friendly texts on screen, position text on fixed
place holders, provide a hovering context menu that is
visible by default

3 4 6 0 3 1 10

4 4 3 2 2 0 4 Use random colours instead of a colour palette

5 3 4 3 0 0 1

Table 9: A manual inspection of screen recordings show different exploratory behavior and un-
cover several issues

were a few times when users needed explanation of the data being observed. Users
also seemed to be confused at times while performing their tasks. The context window
(Section B in Figure 53) on the right was set as hidden by default . This required users
to click and set it to visible, but due to individual preferences, users kept hiding the
window when viewing the graph and setting it to visible when required. Subsequent
analysis of the video and audio recordings for five of the users highlighted several issues
in the interface (the screen and audio capture for the sixth participant was not possible
at the time). Though five users can be a low number, it can be argued that their obser-
vations were highly valuable as they were experts in Knowledge Management as well
as the aerospace domain. Moreover, for the first exposure to users in an iterative user
centred design process, a low number of users are helpful in identifying a considerable
amount of issues17. Furthermore, the focus group with the five participants at the end of
the sessions were highly productive and discussions ensured that all participants could
present their views on different aspects of the system as well as provide suggestions.
The screen interactions were analysed to identify different types of events during the
user’s interaction with Affective Graphs: re-aligning nodes, looking for specific visual
objects, requesting help, being confused, nodes being deleted to create space and tog-
gling of context window. These events were then manually counted to understand how
often they occurred during a 10 minute interaction with the users as shown in Table
9. The table also shows the suggestions or comments provided by the users during the
evaluation, some of which were not recorded by the users in the feedback.

17 Though there has been a lot of debate regarding validity and applicability of the popular notion of five
users being sufficient to discover 80% of usability issues, using five experts who understand the data,
domain and the technology as the first set of users in an iterative design process is motivated from a
purely practical perspective — the limited availability of knowledge workers proficient in search systems
and the high expense of a knowledge worker’s time limited the number of users as well as the amount of
time they could be engaged.
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A skim through the table indicates how different users who have different behavior
helps identify certain issues. Each of the users highlighted different (as well as common)
issues that needed attention. The discussions in the focus group session at the end of
the day also collated the issues and several common issues were discovered. User 1

had a particular approach of interacting with the interface — the table shows that the
highest number of re-alignments were performed by this user. The screen recordings
indicate that the user preferred objects to be aligned from left — right and the node
presently in focus positioned at the center of the screen. Any action such as adding or
deleting a node caused the layout to change, which caused the user to continuously
re-position the nodes to their preferred orientation. None of the other users had any
specific preferences, and during the evaluations it seemed they were satisfied with the
positions of the nodes unless they drifted toward the corners where it became difficult
to read the corresponding labels (when mentioned in the focus group session, however
all users noted the discomfort in adjusting to a constantly-updating layout).

User 2 and 3 had a particularly high number of toggles for displaying the context-
window. The screen recordings indicated that these users preferred to have the visu-
alisation spread across the screen while exploring the visualisations, and only when
needed did they choose to display the context window. This was in contrast to user 5

and 4, where they preferred to leave the window in place (essentially, hovering in the
right hand side of the screen) unless the nodes were hidden by the windows. Some
users required some help in interacting with the system — the doubts formed the basis
of a discussion where the users provided certain suggestions and comments. Help was
requested on the layout, colour palette used, edge representations and deleting nodes.
These comments were collected and a newer version of the system was developed later
to address the highlighted issues. It was also noted that users were having difficulty
spotting visual objects from a layout which had several objects — this e.g. users 1, 3 and
5. These events are counted whenever the user is seen hovering over the pie sections or
reading through lists of properties several times or over a long period of time.

Users were required to design their own task based on their interests and understand-
ing of the system and the data as a part of the evaluation. This was to understand the
motivations behind a user selecting different concepts and choosing their tasks — while
most users chose tasks based on their roles or professional interests, some tasks were
aimed at identifying organisational patterns and trends. Perhaps the most interesting
motivations for one user (User 4) was to choose the task and topics on the basis of
colours. This highlighted an important observation: it could be possible that users can
be influenced by visual characteristics like colour and saturation while engaged in an
open exploratory task. It also fuelled the need for a re-design of the interface with a
greater emphasis on aesthetic properties of Affective Graphs.

6.9.1.6 Discussions, Key Findings and Limitations

Overall, the positive appeal of a visually pleasing interface was well appreciated by
users. There were a few interaction issues that were identified by the participants as
well as identified by observations during the evaluation. Upon uncovering the issues, it
was clear where the next focus of development would be:

• A need for a better layout as users were confused by a constantly re-orienting
layout.
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• A better design for the contextual information window as users could be frus-
trated by constantly hiding/showing the window

• A better design of the nodes, with specific attention to color palettes as sometimes
users were confused by the colors where a green color could indicate a positive
set of data, while red a negative set.

Though the findings were important and necessary at the initial stages of the devel-
opment, the evaluations have a few drawbacks. It would have been more desirable to
have a larger set of users involved. However, at the time of designing the evaluation,
owing to the expenses involved in engaging expert users, it was decided that the lower
number of users would be appropriate enough to provide initial inputs. This evaluation
also had its limitations in terms of the type of data collected — there was a greater stress
on collecting subjective feedback to understand the user perception from a qualitative
standpoint. This was however due to the lower number of users, which would not have
a high statistical significance. Furthermore, an quantitative evaluation would be more
useful when the system is at a later stage of development.

6.9.2 User Evaluation with Casual and Expert users

The first evaluation saw an initial prototype of the Affective Graphs interface evaluated
in a Knowledge Management scenario, with few highly expert users in a basic setting,
where it was important to understand user opinions as well as initial feedback. However,
it is important to verify if the approach of the system can be used to perform fact
finding tasks, which users of Linked Data engage themselves with. There were two
main objectives for the next evaluation:

1. How does Affective Graphs perform in comparison to other systems employing
different query approaches ?

2. How does an aesthetically designed interface affect the user’s perception of the
system as a whole ?

3. How differently do casual users and experts behave with the system?

In order to answer the first question, other systems were identified which employ dif-
ferent querying mechanisms (such as natural language, form based and graph based)
and all the tools were evaluated together with the same questions and dataset. Since the
evaluation was conducted on all systems, a larger discussion on the comparative per-
formance of each system is discussed in the evaluation paper by [EWC12b]. The scope
of the discussion, and the analysis in this thesis is limited mostly to what pertains to
Affective Graphs.

6.9.2.1 Method

A independent comparative evaluation was conducted as a part of the second evalua-
tion campaign in the SEALS project 18 during June, 2012. An independent test leader
identified five systems (Semantic Crystal, K-Search, Ginseng, Affective Graphs and NLP

18 http://www.seals-project.eu/seals-evaluation-campaigns

http://www.seals-project.eu/seals-evaluation-campaigns
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Reduce) employing different querying techniques (visual, natural language, form based)
to be evaluated under the same conditions by users of varied expertise.

6.9.2.2 Procedure and Setup

Subjects were provided with each system at a time to answer five questions, where
questions and the systems were selected randomly to avoid any preconceived biases,
frustration from other systems or the impact of learning from other systems. The ques-
tions were presented at random, one at a time by a evaluation controller developed by
the SEALS project19. Before starting evaluating a system, the subject was provided with
a short (5-10 minute) demonstration explaining the query approach adopted by the tool
as well as how to formulate a query. Following the demonstration, subjects proceeded
with the evaluation where they were required to answer five questions.

A geographical dataset within the Mooney Natural Language Learning data was iden-
tified as an appropriate dataset for this evaluation. The reason for this choice is due to
the familiarity of the domain with all users - the geography ontology consists of 9

classes, 11 data properties, 17 object properties and 697 instances. Five questions care-
fully chosen from the Mooney Natural Language Learning Data20 were presented to
the users, which needed to be answered by interacting with the systems. The questions
were of different complexities:

• A query involving one concept and one relation (e.g. All capitals of states in the
USA);

• A query involving two concepts and two relations (e.g. Cities in states through which
a river Mississippi runs);

• A query involving a comparison (e.g. States that have a city named Columbia with a
city population of over 50,000);

• A query that involves superlative comparison (e.g. Lakes that are present in a state
with the highest point); and

• A negation query (e.g. Rivers do not traverse the state with the capital Nashville)

The evaluation was conducted by a test leader who was independent from the devel-
opment of the tools, to avoid any bias during the evaluation. The tools were explained
in the same way, by the same test leader to avoid any unfair bias toward a particular
tool.

Overall, the duration of an evaluation session with each subject evaluating all the
systems took 60-90 minutes. Participants were provided with questionnaires at the end
of evaluating each system, and an informal discussion ensued after all the systems were
completed.

19 http://www.seals-project.eu/

20 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html, consisting of 877 natural language questions for the
geography data

http://www.seals-project.eu/
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html
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6.9.2.3 Participants

Twenty subjects (12 females, 8 males) aged between 19-46, with a mean age of 30 years
were recruited to evaluate the systems via email. The subjects were grouped into two cat-
egories: expert and casual. Expert users had moderate to advanced knowledge and expe-
rience with Semantic Web and ontologies, while casual users had little or no knowledge.
Casual users were recruited from the staff and student population of the University of
Sheffield, while the expert users were identified from the Organisations, Information
and Knowledge (OAK) group, at the University of Sheffield.

6.9.2.4 Data Collection and Analysis

As discussed previously, Elbedweihy conducted a broader analysis that spans across
all the systems to understand how the different approaches are used by expert and
casual users. Their analysis and subsequent discussions were reported in their paper
[EWC12b]. This thesis, however presents discussions from the point of view of Affective
Graphs, following a similar (also analysing input time, success rate and number of query
iterations), independent analysis of the data shared by the SEALS project.

Quantitative data was collected during the evaluation in the form of interaction, back-
end processing and query logs. The input time was obtained by computing from the
interaction logs recorded by the evaluation controller as well as Affective Graphs. Users
indicated when they are satisfied with the results obtained, which provided the number
of query iterations as well as success rate. Qualitative data was also collected for future
analysis, that included user satisfaction questionnaires, evaluator observations, discus-
sions and feedback session at the end of the evaluation. The subjects were presented
with three questionnaires – a System Usability Scale questionnaire, a demographics
questionnaire and an extended questionnaire, as shown in Appendix E.

The statistical package, SPSS21 was used to analyse the data shared by the SEALS
project. The analysis was conducted in two ways – to understand how long users took
to formulate a satisfactory query, and to understand how many iterations of queries
users had to undergo to reach the right answers. These measures were compared against
different query approaches, and aligned with the user type. Quantitative data was anal-
ysed firstly by computing SUS scores, and compare the scores with other systems as
well as among user types. Qualitative feedback was analysed by grouping positive and
negative comments according to different criteria of the system. The following section
provides the result of the evaluation in details.

6.9.2.5 Results

As discussed earlier, the results for the two user types are discussed in two ways: how
long it takes for a user to formulate a satisfactory query (query input time) and how
many times they executed their queries to perform their tasks (number of attempts).
An attempt is classified as the individual formulating a query and clicking “Search” to
indicate they are satisfied with their query and are requesting the results for the query.
Figure 64 shows three boxplots – SUS score, query input time and number of attempts
for each tool clustered by the user type.

21 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/uk/analytics/spss/
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Figure 64: Evaluation results for SUS scores, query input time and number of attempts for Af-
fective Graphs: the users have been grouped into two types — experts and casual

Analysing the query input time (middle boxplot) shows a trend that was expected —
NLP Reduce took the least time to formulate queries, while Semantic Crystal and Affec-
tive Graphs took considerably longer. The only exception being Ginseng, where users
were frustrated by a restrictive natural language interface (this is described in more de-
tails in [EWC12b]). Users took relatively longer to formulate queries using the graphical
approach of Affective Graphs. While conducting the experiment, it was observed that
this was mostly due to the fact that users found themselves engaged with the system,
and were interested in exploring different features of the interface. The number of at-
tempts also provided an interesting insight — users took the most number of attempts
in retrieving satisfactory results using NLP Reduce. Affective Graphs scored among the
least for both experts and casuals. Given their prior knowledge in Semantic Web for-
malisms, experts took the least number of attempts using Affective Graphs as they can
relate to a graphical representation of graph data.

Combining the query input time and number of attempts reveals the most interesting
observation — casual and expert users took a significantly large amount of time in order
to formulate highly precise queries, thereby being able to answer their Information
Need satisfactorily. This finding is key to the purpose of Affective Graphs, as users
can exploit the graphical highly approach to express themselves more precisely to their
satisfaction.

The users highly appreciated the system and felt excited about an interactive and
intuitive system presenting information in a pleasing way. One of the most encouraging
comments from one of the participants, “it is interesting that when you use a colourful and
interactive system, you do not mind trying several times to get an answer as it is a playful and
enjoyable experience” clearly identifies with the focus and aim of an aesthetic experience
— to help users comprehend, query and explore unknown data and provide a pleasant,
exciting and enjoyable experience. Another interesting comment “we have been exposed to
natural language querying tools like Google and yahoo for a long time and hence find ourselves
more comfortable with such systems, but had I been introduced to such graphical techniques, I
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would probably choose them over traditional natural language systems” shows that a user’s
pre-disposition and prior experience with natural language interfaces can influence the
acceptability of a different solution. However, if the experience of using such an interface
is pleasant and enjoyable, there is a greater likelihood of the system being accepted by
user communities.

Users were provided with a questionnaire consisting of System Usability Scale (SUS)
questions (Appendix E), which are standard questions for determining a user’s per-
ception toward several aspects of a system. Affective Graphs scored the highest (60.0)
in average overall usability score (SUS) when both the user types are combined (com-
pared to 55 scored by Semantic Crystal, 41.25 by K-Search and 40.0 by Ginseng and
NLP Reduce). Interestingly, expert users like the system more than casual users, possi-
bly explained by the familiarity and prior knowledge of Semantic Web formalisms and
graphical approaches to representing and conceptualising data.

While there were users who disliked a completely visual approach toward exploring
data, most of the users liked this approach, and would prefer to frequently use the
system as a part of their daily analytical tasks. Most users also felt the system was easy
to use, though the experts seemed to be more comfortable with the system — the experts
have prior knowledge of semantic formalisms and have a better understanding of the
ontological concepts and visual representations of properties and classes. Similar to ease
of use, most often experts found the system easier to learn owing to their knowledge and
expertise. Often repeated as comments were that both the casual and expert users found
the interface fun, playful and enjoyable to use overall. This is extremely encouraging
since this shows that it is possible to interact with Linked Data in a manner which does
not involve highly formal and structured ways of querying.

In addition to the questionnaire responses, users were asked qualitative questions that
attempt to understand the positive and negative features of the system. The responses
of the questionnaires were collated and grouped into different categories:

1. Affective Graphs Interface

2. Visual Query Mechanism

3. Result presentation

4. Others

This discussion is driven by the positive and negative comments regarding these
aspects of the system. The evaluation with the users has been highly satisfying, where
users confirmed the visual approach and appreciated the different features that promise
to make interacting with Linked Data an enjoyable, fun and exciting experience for users.
Comments such as “once I got the hang of it, it made much more sense and was easy to use”,
“Bit of a learning curve but after that it was quite easy and intuitive to use”, “Easiest to define
queries out of the ones I’ve used” and “this system was simpler to use than I expected” show
that the users had an initial impression of the system to be difficult to use. However,
with a little experience and learning, the intuitiveness and ease of use was apparent.
Learnability is a feature that is extremely important specially with new approaches
toward consuming Linked Data.

Comments such as “The graph visualisation worked well graphics were intuitive and easy
to use and combine I liked to see the links between the concepts it made it easier to understand”,
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“The nice user interface made for a more pleasant search experience, and the animations made it
clear which concepts were connect”, “friendly interface, fun” and “The graphic interface is really
intuitive and easy to use Visual appearance of system was modern and interesting” reflects the
positive feeling that users had after using the system. Upon asking how the system
could be improved, several suggestions came up, such as displaying the entire ontology
at one go and hide reverse relations (e.g. hasMountain and isMountainOf). While hiding
reverse relations could help reducing the number of edges, it would only be beneficial
if there are reverse relations existing in the ontologies (a few datasets do not have any
reverse relations defined) and the same data is reflected on a reverse relation (it could be
possible that the reverse relations are not populated synchronously), thereby possibly
increasing the chances of a user missing information. Showing the entire ontology to a
user can also have a negative effect of increasing cognitive burden on users by showing
them information that is not relevant to their interests. The current approach has been
to present information to the user only if they explicitly convey their interest on specific
concepts and relations.

Users appreciated the visual query approach, and liked the interactive mechanisms
involved in the querying process. Comments like:

• “The query generation is intuitive and simple to use. It hides all complexity of the underly-
ing query language. You dont need to think in advance the order of the elements that have
to be taken into account in the query and add them any time.”

• “I liked to see how the links and circles activated when I added them to my question. That
made me realise what I was actually been query, that also gave me and idea of the coverage
of my question”

show that the users appreciated the visual communication of the query being applied
and how the querying mechanism attempts to ‘hide’ the complexity involved in build-
ing a SPARQL query. However, users felt that several things could be improved in the
system in two main areas: automatically linking query concept and properties (where
smaller queries can be linked to construct a single larger query, automatically selecting
concepts as query elements when a property is selected), a more varied colour palette
to prominently highlight filter constraints. Users also felt that there could be more on-
screen help to guide the users in building queries and there seemed to be some cognitive
gap among users while converting a natural language question (tasks) into a represen-
tative visual query.

Results presentation was by far the weakest aspect of the system — other systems
such as K-Search and Semantic Crystal scored relatively higher in this category. There
are three reasons for this: a highly visual and interactive mechanism of querying and
exploring data generated an expectation of a similar representation for the result sets
(comments such as “better presentation of query results”, “perhaps a more graphical approach
to the answers like when creating the select statement would help” indicate that the users were
slightly disappointed with a textual result set), lack of enrichment of result sets (com-
ments such as “I’d like to have ‘move over’ function that brings up a summary of each result”
imply that some level of processing on the results would be helpful) and experimental
constraints required users to create queries in a specific manner where they were re-
quested to specify the variable names as a part of the query, thereby resulting in a set of
URIs returned rather than labels (“the results were too SW”). As previously highlighted, it
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is also to be noted that Affective Graphs is a tool that was built specifically for querying
and exploring Linked Data. A different interface has been built for rendering result sets
as presented in the previous chapter, which will be integrated with Affective Graphs at
a later stage.

One of the user’s comment, “It would probably look OK as a search system in a Science
Fiction B-Movie” is encouraging and valued to the approach — users seemed to be
excited and stimulated by using the system and the role of an aesthetic design was the
key to this.

6.9.2.6 Discussions, Key Findings and Limitations

Overall, the comparative evaluation showed that there was a general appreciation of
the visual approach adopted by Affective Graphs. The attention to aesthetics during
development of the solution helped in formulating a pleasant solution to users – the
high SUS scores indicate users had a preference for the system. In general, the time
taken to formulate a query with an NLP approach was lesser than Affective Graphs,
but the number of attempts users needed to reach a satisfactory answer was among
the least. This indicated that though users needed longer times to formulate queries,
but could successfully reach the data of interest without many retries. The longer time
required for formulating queries could also be as a result of users playing with the
system, trying several features, satisfying their curiosity.

The evaluation also noticed that experts could relate to Affective Graphs more, and,
as a result were more satisfied with it (hence, the highest SUS scores). This was due
to both their familiarity with semantic web concepts, as well as their methodological
approach toward constructing the queries. Both types of users could build complex and
accurate queries without the need for multiple iterations of querying.

Users expressed the need for gaining more familiarity with the system. This formu-
lated the next step of development – understand how usage in the longer term evolves.
The evaluation also identified the need for modifying several features in the system such
as adding a context menu, standardising interaction mechanisms, general bug fixes and
backend performance improvements.

The evaluation has one major limitation: several systems have been used to exemplify
how the different query approaches appealed to the users. However, it is to be noted
that the user feedback often relies heavily on implementation issues and design choices
taken by the developers. Personal preferences, look-and-feel and other subtle criteria
may bias user opinions. Considering the overall collective perception of users toward
positively or negatively assessing different approaches were similar among the users,
the evaluation indicated that the findings about individual systems could be generic
enough to be representative of query approaches. A larger evaluation with a greater
sample of users and variety of user interfaces, randomly assigned to users could be an
excellent way to investigate this further.

6.9.3 Effect of prolonged use

This evaluation was part of a joint work with Khadija Elbedweihy and Vitaveska Lan-
franchi.

The motivating factors for conducting this evaluation were two-fold:
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1. an evaluation at an earlier development cycle introduced several questions that
were highly interesting and required a more in-depth study of how users interact
with and respond to the system in a longer term.

2. as a scheduled evaluation to estimate how newly added features and modifica-
tions were perceived by users.

The most common feedback from the previous evaluation was that the users enjoyed
interacting with the system and, in spite of being perceived as slightly complex, users
found the system highly stimulating and engaging. This was largely credited to the
‘playful’, attractive and interactive nature of the system. The users, however mentioned
that they would like more training and opportunity to learn the system in order to
exploit the full potential of the system. This, along with the appreciation of the aesthetic
appeal of the tool seeded the next stage of development for Affective Graphs, where
the interest was in understanding how learning the system would affect the use of the
system. More specifically, to understand:

1. How easy (time and effort required) it is to learn how to use Affective Graphs to
perform tasks of different complexity and conduct exploratory search tasks ?

2. What is the effect of learning on performing tasks ?

3. How does learning affect the aesthetic perception of the system ?

Learnability, used interchangeably with ease of learning is an important criterion of us-
ability that focuses on the ease of learning how to use a system or an interface. [Sha86]
describes learnability as the relation of performance and efficiency to training and fre-
quency of use. [Nie93] discusses how learnability can be measured in terms of the time
required for a user to be able to perform certain tasks successfully or reach a specified
level of proficiency. A similar definition is given by [Shn98] as “the time it takes mem-
bers of the user community to learn how to use the commands relevant to a set of tasks".
[TA08] argues that measuring usability in a one-time evaluation might be misleading
since the use of some applications/systems requires frequency and therefore assessing
learnability would be essential.

Learnability has received a significant amount of focus in the literature, some of
which focused on assessing learnability as a usability criterion while others investi-
gated how it is affected by different factors (such as interface design). While some of
this work focused on initial learnability (referring to the initial performance with the
system), others looked at extended learnability (referring to the change in performance
over time) [GFA09]. For example, [HEE+

02] studied the learnability of two hyperme-
dia authoring tools (HATs) as perceived by academics. Subjects’ answers to a set of
Likert scale-based questions and their feedback, which was recorded during the ses-
sions, were used to investigate learnability issues. In [Par00], learnability of two dif-
ferent methods of interaction with databases was compared using similar measures
which are based on subjective data (such as questionnaires and users’ feedback). [Jen05]
assessed the learnability of searching two university Web sites by asking students of
the first university to search the other site and vice versa. In contrast to the previous
studies, efficiency-based measures, including success rate (number of tasks performed
correctly) and the time required to perform the tasks, were used to assess learnability.
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Additionally, [RM83, WJLW85, DBW89, HEE+
02] showed that learnability and usability

are congruent.
Despite this attention, both IR and Semantic Search evaluations focused either on

performance-oriented aspects (such as precision and recall) [HHM+
10, BSdV10] or as-

sessed usability in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction, leaving aside learn-
ability and memorability [KBF07, EWC+

12a].

6.9.3.1 Method

A summative evaluation consisting of multiple sessions, each with a set of guided tasks
in a controlled laboratory setting was conducted with expert users. The evaluations were
conducted over a period of two weeks during October, 2012, each user evaluating the
system every consecutive day in three sessions. Observations during the experiments
were noted down, along with the times to be analysed later on. Minor events and inter-
esting observations such as users being disoriented, confused, trying new features were
noted while the experiment proceeded, as well as post-evaluation.

6.9.3.2 Procedure and Setup

A dataset, consisting of information regarding papers presented in conferences and
workshops in the area of Semantic Web22 was uploaded to a local Virtuoso installation
and made available for Affective Graphs to query. There were four main motivations
for choosing the dataset, given the group of expert users —

• Semantic Web experts are familiar with the dataset;

• Users are familiar with Semantic Web concepts;

• Users have a good understanding of scientific publishing;

• Availability of real-world query logs23.

The logs of the user queries for the dataset were then analysed to understand the
different types of requests made by users. Following an analysis, the following four
types of most frequently used queries were identified:

1. Simple Task (ST): CnAnFn ;
n = 1

Simple queries that comprises only one concept and one attribute but also a filter
or a restriction value applied to the attribute. E.g. Find the people with first name
‘Knud’

2. Multiple Attributes Task (MAT): CnAm ;
n = 1,m > 1
Increased number of attributes without a filter. E.g. List the name, page and homepage
of organisations

22 Semantic Web Dog Food dataset, http://data.semanticweb.org/
23 The USEWOD 2012 dataset (http://data.semanticweb.org/usewod/2012/challenge.html) consisted of

two years of real-world query logs from 12/2008 till 12/2010

http://data.semanticweb.org/
http://data.semanticweb.org/usewod/2012/challenge.html
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3. Multiple Concepts Task (MCT): CnRm ;
n > 1,m > 1
Searching across multiple concepts, similar to breadth search. E.g. List all the people
who have given keynote talks

4. Complex Task (CT): CnAmFoRp ;
n > 1,m,o,p > 1
Include all the four components: concepts with relations linking them, attributes/prop-
erties of the concepts as well as filters restricting the values of the attributes. E.g.
Find the page and homepage of each person whose status is ‘Academia’ and was a chair of
a session event and find its location.

where ‘C’ = Concept, ‘A’ = Attribute, ‘F’= Filter, ‘R’= Relation.
The three sessions were spread over three consecutive days. On the first session, sub-

jects were initially introduced to the experiment and its goals, followed by a 5 minute
presentation and explanation of the system. The second session started with a similar 5

minute presentation, with special focus to how the system can be efficiently used and
a few shortcuts. Following a 5-10 minutes hands-on practice session, users were then
given control of the system and were asked to perform four tasks, one of each type.
In addition to the fact-finding tasks, users were also asked to perform an exploratory
task, where the real answer to the task was not known, and could depend on the user’s
interpretation of the question. These exploratory tasks were asked on the first and third
sessions. These tasks were included as part of the first and third sessions, since it ex-
ploratory tasks were expected to take longer. The tasks were presented one at a time by
the evaluation controller developed by the SEALS project. The set of tasks are provided
in Appendix G, where in every session, a random task from each category was selected.
Notes were taken while conducting the evaluation to record the time when a subject
was confused or asked for help. The kind of help requested as well as specific questions
were noted during evaluation to be analysed at a later stage.

6.9.3.3 Participants

Ten expert users (8 men, 2 women) aged between 22-38 (mean of 31 years) were then
asked to perform a given set of search tasks using the interface in a controlled labora-
tory setting over three one-hour sessions. The users were either researchers or software
developers highly proficient in Semantic Web technologies as well as conversant with
scientific publishing domain.

6.9.3.4 Data Collection and Analysis

As discussed previously, the most common ways in literature to measure learnability
were either based on objective data by comparing users’ performance/efficiency over
time or subjectively using learnability questions such as “I found this interface easy to
learn". To allow for deeper analysis, both objective and subjective data covering the ex-
periment results were collected. Input time, success rate and number of query iterations
provided objective data, while responses from three questionnaires (System Usability
Scale [Bro96], Extended and Aesthetics) provided the qualitative data. The input time
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was obtained by computing from the interaction logs recorded by the evaluation con-
troller as well as Affective Graphs. Users indicated when they are satisfied with the
results obtained, which provided the number of query iterations as well as success rate.

Questionnaires were filled in at the end of every session as presented in Appendix F.
The System Usability Scale questionnaire included questions that attempt to understand
the affect of learnability on usability. The extended questionnaire included more specific
questions on learnability, remembering features and so on. Aesthetics questionnaire
included questions on what the user’s perception of various aesthetic properties of the
system. Additionally, users were also presented with open-ended questions to gather
further details about how their experience was.

The statistical package, SPSS was used to analyse the data. The analysis was con-
ducted in two ways – to understand how long users took to formulate a satisfactory
query and to understand how many iterations of queries users had to undergo to reach
the right answers. The measures for each of the three sessions were compared to under-
stand how the behaviour of users vary with learning the system. Additionally, the mea-
sures were also grouped into the type of queries to understand how the users interacted
with the systems while performing tasks of varied complexity. Qualitative feedback was
analysed by grouping positive and negative comments according to different criteria of
the system. The following section provides the result of the evaluation in details.

6.9.3.5 Results

Though a considerable amount data was collected from the evaluation, analysis and
discussions will focus on two major aspects: how users performed their tasks and how
they perceived the interface. Additionally, the feedback users provided in terms of re-
sponses to open-ended questions will also be discussed. Following the evaluation, two
main observations were investigated: input time and number of attempts. Here, input time
is defined as the amount of time taken to compose a satisfying query i.e. time taken
from the time the user starts the task till the search is executed. Number of attempts
is defined as the number of queries executed by users to complete their tasks. These
measures were analysed to understand how the behaviour of users was affected as they
learnt the system.

Objective data, in the form of query logs were collected, which indicated two key
features — how quickly do users perform tasks after training, how many attempts at
completing the task do the users need before they are satisfied with the results. An
evaluation controller collected user interaction events and the logs were later analysed.
The logs were grouped into the three sessions and the data was compared. This is shown
in Figure 65.

efficiency and effectiveness The figure on the left shows a boxplot of the
distribution of the number of attempts required to perform the five types of tasks in
the different sessions. During the evaluation, two types of behavior among users were
observed, based on the type of task. Users behaved similarly when they were faced
with simpler tasks (ST, MAT, MCT) and their behavior changed as the tasks became
more complex. Initially, users needed a few attempts at solving simple tasks. Complex
tasks required a few more attempts. The number of attempts required for the simple
tasks started reducing over the sessions as users gained more familiarity with the tool.
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Figure 65: Analysis of performance of users with five types of tasks: ST: Simple, MAT: Multiple
Attribute, MCT: Multiple Concept, CT: Complex, ET: Exploratory. Figure on the left
shows a box-plot of the number of attempts required to solve a task satisfactorily,
grouped into sessions and task types. Figure on the right shows a box-plot of the
input time grouped into sessions and task types. Images from [MPE+

14]

This was an expected result, as users are more comfortable with a new interface with
time, and gain more expertise interacting with it. Furthermore, users started trying new
techniques and features during the second session, which increased the level of comfort
and helped users adapt to Affective Graphs more.

An unexpected observation was the change in behavior while performing slightly
complex tasks- users seemed to require more attempts in order to perform the tasks
during the latter sessions. This was surprising, as the users were expected to find such
tasks easier with more time and familiarity. The (median) number of attempts for com-
plex task (CT) increased from 2 in session 1 to 2.5 in session 2 and 3.5 in session 3. The
(median) number of attempts for exploratory tasks (ET) increased from 3.5 in session
1 to 5 in session 3. This clearly showed a change in the behavior and approach toward
solving complex tasks.

The figure on the right shows a boxplot of the distribution of the amount of time
required by users to formulate their queries to solve the tasks (input time). In general,
a significant decrease of input time was observed from an overall average of 106.48s in
the first session and 72.72s in the second session to 66.85s in the final session. All of the
types of tasks have shown a steady reduction in the input time. Observations during
the evaluation sessions credited this to the increased comfort and acquaintance with
the system and its features with more time and familiarity with the systems. While the
relatively simpler tasks (ST,MAT and MCT) have seen a general reduction in the times,
the complex and exploratory tasks are of greater interest to analysis owing to the more
complex nature of the tasks.

The user’s performance in the complex tasks (CT and ET) appear highly interesting.
The reduction in time is significant — from a median of 140.86s in the first session and
107.01s in the second to 75.57s in the final session for the complex tasks (CT) and 91.16s
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in the first session to 56.87s in the final for the exploratory tasks (ET). This supports
the earlier observation where the number of attempts increased with more familiarity
with the tool — greater familiarity and comfort with Affective Graphs helped users try
several things more quickly as users found it easier to formulate queries. This was also
observed during the evaluations: initially, users were carefully building long queries,
connecting multiple concepts. This technique gradually changed to a different one in
the second session, where users tried short bursts of queries, gradually building up to
form a longer one. Users could use the outcome of the short queries to quickly formu-
late a longer query, which was well-informed and driven by the results of short queries.
Let us consider the second exploratory task in Appendix G: the task requires the user
to identify persons who are experts in Knowledge Management. There could be several
approaches toward solving this task — users could look at all persons that have organ-
ised tutorials that are associated with Knowledge Management, or all persons who have
several publications on the topic. The ultimate goal of this task is to connect multiple
concepts (either proceedings, tutorials or workshop events) by corresponding relations,
and identify people. The approach followed in session 1 was to select all the relevant
relations, set constraints and connect the concepts in the very first attempt at one go —
this would not provide acceptable results for many queries, thereby making the user try
re-building the entire query after every attempt. Upon realising this repetitive process,
most users gradually shifted their approach toward building short queries (to find all
the authors, tutorial authors etc.) and investigate the results to build a final query that
was more certain to provide useful answers.

user satisfaction Three questionnaires were presented to users at the end of ev-
ery session — a general usability questionnaire (ten 5-point Likert scale questions for
computing SUS scores [Bro96]), an extended questionnaire (five 5-point Likert scale
questions and 2 open questions, related to understanding learnability, ease of use and
remembering features) and an aesthetics questionnaire (fifteen 5-point Likert Scale ques-
tions, related to understanding various aesthetic features of the interface). Finally, two
open-ended questions were asked at the end of the third session, which aimed at un-
derstanding what users liked/disliked in the system, and how that changed over the
sessions (as a result of learning and increased familiarity)

Overall, the system was appreciated by users, and the high SUS scores indicate the
positive response. The high SUS score of 76.25 in the initial session indicated the first
reactions of the users to the system — users seemed to be excited about the interac-
tive and ‘playful’ environment, which evoked an overall positive response. The second
session noted a significant improvement in the SUS scores (82.5) — this was more due
to the users being satisfied about successfully trying new features. The final session
shows a marginally decreased SUS score (81.25), but still significantly higher than the
first. This can be explained by users being more accustomed to the system, and having
learnt new features over the sessions, the initial excitement of discovering new features
had normalised by the third session. Users appreciated the visual approach adopted by
Affective Graphs, as shown in the answers when asked what the users liked about the
system:

• “The visual aspect of the system makes it less tedious to perform searches. I also found it
easier to define the relations and constraints on the relations than in other systems”
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Figure 66: Results of the User Evaluations. Left — Aesthetics questionnaire responses, Right
Top — SUS scores, Right Bottom — Extended questionnaire responses. Image from
[MPE+

14]

• “interface is visually appealing: responsive, colourful, professional feedback is good nice to
explore the structure of the underlying data without clutter”

• “the graphical interface makes it very easy to use. the exploratory nature is very good, it
is easy to learn by exploring”

• “This interface eases a lot the use of SPARQL and makes simple querying an RDF dataset”

• “Overall though, I liked how queries could be built using the system to retrieve precise
facts. It is much easier to use a system like this than having to build queries by hand”

Affective Graphs was judged by users using 5-point Likert scales, values ranging
from 1 to 5, 1 being the most positive, while 5 being the most negative. The system was
judged moderately easy to use and understand (Figure 66, bottom right) initially with a
median score of 2 in the initial two sessions. The system was also initially judged to be
moderately straightforward. With more familiarity and experience with the tool, users
felt more confident and the median scores reduced to 1 from 2 in the first two sessions.
Users gradually felt more comfortable exploring new features by trial and error, and
this also reflected in the user’s subjective scores — A median of 2 in the first two ses-
sions reduced to 1 in the third. Overall, users also did not face any issues remembering
features throughout the experiment, and by the third session, they appeared to remem-
ber features without any effort. A few comments also noted how the users perception
and experience of the system changed over time:
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• “Ability to use the system effectively and my confidence/speed in using the system grew
over time."

• “The system became easier to use and understand over time."

• “With practise, the tool became easier to use. I found satisfactory solutions to the questions
much quicker in the second and third sessions than I did in the first."

• “At first the system seems complicated to use. After using it a few times I found it a lot
easier to construct the queries."

• “I also got more confidence with using the system to progressively build queries instead of
trying to get everything in place at once”

Users were also initially confused by few features and visual elements on the screen
— for example, the context window on the right (Section B, Figure 53) was initially
perceived as an element which was not helpful, but with more familiarity the use of the
window was more evident and users could eventually perform their tasks much better.
User comments such as “(I) thought having to use the right hand context box to find out
possible onward links to other concepts was a pain. got used to this and in the last session was
using this box all the time to find suitable associated concepts.” and “With time I learned how
to use the pane on the right more effectively to identify potential relationships I could explore
between an object already on the canvas and other objects.” show that there is much scope for
improvement in such areas, but the value of the content on the window is highly useful
if the users gain more familiarity with the tool.

The continual insistence on an aesthetically pleasing experience as one of the key
design requirements had significant benefits on the users. Several users appreciated the
interface, and during informal discussions showed a lot of interest in how the tool was
built. Comments such as:

• “Nice UI, clear design to see results”

• “easy to use; intuitive; friendly good way to visualise the structure and data. Good to see
possible links from selected concepts”

• “interface is visually appealing: responsive, colourful, professional feedback is good nice to
explore the structure of the underlying data without clutter”

• “Its a great search tool!”

• “UI nice and is good to use, faster to use than typing SPARQL.”

• “(Liked) The layout and the connections between the different sets. As it was easy to see
where the connection between sets were.”

• “(Liked) the highlighting tool when searching for particular entities was well designed,
and helped with finding the correct query”

show the overall pleasant experience users had while interacting with Affective Graphs.
The response to the interface is directly an outcome of the design decisions while de-
veloping the system. The Figure 66 shows how the users perceived different aesthetic
properties of the interface over time. There were no significant changes observed in the
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user’s perception of aesthetic the properties. The median scores of 9 of the 15 properties
remained constant throughout the sessions. 4 of the properties had a minor variance in
the sessions. Most of the users found the interface to be creative, beautiful and stimu-
lating. The colours presented to the users were pleasant and helpful in general. Users
initially found the system relatively complex, but with more learning, the system ap-
peared to be simpler to use.

6.9.3.6 Discussions, Key Findings and Limitations

The multi session learnability evaluation with experts provided a lot of interesting obser-
vations as well as indicated areas of improvement. Apart from minor interface changes
(adjusting size of context window, radius of nodes and weights of nodes and springs),
the most significant improvement was needed in clearer visual feedback of nodes with
constraints applied.

The observed change in search behaviour was a very interesting result of the evalua-
tion – users seemed to change their search approach from carefully constructing queries
while taking a significant amount of time to short bursts of increasingly evolving queries.
The next outcome was that the SUS scores peaked at the second session, and appeared
to reduce marginally to 81.25. This indicated that as the users gained familiarity with
the system and successfully trying out new features, they developed a greater satisfac-
tion toward the system. The third outcome was that there wasnt a significant change in
the aesthetic perception of the system over the sessions. Out of 15, 9 aesthetic properties
remained the same. The final outcome came as a part of observations and log analysis –
users seemed to extensively use the search feature to quickly identify relevant concepts.
This paved the way toward the next stage of development: to explore a hybrid approach
that exploits a natural language input system to enable users access the concepts of
interest quickly.

The evaluation had one major limitation – the number of sessions could be higher to
gather a greater understanding of the users, their search behaviour and their assessment
of the system usability scores. The SUS scores appeared to peak at the second session,
while drop down marginally after the third. A larger number of sessions could investi-
gate how the SUS scores are affected in a much longer term. It would also be interesting
to observe how users judge the aesthetic criteria of the system with a much greater
familiarity over a larger number of sessions. Preliminary results showed that no signif-
icant changes have been observed after three sessions, but it would be an interesting
study to understand how this varies over a much longer period of time.

6.9.4 Hybrid Approach Evaluation

This evaluation was a part of a joint work with Khadija Elbedweihy and is reported in
[EMWC14].

One of the main observations during the previous user evaluations was aimed at un-
derstanding how users make use of the additional features provided with the interface.
In particular, specific attention was paid to how users made use of the search function-
ality provided in the Section C (Figure 53). Most users were observed to heavily use the
concept search, which is used to look-up an index of all the concepts to find and load
any relevant concept, and the high dependence of the user on this function motivated
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the next stage of research. Once the relevant concepts were loaded, users visually in-
vestigated their connections and properties to build their queries. For example, a task
that requires a user to find information related to authors writing a paper on a partic-
ular topic, users preferred to conduct two concept searches (Author and Publication)
instead of browsing through the pie-charts of concepts to look for the relevant concepts.
At the same time, users liked the idea that once they reached the concepts, they could
see how they were connected and that could help them build precise queries and apply
constraints.

Despite evaluating with small datasets, it was observed that users preferred a text-
search to find relevant concepts instead of visual look-ups. This raised the need for
further investigation into a more text-driven approach to initiate the exploration pro-
cess specifically for larger datasets, as visually exploring a large number of pie charts is
expected to be a longer and more exhaustive process (in cases where a specific Informa-
tion Need exists). A hybrid approach was thus developed, which plugged-in a natural
language component to the Affective Graphs interface. The idea of the hybrid approach
is to provide users with a convenient starting point if they have a highly specific task
at hand. Users can enter keywords or natural language questions to reach the relevant
concept and properties. Affective Graphs then tries to interpret the query and build a
corresponding interpreted visual query, which can then be fine-tuned by the user as
desired.

6.9.4.1 Integration with Natural Language

An effective natural language (NL) system is highly complex and suffers from several
possible issues such as applicability in multiple domains, adaptability, accuracy etc. Ow-
ing to possible inaccurate, imprecise and incomplete responses, users may not always
reach the information they look for. However, using such a system to provide an initial
set of concepts can be extremely helpful and convenient to users without prior knowl-
edge of the domain or dataset. This approach attempts to exploit a NL approach to
quickly provide seed concepts, visualising which can enable users to build a highly
complex, specific and fine-tuned query. The interest in this phase of research, was in
understanding how a text-driven approach could help users quickly reach the concepts
they are interested in, and further fine-tune their queries once they visualise the relevant
concepts.

In this implementation, a natural language system indexed with the DBPedia dataset24

[EWC] was integrated with Affective Graphs. In a typical Knowledge Management sce-
nario, most enterprise search systems can be plugged-in with minor configurations to
provide relevant concepts and properties. Highly specialised services (for e.g. [BC10] in
the aerospace domain or the Bioportal annotation service25 in the biomedical domain)
are capable of identifying domain-specific entities, concepts and relations in text. Such
systems can be employed as a service layer to transform a natural language query to
its constituent concepts and relations in domain-specific organisational infrastructure.
The discussion in this thesis would focus on how the natural language system was
incorporated within Affective Graphs, instead of its implementation and performance.

24 http://dbpedia.org

25 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotator

http://dbpedia.org
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotator
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Figure 67: Incorporating a natural language search box to provide means for users to enter
questions and keyword based queries (top). In this example, the user has just entered
a query, and Affective Graphs renders the identified concepts and attempted to build
a query from the retrieved terms. The queries are analysed to identify concepts which
are then subsequently loaded in the visualisation, as well as displayed on the right
Query panel

The main design challenge was in understanding how to incorporate a natural lan-
guage search bar with the system. Preliminary suggestions of an initial Google-like
search screen where users typed their queries on a simple text box seemed to be in-
tuitively challenging, as the result from the text search would not be a textual list of
results, but a graphical visualisation of the search concepts. Hence, the final design was
to modify the Section C of Figure 53 to incorporate a search box as shown in Figure67,
top.

In addition to a natural language input box, the Affective Graphs interface was also
modified to provide feedback of what concepts and properties the natural language
system could identify. The context window was updated (Figure 67, right) to incorporate
a query panel which presented all the concepts, query terms, properties and instances
that were identified in the query. In the example shown in the Figure 67, the user enters a
text query (“which river does the brooklyn bridge cross”), which results in several terms
(river, brooklyn bridge, cross) being identified. The response from the NL component
provides further semantic information for these terms and their values, such as river is
a class, brooklyn bridge is an instance of the bridge class and cross is a property that
connects river and bridge. The response from the NL service is a JSON object as follows:

{

"terms": [

{"queryTerm": "river","type": "Concept","uri":

["http://dbpedia.org/ontology/River"]

},

{"queryTerm": "brooklyn bridge","type": "Instance","uri":

["http://dbpedia.org/resource/Brooklyn_Bridge"],

"ontologyType": "http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Bridge"},

{"queryTerm": "cross","type": "Property","uri":

["http://dbpedia.org/ontology/crosses*&*http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Bridge*&*http://dbpedia.org/ontology/River",
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"http://dbpedia.org/property/crosses*&*http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Bridge*&*http://dbpedia.org/ontology/River"] }

]

}

As can be observed, the JSON object provides three types of query terms- instances,
concepts and properties. For instance, the query terms river and crosses are matched to
the concept dbo:River and the properties dbo:crosses and dbp:crosses respectively.
The property description also includes its domain and range. The JSON object, upon
being received by Affective Graphs, is parsed. The concepts (classes) are analysed first,
and all the unexplored concepts are loaded. The next step analyses the instances, and at-
tempts to build partial queries following each instance identified. The relevant concepts
are first added to query, and the instances are then added as constraints of the concept.
The final processing occurs with the properties — all the domain and range concepts are
first loaded, following which each identified property is added to the query. The final re-
sult of the processing provides users with a visual representation of the concepts and all
their properties, the relevant entities highlighted as queries. This provides users with the
information that there are several properties that may be relevant. Affective Graphs al-
ready pre-builds the visual query (by adding bridge to query, and subsequently adding
‘brooklyn bridge’ as a constraint) as much as possible, allowing the user to complete
the query without requiring the user to conduct extensive visual look-ups. Items on the
query panel on the right can also be selected/de-selected to modify the visual query as
required. For example, if the NL system returns several possible properties, the user can
de-select the irrelevant ones from the right panel.

The next process of fine-tuning the query (such as adding any other concept, property
or constraint) remains the same. Finally, once the visual query is built, the user can view
the formal query and then search for answers. The results are then returned in a tabular
format like previous versions.

The motivation for the following evaluation were two-fold:

1. Previous evaluations observed users exploiting the concept-based search feature to
a significant extent for a smaller dataset. A hybrid approach seemed to be a good
opportunity to combine the two approaches to develop easier means to reach the
concepts of interest for larger datasets.

2. As a scheduled evaluation to evaluate how the system performs with a large
dataset.

Though the hypothesis that a hybrid approach can be effective in helping users build
visual queries, the applicability and implementation of the same may not be as straight-
forward since two approaches are complete opposite in terms of their interactions (as
presented in Figure 15 and 16, where a typical natural language approach and highly
visual approach lie on two different spectra of the formality continuum, visual abstrac-
tion and interactivity scales). While natural language systems are designed to be a very
quick and efficient system, where users can try several queries until they reach their
result, graphical and visual approaches require more patience and attention to formu-
late complex queries in a highly structured and logical manner. Hence, it is important
to understand how the two approaches can be combined together to help the user
cognitively conduct their tasks without being overburdened by the prominence of one
approach over the other. It is also important to understand if the user’s perception of the
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aesthetic appeal of Affective Graphs is preserved when introduced with a slightly differ-
ent interaction mechanism as well as a much larger dataset. A much larger dataset can
provide significantly more challenging conditions for users to overcome, and though
the interface has not undergone significant changes, the change in interactivity may af-
fect a user’s perception of the system. Thus the following evaluation was planned to
understand:

1. How easy (in terms of time and effort required) it is to use the hybrid approach
to perform tasks of different complexity ?

2. Can the approach support large scale datasets?

3. How does the hybrid approach on a large dataset affect a user’s perception of the
aesthetic appeal of the interface?

4. How differently do casual users and experts behave with the system?

6.9.4.2 Method

A formal evaluation with expert and casual users was conducted with Affective Graphs
in a controlled laboratory setting. The evaluation was conducted over a period of 7 days,
in the month of October, 2013. Observations during the experiments were noted down,
along with the times to be analysed later on. Minor events and interesting observations
such as users being disoriented, confused, trying new features were noted while the
experiment proceeded, as well as post-evaluation.

6.9.4.3 Procedure and Setup

Affective Graphs, coupled with the NL component was connected to the live installation
of DBpedia, available from http://dbpedia.org/sparql. In addition to the live endpoint,
another endpoint was made available by the QALD workshop26, which was loaded with
the same data. This endpoint was used as an alternate endpoint if the primary live end-
point failed at any time during the evaluation. There were three primary motivations
for choosing DBpedia: it is a domain-independent datasets and all users were familiar
with Wikipedia27 as a knowledge source; it is one of the largest semantic datasets avail-
able as Linked Open Data; and the QALD workshop already made available a bank of
questions that search systems can be benchmarked against.

Following an analysis of the QALD questions, four questions were selected which
resembled a combination of features as the MCT and CT tasks identified in Section
6.9.3.1. The questions for the evaluation were as follows:

1. Q1. How did Bruce Carver die?

2. Q2. List all the songs released by Bruce Springsteen between 1980 and 1990.

3. Q3. When was Capcom founded?

4. Q4. Who was the wife of President Lincoln?

26 http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/index.php?x=task1&q=3

27 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/index.php?x=task1&q=3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
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5. Q5. List the cities in Alaska with more than ten thousand inhabitants

ST and MAT were not considered as they were relatively simpler to perform and
most NL systems would be effective at solving the tasks by themselves. For example, the
birthdate of a person is a simple query to be answered by very basic systems. Hence,
for the context of this evaluation, these queries were not considered.

The evaluations were structured as follows — the participants would be initially
briefed on search approaches, providing examples from the system. A sample query
then would be used to explain how Affective Graph’s visual approach can be used
to build queries. A further example query would be used to explain how the natu-
ral language interface interprets a text query and provides semantic concepts. The users
would then be asked to complete the query to build a final query and execute the search.
Once users were comfortable with the system, the evaluation controller developed by
the SEALS project would be initialised, which provided questions in a randomised or-
der and kept track of user performance in the background. Most users took typically
between 10 and 20 minutes to solve all the five tasks, while the total time for the evalu-
ation session lasted typically between 30 and 40 minutes.

6.9.4.4 Participants

24 participants in total were involved in evaluating the system. Participants comprised
of 12 casual users and 12 experts, aged between 18 and 53, with a mean age of 31 years.
Casual users were drawn from a pool of staff and student population at the University
of Sheffield. Expert users from the Organisations, Information and Knowledge group at
the University of Sheffield and K-Now28, a software development company were invited
to participate in the evaluation. Experts had knowledge and experience working with
Semantic Web technologies and standard Semantic datasets.

6.9.4.5 Data Collection and Analysis

Both objective and subjective data was collected to allow deeper analysis from a qual-
itative and quantitative perspective. Interaction logs from Affective Graphs as well as
the evaluation controller provided quantitative data, which were later analysed to pro-
vide input time. Users indicated when they were satisfied with the results obtained,
analysing which, the success rate and number of query iterations were obtained.

Qualitative data was also collected for future analysis, that included user satisfaction
questionnaires, evaluator observations, discussions and feedback session at the end of
the evaluation. The subjects were presented with three questionnaires – a System Usabil-
ity Scale questionnaire, a demographics questionnaire and an extended questionnaire,
as shown in Appendix F.

The statistical package, SPSS was used to analyse the data. The analysis was con-
ducted in two ways – to understand how long users took to formulate a satisfactory
query and to understand how many iterations of queries users had to undergo to reach
satisfactory answers. The subjective data was analysed to understand: how users ap-
preciate or criticise the approach, how can the system be improved, general comments
on how such approaches can be incorporated in standard knowledge practices of the

28 http://www.k-now.co.uk/
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Figure 68: Analysis of hybrid search approach, grouped by experts and casual users. Figure on
the left shows the number of attempts for each query, where a few queries required
more than one attempts. Figure on the right shows the input time taken to complete
formulating a query.

users. The analysis was conducted by grouping the data by query as well as user type.
Additionally, the aesthetics questionnaire was analysed to assess how the users judged
the aesthetic appeal of the system.

6.9.4.6 Results

Overall, all the users could perform all tasks presented to them, and were satisfied
with the results. As with the previous evaluation, the discussion will involve two main
findings: Efficiency and Effectiveness, and User Satisfaction.

efficiency and effectiveness Figure 68, left presents a boxplot of the number
of attempts for every question, grouped by the user type. The figure shows that most
users could find their answers in one attempt for all the questions, apart from a few
outliers. The two questions with a greater variation were Q5 and Q2. These questions
required the users to manually enter constraints as a way of fine-tuning queries. Most
users could find the results in one attempt, while five (1 casual, 4 experts) required two
attempts to answer the query on Alaska (Q5). It was observed that the greater number
of experts requiring more than one attempt to answer the query was due to trying out
different natural language queries. Some experts tried different variations of the query
(e.g. “Alaskan cities 1000 people”, “city Alaska inhabitants” or “cities Alaskan popula-
tion”). A few users also added a different constraint to other properties to formulate the
query — for e.g. instead of the ‘populationTotal’ property, they used ‘populationUrban’
or ‘populationDensity’ (Figure 69, Left). Some users also had difficulty in understand-
ing some of the names of properties in the dataset — e.g. in the query Q5, the concept
‘City’ is connected to the concept ‘Administrative Region (Alaska)’ with three properties
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Figure 69: Two queries provided some challenges for users — Left, Q5 required the two proper-
ties isPartOf and populationTotal (marked in blue) to be added to query with a single
constraint on populationTotal. Right, Q2 required artist and releaseDate (marked in
blue) to be added to query with multiple constraints added to releaseDate

‘isPartOf’, ‘largestCity’ and ‘capital’. While the property ‘isPartOf’ would provide the
required answer, users did not find the property name intuitive enough to select it at
first, resulting in a few re-attempts.

Q2 showed the maximum variation in the number of attempts. Three casual and ex-
pert users took two attempts, while two other experts took 3 and 4 attempts respectively.
The formulation of the constraint presented users with a challenge — this was observed
to be related to the implementation. Q2 requires users to identify a relation (artist) be-
tween the concepts ‘Song’ and ‘MusicalArtist’, as well as add two date constraints on
the property ‘releaseDate’ to create a range filter of 1980 — 1990 (Figure 69, Right). The
implementation required users to add the two constraints sequentially, by repeating
a few steps. Further on, the date constraints required users to select from a calendar
display the dates starting from 1/1/1980 to 31/12/1990. This process caused difficulty
among users as despite being presented with a pop-up calendar, users preferred to
enter ‘1980’ and ‘1990’ in the date input field. This was identified by most users as a
difficult step, and few users suggested removing the calendar UI element and replace it
with a simple text input box using simple Javascript validations. Users also suggested
to enable a feature where multiple constraints can be added at one time, instead of a
series of sequential steps.

The other three tasks were performed with a median of one attempt, while a few
outliers do exist, as shown in the figure. This was due to a few interaction issues and the
users identifying different properties than the ones required. For e.g. Q3 required users
to identify properties‘foundingDate’ or ‘foundingYear’ as query properties. However,
some users selected ‘foundedBy’ and ‘founded’ properties. Upon receiving irrelevant
results, users re-tried the queries with the right ones.

Input time, or the time taken by a user to compose a satisfying query can also pro-
vide a good indication of how well the system can perform. Figure 68, right show how
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Figure 70: Qualitative data analysis — Figure on the left shows a boxplot of SUS scores grouped
into expert and casual users; Middle figure shows a boxplot of overall ease of ap-
proach, grouped into expert and casual users; Right figure shows the aesthetics scores
provided by users

the two types of users perform with the different questions. The maximum input times
recorded were 287 and 286 seconds for the Q2 question, by an expert and a casual user
respectively. The minimum time recorded by a casual user was 26 seconds for the Q4

query, while the minimum time for an expert was 30 seconds for the Q1 query. On an
average, it can be observed that casuals (median input time of 76.88) were generally
quicker than experts (median input time of 94.48) in answering all the questions. Such
a finding was unexpected, as it was expected that experts (given their understanding
of Semantic Web concepts and querying techniques) would be quicker at grasping the
concepts and therefore formulating the queries. One of the reasons for this unexpected
result could be attributed to an observation made during the evaluations: given a better
understanding of natural language systems and formal query techniques, the experts
tended to investigate various technicalities within the system. For example, some ex-
perts manually looked up the SPARQL query thereby generated, trying to understand
how the query was being built.

Another reason was that experts, given a better understanding of query formalisms,
were inclined to follow a more systematic approach and follow every step meticulously,
re-checking every step once a query was built before executing it. Casuals, however,
with a relatively less experience with formal queries tended to follow a more casual
approach, and therefore were quicker with their querying. The final reason that was
observed was that experts were trying several variations of the natural language query
as input to the NL system, which resulted in several re-attempts as well.

user satisfaction Three questionnaires were presented to the users at the end of
the evaluation session similar to Section 6.9.3.1- a general usability questionnaire (ten
5-point Likert questions for computing SUS scores), an extended questionnaire (a single
Likert question on the difficulty of the approach and two open-ended questions for the
positive and negative experience of the hybrid approach) and an aesthetics question-
naire (fifteen 5-point Likert questions).
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Figure 70, left shows a boxplot of the SUS scores provided by the users, grouped by
the type of users. Overall, it was observed that experts liked the system considerably
more than casuals. A median score of 73.75 and mean of 75 from the experts show
that the system was well appreciated. Casual users also rated the system highly with a
median score of 61.25 and mean of 64.58. While a direct comparison with the previous
evaluations cannot be drawn due to completely different experimental setups, these
results were encouraging. In the first evaluation with casual and experts, casual users
rated the tool as 55, while experts rated it as 63.75. Most users were excited with the
playful and interactive nature of the system (2 experts and 1 casual user provided very
high SUS scores of over 90).

Several users (both experts and casual users) seemed to be interested about the sys-
tem and inquired when and how will the system be made available online. The users
also noted that such systems would be important for the research they conduct as well
as their daily tasks — for e.g. a politics student mentioned her need for such a sys-
tem to understand how different countries and their legislative policies are framed and
how they are interlinked. Another user from the music studies department appreciated
the system and expressed the need for such an approach while looking for albums or
records of musicians based on different genres.

The comments mentioned on the feedback questionnaire for the open ended ques-
tions were very positive toward the hybrid approach as well as the visual approach in
general. Comments such as:

• “It was useful to have all the relevant entities and classes preloaded onto the diagram, and
they were usually the right ones.”

• “I liked that the system automatically identified the main concepts from the query, so that
the exploration process was faster.”

• “I think it allows easy exploration of non-specific / vague queries, whilst simultaneously
allowing you to head directly to your target if you DO know what it is. Pretty cool, and
flexible.”

• “Providing the NL query first was very quick and user friendly. Most of the time, the
system provided the correct query or very close to it — only need a little bit of tweaking.
This made it fast to formulate queries.”

• “I like the hybrid approach because it was a visual representation of the search I was
carrying out, allowing me to see every step of my search and how my search can be changed
to find different search results.”

• “It was very visual and you get a good sense of the types of questions that you can ask
from the data even if you do not know the data.”

• “I appreciated the link between visual data and the ability to be able to short cut to get to
the data i want”

showed they appreciated the approach where their natural language query was in-
terpreted into semantic concepts and entities and subsequently represented as visual
objects. Comments such as “easy to type natural language, I like interacting with the visual
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side.” and “Graphical representation of the relationships between different concepts was inter-
esting” show that the users also appreciated the visual approach of querying.

Comments such as “Good as a transition from the text based query approach I am used to.
Best of both worlds. My preferred learning style is visual so this may have helped the ease of
understanding visualisation of data. The nodes and arcs show data connections well. The options
to refine searches were obvious and well set out. This approach reduces the many pages of results
from a standard eg Google search.” show that some users appreciated the approach and the
system as a whole, but also a personal preference and choice plays an important role
in user appreciation of the approach. Contrary to the user, however, another user men-
tioned a preference to a text-driven approach though she appreciates a visual approach:
“Whilst the graph was utterly gorgeous, it seemed to distract and make a targeted search (such
as the ones given in the tasks) take longer than it needed to. I suspect that personally, unless I
was looking for inspiration / brainstorming, I’d usually prefer to use a more text-based format
most of the time. That said, I am not sure if I’m a typical user — for example, I detest news
in un-neccessary graphical format and won’t watch a video if there’s a text-based news article
which reflects the same thing”.

Three users in particular (2 casual users and 1 expert user) were more critical of the
system with SUS scores ranging between 40 and 50. Two users (an expert and a casual
user) mentioned that they felt the step of entering a text query in the NL search box
and then visualising it to refine the query and finally obtaining results seemed like an
additional step compared to a Google -like approach they are more accustomed to: one
user mentioned the following as a negative point of the approach — “It seemed an extra
step to get to your answer rather than just typing in a search and it appearing in results.”. The
same user, however commented about the hybrid approach: “It is unusual. I wouldn’t
like to do this purely from the graphics. I liked the use of logic to get to the answer.”. Upon
reflection, perhaps a solution to the contradictory views would be to directly provide
answers to queries when the user enters a search. For cases where a satisfactory answer
could not be provided, a more visual approach would be followed via Affective Graphs.
A simple redesign, however would not be the ideal solution, since a seamless transition
with a smooth flow between the two approaches is desired, which needs a considerable
amount of insight and research.

Negative comments provided by users could suggest possible improvements and crit-
icisms could help understand what are the issues with the approach. These comments
were grouped into two categories — approach (what users did not like in the hybrid
approach) and implementation (what users did not like with the existing implementa-
tion). A familiarity with a Google-like keyword-based approach meant that some users
(specially casual users) already had a pre-conceived notion regarding search, and a de-
viation from the same raised a few concerns among users (as noted previously). In this
regard, several discussions ensued where participants were explained how semantic
search is different and listing cases where typical keyword-based approaches would
not provide sufficient results. The existing bias toward an established approach was
observed in few users, who compared the need for semantic search approaches with
existing search systems.

Some users (mostly experts) also noted a few drawbacks of the NL system, where
several variants of questions were tried during the evaluation:

• “It doesn’t always match the terms you are looking for.”
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• “The free-text component sometimes doesn’t recognise words although they are an exact
match.”

• “It was quite complicated to build from the start by yourself if it didn’t bring up matches
from the initial search question.”

• “Need several steps to get my search. Sometimes can not parse my query correctly.”

• “sometimes not clear what the system was picking up and why.”

These comments highlight some drawbacks of free NL systems that may exist and are
always a concern for NLP developers — they do not always pick up the concepts that are
of interest. However, while the performance and development of the NL component is
out of scope for this thesis, its applicability in a hybrid approach, coupled with a visual
approach was evaluated positively with experts and casual users alike. It is expected
that with a continuously evolving and improving NL component, these comments would
be reduced and a better starting point for the users can be achieved.

Some implementation issues were highlighted by the users, which were not observed
in earlier evaluations (primarily due to (a) the type of queries being evaluated this time
— i.e. multiple constraints on properties and (b) new features introduced in the system):

• “adding constraints is a bit labourious as you need to open the panel again for adding each
one, also it would be good to have an edit button rather than just remove one”

• “would have been nice to see the visualised query update in real time as concepts etc were
ticked / unticked on the right hand side. (query panel)”

• “the add constraint option was not entirely clear i.e. when looking at different dates it was
tricky to know what the symbols meant.”

• “consider a spelling correction that picks up from possible values in dbpedia for example”

• “consider clarifying the query results with the user, i.e. when performing the search for
lincoln you could point out there is more than 1 match for lincoln, which one would you
like (kind of like the BBC weather forecast)”

These comments provide invaluable feedback and insight into how the system can
be improved as well as highlight issues that exist within the present implementation of
the system. The comments regarding adding constraints note that the users experienced
some difficulty in performing these tasks and they are reflected in the quantitative data
analysis where a greater input time and number of attempts were observed for few
users. Two users also mentioned the need for a few learning sessions and noted that a
few features may be difficult to memorise. Users also experienced some difficulty with
the experimental conditions. For e.g. the evaluations were conducted on a macbook,
and some users being windows users, found it difficult to use the mousepad (though
an external mouse was provided). One user also noted that a bigger screen would be
helpful to perform the tasks specially due to the visual approach.

The aesthetics questionnaire contained the same questions as with the previous eval-
uation — requiring users to judge the system on four criteria: style, overall aesthetics,
layout and colours. Figure 70, Right shows how the two types of users judged the sys-
tem on these criteria. Casual and expert users noted that the style of the system was
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consistent, scoring a median 1.5 and 2 (1 being the most positive and 5 being the most
negative). In terms of layout, most users noted the system was well structured and or-
ganised (a median score of 2 for both types, where 1 being the most structured and
organised, 5 being the least). Two users, among the experts noted that the high score
(as an outlier) marked the layout as not well organised, since they preferred the ‘Search’
button to be on the right hand panel, instead of the bottom as it would reduce contin-
uous scrolling. Both types of users found the colours in the system pleasant, scoring 1

(1 being most positive and 5 being least). The colours were also judged to be helpful by
both type of users (casual users scored a median of 1, while experts scored 2).

The system was judged positively in terms of overall aesthetics- users found the sys-
tem clean, scoring it 2 (experts and casuals). Experts scored the system clean (2), while
casuals provided an average score (2.5). Both types of users found the system relatively
complex, with casuals (3.5) scoring the system more complex than experts (2.5), 1 de-
noting a simple system, 5 denoting a complex system. Casual found the system very
creative (median score of 1, where 1 denotes creative and 5 denotes unimaginative),
and experts scored the system highly on creativity (median score of 2). Both users felt
that the system is beautiful, scoring a median of 4 (1 denotes ugly, 5 denotes beautiful).
Both users also agreed that using the system was exciting, scoring a median of 4 (1
denoting stressful, 5 denoting exciting).

The greatest variation was observed in the scores of symmetry — while casuals
seemed to agree that the system was mostly asymmetric, experts felt that the system
inclined to a more symmetric one. Most users had a doubt on this question, and men-
tioned they feel the system is mostly symmetric, but in a positive manner. Most users
felt that the asymmetry in the system helped it be more effective, and they would not
suggest any changes that could affect the symmetry. Though the aesthetics are highly
subjective, the feedback and comments from users showed that they enjoyed the experi-
ence of working with the system and felt it was a creative and beautiful solution.

6.9.4.7 Discussions, Key Findings and Limitations

The evaluation highlighted several key findings: the most important being, the observa-
tion that most users were able to retrieve satisfactory answers at the first attempt. This
was, in spite of a very large dataset like DBpedia being queried. The addition of a nat-
ural language component assisted users in reaching their concepts of interest quickly,
and hence, users could start building queries without requiring to follow several con-
cepts. The next finding, perhaps expected to an extent was that experts generally took
longer than casual users to formulate a satisfactory query. This can be explained by
the general curiosity of experts, who could relate the approach to their conceptual un-
derstanding of semantic querying. Experts were also observed to be more careful and
meticulous in formulating their queries, hence required longer query input times. Some
experts took time to validate complex SPARQL queries by reading through the queries
manually to understand how the system gradually builds the queries. Overall, experts
liked the system more than casual users, which can also be explained by the familiarity
of experts with semantic web principles. Some users commented on the need for an
additional step after a Google-like approach of a natural language querying. Overall, all
users found the querying experience a enjoyable, stimulating and creative approach.
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A few minor interaction issues were also identified – most users experienced some
difficulty setting date filters using the date selection widget, where users were expected
to select a date. However, some users expressed that instead, a textual way to enter
dates in either MM-DD-YYYY (or similar) formats would be a better approach. Some
users were also slightly frustrated by the way constraints are created: presently, multiple
constraints can be added on a concept/property by selecting “add constraint” from the
context menu drawn by right-clicking on the visual item multiple times. However, users
suggested to enhance the ‘add constraint’ dialog so that multiple constraints can be
added at one time.

A major limitation of this study was that the evaluation considered the hybrid ap-
proach as an isolated query approach. A larger scale comparison with both of the two
approaches (natural language and graphical) is essential as a part of a later evaluation.
This is to help validate how the potential benefits of the two approaches can be trans-
lated in a hybrid manner, compared with each other in similar experimental conditions.
A further evaluation with a larger variety of tasks (exploratory, fact-finding etc.) would
be helpful in understanding which approach is most appropriate for the type of task.
However, at the time of development, this evaluation was deemed the most appropriate
since it was important to understand the first reactions from users, while performing a
smaller set of tasks.

6.9.5 Evaluating Aesthetic Properties of Affective Graphs

Several rounds of re-design after consecutive user-feedback resulted in a version of
Affective Graphs that was relatively mature and ready to be evaluated with a final
set of users. In order to understand the aesthetic properties of the interface, the same
metrics as previously used to compare existing Semantic Web interfaces (see Section 6.3)
are used to compare the systems with Affective Graphs. This evaluation was aimed at
answering two major questions:

• How does the system compare with respect to the system that was judged to be
the most aesthetically pleasing tool?

• How does the system compare with the highest score achieved by any tool for the
individual categories?

Section 6.3 showed that the Semantic Web interfaces that were earlier analysed had
relatively low scores, with the highest score obtained by any tool being 0.65 out of a
maximum possible score of 1. The eight measures of aesthetic properties were calcu-
lated for Affective Graphs and compared with two other sets of scores — the tool which
scored the highest in the previous experiment, mSpace. Additionally, Affective Graphs
was compared with the highest scores obtained by any tool in each of the individual
criteria. The experiment identified the tools which obtained the highest scores for differ-
ent categories — balance (Sig.ma), Equilibrium (Sig.ma), Symmetry (mSpace), Sequence
(PowerAqua, NLP Reduce), Rhythm (K-Search), Cohesion (mSpace) and Unity (NLP Re-
duce).

Similar to the previous experiment, the scores for each metric are calculated three
times. However, in this experiment, the highest scores obtained by each tool, since the
best scores are of interest in this evaluation. Figure 71 shows a comparative plot of
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Figure 71: Comparison of Affective Graphs with the highest scoring tool and the maximum
scores in each aesthetic metric

the best scores obtained by any tool, best scoring tool and Affective Graphs. The fig-
ure shows that Affective Graphs scored the highest in four out of the seven categories
(Rhythm, Sequence, Symmetry and Cohesion). The system scored lesser than the other
two in balance and unity. Equilibrium scores are marginally lower than the other two,
with Affective Graphs scoring 0.987 as compared to 0.999 by the highest scoring tool
(Sig.ma).

Overall, as can be seen from the graph, Affective Graphs scored the highest, signif-
icantly higher than the best scores obtained by the Semantic Web tools (an order and
complexity score of 0.8404 as compared to 0.6523). Whilst these scores, are by no means
conclusive in deciding the most aesthetically pleasing interface, the positive results serve
as a good indication toward developing a more pleasant experience for users. The in-
tent, in this evaluation was not to judge an interface as the most aesthetically pleasing
one, but to explore an alternative way of objectively evaluating Semantic Web interfaces
and assessing how the implemented system scores with respect to existing systems.
This is important as the system was designed considering aesthetics as one of the most
important features.

6.9.5.1 Limitations

An objective evaluation as the one explored can only provide an indication of the aes-
thetic properties of a system. However, the truest reflection on the aesthetic appeal of
an interface can only be provided by a subjective judgement of the users. Personal pref-
erences, bias, societal impact, learning experiences and other factors influence a user’s
judgement and preference for a particular interface. This makes it an extremely difficult
task to assess a real user’s perception to an interface. While the significant role of users
in determining the pleasurable quality of an interface is acknowledged, early objective
analysis of the aesthetic principles is helpful and can provide a starting point for de-
velopment. As previously discussed, interface layout is only one of the several factors
that contribute toward the aesthetic appeal of an interface. However, other factors such
as colour and texture are considerably difficult to formulate in order to ascertain an
objective value [NTB03].
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6.10 generic mechanisms of interaction

The requirement of Affective Graphs to be a generic solution, independent from datasets
and domains needed a unique way of translating user actions. Representing concepts
and properties in a typical manner (as traditional graph and network representations)
provided the first step in doing so. However, the approach also needed to address
requirements such as querying, exploration and providing overviews while being a
highly interactive and visual one. This resulted in thee development of several rules
and templates, that can translate low level user interactions to intents and then finally
to SPARQL queries. this section presents the rules/templates involved in these processes
– while an overview of the processes have been provided earlier in Section 6.7, this sec-
tion presents the generic templates used for the processes. The rules are presented in
the Table 5

Type Target Context Intent Query Template SPARQL

1. Init Owl:Thing
node

Initial Node Initiate Interaction
with 3 initiating
queries

subclass request
domain request
range request

SELECT distinct
?subClass count (?x) as
?count ?label WHERE {
?x a ?subClass.
?subClass
rdfs:subClassOf
owl:Thing.
?subClass rdfs:label
?label.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?label), “EN” )
}order by desc(?count)

SELECT distinct ?prop
count(?instance) as
?count ?domain WHERE {
?prop rdfs:range
owl:Thing.
?prop rdfs:domain
?domain.
?instance ?prop ?obj.
}order by desc (?count)

SELECT distinct ?prop
count(?instance) as
?count ?range WHERE {
?prop rdfs:domain
owl:Thing.
?prop rdfs:range
?range.
?instance ?prop ?obj.
}order by desc (?count)
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2. Click Section (sub-
class X) of a
node

Parent Node Explore new section
with 3 queries

subclass request
domain request
range request

SELECT distinct
?subClass count (?x) as
?count ?label WHERE {
?x a ?subClass.
?subClass
rdfs:subClassOf X.
?subClass rdfs:label
?label.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?label), “EN” )
}order by desc(?count)

SELECT distinct ?prop
count(?instance) as
?count ?domain WHERE {
?prop rdfs:range X.
?prop rdfs:domain
?domain.
?instance ?prop ?obj.
}order by desc (?count)

SELECT distinct ?prop
count(?instance) as
?count ?range WHERE {
?prop rdfs:domain X.
?prop rdfs:range
?range.
?instance ?prop ?obj.
}order by desc (?count)

3. Right
Click – add
to query

Node X, repre-
senting a con-
cept

Node Indicate node X is
of interest in the
query

Add node concept
to query

SELECT * WHERE {
?XConceptValue a
<XConcept>.
OPTIONAL
{?XConceptValue
rdfs:label ?label.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?label), “EN”)}.
}

4. Right
Click - add
constraint,
enter filter
restriction
(“filterT-
erm”)

Node X, repre-
senting a con-
cept

Node Apply a filter re-
striction on node

Add filter con-
straint to concept

SELECT * WHERE {
?XConceptValue a
<XConcept>.
OPTIONAL
{?XConceptValue
rdfs:label ?label.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?label), “EN”)}.
FILTER (
regex(?XConceptValue,
“filterTerm”, “i” ))
}

5. Right
Click - add
to query

Object Property
X

Property X connect-
ing Node A and
Node B

Indicate property X
is of interest in the
query

Add connected
nodes (A and B) to
query
Add property X to
query

SELECT * WHERE {
?ConceptAValue a
<ConceptA>.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
rdfs:label
?ConceptALabel.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?ConceptALabel),
“EN”)}
. ?ConceptBValue a
<ConceptB>.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptBValue
rdfs:label
?ConceptBLabel.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?ConceptBLabel),
“EN”)}.
?ConceptAValue
<PropertyX>
?ConceptBValue.
}
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6. Right
Click - add
to query

Data Property X Property X connect-
ing Node A

Indicate property X
is of interest in the
query

Add connected
node A to query
Add property X to
query

SELECT * WHERE {
?ConceptAValue a
<ConceptA>.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
rdfs:label
?ConceptALabel.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?ConceptAValue),
“EN”)}.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
<PropertyX>
?PropertyXValue}.
}

7. Right
Click - add
constraint,
enter text
filter restric-
tion (“text
filter”)

Data Property X Property X connect-
ing Node A

Apply a text filter
restriction on prop-
erty

Add filter con-
straint to property

SELECT * WHERE {
?ConceptAValue a
<ConceptA>.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
rdfs:label
?ConceptALabel.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?ConceptAValue),
“EN”)}.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
<PropertyX>
?PropertyXValue}.
FILTER
regex(?PropertyXValue,“i”,“text
filter”).
}

8. Right
Click - add
constraint,
enter nu-
meric filter
restriction
(numericfil-
ter)

Data Property X Property X connect-
ing Node A

Apply a numeric
filter restriction on
property

Add filter con-
straint to property

SELECT * WHERE {
?ConceptAValue a
<ConceptA>.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
rdfs:label
?ConceptALabel.
FILTER langMatches(
lang(?ConceptAValue),
“EN”)}.
OPTIONAL ?ConceptAValue
<PropertyX>
?PropertyXValue}.
FILTER (?PropertyXValue
= numericfilter).
}

9. Right
Click - add
constraint,
enter date
filter restric-
tion

Data Property X Property X connect-
ing Node A

Apply a date filter
restriction on prop-
erty

Add filter con-
straint to property

SELECT * WHERE {
?ConceptAValue a
<ConceptA>.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
rdfs:label
?ConceptALabel.
FILTER langMatches
(lang(?ConceptAValue),
“EN”)}.
OPTIONAL
{?ConceptAValue
<PropertyX>
?PropertyXValue}.
FILTER
((?completionDate =
‘YYYY-MM-DD’ˆˆxsd:date))
}

10. Click ‘Search’ Button A satisfactory query
created, filters ap-
plied

Execute the query List instances
matching the query

SELECT * WHERE {
<current SPARQL query>
}LIMIT 1000

11. Text en-
try

Text ‘text
search’

Concept Search
field

Search for a known
concept

Concept Search SELECT ?conceptValue
WHERE {
?conceptValue a
?concept.
FILTER
regex(?conceptValue,“i”,“text
search”).
}LIMIT 10

Table 10: User Interactions translated to SPARQL queries in Affective Graphs
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As discussed in Section 6.7, a new node created results in three SPARQL queries being
triggered - a subclass request, a range request and a domain request. The same occurs
during initialisation (1. Init, when the user chooses to reload the page or load the page
for the first time), since the initial step requires a new node to be created. Following
the initialisation step, a user can choose to either proceed exploration by clicking on
different sections of the initial node (2. Click, which results in the same queries being
triggered for the new node) or perform a search for relevant concepts (11, which results
in a popup dialog listing the relevant concepts identified). Selecting an item from the
popup dialog results in another node being created, and thus the three queries being
triggered.

Following the creation of a new node, and during the exploration of a dataset, the user
can build precise queries by interacting with the nodes and links. The user can select a
specific node/property (3,5,6) as a query object by right-clicking on the visual object and
selecting “add to query” from the context menu. This will generate the relevant SPARQL
query, based on the concept/property selected as well as connect to any previous query
the user may have connected. If the user has any specific information need, then the user
can add a filter constraint on the query by right-clicking and selecting “add constraint”
(4,7,8,9) from the context menu. This results in the addition of the necessary filters on
the SPARQL query. Upon being satisfied with the query thereby built, the user can then
click the ‘Search’ button (10) to finalise and execute the SPARQL query.

6.11 supporting user needs in semantic web

Unlike .view., lessons learned from the development of Affective Graphs were rather on
a higher level, in essence establishing and confirming two main hypotheses:

• Attention to aesthetics is essential, and aesthetic designs can be achieved by align-
ing functionalities with best principles of design

• The role of users is central to ensuring the development of a well-received system

Initial experiments with Linked Data interfaces and aesthetic measures has high-
lighted the need for explicit attention to aesthetics while designing interfaces for the
Semantic Web. Starting from principles developed by the Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) and the Visual Analytics communities, a set of best principles were proposed that
could be used to develop Semantic Web applications. These principles were used to
design and build an interface that facilitates exploratory browsing of Linked Data. The
approach was validated by several evaluations, with users from varied domains and
expertise levels.

The role of users in a UCD approach is paramount. Users need to be consulted and
should be made a part of the solution. This, in addition to bringing a sense of belonging
can help users feel responsible for the solution. While there are several ways of involving
users, personal interviews and focus group sessions have provided the most insightful
results, and there is a greater need for such types of evaluations within the community.
It is important to understand the affective appeal of systems on users, and such sessions
can provide insights not easily achievable with a formal user evaluation. Involving users
from different domain also ensured the final solution being developed is a generic one
and domain-independent.
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Tech-Users Lay-Users

T1. Intuitive Navigation through LD structures L1. Intuitive navigation through the large amounts of complex,

multi-dimensional data

T2. Data exploration to understand content and structure L2. Exploratory knowledge discovery

T3. Data exploration to identify links across and within datasets L3. Support for basic to advanced querying, to support filtering

and IR in order to cater to experts as well as casual users

T4. Data exploration to identify errors, noise and anomalies L4. Detailed analysis of ROIs

in content and syntax

T5. Advanced querying using formal query syntax L5. Publication/syndication

T6. Publication/syndication, verification and validation of new L6. Data extraction for reuse

data and links

T7. Data extraction for reuse L7. Presentation of the results of analysis to different audiences.

Table 11: Design guidelines proposed by Dadzie and Rowe [DR11] visual information presenta-
tion catering to two types of users — lay and tech

This section also revisits the literature, and from a higher level attempts to under-
stand how Affective Graphs can support a typical Semantic Web user needs. [DR11]
provided a comprehensive review of Linked Data visualisation approaches and cate-
gorised their design guidelines based on the perspectives of a tech user and a lay-user.
Upon reflection, it is useful to look back at these guidelines and align them with the
features provided in the Affective Graphs interface in order to understand how it fits
with the greater expectations of the Semantic Web community. The guidelines proposed
by the authors are shown in Table 11 .

One of the main guidelines proposed by the authors for both lay and tech users
is the need for an intuitive interface that facilitates browsing of large complex multi-
dimensional data (L1, T1). User evaluations and focus groups have been highly positive
and indicate that users had a good experience with the tool while exploring data. The
exploratory tasks focussed on understanding how well users can explore an unknown
dataset to find relevant information. Users found the interactive and visual approach
stimulating and were willing to explore data in a playful manner, thereby finding an-
swers to their tasks (L2, T2). There was also a noted change in behaviour as users
started becoming more confident with the system with increasing familiarity and prac-
tice. Affective Graphs also makes it apparent to the user how different concepts are
hierarchically related and what are the common relationships they share (L3,T3). Ex-
ploring nodes in focus provided users with more information about the node, which
helped users gather an understanding of a concept without actively searching for it’s
content (L4).

Although not discussed within the scope of this thesis (mostly due to the minor
simplistic implementation details), Affective Graphs also has features for exporting data
from query results (T7, L6, L7). The SPARQL queries are stored in the system, and if a
user is interested in the result sets, they can export the results in a file (which is the
same action as a URL call, with a parameter to return the response as XML, JSON, HTML,
RDF, CSV, etc.) . This feature was disabled during the evaluations as it was not a focus
of our experiments. Since Affective Graphs is not meant to be a standalone system,
and will be integrated with another visualisation framework, which makes it possible
to simultaneously visualise result sets in multiple facets (L7). One of the most useful
features identified by Dadzie and Rowe is the ability to query for specific instances of
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data within a dataset. Affective Graphs helps users build queries in a highly visual an
interactive manner. We believe this would be of immense help to lay users as they would
not be trained in formal query syntax. Their interactions with visual elements would
generate queries which would enable them to answer specific Information Needs (L4,
L3). The interactions can also serve as a starting point for advanced users, who can then
directly edit the SPARQL query thereby generated or modify various query parameters
such as limit the number of results, order results and so on (T5).

6.12 summary

This chapter presented the second of the two proposed solutions, focussing on query-
ing large semantic datasets by employing a highly visual and interactive approach. This
chapter addressed and provided evidence for the third research question (R3 – How
can visualisation interfaces be designed to be visually pleasing?). Starting from the results of
.views., this chapter motivated the need for a greater emphasis of a querying system. Vi-
sual Analytic techniques and aesthetic design principles highlighted from a study of the
literature were aligned against Semantic Web principles to provide a guide toward aes-
thetically developed Semantic Web exploration solution. VA techniques provide insight
into how visualisations can be employed to present large multi dimensional datasets.
Employing aesthetic design ensures that the experience of using such interfaces is an
enjoyable and pleasant one, thereby making users more receptive. These principles were
used as guidelines to develop the Affective Graphs solution, which was then positively
evaluated in several rounds of user evaluations.

Several design decisions were also made as a result of lessons learnt from evaluations
and user studies. The design principles also provided guidelines to develop the solu-
tion. These decisions can be employed into many other solutions that employ similar
mechanisms — for e.g. employing a HSB colour scheme for an automated colouring
palette, fine-tuning and providing users with greater control of automated graphical
layouts, employing standard and familiar user interactions. The generic mechanism of
interactively exploring semantic datasets partially (along with .views.) addresses the sec-
ond research question (R2 – How can visualisation interfaces help explore semantic data in
a generic manner ?), by making use of interpretation/translation rules to convert high
level user interactions to low level intents, and subsequently to formal queries.

The applicability of Affective Graphs within an organisational KM perspective is sig-
nificant — increasing amounts of datasets are continuously made available to all users
within organisations, and there is a need for users to access and comprehend large
volumes of unknown datasets quickly. Affective Graphs has been developed as an ex-
ploratory solution that can help users explore an unknown data space, identify concepts
and topics of interest and build highly directed queries. Users can quickly plug-in to
large, previously unknown datasets, and easily assess their content as well as structure.
Incorporating natural language (generic as well as purpose-built for specific domains)
systems can also help users reach their data of interest efficiently if they have a par-
ticular Information Need. These features of Affective Graphs can help organisations
consume semantic data in an efficient, scalable and generic manner.

This chapter also discusses how several user communities from various domains have
contributed toward evaluating the solution, and providing ideas, suggestions and feed-
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back that have been invaluable in developing a more refined solution. Five evaluations
were conducted that provided user feedback in different stages of the development. The
first evaluation with domain experts provided the first attempt at presenting a visual
and interactive solution — while the system was clearly not a refined one and contained
several interaction issues, the users appreciated the approach and provided helpful in-
sights into addressing some of the issues. It also helped reaffirm the positive implication
of a visual and interactive approach, and the enjoyable and stimulating experience noted
by users provided a promising direction.

The next three user evaluations presented users with a more refined interface, with
fewer interaction issues. However, with every evaluation, there were several new issues
discovered. This establishes the notion of the importance of user evaluations — where
even in the fourth evaluation, new interaction or design issues were identified. Vary-
ing user types, tasks and experimental settings, new issues can be discovered which
continuously need addressing. The final evaluation, comparing established SW systems
revisited an earlier evaluation where the best performers of the systems in each aes-
thetic criteria were compared with Affective Graphs. An overall positive score in this
evaluation showed that, in an objective setting, Affective Graphs is well placed as a
more aesthetically pleasing solution. It is to be noted that this evaluation was not a final
judgement on how much more aesthetically pleasing the solution is in comparison to
standard tools in the community, but a direction toward exploring other qualities of an
interface. This is important in the SW and KM communities, as there is a lack in adopting
aesthetic design in developing solutions.

The nature of the proposed solution itself, being very interactive and visual, perhaps
accounted for users who were highly engaged with the system — interacting with the
system to build complex and fine tuned queries, explore unknown data, discover new
information are all part of a user’s Information Need. Providing users with mechanisms
to perform these tasks in an interactive, systematic and yet playful manner created
an enjoyable experience for the users. The adoption of UCD and greater engagement
of users while developing SW tools and solutions is extremely urgent and highly in
need. In fact, David Karger’s keynote at ESWC 2013, titled ‘A Semantic Web for End
Users’ argued for a greater involvement of users within the community. There is a need
for a better application of usability methods, and my experience while developing the
solution re-established the role of users as paramount in the design, development and
implementation of a solution. Despite Kaufmann’s findings in [KBF07], it was observed
that the view-based highly graphical solution provided very high satisfaction scores and
performed well in comparison to other approaches. I believe it is the combined approach
of employing UCD as well as developing solutions with explicit attention to aesthetics
as well as a highly visual and interactive approach provided a highly stimulating and
enjoyable interface to users.

During the evaluations, users from many domains expressed their intent of using
the system for their own datasets, and several plans are in-place for future exploration
into different areas and possible features. The evaluations have also paved the way
for establishing a new visual paradigm of browsing and exploring unknown datasets,
which until now was only possible by writing directed queries, manually inspecting
instances or viewing pre-built mashups. The following chapter discusses findings from
the two systems and presents details regarding possible future work.
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7
D I S C U S S I O N S

Following several iterations of design, implementation, evaluations and follow-up anal-
ysis, the .views. and Affective Graphs solutions had matured to developed systems, con-
tinuously guided by user feedback, comments and suggestions. The user centered de-
sign process formed the backbone of the development of the two solutions, and ensured
the final solutions were well accepted by various user communities, from different do-
mains. This chapter presents a high level discussion on the novel elements of the two
solutions. Additionally, this chapter reports the lessons learned from developing .views.,
which eventually influenced how Affective Graphs was developed and designed. I be-
lieve that these findings are highly generic and significantly relate to most solutions
semantic web. The next section presents the lessons learned and novel contributions of
the first solution, .views.

7.1 visualising semantic result sets : a reflection

The development of the first solution, .views. was inspired by several other systems
and approaches developed in the Semantic Web. Systems such as Tabulator [BLCC+

06]
seeded ideas for the core of the system – a multi-visualisation approach, where dif-
ferent facets of the data would be presented in different visual paradigms. Separating
visual regions in the interface to communicate a specific type of information resulted
in the creation of visualisation widgets. This was inspired by solutions such as Sig.ma1,
mSpace [sWRS06] and Museum Finland [HMS+

05]. Form based systems such as K-
Search [BCC+

08] inspired the approach toward dynamic forms for generating global
queries to help users filter large volumes of data, using dynamic queries. The dashboard
layout that brings together various elements was inspired from the designs of several
websites typically used in daily tasks as well as typical Business Intelligence solutions
such as IBM Cognos2, SAP BI3 etc. Techniques presented by [Few06, Tuf86, Tuf90] also
helped in the design and layout of the dashboard approach.

The design of the approach was built upon Shneiderman’s classic paradigm of In-
formation Seeking[Shn96] (“Overview first, Zoom/Filter, Details on demand"), where a
high level view of the data is presented to users by employing a multi-visualisation ap-
proach. Using dynamic querying [AWS92, WS92, GR94], users can then filter the dataset
to reach items of interest, while visualising the data in different perspectives. Upon re-
flection of issues arising during the development of .views., the most concerning was
the performance of a public linked data endpoint. This caused the backend to be un-
reliable and unpredictable, and therefore posed significant technical challenges while
developing the solution. The following section discusses how some of these issues were
mitigated by suggesting a set of guidelines.

1 http://Sig.ma, http://sig.ma/, Last accessed 25/06/12

2 from http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/solutions.html

3 http://www.sap.com/pc/analytics/business-intelligence/software/overview/index.html
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7.1.1 Lessons Learned and Guidelines

To better understand the constraints for an effective and generic approach to the user-
centred visualisation of Linked Data, both user and system aspects have to be taken
into account. Therefore both a formative user evaluation and a testing of the backend
performance were needed to better understand pitfalls and potential. This section pulls
together the results of the two evaluations and discusses which points have to be taken
into account when designing user interfaces to Linked Data.

The focus group sessions have been instrumental in identifying how user needs and
expectations for exploring unknown datasets and domains can be generalised — trans-
forming an intuition into a concrete approach. The discussions with domain experts,
computer science professionals and students have indicated that such a generic ap-
proach is much appreciated, specially when data is provided to users unfamiliar with
Semantic Web technologies. Majority of the focus group participants were not conver-
sant with Semantic Web principles and query languages — in order to be accepted by
a wide audience, there must be a complete separation of users from raw semantic data.
By providing multiple means of querying the underlying data (global filters and local
filters), users can be equipped with different interaction mechanisms to explore their
datasets. However, being completely unaware that each subsequent interactive step re-
sults in SPARQL queries being sent to the backend. This transparency is important to a
user — as end user’s interest lies in understanding their data — not by writing complex
scripts and queries, but by quick, seamless and fluid navigational and interaction tech-
niques. However, by being able to drill down into individual data instances, the users
will always have access to their data.

Apart from understanding the potential impact of the system architecture on user
expectations and experience, the approach has also been to understand how a generic
visualisation framework can be provided. The dashboard approach has been applied
over the years to cater to different requirements for different domains. .views. is capa-
ble of porting to several backends — traditional databases as well as Linked Data or
triplestores. The flexibility offered by such systems seems to be ideal for a Semantic
Web visualisation framework — developers can contribute by creating ‘add-on’ visu-
alisation widgets that cater to specific domains or data types; users can select which
visualisation widgets they prefer to use and in which order; users can select sections of
the visualisations within individual widgets to further investigate areas of interest; data
owners can use such framework to quickly explore their own datasets, shared data or
even organisational data. It is also the familarity of the users with systems following
the dashboard approach that has influenced our design choices — the users would not
need to be trained in using dashboards as they almost unknowingly use such systems
daily (BBC, igoogle, etc.).

Initial intuition before the system evaluation was that the response from publicly avail-
able SPARQL endpoints would be quite slow as compared to querying a local database;
the system tests proved that the real problem is the inconsistent time laps of the query
execution phase, a far greater challenge, as it cannot be fully controlled or estimated.
Reflecting on the implications for the user interface and the interaction, these basic
guidelines can be considered:
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7.1.1.1 Instance Counts

Providing instance counts (while entering textual queries, slider actions or selecting
checkboxes etc.) should be handled with care. It was often found that due to the delay
(in processing of a previous query) in the backend, the results being passed to the
frontend (thereby parsed and rendered in the frontend) overwrite the recent results. This
happens more often while obtaining instance counts, as the interaction itself expects
several quick responses from the backend. For the present implementation, timeouts
of 200ms from the frontend were introduced so that it would prevent delayed results
from previous queries over-writing recent results. Another suggestion would be to add
user interventions before sending queries to the backend e.g. pressing enter to retrieve
instance counts instead of the queries being triggered after a “KeyUp” or “OnChange”
event.

7.1.1.2 Dynamic Querying

Real-time querying via generic filters (e.g. dragging sliders to update visualisations
dynamically) could cause the system severe delays as queries are continuously fired
creating a backing of unresolved requests. To overcome this problem three solutions are
possible:

• Provide user interventions before passing queries to the backend;

• Prevent continuous dynamic querying by providing only discrete interface items
(i.e. remove elements like sliders);

• Cache the result of a query and use the dynamic filtering on the retrieved set, but
in this case only restrictions of the set will be possible.

The present implementation focussed on the first solution mainly due to the fact that it
does not pose any restrictions on the interactivity of the querying interface.

7.1.1.3 Automatic Suggestions

Automatic suggestions were disabled, as responses from the backend were often late
and could overwrite more recent suggestions, as explained in a previous point. As
the backend processing was time-exhaustive, it was decided to disable searching using
regular expressions. Instead, queries are presently performed using URIs. Doing so does
not put any demand on the endpoint to process regular expressions, thereby making
the backend respond quickly.

7.1.1.4 Aggregate Queries

When large result sets were returned from the backend, there was a significant delay in
loading up aggregate visualisations pie chart, bar chart and tag clouds. There are two
solutions to this that can be perceived:

• Limit the response to display the top few results, or

• Provide the results progressively.
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For the present implementation, the first approach was chosen as it provides a com-
paratively lesser amount of data (often the most important bit) to process. In this imple-
mentation, the users however have the option of the entire result set, if they choose to
do so. Doing so improved the performance significantly to an average of 30.5 ms from
1059.6 ms. However, the inconsistency of the SPARQL endpoints still remain. Apart from
reducing the time taken to process the queries (and results), this helped in providing
a more readable visualisation. Figure 72 shows the improvement in the readability of
the bar chart widget when this was done. The figure on the left shows the aggregate
results before any limits applied. The figure on the right shows the improved readability
achieved by applying limits.

Figure 72: Improving readability (and speed) by limiting results for aggregate queries. Both
figures show identical information (e.g., most resources are in London). However, the
first widget is almost illegible.

7.1.1.5 Textual Results

As can be seen from Figure 46, the query execution time for the text result widget was
high. Further on, more instance matches result in further delays since it takes more
time to process large data objects. Textual result can then be presented on request in a
separate overlapping layer, i.e., by providing only a window (as a page) of the entire
result set (Figure 73). This solution reduces time and improves readability. Thereby,
instead of sending one highly time consuming query, we modified the system to send
several short queries when required.

The above mentioned guidelines are often adopted by software developers in order to
cope with unreliable or slow databases. Several other software engineering approaches
can be adopted for improving the system performance like caching results, interacting
with local datasets, engineering SPARQL queries to provide quicker responses etc. How-
ever, the intention of evaluating the system limitations is to understand how good prac-
tices in information visualisation can be harmonically aligned with the current system
infrastructure, keeping the user expectations in mind. The unreliability of the Linked
Data endpoints may create issues (like delays, timeouts etc.) in user interfaces as well as
deactivation of essential functionalities, which can adversely affect the user experience.
In order to adhere to specific guidelines established by the information visualisation
community, the backend infrastructure needs to provide a consistent performance. So-
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Figure 73: Improving readability for textual results by providing a page view of large result sets.
Note the scroll bar for both figures indicating the number of textual results contained
in the widget.

lution developers in the enterprise need to be aware of these limitations and guidelines
while designing enterprise solutions. As discussed previously, while the evaluations
have been conducted on a public SPARQL endpoint, large data repositories in large or-
ganisations can pose similar issues. The outcome of the quantitative evaluation in a
public Linked Data endpoint setting poses an important technical challenge that can
affect usability and user experience significantly. The design guidelines, design and
development of the multi-visualisation approach, along with the outcome of the evalua-
tions supports the first claim of the thesis, C1. The claim states that a multi-visualisation
approach which provides simultaneous views of different facets of large result sets can
provide effective means to explore large scale data. However, existing frameworks pose
challenges that can restrict a fully interactive user experience.

7.1.2 Novelty in the solution

The need for a generic, visual and interactive solution steered the direction toward a
visualisation-based, interaction driven approach. Adopting the approach for a seman-
tic web infrastructure established a genericity, where the solution developed was not
specific to an individual domain. Furthermore, the inclusion of user communities with
various expertise ensured genericity of users. A significant engagement of users via user
centered design processes and multiple iterations of design has been largely missing in
the Semantic Web community.

While the iterative development process of .views. itself is unique to the community,
several features and elements in the design of the interface can be identified which
are novel to the semantic web. The features and elements of novelty and contributions
can be grouped into the following five categories: Genericity, Interactivity, Filter and
Querying, Visualisation and Development Guidelines. The following list describe these
novelties, particularly from a system design and features point of view.

• Genericity of the .views. solution is firstly ensured by involving user communities
to help guide key design and interface decisions have contributed to a generic
system. A significant focus was paid in gathering an initial understanding of
domains and users by conducting user interviews and focus groups. Studying
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existing knowledge practices, systems and visualisations most used by user com-
munities also identified several potential directions of development. This ensured
the visualisation solutions that were adopted were most suited to the right user
groups. However, adhering to strict semantic principles and adopting a rule based
framework for exploring semantic resultsets ensured that the final solution would
be a generic one, with the possibility of extending to specific domains by includ-
ing custom widgets. From an implementation perspective, a semantic web frame-
work contributed to a generic solution, owing to its self-descriptive, structured
and highly formalised approach. Hence, the novelty of the .views. solution is in
establishing a user-centered development approach within the Semantic Web in-
volving domain and technology experts. While a standard practice in Information
Retrieval and Human Computer Interaction research fields, such approaches are
largely missing from Semantic Web research. This is a novelty, as a typical Seman-
tic Web infrastructure has several characteristics (e.g. a very high level of formal-
isation, domain-independence, reasoning) that makes it a unique framework for
development.

• .views. is an interaction-driven approach, where each user interaction is translated
into user intent and finally, SPARQL queries. Translation rules and templates are
domain and user independent, and rely on interpreting user interactions to in-
formation need and user intents. These rules are generic, and can be employed
in other solutions to easily formulate how a click-and-drag operation on a slider
can be quickly translated into a highly formalised SPARQL query. The translation
from user interactions to user intent and subsequently to a formal query is the
next novelty of the solution.

• Two types of querying mechanisms are employed in .views. – global and local
queries. Global queries select a subset of the data, to be visualised by all the visu-
alisation widgets. Local queries, on the other hand provide users with means to
focus on specific facets of the data and explore multiple facets in a flexible manner
by interacting with different visualisation widgets. This approach of combining
different types of query paradigms in a generic manner for exploring semantic
data is identified as a novel contribution of the solution.

• Multi-visualisation of semantic data is a common solution for exploring semantic
data. The .views. solution approaches visualisation of data from a generic stand-
point. While this is not a novel contribution and several systems have employed
this technique to great success, it is worth mentioning that .views. provides do-
main and generic visualisations in a flexible manner. The benefit of the .views.
approach is that it can be very easily plugged-in to a new dataset and used to
explore datasets effectively and quickly, instead of spending enormous efforts to
configure for new datasets/domains.

• As a part of the development of the .views. approach and subsequent performance
evaluation, several crucial findings were observed. The most important finding
was that typical public semantic data infrastructure struggles to provide a con-
sistent performance, and hence impacts the predictability of solutions interacting
with public endpoints. This resulted in the development of guidelines to help mit-
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igate the performance issues, as discussed in Section 7.1.1. While some design
decisions in the guidelines are often used in Information Retrieval and Human
Computer Interaction fields, the semantic web community lacks precise guidelines
or suggestions for developing interactive interfaces. These guidelines are hence, a
novel contribution to the Semantic Web community.

.views. was evaluated within an organisational framework with a low number of users.
While the evaluation lacks in several aspects, and hence only indicates its applicability
in a knowledge management environment, the positive feedback from users show that
the solution is well appreciated.

7.2 exploring and querying semantic data : a reflection

The development of Affective Graphs was based on three foundational ideas: the need
for more intuitive, usable, visual and interactive querying mechanisms, the need to
visualise schema as well as data, and an aesthetic approach. As described previously,
several systems and approaches have provided inspiration for different elements of
the implementation such as design, layout, visualisations, colors, interactions and so
on. View-based tools such as Semantic Crystal [KBF07] and IsaViz4 have inspired the
visual approach of presenting Semantic Data as a node-link graph. Presenting statistical
information about data instances related to semantic classes was inspired from the idea
of providing such visualisations with visually encoded nodes and edges (size, colour,
texture etc.) based on the number of data instances5 [HBO10]. The approach employed
by faceted browsing systems such as [sWRS06] and Museum Finland [HMS+

05] and
mashups such as Sparks6 inspired the mechanism for driving interactive exploration
via facets of the data.

7.2.1 Novelty in the solution

Affective Graphs aims at providing visual and interactive means for users to identify
elements of interest, and subsequently formulate complex queries. Given the need for
a scalable and generic solution, the challenge was to develop mechanisms that are intu-
itive, comfortable and effective. Affective Graphs was carefully developed to match best
practices and design principles of aesthetic design and visual analytics for the Semantic
Web. These principles were formulated by an extensive survey of the literature, and are
proposed as a major contribution of the research. The novelty of the design of Affective
Graphs is in adhering strictly to the design principles, and user evaluations indicate the
validity of these principles and the aesthetic appeal of the interface.

Several iterations of design were involved in developing the final solution, starting
from an initial basic prototype. Each iteration involved users completing the process as
an evaluation, providing comments to feed-in to the next cycle of development. Hence,
the first novelty in the solution is in the design process itself. A user centered design
process, involving technical and domain expert as well as casual users encapsulated

4 IsaViz, http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/
5 Such techniques are practiced in several approaches, especially in many visualisation tools such as Prefuse

(http://prefuse.org/), Protovis (http://mbostock.github.io/protovis/), d3js.org, sigmajs.org etc.
6 Sparks Prism, http://sparksrdf.github.com/

http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/
http://prefuse.org/
http://mbostock.github.io/protovis/
d3js.org
sigmajs.org
http://sparksrdf.github.com/
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the entire development of Affective Graphs. Such development methods are novel in
semantic web research, and the positive evaluations of the system validates the benefit
of such an approach.

The design of Affective Graphs, particular to the decisions taken while development
of the solution presents the next set of novelties. While these design decisions are dis-
cussed in more details in Section 6.6 driven by the requirements of the solution, this
section summarises the novel elements in the design.

• Visual summaries of data – The need for a scalable solution motivated the ap-
proach toward presenting large collections of data in a structured manner. This
needed a way to present users with visual summaries of data. However, the sum-
maries must be presented in a manner that is easily comprehensible to end users,
and is a domain independent one. Hence, this resulted in the decision of provid-
ing statistics of a subset of data as a pie chart, embedded on a node. The node
indicates the present concept of interest, and the pie chart indicates how the in-
stances of the concept are distributed among the subclasses of the concept. This
provides an easy understanding of a large collection of data, by hierarchically ob-
serving the distribution of the underlying data instances. If the user is interested
in pursuing a subclass of the data, then he/she can click on the relevant section to
further explore the subclass. This way of embedding aggregate visualisations on
graph views to summarise and preview underlying data is novel to the semantic
web community.

• Aggregate-driven data exploration – The aggregate visualisation (pie chart) on
a semantic concept, while providing summaries of data, also serve the purpose
of driving user exploration. This provides users the ability to easily follow hier-
archies to reach a specific subset of the data, without having to enter complex
queries. While such features can be observed in faceted browsers (where users
explore and drill-down to subsets of data), a visual paradigm of such exploratory
mechanisms is a novel contribution to the semantic web community. The aggre-
gates provide an excellent way of following Shneiderman’s well known design
paradigm “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [Shn96]. The ag-
gregate visualisations in a higher level provides overviews of the dataset. Where
interested, users can click on individual sections of aggregates to zoom-in to a
higher detail. Finally when the users wish, they can use simple gestures to formu-
late queries and reach individual data instances.

• Multi-path exploration – The graphical approach employed by Affective Graphs
provides a highly visual and dynamic environment for users to explore data. The
presentation of nodes and pie charts provides ways for users to follow multiple
paths of exploration. Unlike faceted browsers, users are free to follow different
paths to explore data from different perspectives. Typically, faceted browsers en-
able exploration from one concept to the next, one at a time. The user is only
restricted to one path of exploration. However, Affective Graphs allows users to
branch out their exploration to multiple paths, in parallel. This is a novel contri-
bution that can help users easily and quickly span out to a larger subset of the
data.
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• Visual Communication of Semantic context – While the need of users are mostly in
understanding data, and finding data instances of interest, how the data is organ-
ised and relates to different concepts can help users better drive their exploration.
This needs the ability to quickly understand the semantic content and context of
large data. Affective Graphs does this by clearly communicating the semantics
of the objects users observe. Different types of visual objects represent different
semantic properties: e.g. curved links represent non-hierarchical object relations,
while triangular links represent a hierarchical relation. While the representation
of the schema itself is not unique, the integration of the schema with content (pie
chart) and context (different visual representation of semantic entities, and context
window) summaries is novel.

• Visualising Data and Schema – Semantic Web tools have mostly visualised either
data instances or ontologies (schema). However, the approach of providing visu-
alisations of data schema enriched with statistics about the underlying data is a
novelty introduced by Affective Graphs. Representation of semantic concepts as
a pie chart, providing an overview of the underlying data presents users with a
visual and interactive way of exploring the dataset, driven by the content.

• Design – Design of semantic elements within Affective Graphs was a significant
contribution in itself. While the idea of visualising semantic data as node-link
graphs is not new, how the visual elements have been represented (as pie charts,
bezier curves, hierarchical and non-hierarchical edges) is. Visualising concepts and
properties differently to communicate different semantic characteristics is a novel
contribution, that has not been pursued in the Semantic Web community previ-
ously. Automatically visualising large subsets of data as pie charts with randomly
generated pleasing color templates is also a design challenge that was addressed
in Affective Graphs.

• Aesthetically Pleasing – Central to the design and development of Affective Graphs
was the aesthetic appeal of the solution. This has not been considered in the Se-
mantic Web community so far, and is a novel contribution of the solution that
attempts to highlight the importance and significance of aesthetics.

Several novelties of the user interactions are also to be noted in Affective Graphs.
This relates particularly to the ability to easily formulate precise complex queries by
making use of typical natural user interactions. Moreover, in the final version of Af-
fective Graphs (Hybrid), the ability to translate a natural language query to a visual
representation, and then providing users the facility to fine-tune queries is also noted
as a novel contribution. Translating user interactions to formal queries involves two
significant tasks: interpret user interactions to identify information need, translate infor-
mation need to structured queries. The novelty of Affective Graphs in user interactions
are as follows:

• Translating user interactions to structured queries – The first part of translating
user interactions into structured queries is achieved by interpreting a user action
based on the context of the interaction. This is then used to identify which query
template is most relevant to the interaction. The query template is populated with
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concepts and properties that are related to the user interaction, and a final formal
query is then generated. The process that is involved in such interpretation/trans-
lation is discussed in Section 6.10 and is noted as a novelty toward generically
exploring and querying semantic datasets.

• Translating natural language to visual representations – The hybrid approach of
integrating natural language with a graph based approach to query semantic data
is a novelty in the semantic web. While other hybrid approaches (e.g. K-Search’s
natural language + keyword search) have been proposed in the past, this approach
is novel and aims at alleviating several issues arising out of using either graph
based or natural language approach independently.

7.3 impact on the state of the art

This section discusses the ways how the work presented in this thesis extends and
contributes toward the state of the art in four ways:

• Approaches employed to present and query Semantic data

• Extending techniques for data exploration

• Extending the concept of hybrid search (from semantic + keyword search to hybrid
interaction mechanisms)

• Extending Semantic Web interface design by proposing guidelines and principles

It is to be noted that the contributions discussed in this section is specific to only the state
of the art in the relevant areas. The general contributions of the thesis are presented from
a higher level perspective in Sections 1.4, 8.1 and 8.2, and these contributions do not
necessarily reflect the design, technical and implementation novelties of the solutions
developed, discussed previously in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.1.2.

Chapter 3 highlighted the most relevant research for the work described in this thesis.
Section 3.1 discussed various systems to exemplify different ways Semantic data can be
queried and presented. The Figure 15 presented an extension of Kaufmann’s formality
continuum [KBF07, KB10], which is now revisited to identify how the developed tech-
nologies (.views., Affective Graphs and Hybrid Approach) align with the state of the art.
Figure 74 shows that the positioning of the approach can be highly varied and exist
mostly in the middle of the continuum. Interestingly, it can be noted that the interac-
tive multi-visualisation approach as well as global and local filters provide users with
various mechanisms of querying Semantic data. Hence, the positioning of .views. on the
formality continuum is mostly varied, based on the type of visualisation widgets that
are made available for the particular dataset, use case or user. The global queries con-
tribute toward a form-based approach as employed by [BCC+

08], while local queries
and visualisations depend on the type of visualisation used: e.g. advanced visualisa-
tions such as graph-based or networks generate formal queries such as [KBF07]. At the
same time, the multiple coordinated visualisation approach employed by .views. extend
the interactive approach employed by Mashups such as Sparks 7.

7 Sparks Prism, http://sparksrdf.github.com/

http://sparksrdf.github.com/
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Figure 74: Positioning the approaches on an extension of the formality Continuum, illustrated
by [KB10]. Image adapted from [KBF07]

Affective Graphs, on the other hand exist on the right extreme of the formality con-
tinuum. The highly graphical and systematic approach toward formulating queries is a
more formal process, in spite of a highly interactive and visual approach. As a result,
the system is placed as the most formal approach. The introduction of a natural lan-
guage component widens the positioning of Affective Graphs (Hybrid Approach, Sec-
tion 6.9.4), as a natural language system is located on the left extreme of the formality
continuum. Several features within the system such as query window (Figure 67, Right
window) or constraint configuration (Figure 61) to reconfigure query terms involves a
form-based approach. Hence, the Hybrid Approach approach spreads throughout the
formality continuum, and provides users with a variety of means for expressing their
information needs. Most of the systems in the state of the art have distinct approaches
and can be positioned in specific regions of the formality continuum, while the devel-
oped systems tend to provide users with a much wider range of interactivity and query
mechanism.

Chapter 3 also discussed relevant state of the art in terms of interactivity and visual
encoding and presented the relative positions of systems on a two-dimensional graph
(Figure 16). .views. and Affective Graphs occupy significant positions on the scale – both
systems are highly interactive and can facilitate the generation of complex queries from
interactions. This interactivity is one of the strong points of the systems, and hence their
high position on the interactivity scale. The task of positioning .views. on the visual ab-
straction scale is relatively more complex, given its variable and flexible framework to
add/remove complex visualisations. Hence, the system has been positioned alongside
Faceted Browsers and Mashups such as mSpace [sWRS06], CS Active Space [GAC+

04],
Tabulator [BLCC+

06] and Sparks. With much greater amount of visual abstraction and
visualisations, the Affective Graphs system has been placed as an advanced visualisa-
tion with high interactivity and maximum visual abstraction.
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Figure 75: Relative positions of .views. and Affective Graphs on the Interactivity vs Visual Ab-
straction graph, as introduced in Section 3.1

The Affective Graphs approach employed several techniques to facilitate visual ex-
ploration of complex Semantic data – key to this discussion is the extension of faceted
browsing to introduce a multi-faceted multi-path exploratory paradigm. Faceted brows-
ing of Semantic data, as employed by [HvOH06], DBPedia Faceted Search8 and mSpace
[sWRS06] provide means for users to drill-down to a subset of the data by following a
series of progressively specialised sorted list of categories. While such mechanisms are
simple to use, and provide users with quick access to the data they are interested in,
they are limited in two main ways: single path exploration and generality and scalability
of facets.

Figure 76 illustrates these limitations by taking examples from the literature. The
screenshot on the top left shows the uni-directional column faceted approach employed
by [sWRS06]: a user clicks on the left most column to identify a topic of interest from
the highest hierarchical concept. This triggers re-building of the columns on the right,
based on the selection. Clicking on the next column on the right then rebuilds the
following columns to the right. Hence, the user reaches a subset of the data of interest
in the direction of left to right (as shown in the arrow). [WAs08] addressed this from a
different point of view: in such directional column faceted approaches, no information
is transferred from the columns on the right to the ones on the left. Once a user has
selected items on the right, there is no indication of the associated categories of the
items with respect to the columns on the left. Wilson et. al. proposed their Backward
Highlighting approach to indicate which categories on the left columns are associated
with selections made on the right columns. Figure 76, top right shows a scenario where
a user clicks on an element on the right most column, and the corresponding elements
in the left columns are highlighted. This approach, though does not provide multi-path
navigation but is a step forward from a typical column faceted approach.

The approach employed by Affective Graphs is a multi-path faceted approach - where
each node is represented as a facet, and the faceting function is a hierarchical category.
The node-link based graphical approach presents users with the ability to focus on mul-

8 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/FacetedSearch

http://wiki.dbpedia.org/FacetedSearch
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Figure 76: Single-path navigation: top left shows an approach where users progressively select
subsets of the data from Left to Right (Image from [sWRS06]); top right shows an
approach where users navigate from Left to Right, but relevant information related to
the right columns is presented on the left columns (Image from [WAs08]); Multi-path
navigation support of Affective Graphs enables exploration in multiple directions and
provide means for users to discover connections between the paths

tiple paths while exploring the data. Figure 76 presents a screenshot of Affective Graphs,
illustrating the multi-path navigation. As can be observed, the three arrows indicate
three simultaneous paths of exploration that users can follow: left most, showing the
user’s exploration reaching ‘fungus’; middle, showing the user’s exploration reaching
‘scientists’; and right most, showing the user’s exploration reaching ‘video game’. Any
connections between the paths are immediately highlighted, enabling users to quickly
build queries to find any information of interest - e.g. the connection (‘GameArtist’, visi-
ble on hovering on the link) between ‘video game’ and ‘person’. The users can choose to
hide any path as and when they desire, hence enabling multiple paths of simultaneous
faceted navigation. Such approaches to exploring unknown data in a generic manner
has not been explored in the past, and is a contribution toward the field.

The second limitation in most faceted browsers is generality and scalability – most sys-
tems such as [HMS+

05, BHH+
06] have pre-configured facets, which limits them being

used in any other dataset or domain. For example, the Museum Finland system would
need significant reconfiguration to be adapted to a biological dataset. facet [HvOH06]
is an extension to the idea that facets can be specified at run-time, therefore providing
users with some flexibility. However, facet as well as mSpace are both systems that are
not scalable beyond few columns and would introduce cognitive burden on users if
they encounter a large number of columns. The graph based approach that visualise
entire columns as pie charts in organic shapes provide a large amount of information,
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categorised and classified in an easy to understand manner. Affective Graphs addresses
these issues by employing a generic approach (Section 6.10) to enable multi-path faceted
navigation paradigm in a highly visual and interactive manner that enables scalable ex-
ploration of large datasets.

The next contribution toward the state of the art is in the hybrid approach employed
by Affective Graphs. The notion of Hybrid Search in the Semantic Web has traditionally
been in the task of searching itself, where the novelty is the combination of semantic
search and keyword search to identify relevant documents and rank the results accord-
ingly [BCC+

08]. This contribution of the thesis is in extending the concept of hybrid
search to encapsulate user interaction – Affective Graphs combines a natural language
question answering approach with a view-based graphical interaction-driven approach.
The approach applies the two interaction mechanisms and combines the strengths to
negate the weaknesses of each approach. A natural language system, while extremely
easy to use and highly scalable poses a few challenges, such as domain specificity and
difficult to express complex queries. A view based approach, on the other hand, while
can be generic and simple to formulate specific queries, is time consuming and requires
considerable visual lookups from users [EMWC14]. Combining the natural language
approach to such systems can provide users with a convenient starting point to visu-
ally explore a smaller subset of the data by quickly identifying and visualising relevant
concepts following an initial concept search.

The final impact on the state of the art is the guidelines and principles developed as a
result of implementing and designing the solutions. Extending on principles of aesthetic
design, this thesis builds on several works from different contexts such as interface de-
sign, dashboard design, aesthetic UML diagrams, website design etc. The recommenda-
tions and principles provided in such works such as [Tuf86, Kim06, SH07, NTB03, SH07,
BRSG07, FDPL05, Eic03, MG05, BPS05, HBE92, NM90, CS96, KG10, Shn96, Few06] have
been combined together into a Semantic Web framework. Such a study (Sections 6.2)
had not been conducted previously, and hence is a unique contribution to the Semantic
Web community. Equally important are lessons learned from developing, designing and
implementing the .views. solutions: typical issues encountered while developing Seman-
tic Web solutions and how to address them are missing in the literature 9. While some
of such issues are well known by developers, they have been rarely mentioned in the
literature, and thus a clear discussion of the practical issues encountered by developers
is needed. The guidelines (Section 7.1.1) are hence another important contribution to
the state of the art and developers of Semantic technologies are encouraged to consider
these guidelines.

7.4 summary

Two themes of research were established early on: visualising semantic result sets (.views.)
and exploring and querying semantic data (Affective Graphs). While the first resulted
in several novel approaches, the main contribution is seen as the development of design
guidelines to help solution developers design semantic web solutions. The guidelines
that help mitigate issues with semantic web infrastructure provide a significant con-

9 Though some techniques are employed by websites and visualisation systems, dissemination of the same
has been lacking
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tribution in the field. Some technical novelties also evolved from the development of
.views.. In summary, the technical novelty in .views. is not in multi-visualisation of differ-
ent facets of data, but in the process of providing a generic and flexible framework for
the visualisation of large semantic data. The combination of rules and query templates
to translate user interactions into formal queries is a contribution that can be developed
further in the future and provides a good starting point for further development in the
field. The final novel element in semantic web development is the research process it-
self, with a heavy consultation and engagement of user communities. While some of
the novel aspects of the research are observed regularly in other fields of research (e.g.
Information Retrieval, HCI etc.), a combination of these factors into the semantic web
field is a novel contribution.

A set of novel elements for Affective Graphs were also identified from an implemen-
tation/design as well as impact on the state of the art point of view. The attention to
aesthetics throughout the development of the solution is a key element in the solution
design, and hence is a significant contribution to the field. User centered design, similar
to the development of .views., is a largely ignored design methodology in the semantic
web, and, has been stressed throughout the development of Affective Graphs. The de-
sign of the system, and the visual representations of the different concepts, properties
and instances has several elements of novelty, as do the mechanisms of interactions to
formulate queries. The next chapter discusses how the research questions have been an-
swered and provides evidence to validate the claims. The chapter also presents several
directions that have been identified to continue the research in the near future.





8
C O N C L U S I O N S

The move towards employing semantic techniques within existing organisational frame-
works raises a significant Knowledge Management challenge. The adoption of semantic
search techniques and W3C standards into solutions provided by Enterprise software
vendors (e.g. IBM, Oracle, SAS, Microsoft) paves the way forward to semantics-driven
organisational repositories [Hor11]. The incorporation of semantics into web search so-
lutions such as Google’s Knowledge Graph or Facebook’s Graph Search serves to posi-
tion semantic technology as a key player in today’s search systems. Large datasets and
information sources are continuously added within organisational frameworks and mas-
sively scalable solutions are essential for an organisation’s ability to reach useful and
actionable information quickly to take informed decisions. The significant role of Vi-
sual Analytic solutions in tackling extremely large and complex datasets has been long
established and many enterprise software vendors (e.g. IBM1, SAS2, Tableau3, Aduna4,
Sinequa5) invest in such techniques for providing business intelligence and enterprise
search solutions.

While this progress is encouraging and stimulates considerable research, there is a sig-
nificant lack of generic visual interfaces for exploring large unknown semantic datasets
today, and, as a matter of fact, only Semantic Web people could look into those repos-
itories and even they, with difficulties. This thesis has explored how large semantic
datasets can be consumed in a highly generic, visual and interactive manner by de-
constructing the problem into two smaller problems: how can unknown semantic result
sets be visualised in a generic, scalable and interactive manner; and how can large se-
mantic datasets be explored and queried. The first solution proposes to employ multiple
simultaneous generic visualisations to summarise multiple facets of the same result set,
presenting each visualisation widget in an organised, well structured layout. The vi-
sualisation widgets are highly flexible and facets of the data being visualised are also
customisable to provide users with a greater control of what they visualise. The second
solution proposes to employ a graph-based visualisation that presents basic visualisa-
tions to summarise underlying content. The visualisations are connected with others
using semantic relations, as found in the data.

The two solutions are highly generic approaches and provide users with a visual
and interactive way of exploring and querying large unknown semantic data. Generic-
ity of the approaches is maintained by how the approaches interpret user interactions
and translate them into formal queries. Though the interpretation and translation of
interactions are different in the two approaches, the same essence is preserved in the
approaches. Low level user interactions (mouse gestures, clicks, keystrokes etc.) are
interpreted to high level user intent, which are translated into Information Needs, rep-

1 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/enterprise/

2 http://www.sas.com/software/visual-analytics/overview.html

3 http://www.tableausoftware.com/

4 http://www.aduna-software.com/node/26

5 http://www.sinequa.com/en/page/solutions/big-data.aspx
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resented as formal queries. The interpretation and translations are performed using
basic rules and templates. Typical interaction mechanisms (adapted from well-known,
existing systems) are employed to ensure all users are comfortable with each interaction
paradigm as well as its translation into a formal query. Both approaches have been evalu-
ated with users from different domains and with varied expertise, and several iterations
of design ensured that users are presented with familiar interaction mechanisms, and
genericity is preserved with respect to all domains, application areas and user types.

8.1 revisiting the research questions and claims

Following the development of the solutions and the subsequent evaluations, the re-
search questions are revisited. Several phases of research, covering different fields were
conducted in order to address the primary research problem. The main research ques-
tion, how can large scale, multi-dimensional, distributed, heterogeneous semantic data be effec-
tively explored in a generic, usable and pleasing manner within large organisations was broken
down into five consecutive questions. Reflections on each question and the respective
claims are further discussed as follows:

R1. How can visualisation interfaces provide effective means of exploring large scale distributed
semantic data ?

This thesis presents a multi-visualisation approach to effectively explore large
scale semantic data, by visualising different facets of the dataset (Section 4.4.3.1).
This provides users with simultaneous views over different aspects of the dataset,
thereby providing a greater understanding of the dataset. Though the approach
was appreciated by users, several issues were highlighted during the performance
evaluations with public endpoints. This caused several features, many of which
were very well received by users, to be disabled. A set of design recommenda-
tions are proposed, that can help solution developers address these issues while
building highly scalable solutions.

The claim C1 answers this research question — A multi-visualisation approach that
provides simultaneous views of different facets of large datasets can provide effective means
to explore large scale data. However, existing frameworks pose technical challenges that
may restrict a fully interactive experience for users. The claim consists of two aspects:
the positive appeal of employing a multi-visualisation approach and the issues
arising out of limitations of existing infrastructure. Users scored the system highly
in terms of usability and overall impression, as shown in Sections 5.6.2.5 and 5.6.5.
Section 5.6.3 provides evidence of performance issues in a Linked Data setting,
where unpredictable behaviour of endpoints led to disabling several features as
well as reducing the number of queries. As a result of such steps, systems are lim-
ited in the number of queries and their response times (R1.1), thereby negatively
impacting user experience (R1.2). Certain design decisions can be taken (R1.3) in
order to mitigate the issues arising out of unreliable backends, such as removal of
features like instance counts, dynamic querying etc. (Section 7.1.1).

R2. How can visualisation interfaces help explore semantic data in a generic manner ?
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A generic solution is desired so that the solution can be easily ported to other
domains, datasets and user communities. Genericity is established by using rules
and templates that convert lower level user interactions to higher level user intents,
which are subsequently translated into formal queries. This ensures that data re-
mains isolated from Information Needs — rules and templates govern how the
two are connected.

Claim C2 addresses this research question — Generic means for exploring semantic
data can be developed by aligning user interactions with various combinations of generic
and specific queries. This requires formalising the process of translating low level user
interactions to semantic queries by interpreting user actions to high level intent.

The rules and templates can be easily modified to adapt to different domain, appli-
cation or user-specific needs. This process can help formalising (R2.1) the process
of visualisation semantic data, since rules and templates can be formally devel-
oped to indicate how the solution would behave with different kinds of data.
Applying query templates that can map user interactions within visualisations
to user intents can provide ways to formalise the querying process, since they are
governed by formal rules (R2.2).

The process of translating user interactions to formal queries and the subsequent
translation of the query results to visualisation by exploiting rules and templates
result in a combined and formalised approach that can help develop generic ways
to query any semantic data (R2.3). The solutions discusses how user interactions
are translated into formal queries as well as result sets into visual items in the
Sections 5.3 and 6.7

These generic rules that provide a bridge between low level user interactions to
high level user intents, and then subsequently to SPARQL queries are presented in
Sections . The formal queries are built on top of previously accumulated queries
and by analysing the content and context of each user interaction. The solutions
have been developed and tested on multiple types of data (including conducting
several user evaluations as discussed previously), ranging from open datasets such
as http://data.gov.uk and http://dbpedia.org to domain specific datasets such
as aerospace data (data made available by Rolls Royce plc in the Samulet project)
and plant life sciences data (data made available by the Grassportal project). Gener-
icity in terms of users is also validated by the wide range of technical and domain
expertise of the participants in the user evaluations.

R3. How can visualisation interfaces be designed to be visually pleasing?

Claim C3 answers this research question: It is possible to develop guidelines of aesthetic
design for exploration of large scale semantic data by combining aesthetic design, Visual
Analytics and Semantic Web principles. These guidelines can then be used to develop user
interfaces to help explore large scale data in a generic, usable and pleasing manner

An explicit attention to aesthetic design principles, combined with Semantic Web,
Human Computer Interaction and Visual Analytic principles can provide a multi-
disciplinary approach toward developing aesthetically pleasing solutions, as shown
in the evaluations conducted in the Section 6.9. Past research in several fields (e.g.
art and design, product design, architecture, film and photography etc.) has identi-

http://data.gov.uk
http://dbpedia.org
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fied several guidelines such as the rule of thirds, unity in variety, scale, proportion
and so on. These principles can be translated to a Semantic Web visualisation set-
tings (R3.1), which can be used to develop interactive interfaces as was discussed
in Section 6.2. The approach scored better than other well-established Semantic
Web tools in terms of function (Section 6.9.2) as well as form (Section 6.3 where
interface aesthetics metrics were compared).

Users directly assessed their aesthetic appeal to the Affective Graphs interface as a
part of the user evaluations. Overall, users judged the interface highly on aesthetic
qualities such as pleasant, beautiful, structured and stimulating. The long-term
evaluations had little or no variability on a user’s aesthetic perception of the ap-
proaches — this showed that users are most likely to appreciate the solution even
in the longer term.

These principles need to be taken into consideration while developing the solution,
in addition to involving user communities. While all the principles (such as the
node-link principles) would clearly not be applicable for all proposed solutions,
many can be easily addressed while designing the interface. Principles such as
designing the layouts can be easily and less expensively addressed by providing
several mock-ups and using objective measurements to select the best performing
layout (as discussed in Section 6.3). A minimalist design is also mostly preferred
since it would help reducing clutter and cognitive burden on the users. Consulta-
tions with users from the initial stages of the design and development processes
can provide impressive results, and by extensively using a user centered design
approach can also help the solution aesthetically pleasing.

The continuous engagement with different user communities within and outside
organisational hierarchies ensure the development of highly usable solutions. For-
mal evaluations, interviews and focus group sessions conducted while developing
the solutions as a part of iterative user centered design process ensured that us-
ability issues are identified at the earliest (Sections 5.6 and 6.9).

Early identification of functional and non-functional requirements (Section 4.2) is
also possible by a thorough understanding of domains and users. Studying the
datasets and user needs can also provide hints to design solutions that can be
verified with users. A careful attention to aesthetic design principles as well as
continuously engaging users while developing solutions can help design more
aesthetically pleasing solutions. Within an enterprise, users from all hierarchical
levels (from managers to knowledge workers) should be involved in the process
of designing and developing solutions.

Hence, generic, usable, effective and pleasing semantic interfaces can be developed
by considering the following points: adhering to strict standards and protocols;
iterative User-Centered Design; application of typical and familiar interaction and
visual paradigms.

While the development of the two solutions have been focussed within a knowl-
edge management scenario, with two real world use cases motivated by the need
for easier and effective access to organisational information, the evaluation within
this framework (Organisational Knowledge Management) have been limited. This
is due to the expenses involved in recruiting highly experienced and skilled knowl-
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edge workers. Though such users have been highly engaged in the development
of the solutions (albeit in lower numbers), their inputs have been extremely impor-
tant. Preliminary evaluations with lower number of users within large organisa-
tions, involving real datasets have been positive and indicate a high acceptability
of the solutions. However, their performance within real world use cases, in live
scenarios need to be evaluated in a much larger scale.

8.2 impact

The prospect of a better management of information has prompted the adoption of a
Semantic Web based framework in many organisations. Indeed, the field of Semantic
Web is in it’s infancy and much progress has been noted since its initial conception
in 1999. A plethora of interfaces have been developed by the research community, and
its adoption into the wider world has been growing over the years. The impact of the
technologies developed, I believe are notable in the longer term: exploring a dataset in
any domain and dataset of choice can be very valuable for several communities. A more
immediate benefit has been noted in two areas: Knowledge Management and software
development. The research conducted during the development of the .views. has been in
collaboration with the aerospace industry, scientists and software developers as a part
of research projects. In the Samulet project, .views. has been evaluated to a Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) 6 at Rolls Royce for the two use cases it was evaluated for. TRL
assessments are generally made to understand the fitness, deployability and scalability
of a solution, and is assessed on a scale of 1–9, where TRL 1 indicates the initiation
of an idea, and TRL 9 indicates a mature product in service6. A TRL assessment of 6

indicates that the solution has passed a full scale system evaluation. It is a significant
achievement, I believe for a research prototype to be accepted as in a near production-
ready state. The multiple visual approach embedded in search results have been highly
appreciated within the organisation, and there is more investigation into understanding
how such techniques can be incorporated in enterprise search systems for visualising
search results.

The next impact was on steering a more visual approach within semantic search
tools: a hybrid search system, K-Search was initially developed as a research prototype,
which later on matured to be a software product that is employed in various organisa-
tions and domains. The ideas of multiple visualisations have been fed-in to the system
and, in addition to results displayed in a text-based widget, there is now the possibility
of visualising the results into different graphical widgets 7. These are currently commer-
cialised by K-Now8, a spin out company of the Unversity of Sheffield, Department of
Computer Science. The impact on the state of the art has been in extending techniques
such as column faceted navigation and hybrid search. The faceted technique has been
extended from a single path approach to a multi-path one, while the hybrid search
has been extended from a semantic and keyword search to a unique interaction mech-
anism involving natural language and view based graphical approach. The thesis also

6 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmsctech/348/348we21.htm discusses
the assessments of technologies and capabilities at Rolls Royce

7 An example of the approach can be found at http://grassportal.shef.ac.uk:8080/grassportal/
8 http://www.k-now.co.uk/k-now/

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmsctech/348/348we21.htm
http://grassportal.shef.ac.uk:8080/grassportal/
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proposed techniques, guidelines and principles for developing interactive visualisation
systems for semantic web, which have been so far missing in the community. These
contributions to the state of the art are discussed further in Section 7.3

A longer term, and with a potentially more far reaching impact, I feel is the explicit
focus on aesthetic design while developing Semantic Web tools. Research so far in the
semantic community has not considered the aesthetics of interfaces and the experiments
conducted in the thesis show the benefits of an aesthetic interface. I hope this work
encourages more research in the Semantic Web community, thereby paving the way for
new stimulating interfaces and interaction mechanisms.

8.3 continuing research and future work

Following from the research during my PhD and upon reflecting on the lessons learnt
and the experience gained interacting with semantic data, I see several possibilities in
continuing research. Most interesting among them are in three directions: expand the
work in the thesis; investigate novel ways of visualising and interacting with multiple
datasets; and investigate novel ways of visualising social media. In the following sec-
tions, I discuss how I propose to contribute toward these areas.

8.3.1 A Combined Approach — a proposal

Evaluations, focus groups, interviews and stimulating discussions with potential users
were encouraging in establishing the validity of a highly visual approach in explor-
ing semantic data. However, at this stage, research into visualising results of semantic
queries and exploring and querying semantic data has been conducted in an isolated
manner. While lessons learnt from the development and evaluation of one technique
has fed into the development of the other, an exploration into a combined approach is
necessary. It is to be noted that this, in spite of being an apparently simplistic task is far
more complex in nature. The technical challenges in connecting the two systems are not
as significant, as it requires the transferring of a SPARQL query from Affective Graphs
to Points of View. However, the more fundamental challenge arises from understanding
user behaviour and attitudes toward a new approach due to the following reasons:

establishing an approach rather than systems It is important to note that
the approach of visual and interactive means toward exploring data is the next
step of research. Technical implementation of such an approach may not neces-
sarily imply physical integration of the two systems. What is more essential, is to
conduct a deeper analysis of the two methods and explore user opinion on the
new approach.

traditional systems vs a visual approach Traditional search engines and keyword-
based systems have created a largely text-based approach toward interacting with
search systems, which most users have gained familiarity with. A visual approach
is a different paradigm, which relies on highly interactive and visual means of
communicating user interest and machine response. It is important to gain a
deeper understanding how the two systems need to be bridged to exploit them to
their fullest.
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controlling the process There is also a need to understand how much control
(on the interaction, visual representations, layouts and so on) do users want while
interacting with a strictly visual mechanism for querying semantic data as well as
visualising results. A new paradigm should not be at the expense of user control
and freedom, but should provide users with more flexibility. More research is
needed in this area, to better understand how to address this.

existence of browser and template based exploration for semantic data

The Semantic Web community have long been developing and exploring seman-
tic browsers and template based visualisations. It is necessary to understand how
a multiple visualisation system could complement existing and established tech-
niques in a generic manner.

understanding most appropriate visualisations? A research question that
was already identified during the development of Points of View was how to
know which visualisations are appropriate for a particular user, dataset, task or
domain. There is a need to explore this question further in order to understand
how a generic approach can be taken to develop a comprehensive approach to-
ward exploiting the two techniques.

effect on aesthetics Affective Graphs is a solution that was designed specifically
with an attention to aesthetics. Integrating the two solutions would affect the aes-
thetic appeal on the final system. It is very important to understand how the two
approaches can be integrated to form an aesthetically pleasing interface. I believe
this needs a ground-up approach to design the solution, by isolating every element
to be integrated in an aesthetically pleasing interface.

The combination of the two approaches is not as straight-forward and there is a need
for answering these questions. Following the User-Centred Design methodology, this
piece of work would be a natural continuation of the two isolated pieces of work. The
first step would be to follow an extensive consultation with end users to understand
how they would like to interact with the final system and what their expectations could
be from the system. At this stage, it is essential not to be limited by the two systems, but
to focus on the methodology rather than the implementation of it. It is also important to
understand how much control should be placed on the user’s discretion on the level of
visualisations being incorporated as well as how the logical flow of the system should
proceed.

8.3.2 Visualising Semantic Data

Affective Graphs was built on the idea that it is possible to generically explore and query
any semantic dataset from any domain in an aesthetically pleasing manner. However,
the limitation of the system is its restriction to only one dataset at a time. The next
extension of the research would be to explore how to explore multiple datasets at the
same time — this is a highly challenging task as it can involve different domains and
specificity at times. For example, a user exploring DBpedia can browse through different
concepts of the dataset. However, upon reaching a subset of the data (such as species
descriptions of flowering plants in the Figure 77), the user has a very limited view of
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the data. This is due to a transition in the Information Need of the data. While the user
initially browsed the top-level concepts of the data hierarchy, the user’s Information
Need was more generic. However, with a deeper exploration into the lower levels of
the hierarchy, the Information Need became more specific. This continues till the point
the dataset cannot provide any more data. In our example, the dataset only provides
information till the user browsed plants. The next level of data (flowering plants) could
only identify ‘grape’ as a type of flowering plant.

Figure 77: A transition in the Information Need from generic to highly specific results in the
inability of a dataset in providing specific information

The same problem exists vice-versa — a highly specific dataset is unable to provide
generic data. The next step in the research would be to exploit semantic networks and
interLinked Datasets to provide mechanisms for users to “tunnel into” another dataset.
This, of course presents a set of technological and cognitive challenges and raises a
number of interesting questions:

how to maintain context of user exploration ? Navigating multiple datasets
in a seamless manner requires the user to keep a track of their exploratory activity.
This helps users to re-evaluate if they are on the right track or diverging from their
goal. Furthermore, a record of their exploratory activity makes the user stay in fo-
cus and remain in context. It is important to understand how such information
can be maintained and presented to the user.
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how to scale-up to extremely large datasets ? Affective Graphs has been used
and developed on datasets that have billions of triples. However, the constant
generation of data and potential connections with other large datasets can easily
require technologies to deal with trillions of triples. This is an interesting prob-
lem raising questions on two sides: how can the system scale up from a technical
perspective?; and how can the system scale up from a cognitive perspective?

how could visualisations be used to represent entire datasets ? A pro-
posed way to mitigate the problem of very large datasets is to build small visual
representations that summarise the content of an entire dataset — for e.g., Affec-
tive Graphs uses pie charts to summarise the content of a concept (or a dataset).
However, when navigating multiple datasets, new techniques of visualising sev-
eral datasets should be investigated.

how can interaction techniques allow seamless navigation over datasets ?
A traditional browsing on the hypertext web requires users to click through links,
and the browser displays new content on the page. It is important to understand
how the same paradigm can be preserved, but implemented using visual means.

I believe that the benefits of a mechanism of navigating large datasets could be far-
reaching: large semantic datasets in different domains and specialisations exist in dif-
ferent data stores, query-able on different endpoints. Research so far has only involved
background processes to help integration or processing of data in a basic level, hidden
from the view of end-users. However, the ability to seamlessly navigate large data stores
could seed the next phase of research where users can directly engage with Semantic
Data and browse the web of data.

8.3.3 Visualising Social Media

The vast amount of data currently available from Social Media (SM, i.e. Twitter, Flickr
etc.) and LD is a mine of potentially invaluable information in many domains: medical
science, education, public administration etc. This has paved the way for a new class of
users that have very specific Information Needs that are often reflected in the available
data but hard to satisfy. Such users are often highly knowledgeable of the domain but
lack the technical skills to query the data with existing interfaces. Available tools to
browse semantic data are often too complex, requiring the user to form semantic queries,
and often textbased. On the other hand, existing interfaces presenting social media data
are easier to use but often lack the added value of semantics: users are faced with a
constant stream of new information and very few mechanisms to understand it.

The nature of inter-connectivity, self-description and hierarchical organisation is the
very essence of Semantic Web. It enables machines and humans to understand and com-
prehend the data. Over the past year, I have been exploring social media from different
perspectives and have found similarities among the two types of data, albeit, large dif-
ferences between the two do exist. I believe that the first and greatest similarity in the
two types of data is the interconnectedness in the data. Semantic Web describes how
multiple concepts are linked with each other: in essence, how concepts are connected.
Social media concerns with who interacts with whom: in essence, how people are con-
nected. The next similarity is self-description: while Semantic Web uses vocabularies
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and properties to describe a concept, social media uses person profiles and demograph-
ics to describe an individual or a community. The final similarity, I believe is how the
two are connected: semantic data is hierarchical, with concepts being types and super
classes of other concepts. Social media, on the other hand involve individuals sharing
ideas, topics and concepts among each other. Discussions are based on topics and con-
cepts, which are all semantically representable. This provides the building blocks for the
next stage of research in this direction: how to represent social media using semantics,
acknowledging the similarities between the two types of data.

Over the duration of my PhD, I have also been focussing on visualising social media
data. Two main strands of visualisations have been explored: visualising content and
visualising relationships and users. This has stemmed to the development of a few pro-
totype systems such as [MCGL12](Context and Hierarchy Chain to visualise content),
[CMC] (VisInfluence, to visualise relationships and users) and [GLMC11, LCG+

11] (Sim-
NET, to visualise relationships and users).

Initial user impressions on the working prototypes are positive, the evaluation of the
same, in a realistic scenario is a challenging process and opens new directions for re-
search. An evaluation of the systems during a real-life emergency situation (or even, a
simulation) will be under highly stressful conditions. This requires careful thought and
well designed experiments to understand how such evaluations can be best conducted.
Furthermore, each of these systems are isolated pieces of developing work. Much re-
search is necessary in order to understand how best to integrate such systems (or ap-
proaches) in a comprehensive system.

8.4 final remarks

The research conducted over the past few years into making semantic data more con-
sumable for end users has been highly enlightening and insightful. I have had the op-
portunity to closely work with end users and stakeholders during my research and
have collaborated with researchers from several research fields. My experience within
an industrial as well as an academic setting has been very special since I have had
the opportunity to understand the expectations and limitations from both communities.
Adopting a user-centred approach has made me better understand users and their ex-
pectations and re-iterating through the entire design process have been very exciting
and highly stimulating.

I believe the beauty in technology can be delivered in simplicity and hiding the tech-
nology from end users to create a playful, stimulating and exciting environment can
lead to more receptive and forgiving users. The word “forgiving” is a rather untech-
nical term that I use to express the fact that users will be willing to give a piece of
technology another try if they are receptive and excited by the system. While it is im-
portant to ensure a system behaves as expected all the time, the unfortunate reality is
that technology will fail at certain times. It is important to reduce the frustration of users
and ensure they have a pleasant experience with the system. I believe that providing
users with a pleasurable experience is the first step in doing so. Aesthetics and art are
highly complex fields that have existed for centuries and are constantly evolving. Driven
by cognitive perception, psychology, art and design, principles have been proposed to
help guide designers to build better and more aesthetic products. My effort has been
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to integrate principles from multiple disciplines for the Semantic Web to aid designers
and developers build more pleasing solutions.

I feel that my research, spanning over the last four years have had several success
stories and contributions. Preliminary research in understanding the principles of Se-
mantic Web and an iterative user-centred approach toward developing a visualisation
framework helped me understand the needs of users. The evaluations raised some inter-
esting questions, highlighted key issues and helped seed the next phase of research. An
exploration into the existing and well established Semantic Web tools and a literature
survey highlighted that the attention to aesthetic design has been highly limited in the
Semantic Web community. Following a comprehensive review of the literature across
disciplines, I identified principles that relate to the field and used them to develop a vi-
sualisation solution for exploration and query of semantic datasets. The results from the
evaluations have helped guide my thoughts toward possible future work, and I believe
the impact of the continuing research are significant.

Overall, I feel that the greatest achievement of my thesis was incorporating a multi-
disciplinary approach toward making semantic data more accessible and consumable
by users by empowering user communities steer design decisions. I hope this fosters a
new direction in Semantic Web and Information Retrieval research and generates new,
stimulating results in the near future.
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A
A E S T H E T I C M E T R I C S

The following provides a description and the formulae to calculate the metrics as used
in the evaluation. These definitions and formulae were proposed by Ngo.

Balance is defined as the distribution of optical weight in a picture, where optical
weight is the perception that some objects appear heavier than others. Larger objects
are heavier while smaller objects are lighter.

Balance = 1−
|BMvertical|+ |BMhorizontal|

2
∈ [0, 1] (46)

Equilibrium represents stabilisation, a midway center of suspension. It can be defined
as equal balance between opposing force, various visual objects are centers of forces. A
layout is in equilibrium when its center coincides with the center of the frame.

Equilibrium = 1−
|EMx|+ |EMy|

2
∈ [0, 1] (47)

Symmetry denotes the balanced distribution of equivalent elements about a common
line. Essentially representing axial duplication, symmetry defines how well a unit on
one side of the center is replicated on the other side.

Symmetry = 1−
|SYMv|+ |SYMh|+ |SYMr|

3

∈ [0, 1]
(48)

The measure of sequence relates to the way that visual objects are positioned in a
layout with respect to the movement of the eye - heavier objects being on the top left,
while lighter and smaller objects at the bottom right.

Sequence = 1−

∑
j=UL,UR,LL,LR

|qj − vj|

8
∈ [0, 1] (49)

Rhythm relates to understand the variety in the arrangement, dimension, number
and form of visual objects within a layout.

Rhythm = 1−
|Rhythmx|+ |Rhythmy + |RhythmArea|

2
∈ [0, 1] (50)

Cohesion denotes how the aspect ratios of each visual element relates to the screen’s
width and height.

Cohesion =
|CMfl|+ |CMlo|

2
∈ [0, 1] (51)

Unity signifies coherence, where visual elements appear to belong together, seen to-
gether as one thing - similar sized objects, using less space between elements, larger
margins and so on.

Unity =
|UMform|+ |UMspace|

2
∈ [0, 1] (52)
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Order and Complexity is defined as the sum of all the above measures for a layout.

Order_Complexity =

7∑
i=1

Mi

7
∈ [0, 1] (53)
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G
A F F E C T I V E G R A P H S E VA L U AT I O N TA S K S : L E A R N A B I L I T Y

g.0.1 Simple Tasks (ST)

Find the people with first name ‘Knud’.

Find the “inproceedings” whose title contains ‘Semantic Search’.

Find the organizations whose name contains ‘Karlsruhe’.

g.0.2 Multiple Attributes Task (MAT)

List the name, page and homepage of organizations.

List the name, familyName and status of all people.

List the location, homepage and summary of all tutorial events.

g.0.3 Multiple concepts Task (MCT)

List all the conference venues and their meeting rooms.

List the programme committee members and the conference events they participated at.

List all the people who have given keynote talks.

g.0.4 Complex Task (CT)

Find the description and summary of keynote talks which took place at ‘WWW’ confer-
ences and the name of the presenter.

Find the name, homepage and page of people who were workshop organisers for a
workshop about ‘Ontology Matching’.

Find the page and homepage of each person whose status is ‘Academia’ and was a chair
of a session event and find its location.

g.0.5 Exploratory Task (ET)

1. Imagine you are a young researcher, starting your career in ‘Ontology alignment’.
Since the organisation you are affiliated to conducts research in a different area,
you do not have direct access to experts in your area of research. The only access
to information is via Affective Graphs, which provides visual means to look for
information. Using such systems, can you identify a few researchers in the area of
your interest and why have you chosen them?
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2. Imagine you are organising a day-long workshop on knowledge management in
business at an organization. As a part of the workshop, there would be two tutori-
als from experts. Who are the experts you would choose and why?
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